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Augmentative Communication Device Design, Implementation and Evaluation 

The ultimate aim of this thesis was to design and implement an advanced software based 
Augmentative Communication Device (ACD) , or Voice Output Communication Aid NOCA) , for 
non-vocal Learning Disabled individuals by applying current psychological models, theories, and 
experimental techniques. By taking account of potential user's cognitive and linguistic abilities a 
symbol based device (Easy Speaker) was produced which outputs naturalistic digitised human 
speech and sound and makes use of a photorealistic symbol set. In order to increase the size of 
the available symbol set a hypennedia style dynamic screen approach was employed. The 
relevance of the hypermedia metaphor in relation to models of knowledge representation and 
language processing was explored. 

Laboratory based studies suggested that potential user's could learn to productively operate the 
software, became faster and more efficient over time when performing set conversational tasks. 
Studies with unimpaired individuals supported the notion that digitised speech was less cognitively 
demanding to decode, or listen to. 

With highly portable, touch based, PC compatible systems beginning to appear it is hoped that the 
otherwise silent will be able to use the software as their primary means of communication with the 
speaking world. Extensive field trials over a six month period with a prototype device and in 
collaboration with user's caregivers strongly suggested this might be the case. 

Off-device improvements were also noted suggesting that Easy Speaker, or similar softwarE' 
has the potential to be used as a communication training tool. Such training would be likelY 10 

improve overall communicative effectiveness. 

To conclude, a model for successful ACD development was proposed. 
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PREFACE 

PREFACE 

Currently the field Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC) is constituted from an 

amalgam of specialist areas which include amongst others: Psychology, Communication Science, 

Speech Therapy, Medical Physics, Electronic Engineering and Computer Science. This is a con

sequence of the nature of the problem, namely to enable the non-vocal to communicate. Non

vocal individuals typically have many other needs in addition to their need to communicate with 

the speaking world. This fact tends to blur the lines of traditional field boundaries. In terms of 

AAC in relation to electronic or Augmentative Communication Devices (ACD) no one field has ex

clusive reign. Unfortunately this has meant that many ACD's are utilitarian and commonly address 

the needs of certain groups directly with the less able being excluded. Due to the utilitarian nature 

of many ACD's this has meant that little objective research has been done with certain groups; 

with the Learning Disabled being the largest. 

One of the problems for research in AAC has been which theories should be tested, what research 

methodologies should be used, and ultimately how findings should be applied. Psychology is per

haps the only field whose theories, research methodologies and record of practical application can 

be directly targeted toward the problem. Within this thesis many psychological theories have been 

applied in order to deSign, implement and monitor, or evaluate, a software based ACD for the non

vocal Learning Disabled population. Psychological research methodology has allowed objective 

collection of data via automated means and by application of standard clinical inventories. Culmi

nation of the data has enabled theories to be confirmed or rejected and has suggested future ave

nues for investigation. 

Despite Psychology providing a framework for research classical techniques cannot be directly 

applied due to the nature of the problem and the individuals involved. For example, one cannot 

ethically with such a vulnerable group manipulate variables whilst observing the result in order to 

confirm or refute a hypotheSiS. Neither can one deprive a control group of the opportunity to 

benefit from such an ACD; not withstanding the difficulty of matching the abilities and handicaps of 
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individuals anyway. Nor can one withdraw equipment or support provision in order to observe the 

impact. Generally working with such groups has been shied away from as typical techniques such 

as protocol analysis can't be applied as individuals lack the insight required. Simply, they lack the 

ability to tell you verbosely what they are thinking at a given time. 

Research however needs to be carried out, theories formulated, tested, modified and applied. 

Just because standard techniques cannot be used directly doesn't mean that well controlled and 

meaningful research cannot be conducted. The view taken by the author is that an action re

search paradigm is the only way forward in such difficult areas. Whereby, a need is addressed 

and the research follows in parallel, as opposed to the classical model where research precedes 

application. To gain the trust and support of other professionals and carers in the area such an 

approach was seen as the only way forward. 

In short the ultimate aim of this thesis has been to design and implement an advanced software 

based Augmentative Communication Device (ACD), or Voice Output Communication Aid (VOCA), 

for non-vocal Learning Disabled individuals by applying current psychological models and tech

niques. By taking account of potential user's cognitive and linguistic abilities a symbol based de

vice (Easy Speaker) has been produced which outputs naturalistic digitised human speech and 

sound. In order to increase the size of the available symbol set a hypermedia style dynamic 

screen approach has been employed. With highly portable, touch based, PC compatible systems 

beginning to appear it is hoped that the otherwise silent will be able to use the software as their 

primary means of communication with the speaking world. Extensive field trials over a six month 

period with a prototype device has strongly suggested this might be the case. Such success in the 

field was only accomplished after years of research and development and by application of the 

rationale outlined below. 

With the clear goal of producing a system which is potentially usable by even the severely Learn

ing Disabled non-vocal, a review of abilities of the population in question was first undertaken. 

Within this review cognitive and linguistic abilities were considered alongside levels of unaided 

communicative effectiveness. The implications for ACD intervention were considered. 
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Before attempting to design and develop a 'new' kind of system a review of commercial hardware 

and software based ACD's was undertaken. Common forms of speech output and choice of sym

bol set were considered. Advanced approaches and the need for further development were also 

considered. 

In order to allow users access to a large vocabulary of symbols it was decided to employ a dy

namic screen approach based around a hypermedia metaphor. The relevance of the hypermedia 

metaphor in relation to models of knowledge representation and language processing was ex

plored. As was the implication of ACD usage based upon such an access metaphor. 

The development of the actual software was considered from an HCI standpoint in relation to both 

caregivers and users alike. The importance of screen layout and models of conceptual under

standing were explored. Central to the notion of Easy Speaker usage was tracking users actions 

and output whilst using the device productively. The nature of these recording techniques was 

explained. The evolutionary processes Easy Speaker underwent were considered as various soft

ware revisions were written. 

It is essential that care givers and health care professionals can maintain and set up hierarchical 

symbol vocabularies for real users easily. In order to evaluate the success of the interface for 

those who might maintain symbol vocabularies for users a standard Questionnaire for User Inter

face Satisfaction was given to naive maintainers and then again when experienced. The attitudes 

of maintainers to the creation and maintenance of hierarchies was favourable, and above ex

pected levels. 

The quality of speech output from any communication aid is crucial and the debate continues to 

centre around whether to use digitised or synthesised speech. Research has suggested that syn

thesised speech is more cognitively demanding to decode, or listen to. With the central aim of 

producing a low demand ACD it was proposed from both theoretical and practical standpoints that 

naturalistic digitised speech should be used. This is even more relevant as it is suggested that 
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ACD users also listen to and reprocess their own spoken output and so can affect them adversely 

too. The level of processing overhead was confirmed experimentally by investigating the cogni

tive load incurred by synthesised speech over digitised, when obeying increasingly complex in

structions. 

In order to evaluate the success of Easy Speaker in its role as communication aid two bespoke 

inventories needed to be constructed. The first, the Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESAT) , 

measured users raw performance on-device whilst generating set tasks over a three week period. 

All task data was collected by the Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) as users com

pleted the tasks. Measures focused on utterance construction speed, efficiency and estimated 

number of words per minute output. All were recorded fully automatically and were highly accu

rate. The second, the Easy Speaker Performance Monitoring (ESPM) questionnaire, was con

cerned with off-device improvements in language and cognition over the longer term. Immediate 

caregivers were asked to rate improvements in behavioural measures of each users adaptive be

haviour pre-intervention and after six months of use. All items were taken from the Adaptive Be

haviour Scales and the Functional Performance Record 16, and might be collectively considered 

as a measure of each users communicative effectiveness within their everyday environment. 

With the availability of objective test materials which assessed raw performance users were tested 

on set tasks over a three week period (ESAT). During this three week period three of the four us

ers improved significantly on all performance measures. This supported that the notion of a low 

demand hypermedia style interface using photorealistic symbols might be correct for such a user 

group. Furthermore when ARTS data was analysed in terms of productive quality it was found that 

all users had generated meaningful multi-symbol utterances with both the author and their imme

diate caregivers. Performance measures and productive use suggest that Easy Speaker could be 

used as a primary communication channel by the non-vocal Learning Disabled population. 

As the current study group were border1ine vocal and moderately Learning Disabled off-device 

measures of improvements in language and cognition were taken using recognised behavioural 

inventories (ESPM). After six months of Easy Speaker intervention all users improved signifi-
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cantly on all measures of language and cognition as rated by two of each users immediate care

givers over their previous baseline ratings. Such behavioural measures can be thought of as col

lectively measuring communicative effectiveness. 

To conclude, a model for successful ACD development was proposed which followed a circular 

pattern and encompassed, (1) The theoretical stage, (2) The developmental stage and (3) The 

evaluative stage. It was suggested that all three stages should take place within a Framework of 

existing, new, and cutting-edge technologies. It was this model that Easy Speaker development 

followed. Future trends were considered under the headings of hardware and software advances. 

It was suggested that hardware advances in standard PC compatible technologies could be left to 

evolve naturally due to office and workplace demands by unimpaired computer users. That is, 

shrinking size, decreasing cost, increasing computational power and multimedia features as stan

dard. It was suggested that ACD's should be constructed wholly in software so that they might 

make use of such industry standard platforms. Taking account of emerging technologies a proto

type of the next version of Easy Speaker was outlined. The shortcomings of the current version, 

as highlighted by the QUIS study, were resolved. Maintainers could now maintain user vocabu

laries, or hierarchies, under an object orientated interface simply by dragging and dropping sym

bols onto user screens. In addition, the new prototype allowed for dynamically scaleable symbols, 

variable symbol density, single switch and touch screen input, and the ability to use additional me

dia such as music, animations and even video Clips. With design of the latest version concentrat

ing on both the user and caregiver it is hoped that time and resource pressured environments, 

such as the NHS, will consider Easy Speaker as a choice for the severely Leaming Disabled non

vocal. To this end future research directions were outlined. 
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CHAPTER 1: Priorities in design, 
implementation and monitoring of symbol 
based Augmentative Communication Devices 

Demographic research suggests that between 8 to 12 people per 1000 are in some way 
profoundly handicapped in their spoken language usage. Within the Leaming Disabled 
(LD) population this figure rises to approximately 23 to 25 per 100. Such impoverish
ment means that many individuals may be unable to meet their daily communication 
needs. 

In a bid to alleviate such difficulties many Augmentative and Altemative Communication 
(AAC) strategies have been employed, ranging from sign language to complex computer 
based speech prostheses. Although such AAC strategies may facilitate communication 
within the otherwise more able general population, potential LD users are likely to posses 
other handicaps which preclude such approaches. These can encompass, intellectual 
and cognitive impairments, physical disability, deafness and blindness amongst others. 

With restricted abilities simpler AAC's have replaced generally available alternatives. 
Simpler signing systems such as Makaton has replaced sign language and symbol based 
communication systems have been introduced. Graphically based symbol systems such 
as, Bliss and Rebus, have been taught to many individuals as a replacement or supplant 
to spoken language. Such individuals can communicate with others by sharing these 
symbols which have a common meaning to both speaker and listener. 

With the advent of modem computer systems symbol based alternatives have mutated 
into computer based Augmentative Communication Devices (ACD) , or Voice Output 
Communication Aids (VOCA). Such evolution allows language impaired individuals to 
interact with the normal speaking population through a symbol set which can be trans
lated into artificial speech by the device and spoken to the listener. 

Such ACD's have generally been 'need led' rather that research based. The 'if it works, 
use it!' mentality has meant that many devices are overly complex, inefficient in use, 
and as such accessible only be the most able of the LD population. However as 'needs 
dictate' such devices continue to be produced and used. 

The goal of the thesis and this chapter in particular is to identify from both theoretical 
and research based perspectives what features an 'idealised' ACD for such a group 
might possess and the impact it might make on their lives. The result will be an 
'idealised' software based ACD, called "Easy Speaker", which has been field trialed, and 
of measurable benefit to users. 

INTRODUCTION 

With some 23% of all LD individuals experiencing quite profound difficulties with regard to spoken 

language (Gibbs and Cooper 1989) many AAC strategies have been implemented in order to ele-

vate natural abilities. These have included physical sign based systems such as American and 

British Sign Language (ASL and BSL) amongst others. For those who don't possess the intellec-
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tual or physical abilities to use standard signing systems simpler alternatives have been taught, 

e.g. Makaton. However for many individuals with profound language difficulties they cannot make 

full use of even simple signing systems. For this group symbol based systems provide an alterna

tive. 

Symbol based systems are typically aimed at the less able and generally provide for more func

tional types of discourse derived from a limited symbol set. Typically these have consisted of 

semi-gaphical symbolS such as Bliss or Rebus which are superimposed on to a physical grid or 

form-board. The speaker would communicate by pointing to a number of symbols in turn. Be

cause such a symbol set has a shared meaning, both listener and speaker share the same under

standing of the message. However, the speaker cannot communicate via this system with normal 

language users as they don't share a Similar frame of reference. Instead they use spoken lan

guage. 

In addition because only a limited set of symbols can be displayed on a finite size grid any com

municative interaction is limited by the size of the vocabulary available. One can temporally cir

cumvent this by increasing the symbol density or by making the grid larger. Both of which in

crease the demands placed on the speaker. 

With the advent of low cost, high power, readily available computer systems such Simple, but ef

fective, communication tools have in the main been recreated as electronic form-boards or more 

recently 'virtually' on the computer screen. Both can offer the ability to turn symbol input into 

synthesised or digitised speech so that users can interact easily, both with other like individuals 

and with members of the normal speaking population. Computer based variants can offer dy

namic displays that enable 'pages' of symbols to be stored and 'paged' through to provide access 

to a larger virtual vocabulary. 

Such systems undoubtedly offer improvements over previous incarnations. However, in general 

they are 'need led' as opposed to being research based, e.g. the need to increase the number of 

available symbols and hence vocabulary size; the need for speech output etc... As a result many 
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research based questions remain unanswered, and many more are posed by adding layers of 

complexity to such originally elegant designs, 

The objectives 

The objectives of this thesis are manifold. The main objective however is to produce a software 

based ACD which is built around psychological theory and practical knowledge of the LD popula-

tion who might benefit from such a device. That is, to design and implement an ACD that is tai-

lored to it's users, rather than simply being a traditional approach implemented on modem tech-

nology. The overriding ethos is to provide the most benefit to users by practically applying psy

chological theory to push available technologies to their limits, 

The envisaged system will be based on photorealistic digitised images as symbols, make use of 

digitised speech output, will have an in-built Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) to 

keep track of user interaction and will have an interface based on a hypermedia metaphor. 

The objectives of the thesis can best be summarised by the following sketch diagram :-

Fig 1.1, Sketch outline of objectives 

Target potential 
user population 

RevieW previous 
devices 

Forward 
theoretical 

premise for a 
new type of 

device 

Practically apply 
theory to 

produce a new 
device 

., 
Empirically test 
new device with 
identified uset'8 

Evaluate whether 
users can use the 

new device and Is it 
of measurable 

benefit ? 
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The ultimate goal being to produce a software based ACD which is based in psychological theory 

and of tangible benefit to users. The resulting software package has become known as "Easy 

Speaker". 

Although many design and implementation issues have been implicit for a number of 
years it is only recently that they have been made explicit and more formulaic. During a 
recent research priorities workshop 14 leading American proponents of the AAC field 
formulated no less than 6 research priorities (Beukelman and Ansel 1995) :-

o To study the impact of AAC technologies on the development of communication, lan
guage, natural speech, and discourse skills of people with severe communication disor
ders. 

f) To study the influence of user variables (for example, knowledge, skill and learning 
style) on AAC system use . 

., To investigate the impact of AAC system features on communicative competence 
and interactional skills of users. 

e To develop tools and strategies to validly and reliably measure communicative , op
erational, linguistic, strategic, and social competence and of children and adults who use 
AAC systems. 

e To investigate the effectiveness of AAC interventions by studying users of a variety 
of age, aetiologies, and social contexts and to determine those factors that are related to 
success and failure of AAC use. 

o To encourage the academic development of researchers with a focus in AAC by es
tablishing predoctoral and postdoctoral research and training opportunities. 

Although the authors current research began informally some six years ago and formally in 1992 

many of Beukelman et ai's tenet's were shared implicitly and so in all probability evolved from 

common premises. With such commonality it is useful to use Beukelman et ai's accepted priori-

ties as a framework on which to expand the ideals and goals behind the development and applica-

tion of Easy Speaker. Within the scope of a thesis one cannot hope to fulfil all sub-areas of such 

broad priorities, but instead to chip away at them. 

o "To study the impact of AAC technologies on the development of communication, lan
guage, natural speech, and discourse skills of people with severe communication disor
ders." 

Within this priority the need to implement the correct symbol set for potential users is crucial. In 

practice there are numerous symbol sets in everyday use around the world, ranging from the more 

abstract to the concrete; with many being idiosyncratic to the particular user. Examples might in-
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clude Bliss, Rebus and ad-hoc hand drawn or pictographic symbology. However, such symbology 

can prove too complex for potential LD users so that they either give up, or only leam a rudimen

tary portion set needed for basic interaction. In general such systems tend to be learnt by rote and 

place a great deal of demand on the part of the user. Such demands may not be intellectually met 

by many. With regard to symbol set usage the author proposes from both theoretical and practical 

standpoints that an idealised symbol set should be constructed from photorealistic images of real 

objects, events, and people. Furthermore that these should be of around passport photo size and 

quality, in full colour, and should be easily digitised from the original photograph by use of a image 

scanner. As digitised images are used the user can actually be incorporated within the symbol set 

to increase salience. A concrete example might be a image of the user pictured drinking from a 

real can of Coke. When the symbol might be selected a piece of digitised speech might say ACan 

I have a drink of Coke? - please". It is hoped that a base symbol set might be formed, which is 

then added to by the user or their immediate carers to build upon it. The aim is to provide a syn

ergistic symbol set, that has a good learning curve, and incurs a low cognitive load in use. To use 

the old adage, "a picture paints a thousand words". Why put a LD user through the frustration and 

effort of learning that an abstract symbol represents a can of Coke, when you can have a photore

alistic picture of a real can of Coke representing the real object? Modem technologies have made 

such ideals feasible for a number of years, although now such capabilities are entering public do

main. 

output from such devices is also considered as being crucial. Traditionally voice output has been 

in the form of synthesised speech which is generated phonetically from textual input. Although the 

latest synthesisers such as "DecTalk" are relatively advanced, listening to such output is still highly 

demanding for the majority of normal language users. However the widely forgotten flip-side is 

that ACD users themselves have to listen to any output too. As Beukelman et al acknowledge 

many users use a combination of natural speech with their AAC techniques. Recent research has 

suggested that synthesised speech is more cognitively demanding when listening to and under

standing it. The author suggests that systems, such as Easy Speaker, should where possible use 

digitised human speech, which can by virtue of the medium carry all of the information contained 

in natural spontaneous speech. The argument being that it is better for listeners and for user alike. 
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The notion of ACO's acting as constant, almost covert, speech therapists is considered in-line with 

Beukelman et ai's mixed mode assertion. The level of cognitive overhead imposed by synthe-

sised speech is examined experimentally. The argument of having to "tune-in" to synthesised 

speech is also considered. 

Some advanced commercially available ACO's can make use of both synthesised and digitised 

speech either exclusively or simultaneously. The notion of such mixed modes is also addressed. 

If digitised speech is utilised the syntactic details of constructing utterances is considered. For 

example, should utterances consist of whole pre-formed messages, be constructed from syntactic 

segments, or be made up from individual words? For example :-

Whole 
Syntactic segments 
Individual words 

Can I have a drink of Coke? Please. 
Can I have - a - drink of Coke? - Please. 
Can - I - have - a - drink - of - Coke - Please. 

Thus the question of speed versus flexibility combined with increased complexity is raised, as is 

the question of syntactic leaming. 

Beukelman et ai's third premise in this research priority is "system organisation". In most cases 

modem computer based ACO's are based on "dynamic displays" whereby symbol density is virtu

ally increased by paging through various screens filled with symbols. Symbols can be selected as 

screens are paged through, thus increasing the vocabulary size available to the user. However 

many systems are simply based upon a book metaphor where pages are literally turned forward or 

backward to reveal more or less symbols which can then be selected. Although these pages might 

be organised in to meaningful whales, with related symbols on each page, they are not coherently 

linked. Easy Speaker utilises a hypermedia style metaphor in system organisation. Whereby a 

user can traverse a large virtual three dimensional vocabulary of symbols by selecting special 

symbols which act as links to other related pages of symbols and links. One might view such a 

large intricately linked system as being a type of system "grammar" which the user must leam in 

order to use the system. The links between pages would themselves be digitised photorealistic 

images of exemplars of a given category. That is, they would be the archetypal member of a 
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given category, or screen full of symbols. For example a photorealistic image of the user having 

breakfast surrounded with a red box might indicate that when selected the screen would change to 

symbols to do with "breakfast", e.g. breakfast cereals, drinks etc... when any of these symbols 

would be selected the digitised speech associated with them might be appended to the utterance 

under construction ready to be output when requested. In addition on any page, any mixture of 

links and speech symbols might appear. On the "breakfast" page for example there might be link 

symbols such as "lunch" and "dinner" etc... These might enable the user to select these so that he 

might be transported to pages where he might talk about what might be included in a later meal. 

Again as with the symbol type themselves the author will forward theoretical notions of why one 

might wish to organise a large vocabulary based on such a methodology. For example, in relation 

to memory the system might be organised to represent the user own semantic memory, or knowl-

edge hierarchy so that it might be traversed rapidly and for little cognitive effort due to it's syner-

gistic nature. In addition the question of whether additions to the hierarchy would expand the us-

ers own knowledge and linguistic system are discussed. That is, does the system help form and 

strengthen the relationship between concepts in addition to providing a low demand access strat-

egy? Support for such a notion is taken both from theoretical works and from the authors own 

experimental work with real users of Easy Speaker. Experimental evidence is taken from the fact 

of whether or not users can learn to navigate a relatively complex hierarchy in order to construct 

set utterances. The more rapidly users' learn to use the system the lower the demand imposed in 

use would be presumed to be. 

In general LD users have been precluded from using many MC strategies and ACD's by virtue of 

their inherent complexity. By addressing these three key areas from both theoretical and research 

based standpoints one would hope to produce an ACD that on the surface appeared complex and 

offered greatly enhanced communication opportunities; but was so synergistic and of such low 

cognitive demand that all but the most intellectually and cognitive impaired could not make use of 

it. In sum the key areas which have been addressed within the first priority are :-

o Symbol type 
e Output format 
., System organisation 
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Indeed these might be seen as the three key tenets of any prospective ACO. All three must be as 

appropriate as is possible for the device in question to be of benefit. 

e To study the influence of user variables (for example, knowledge, skill and learning 
style) on AAC system use. 

With the realisation that it is near impossible to develop a system that is 'all things, to all men' de-

signers are now beginning to realise that user variables are at least as important as system vari-

abies. To use an analogy, if the cockpit of a well designed Far Eastem plane is physically too 

small for Europeans, no matter how ergonomic the instrumentation they won 't be able to fly it 

comfortably. Similarly an overly complex ACO will only ever be used effectively by the most able. 

During the development of Easy Speaker the author has first hand experience that within such a 

user group it may not just be intellectual or cognitive variables that can affect ACO usage. Other 

factors such as physical constraints, ranging from the extreme of paralysis to the hindrance of 

motor tremor. Invisible physical impairments are also common , with uncorrected visual impair-

ments topping the list. Where possible these have been catered for within the system. 

Beukelman et al comment how, "Successful MC use depends on a functional compatibility be-

tween the motor, cognitive, linguistic and sensory capabilities of the user and the operational re-

quirements of the MC system: By appropriate system and interface design the demands in 

terms of "operational requirements" can be reduced. However user variables are less predictable 

and their impact can only be assessed, slowly improved and consolidated with system usage. A 

strength in one area can compensate for a weakness in another to a certain extent. Throughout, 

the underlying theme that individuals are, by their nature, idiosyncratic has been maintained. 

A major area of concem is whether motor learning, through the development of co-ordinative 

structures, develop within such individuals. Do motor skills hone with practice so as to approach 

the automaticity one might expect within an unimpaired individual? And does learning follow a 

similar pattern? Such questions are considered separately from any input device chosen . Oe-

vices might range from touch screens, to joysticks to mice. The focus is on strategy employed. 
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User competence, or skill , was formally assessed within Easy Speaker usage by use of the built-in 

Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) which monitored interactions whilst users' com-

pleted a number of set tasks known as the Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESAT). Such an 

approach enabled the author to follow an plot measures such as :-

o Cursor movement (distance cursor moved in mickeys, ~ 1 mickey = 1 mm on screen) 
e Highly accurate split timings (milliseconds) , i.e. timings for each symbol selection 
e Constructional latency for each utterance 

By very accurately measuring the cursor track motor learning can be monitored. Cursor track, or 

tack, is used as a measure of efficiency, the less the cursor is moved to complete a set task the 

more efficient the strategy the user is employing. If levels of efficiency improve over time one can 

infer that motor leaming has occurred. Also one can infer that higher levels of cognitive function 

have been called upon as planned strategies must be acted upon to increase efficiency. 

Related to this is the use of highly accurate split timings. By examining split timings one can as-

se ss whether the user is also becoming faster, again implying some degree of learning and appli-

cation of planned strategies. However one must bear in mind that speed might not be correlated 

with efficiency. A user may be very quick, but highly inefficient. Conversely a user may be slow, 

but demonstrate use of a highly efficient movement and selection strategy. 

Such measures are generally more meaningful when the complexity of the task is varied. For ex-

ample, the number of symbols that must be selected, and the number of virtual pages that must 

be visited to select the required combination of symbols. The task can then be assigned a nu-

meric value indicative of its complexity. By using such measures one can estimate the level of 

"operational competence" (Beukelman et al 1995) a user has in relation to the system. 

Crucial to the success of any ACO is the ability for it to reflect changes in the abilities of the user 

themselves. For example, as the user develops the vocabulary may need to be modified and/or 

expanded to suit. The process of vocabulary development might be viewed as being a never 

ending looped process where addition to the system might be driven both by the caregiver adding 

more complex symbols and links which might in-turn prompt the user to request more symbols and 
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links, and vice-versa. For Beukelman et al "fast mapping" of a users "culminating experience and 

language base" is seen as essential. The system should grow to reflect the development of the 

user, and the ease with which such changes can be implemented is paramount. 

Not only is the users viewpoint of the system important, but so too is the caregivers. Many sys-

terns employ complex scripting languages to program symbols and virtual screens; some even 

resort to the need to learn phonetic scripts. If any base system is too difficult for caregivers to 

modify, irrespective of user benefits, it is unlikely that its full potential will be realised. Such a view 

is vividly brought to life if one imagines a time/resource pressured environment such as the NHS 

where many devices might be used. Within a service setting what is needed is a base system that 

can easily and quickly be modified to suit a particular user. Many existing systems cannot. 

As the "caregiver interface" is linked to any devices success, in relation to Easy Speaker, the 

views regarding the programming interface and programming method were assessed using the 

University of Maryland Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction 5.0 long (QUIS 5.0L). This 

was administered after initial usage and introductory programming of the system and again after 

around a weeks prolonged experience. This was done to evaluate potential caregivers 'first im-

pressions', and then to see how these changed with a little more experience. Initial impressions 

could then be evaluated against later more experienced viewpoints to see if initial views were up-

held or whether caregivers grew more knowledgeable of the system and found it more or less easy 

to utilise. Also areas or strengths and weaknesses would be signalled for future development. 

As highlighted many in service professions may only have a limited time budget when learning to 

use any ACD, therefore a well designed programming interface, which can be rapidly learnt and 

successfully manipulated is vital. Just as success is motivating for users, so too is success for 

caregivers. In sum the key areas which have been addressed within the second priority are :-

o The influence of user variables of ACD usage 
8 Motor learning and skill acquisition 
., Caregiver ease of programming (naive and experienced) 
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e To investigate the impact of AAC system features on communicative competence and 
interactional skills of users. 

Again one of the burning questions of this priority is how to, "[give users] control over the language 

that is available to them" as Beukelman et al note. This is a question of interface methodology 

married with appropriate selection of input device. As noted earlier the objective is to give low 

load access to a potentially huge symbol based vocabulary. To achieve easy access the dynamic 

display approach that Easy Speaker utilises is based around a hypermedia metaphor; where intri-

cate links can be formed between symbols and other screens. However many other devices use a 

simple paging arrangement, based on turning the pages of a real book, to reveal more or less 

symbols. Theoretically an approach such as Easy Speaker's should enable low load, almost syn-

ergistic, access. This should allow for greater communicative competence due to its similarity with 

many models of knowledge organisation. The organisation of symbols can theoretically be 

matched to the users current level of understanding allowing the next symbol in sequence location 

to be almost 'obvious' to the user. 

In terms of input device Easy Speaker follows an open systems approach, whereby due to the Mi-

crosoft Windows operating system it runs under, any device that replaces a standard mouse in that 

environment can be used as a control device. As MS Windows is the best selling operating sys-

tem world-wide this gives a potentially huge variety of "plug 'n' play" solutions that can be used. 

Generally these plug straight in to the standard mouse port without modification. These range 

from touch screens, pressure sensitive pads, virtual reality helmet style visors, and eye tracking 

spectacles to less space age devices such as cordless joysticks, radio controlled mice, and button 

panels etc... Easy Speaker also caters for keyboard input by means of the cursor keys, enter key 

and space bar. Although input devices are not tested empirically they are considered briefly in 

terms of the range available and their relative merits with respect to potential use population. 

As most ACO's tend to use synthesised speech this is a major area of concern within this priority. 

Beukelman et al consider, "the influence of the rate of syntheSised speech on listener comprehen-

sion and listener acceptability 1" With this question in mind an empirical study in to the cognitive 

load incurred when obeying synthesised and digitised task instructions was carried out. Although 

not strictly testing listener acceptability it does tackle the crux of the matter, listener comprehen-
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sion. As noted earlier this is crucial if any device is to act as both ACO and covert speech thera-

pist. By testing cognitive load one can propose whether or not synthesised or digitised speech is 

best employed for output within any ACO, including Easy Speaker. Together with other theoretical 

and research based findings a case is made against the de facto use of synthesised speech, espe-

cially for the user group in question. 

Attention is also drawn to the ease with which users can learn to use the system and it's sym-

bology. As regards system learning this is done by empirically examining users' performance on a 

number of set tasks and noting performance gains. Various symbol systems are evaluated on the 

basis of previous theoretical and research based work for such a user group. This is taken as the 

basiS for suggesting that a photorealistic set of symbols be utilised whenever possible. 

e To develop tools and strategies to validly and reliably measure communicative, opera
tional, linguistic, strategic, and social competence and of children and adults who use AAC 
systems. 

Ongoing assessment is crucial to the success of any ACO. This enables modifications to the sys

tem software to be considered and affects of such modifications evaluated. It also allows for 

caregivers to focus on areas of weakness and to consolidate strengths. Improvements can be 

plotted and used to give positive feedback to the user. 

Beukelman et al consider "operational competence" and the tracking of operational competence as 

being invaluable. Such a notion of on-line tracking is considered essential. In Easy Speaker all 

interactions with the system are recorded in the minutest detail ready for inspection at a later date 

by the Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS). These include what is output, when it is 

output, how long it took to generate and measures relating to the effort put in to generate that out-

put, e.g. the volume of cursor movement. Fundamental descriptive statistics are also calculated, 

e.g. how many seconds were needed to produce each word of output etc .. . In addition useful pre-

dictions are made, e.g. the estimated number of words per minute based on the last utterance 

generated. Using such an integrated tracking approach allows for set tasks to be given which can 

be used along with ARTS to assess the users level of current "operational competence". Such 

tasks can also be used to evaluate users' knowledge of the hierarchy itself after a period of accli-

matisation. 
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However such measures are mainly concemed with performance, leaming and knowledge of the 

system, These are viewed as primary goals by the author, Secondary goals on the other hand 

relate to off-device improvements in language, motivation, cognition and sociability, Secondary 

gains were evaluated by means of measuring functional levels of behaviour in these areas quasi-

experimentally, This was done by using 67 items taken from the Adaptive Behaviour Scales 

(ABS) and the Functional Performance Record (FPR). The modified questionnaire was given to 

immediate care-givers of each user prior to intervention and again after 6 months of Easy Speaker 

usage. Each item was then examined to check for improvement, worsening or no change. 

Thus two measures of Easy Speaker usage were examined, Firstly pure performance measures 

of system competence, and secondly off-device transferable benefits in language, motivation, 

cognition , and sociability. 

4:} To investigate the effectiveness of AAC interventions by studying users of a variety of 
ages, aetiologies, and social contexts and to detennine those factors that are related to 
success and fai lure of AAC use. 

The effectiveness of any MC/MD approach is only lent credence when trialed with a reasonable 

number of real users who differ in aetiology, abilities and needs. In addition social factors provide 

for other potential additional/confounding variables. In this respect Beukelman et al note how "In 

the current climate of accountability in both education and medical care arenas, the need for effi-

cacy or outcome research is obvious." Although suggestive of a, "bang for the buck" mentality, the 

assertion of close monitoring of outcome is seen as imperative. To date , perhaps due to the 

'newness', of the area there are no long term studies of ACO effectiveness and impact on users' 

everyday lives. By long term one might consider at least two to three years and upwards of expe-

rience with the same device. 

Also considered within this priority was the need to consider the, "impact of AAC on family struc-

ture and dynamics in terms of levels of stress, changes in family goals for the user, and changes 

in user preferences.", Beukelman et al (1995). 
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Such long term goals are beyond the scope of this thesis which concentrates on design, imple-

mentation and monitoring issues associated with modem ACO's. However with the increasing 

uptake of such devices such long term research must be carried out once design and implementa-

tion issues have been resolved. 

o To encourage the academic development of researchers with a focus in MC by estab
lishing predoctoral and postdoctoral research and training opportunities. 

Beukelman et al in common with the author notes how the field of AAC is still relatively young and 

that the research community built around it remains quite small. Also of note is that the view that, 

"the rapid growth of the field was accomplished primarily by the transition of clinicians, engineers, 

educators, and administrators with little or no specific AAC training into this new developing area." 

Such views can be seen in many feature rich, as opposed to functional theory based and field 

trialed ACO's. As Newell and Aim (1994) point out, "[often] designers have assumed that their us-

ers will have the characteristic of a 25 year-old male who has a PhD in computer science and is 

obsessed with technological gadgets rather than getting on with the job. Systems are a triumph of 

functionality over usability." Although this quote is taken slightly out of context its meaning is not, 

with many ACO still remaining usable only by the most able. This is especially true of the LO 

population who might benefit most from a well designed ACO. 

The goal of this final priority is to move away from generic approaches to design and to tailor de-

vices toward the intended user populations. This should be done through both theoretical ideals 

and research based investigations. Devices should be field trialed throughout their development 

and users' suggestions should be taken on-board. Perhaps the best example of this is provided by 

McGregor and Aim 1992, who's own research team included a member with a communication 

dysfunction. 

With raised interest in the field more in-depth research will be conducted and recognised by many 

of the commercial developers who continue to produce inadequate ACOs for the majority of the 

LO language impaired population. The ethos being to produce good devices and AAC strategies 

by following academic theory and research principles to a commercial conclusion. Hopefully as 
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such a precedent is taken on board more and more researchers will become interested and in-

volved in the field. 

SUMMARY 

Hopefully this thesis will hint at the direction future research and commercial implementation might 

follow. The specific objectives of this thesis are summarised below :-

o To examine the handicaps and abilities of the potential user population 

e To review previous commercial ACO's, generically then specifically 

., To suggest and implement a symbol set based upon psychological theory and practi
cability 

e To suggest which access strategy, or interface metaphor is most synergistic with users 
abilities 

e Propose which type of output for an ACO is generally most suitable for listeners and 
users alike from a cognitive load prospective, i.e. synthesised or digitised speech 

CD To design a device which takes account of goals 1-5 above 

6 To empirically test whether real users can learn to use such a device and make con
structive use of it 

o To objectively measure any off-device tangible benefits in language and cognition , 
e.g. language, memory, motivation etc .. . as a result of medium-term usage of such a 
device 

o To extrapolate findings to suggest future research and commercial directions for 'new 
wave' ACO's 
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CHAPTER 2: Characteristics of potential ACe 
user populations 

If any ACD is to succeed in its role it must be designed with the abilities and limitations 
of the potential user population in mind. Although within any population there is likely to 
be large variations in needs and abilities it is useful to design for the norm. 

In the case of Easy Speaker its intended user population are those with a Learning Dis
ability combined with expressive language and vocal impairments which makes normal 
communication difficult, slow, or laboured. Intellectual or physical impairments may 
mean that a standard signing system is unable to be utilised, e.g. Mackaton etc ... Most 
are assumed not to have sufficient grasp of English to be able to read or write, and cur
rently don't use any altemative method of communication other than telegraphic spoken 
English. 

Despite many individuals fitting this profile what is needed is a more detailed description 
of general abilities and limitations, as well as common aetiologies and secondary condi
tions. The relevance of ACD intervention is also be stressed in relation to these. 

Although within this chapter there will be the expected quotations of facts and figures re
garding the abilities of this group, the focus will be on abilities and limitations and not 
epidemiological data per se. It is pointless to quote statistics on measures such as la, 
Mental Age, detailed language profiles and for that matter aetiology. What is important 
however is what individuals are capable of and what their limitations might be. 

INTRODUCTION 

A key tenet in designing anything new is to know who prospective users are likely to be. In the 

case of an ACD this is especially pertinent. One must not only know how many potential users 

there might be, but in the case of Leaming disabled users how they are stratified in terms of ability. 

One must also know what their current levels of communicative effectiveness is likely to be. Cru-

cially linguistic and cognitive handicaps must be understood for a device to be deSigned to suit 

existing levels of ability. Above all the relevance of ACD intervention must be taken account of. 

Thus the 'background' of potential users must be understood. 

BACKGROUND 

Prevalence of communication disorders within the Learning Disabled population 

It has been accepted for many years that many Learning disabled (LO) individuals are likely to 

suffer from significant communication deficits (e.g. 8ateman 1964, Marge 1972). These can be 
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either as a result of their intellectual and cognitive impairments, physical disabilities, or a combi-

nation of the two. 

However up until relatively recently evidence for such assumptions within the LD population was 

descriptive, anecdotal, or derived from very small samples (Feagans 1983). One of the first stud-

ies to attempt to measure prevalence within a reasonably sized population is that of Gibbs and 

Cooper (1989). Gibbs and Cooper measured, using standard tests, articulation, fluency, voice, 

language and hearing disorders in a population of 242 LD children aged between eight and twelve. 

A summary of Gibbs and Coopers results are shown below :-

Fig 2.1, Prevalence of communication disorders in a typical LD population 

Disorder No of subjects I Prevalence (%) I 

Articulation 56 23.1 
Language 219 90.5 
Fluency 3 1.2 
Voice 29 12 
Hearing Puretones 18 7.4 
Middle Ear Function 38 15.7 

From Gibbs and Cooper (1989) 

The startling finding of their investigation was that 96.2% (233) of the 242 LD individuals studied 

had one or more communicative disorders. No age or sex related differences were significant. 

Despite such a high percentage, only 6% (14) were receiving any speech-language pathology 

services. In the main those that were concentrated on articulatory problems. 

Gibbs and Cooper conclude that with such a high proportion of individuals having some degree of 

communicative disorder that, -Leaming Disability was practically synonymous with a diagnosis of a 

communication disorder." The potentially most worrying aspect of their findings is that the preva-

lence of speech and language disorders did not decrease as function of age. Within normal 

populations the frequency of speech and language problems decreases as the population grows 
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older. This is suggestive that these prevalence rates can be extrapolated to older populations of 

LD individuals. 

The prevalence of articulation disorders, 23.1% (56), is perhaps indicative of the size of the LD 

population that might benefit from an interventional strategy such as Easy Speaker. An educated 

guess might suggest that the most severely affected account for around 5% of the whole LD 

population. Obviously this group would be likely to benefit most for a low demand ACD like Easy 

Speaker. 

Communicative effectiveness 

Having established the estimated frequency of language disorders it is useful to examine how ef

fectively, despite their handicaps, such individuals can, "get the message across· (Blackwell, Hur1-

burt, Bell et al 1989). Blackwell et al were primarily interested in the effectiveness of communica-

tion within a LD population. They defined an effective communicator as, ·one who can initiate a 

message and respond to a message using a multi-modal approach of verbal and non-verbal be-

haviours". The goal of their research was to :-

• To obtain more detailed information on the range and extent of communication diffi
culties in people with a mental handicap 

• To pinpoint more accurately what constitutes a communication difficulty 
• To identify factors contributing to such difficulties 

Blackwell et all studied some 563 adult individuals who were either in hospital settings or who at-

tended day centres were assessed by giving staff a two-part questionnaire. The first half related to 

each individuals ability to :-

• Express basic needs 
• Use communication in social interaction 

On the basis of scores on this first questionnaire individuals were assigned to groups 0, 1 and 2. 

The lowest third, mid-third, and top-third respectively. From each of these 50 individuals were 

then selected at random. 
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On the basis of these 150 individuals Blackwell et al constructed the following table :-

Fig 2.2, Stage 2 sample, group, location and sex 

Hospital Day Centres Totals 

Group 0 
Males 15 9 24 
Females 20 6 26 

Group 1 
Males 16 14 30 
Females 15 5 20 

Group 2 
Males 18 5 23 
Females 9 18 27 

Totals 93 57 150 

The second half of the questionnaire was then given to the immediate carers of this group of 150. 

The questionnaire assessed each individuals ability in the following areas :-

• A developmental measure designed to identify whether individuals were function-
ing at a level of symbolic understanding and thus able to appreCiate "word" labels. 

• A comprehension section. 
• Early situational understanding of "everyday" requests 
• "Derbyshire Rapid Screening Test" to assess verbal language comprehension 
• An imitation section 
• Imitation of generalised hand movements such as clapping to specific sign imita-

tion 
• Imitation of orofacial movements 
• Imitation of individual speech sounds 
• A section considering communication behaviours of the individuals 
• Spontaneous imitation versus prompting and necessary repetition in order to en

gage the individual in discourse 
• The functioning of communication which the individual used, ranging from 

"babbleltalking to self to "sharing experiences" 
• The manner in which these intentions are communicated, e.g. ranging from eye 

gaze to formal sign or connected speech 
• Whether verbal communication had :-
• Developing syntax 
• Impaired phonology 
• Impaired fluency 
• A measure covering four main areas of effectiveness in the environment - to a5-

sess, opportunities available to the individual, and how successful the individual 
was in capitalising on such opportunities 

• Freedom of movement 
• Freedom of choice 
• Handling money 
• Responsibilities in the home 
• A questionnaire covering the individuals medical history 
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As can be gleaned from list of goals the questionnaire was geared toward the assessment of 

adaptive, or functional behaviour as a measure of ability. Such an approach is common within the 

LD field with individuals being unlikely to be successfully assessed using more formal techniques. 

A similar approach was taken by the author in chapter 10, when assessing Easy Speakers users 

off-device gains in language and cognition. 

Blackwell et al derived six important finding from the questionnaires. The first being that their was 

no significant sex difference in communicative ability. However they did suggest that women are 

more likely to make use of any basic skills necessary for social interaction. This finding tallies with 

that of Gibbs and Cooper (1989). 

Despite the sample ranging from 19 to 89 years of age, with a mean of 37, there was no significant 

age difference in communicative ability. Such a result was hinted at by Gibbs and Cooper when 

they suggested that speech and language disorders were unlikely to decrease as a function of age 

within a LD population. 

One might also assume that medical condition, or aetiology might affect the individuals communi-

cative ability. However, Blackwell et al found that it did not. The scoring out of a maximum 134, 

was distributed as follows :-

Fig 2.3, The effect of medical condition of questionnaire score (out of possible 134) 

Medical condition 

No medical condition 
Epilepsy 
Down's syndrome 
Other 

Median questionnaire score 

64.5 
50 
81 
58 

Although medical condition seems to be unrelated to communicative ability, Blackwell et al found 

that physical handicap was significantly related. Individuals with a phySical handicap scored sig-

nificantly lower, in terms of communicative ability than those with no handicap. Blackwell et al 
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nificantly lower, in terms of communicative ability than those with no disability. Blackwell et al 

point out however that the equation, ·physical handicap = poor communication ability' grossly 

over-simplifies the point. Blackwell cite McGarry and West 1975 who suggested that interactions 

between normal people and those with some physical disability are characterised by reduced 

spontaneity and guarded stereotypic behaviours. Such interactions are obviously not the best 

foundation for developing communication skills. Thus rather that being a direct function of physi-

cal handicap, it is perhaps a combined affect of previous impoverished communication opportuni-

ties and lack of social learning. 

As one might expect whether individuals were verbal or non-verbal had a statistically significant 

effect on communicative ability. That is, when one takes into account not just verbal aspects of 

communicative interactions per se. Within this area only groups 0 and 1 were compared, as group 

2, the more able individuals, were all verbal. Blackwell et al broke down verbal ability by group to 

produce the following table :-

Fig 2.4, Number of verbal and non-verbal individuals by group 

Verbal 
Non-verbal 

Totals 

Group 0 Group 1 Group 2 

18 
32 

50 

38 
12 

50 

50 
o 

50 

As can been seen from the table above verbal ability is highly related to communicative ability. 

Location also proved to be a Significant factor in communicative ability, i.e. whether individuals 

were located in day centres or hospitals. From the median scores obtained Blackwell et al con-

structed the following table :-
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Fig 2.5, Median scores for individuals based in day centres or hospitals by group and location (out 
of possible 134) 

Group Day centres Hospital 

o 
1 
2 

70.5 
80.5 
106 

16.5 
47 
84 

Those individuals who visited day centres communicative ability was significantly above those of 

similar disposition who were hospitalised. However, complicating the effect of location is the fact 

that 86% of the non-verbal population were located within a hospital setting. This may suggest 

that those with the severest communication difficulties were more likely to be hospitalised than the 

vocal. Alternatively due to the being placed in a uncommunicative environment, the result might 

be few communication opportunities, which in turn leads to poor communication skills develop-

ment. Hence their initial difficulties might be exaggerated. In reality an interaction of the two is 

more likely. Interestingly hospitalised population shared a mean age of 41 years whilst those at-

tending day centres shared a mean age of 31 years. Again this is suggestive that those with more 

marked communication difficulties tend to 'gravitate' toward hospital settings with increasing age. 

Further evidence that hospitalised individuals tend to be more likely to be communicatively disad-

vantaged comes from the finding that their environmental effectiveness scores were significantly 

below that of those who attended day centres. 

Fig 2.6, Median scores of environmental effectiveness by group and location 

Group 

o 
1 
2 

Day centres 

23 
25 
40 

Hospital 

2 
8 
22 

This is suggestive that those who are most communicatively disadvantaged are also poor ma-

nipulators of their environment. For example, they exert little chOice, have poor freedom of 

movement, and tend have few responsibilities. Again within a hospital setting these tend to be 

more severe. 
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Interestingly Blackwell et al note how the researchers ratings of communicative behaviours were 

significantly different from those of the immediate caregiver(s) who rated each individual on the 

questionnaires. These differences were greatest for the less able group 0, and decreased as 

communicative ability improved in group 1, and virtually disappeared when rating group 2, the 

most able. Blackwell et al suggest that within less able groups caregivers interpret behaviours 

which are not clearly expressed as communicative. The result is shared meanings, and patterns 

of communication which are almost 'secret' in nature to those outside that immediate circle. 

Blackwell et ai's conclusions are summarised below :-

• Those involved with people who have a mental handicap should adopt a generous 
definition of communication and recognise that effective communication is not the 
sole responsibility of the individual a mental handicap 

• The results empathise the interactive nature of all the skills involved in communi
cative ability. Thus, improvements in language usage are more likely to stem 
from programmes working on the entire process of communication 

• Medical condition and physical disability do not necessarily hinder communication 
ability. Physical disability may have a detrimental effect on communication ability. 
Particularly when the disabled individual is also non-verbal 

• The ability to use language has a greater effect on communication ability than 
physical disability 

• Individuals at day centres showed significantly greater communication ability than 
those in hospital 

• At all levels of ability, individuals in hospital had significantly less environmental 
opportunity than those at the day centres 

• Increased environmental opportunity is correlated with improved communication 
ability 

• Being verbal enables individuals to capitalise more fully on environmental oppor
tunity 

• opportunities for environmental control (making choices and decisions) should be 
more readily available. Such opportunities result in the naturalistic settings for the 
development of communication ability 

Common language and cognitive handicaps 

Other researchers in the field have produced profiles, or meta-analyses, that attempt to list the 

features that might characterise those with a LO and communicative disability. Westwood (1993) 

for example lists some eleven difficulties which are common to those with any degree of LO. 

These difficulties may be present in any combination and are of variable severity :-
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• A history of late speech development (and continuing immaturities in articulation and 
syntax) 

• Visual perception problems (frequent reversal of letters and numerals - distorted or 
blurred word shapes) 

• Auditory perceptual problems (including difficulties in identifying sounds within words 
and blending sounds into words) 

• Poor integration of sensory information (e.g. can't easily learn to associate and re
member printed symbols and their spoken equivalent) 

• Weak lateralization (e.g., underdeveloped hand-eye preferences; directional sense 
confusion) 

• Some signs of neurological dysfunction 
• Hyperactivity 
• Weak sequencing skills (as reflected in jumble letter sequences in spelling or in word 

attack skills in reading) 
• Poor co-ordination 
• Low level of motivation 
• Secondary emotional problems due to learning failure and poor school progress 

24 

Given the obvious handicap many of these may impose it is easy to envisage how Gibbs and 

Cooper and Blackwell et ai's subjects performed so poorly in terms of communication and related 

measures. 
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In a similar vain Oavision and Neale (1990) proposed a visual scheme to illustrate the nature and 

aetiology of mental retardation. 

Fig 2.7, The causes of mental retardation and the adaptive skills and general cognitive abilities 
that are wanting in retarded people 

Sensorimotor 
skills 

Social 
skills 

Attention 
to stimuli 

Self-help 
skills 

Deficiencies 
in 

Deficiencies 
in 

Unknown 
aetiology 

Processing 
speed 

Academic 
skills 

Executive 
functioning 

Vocational 
skills 

Communication 

Adapted from Oavison and Neale (1990) 

Although their visual model shares many of the properties hinted at in earlier studies and to some 

extent made explicit by authors such as Westwood (1993), others are introduced. Namely, 

"Processing speed", "Executive functioning", and "Control function of language". 

Processing speed is simply a measure of the speed at which an individual can process informa-

tion. It is analogous to a computers raw processing speed, e.g. processor speed in Mhz. Again 

using the computer analogy, a computer can do things more quickly by one of two methods. By 

having highly optimised software algorithms; or by having a very fast processor.- In combiAation 
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each can compensate for the other. In human terms the software, or knowledge, is acquired and 

refined by learning, and the hardware is, neuroanatomical, or structural. 

In measuring raw processing speed the goal is to keep cognitive strategies (control processes) to a 

minimum. Nettlebeck (1985) gave subjects a simple timed discrimination task (inspection time) 

that was assumed to be so simple as not to involve any cognitive strategies, but instead was a 

measure of raw processing speed. Nettleback found that mildly retarded subjects required around 

twice as much exposure time as non-retarded control subjects, suggesting a deficit in their proc

essing speed, a presumed structural problem. Processing speed can simply be thought of as be

ing equivalent to, "quickness of thought" when referring to an individuals ability for "witty repartee" 

for example. 

Executive functioning has been described as the ability to generalise strategies to other times and 

to other settings (Buttefiield and Belmont 1977). Memory is a key component of executive func

tioning, but so too are meta-cognitive aspects such as planning strategies, monitoring progress, 

solving problems, understanding outcomes and correcting mistakes. Executive functioning is the 

ability to generalise by applying ones knowledge and experience. 

Finally, the control function of language was proposed by Lev Semenovich Vygotsky (1896-1934) 

who proposed that language and thought were initially separate entities but through development 

they became inextricably linked. He theorised that private speech separated from the public and 

assumes a control function. The control function of speech is considered as being crucial to intel

lectual behaviours and development (Vygotsky 1978). It is suggested that within the LD individual 

"inner speech" is never fully achieved and so limits ability to varying degrees. 

A review of the Learning Disabled population would not be complete without the reference to stan

dard measures of intelligence. However within the LD field these are less commonly used in iso

lation, as compared with measures of adaptive behaviour. None-the-Iess they do serve as indi

cators and are useful for defining clear cut boundaries between sub-categories of severity, when 

combined with adaptive measures. 
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Classification and epidemiology 

Perhaps the most important classificatory system within the psychiatric and clinical psychology 

field is the DSM-IIIR, which classifies psychiatric conditions through to defining Learning Disability 

strata. The DSM-IIIR defines four bands of severity based on IQ measures. It should be remem-

bered that an IQ measure tells us nothing of an individuals real abilities. The four sub-divisions 

based on IQ are :-

Fig 2.8, DSM-IIIR classification of Learning Disability based on IQ 

IQ and Label 

SO-56to 70 

Mild Mental Re

tardation 

~toS0-56 

Moderate Mental 

Retardation 

2O-25to~ 

Severe Mental 

Retardation 

Belo'N20-25 

Profound Mental 

Retardation 

Prevalence Description 

They are not always distinguishable from normal youngsters until they enter school. By 

their late teens they can usually learn academic skills at about sixth grade level. As 

adults they are likely to be able to maintain themselves In unskilled jobs or In sheltered 
workshops, although they may need help with social and financial problems. Further, 

85% they may marry and have childran of their own. Only about one percent are ever Institu

tionalised, usually in adolescence for behaviour problems. Most of the mildly retarded 

show no signs of brain pathology and are members of families whose Intelligence and 

socio-economlc levels are low. 

10% 

1-2% 

Brain damage and other pathologies are frequent. The moderately retarded may have 
physical defects and neurological dysfunction's that hinder fine motor skills, such as 

grasping and colouring within lines, and gross motor skills, such as running and climb
ing. During childhood these individuals are eligible for special classes In which the de

velopment of self-care skills rather than academic achievement Is emphasised. The 
moderately retarded are unlikely to progress beyond second grade level In academic 

subjects and can manage this learning only later In childhood or as adults. They may, 
however, learn to travel alone In a familiar locality. Many are institutionalised. Although 

most can do useful work, few hold jobs except in sheltered workshops or family busi

nesses. Most live dependently within the family or In supervised group homes. Few have 
friends of their own, but they may be len alone without supervision for several hours at a 

time. Their retardation is likely to be identified in childhood, for their sensorimotor co

ordination remains poor, they are relatively slow to develop verbal and social skills. In 

contrast to mildly retarded children, moderate retardates and those more seriously re

tarded are found in all soclo-economic grouDS. 

They commonly have congenital physical abnormalities and limited sersorimotor control. 

Genetic disorders and envlronrnentallnsults, such as severe oxygen deprivation at birth, 

account for most of this degree of retardation. Most are institutionalised and require 

constant aid and supervision. For children in this group they to able to speak and take 

care of their own basic needs requires prolonged training; the seif-care training that Is 

provided within the special classes within the school system Is usually Inadequate except 

for the upper portion of this group. As adults the severely retarded may be friendly but 

can usually communicate only briefly on a very concrete level. they engage In very Imle 

independent activity and are often lethargic, for their severe brain damage leaves them 

relatively passive and the circumstances of their lives allow them ImIe stimulation. They 
may be able to perform very simple work under close supervision. 

Generally require total supervision and onen nursing care all their lives. Intensive training 
may improve motor development, self-care, and communication skills. Many have severe 
physical deformities as well as neurological damage and cannot get around on their own. 
There Is a verY hiah mortality rate during childhood. 

Adapted from Davison and Neale (1990) 
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Despite being able to define the characteristics of the LD population, accurately forwarding a 

population estimate is near impossible. Most in the field , due to difficulties in measurement, a<r 

cept a calculated population estimate based upon the normal distribution for IQ scores. The only 

more reliable figures are for those who are severely to profoundly handicapped resulting from 

brain damage at birth. 

Based on the DSM-IIIR definition of mental retardation approximately 2.5% of the general popula

tion world-wide have a mild to profound degree of mental retardation due to having IQ's of 70 and 

below. That is, when calculated based on the theoretical distribution of IQ scores :-

Fig 2.9, The theoretical distribution of IQ scores 

25 40 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 

____ ------2~.5~o/c-O --------~IIL __________ :_:_: ________ ~1 1~ ____ 2_.5_% ____ __ 

In the UK alone this would suggest a LD population consisting of some 1.45 million (2.5% of 57.5 

million) when based on the expected distribution of IQ scores and using DSM-IIIR with a cut off of 

70 IQ points and below. According to Gibbs and Cooper (1989) one might conservatively expect 

around 90% of those individuals to posses some degree of communication disorder, or well over a 

million individuals. With articulation disorders prevalence being around 23%, or around 325,000 

individuals. The bump at the left hand side of the predicted distribution of IQ is caused by those 

individuals who as a result of brain dysfunction or injuries have severe or profound mental handi-

caps. 
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Summary of the abilities of those who might make use of an ACe such as Easy Speaker 
and the potential implications they might have 

On the basis of research data one can conclude that the vast majority of the Learning Disabled 

population have one or more communicative disorders. Some authors go so far as to suggest that 

a Learning Disability is synonymous with that of a language disorder, Gibbs and Cooper (1989). 

Within the LD population it is suggested that around a quarter have marked articulatary problems, 

ranging from a stutter, to being non-vocal. 

Other authors have chosen to examine "communicative effectiveness· and not just linguistic com-

ponents of communication per se. Blackwell et al (1989) obtained detailed information on the 

range and extent of communication effectiveness within a LD population. They found that the less 

communicative an individual the more likely they were to be hospitalised. They found that women 

are more likely to make use of any social skills they possessed during interactions, overall how-

ever their were no sex differences in communicative ability. Furthermore, communicative ability 

did not improve with age as it might within a normal population. Medical condition did not affect 

communicative ability. Physical handicap did however prove to significantly affect communica-

tion. This was suggested to be a result of social learning. As one might expect whether individu-

als were non-vocal affected communicative ability. That is, when the whole spectrum of verbal 

and non-verbal communication is considered. Non-verbal communication did not help compen-

sate for being non-verbal, again perhaps as a result of social learning. Individuals who were hos-

pitalised were significantly poorer in terms of communicative ability when compared with those 

attending day centres. Caregivers are likely to rate behaviours as being communicative due to 

developed shared meanings, e.g. eye brow raising indicating a need etc ... when outsiders may 

not. 

In terms of common language and cognitive handicaps Westwood (1993) noted a history of late 

speech development; visual perception problems; auditory perceptual problems; poor integration 

of sensory information; weak lateralisation; signs of neurological dysfunction; hyperactiVity; weak 

sequencing skills; poor co-ordination; low levels of motivation; and secondary emotional problems. 
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Davision and Neale (1990) noted deficits in academic skills; vocational skills; communication; self

help skills; social skills; sensorimotor skills; control function of language; executive functioning; 

processing speed; short-term memory; and attention to stimuli. 

The DSM-IIIR in relation to learning disability classification was reviewed in order to give IQ 

ranges, prevalence rates and verbal deSCription of the four strata of mental retardation. Namely 

mild, moderate, severe, and profound. 

Using the normal distribution for IQ scores it was predicted that 2.5% of the normal population, on 

the basis of IQ, could be deemed as having a Learning Disability. Due to the lack of accurate fig

ures for prevalence rates in the general population this percentage was extrapolated to calculate 

that approximately one and a half million individuals in the UK could be labelled as being Learning 

Disabled. 

THE RELEVANCE OF ACD INTERVENnON 

With some 23% of LD individuals having some degree of articulatary disorders, ranging from the 

slight to being non-verbal, the need for a VOCA (Voice Output Communication Aid), or ACD is 

clear. The need for some kind of ACD is reinforced when one considers the low levels of 

"communicative effectiveness' in relation to this group. That is, when verbal and non-verbal 

communication ability are considered. Authors such as Blackwell et al (1989) have suggested that 

within the least able the lack of communicative experience can actually hinder their progress and 

make them less likely to attempt to interact communicatively. For the least able non-verbal, a 

suitably designed ACD, offering even apparently simple discourse, may well improve their levels 

of communicative effectiveness. For example, they may be able to indicate simple needs or 

wants that may have previously gone unnoticed, e.g. requesting drinks when thirsty etc ... 

The more able non-verbal may be able to use such a device as a full-blown communication aid, 

used in everyday interactions. Research has suggested that the more communicative opportuni

ties within a natural environmental setting the better. Beukelman et al (1995) stress how LD ACD 

users tend to utilise a mixed mode of ACD use, combining device interaction with use of whatever 
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residual verbal and non-verbal ability an individual possesses. One might propose then, that a 

suitable ACO might both enable communication, but also trigger and promote natural residual 

communication abilities. Logically, prolonged use of such a device offering voice output may re

sult in the users own expressive language ability being improved. That is, the device may act as 

an almost covert speech therapist. Thus, for those with less marked articulatary disorders such a 

device may be both of communicative and therapeutic benefit. 

With such a high prevalence any device which could potentially improve language ability, whether 

it be used primarily as a communication medium or not, may be useful. However, one must re

member that it is not simply communication skills that are likely to be affected by a LO. Motiva

tion, attention, memory and cognition etc ... are also typically impaired (Oavison and Neale 1990 

and Westwood 1993). These issues are of crucial importance when one considers any ACO's vo

cabulary representation and organisation, and general design issues. Such details are addressed 

within chapters four and five respectively. However it is useful to discuss briefly the non-language 

impairments that are typical within a potential user population, and the effects they might have on 

ACO utilisation. 

One might expect that cognitive impairments may be more important than psychological variables 

such as motivation in ACO usage. However, many authors in the LO field acknowledge the low 

levels of general motivation and the common failure cycles displayed by many individuals. For 

devices, one to be used, and two to be effective they must be motivating. To impact on cognitive 

deficits they must enhance motivation, be rewarding to use, and act a self-reinforcers. Such rein

forcement is crucial as many individuals display poor integration of sensory information. For ex

ample. they can't easily learn to associate and remember printed symbols and their spoken 

equivalent. 

Related to motivation is the fact that many of those with a LO are prone to have a short attention 

span combined with proneness toward hyperactivity. or what at best might be described as over

activity. The devices motivationaVreward component must be sufficiently high to offset reduced 

attention spans, and as a result lessen the tendency to become hyperactive. If the user can re-
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main focused, concentration can be given to operating, and learning from the device in question. 

If the device is too difficult to use or unrewarding/unmotivating users focused attention is likely to 

broken. Overactivity and hence increased error rates may be the result. If this occurs any learning 

is unlikely to be reinforced, and thus remembered. 

In order for motivational levels to be maintained users should find the device so easy to operate 

that they can't fail. Many authors advocate that LD individuals should move away from a Mcycle of 

failure", where one failure leads to decreased motivation, and hence more failures and so on ... 

Failures should be able to be monitored and appropriate action taken to ensure that the user 

doesn't perpetually fail in what they want to achieve. Action might involve teaching the user a new 

strategy for completing the taSk, tailoring the device to the user, or redesigning the system. In

creased device complexity obviously increases the likelihood of failure, so simplicity is the key. 

Another common misconception is that LD individuals have normal auditory and visual perception. 

Research suggests that this is not the case with auditory and visual perceptual problems being 

common. Such problems may be either phYSical, e.g. ophthalmic, or neurological in nature. Ob

viously if these are remain uncorrected they must be encompassed with the design of an ACD. A 

standard "eye test" for a severely LO, non-verbal individual may not be practicable. Although use 

of an ACD cannot correct physical abnormalities, it can help sharpen and enhance residual levels 

of functioning to apparently raise levels of functioning. 

Combined with poor perceptual skills many LD individuals also have poor co-ordination skills. 

These can either be as a result of neurological damage, or simply lack of environmental opportu

nity. Many individuals motor skills can be improved through extensive training, up to the limits of 

their potential. Some degree of co-ordination is essential for interaction with an ACD, and so de

vices should not require extremely, high accuracy, movement and target selection. 

Weak sequencing skills are also common. This may make leaming and utilising the "grammar" of 

any device difficult. Just as the individual may have difficulty in sequencing words together to 

make sentences, they may too in sequencing plans/strategies to operate the device in order to 
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produce spoken output. This may result in slowed output rates, or at worst failed output. This 

means that the organisation, or grammar, needed to operate of any ACO should be as synergistic 

as possible with the users understanding and current levels of functioning. 

Related to poor sequencing skills are general deficits in short term memory observed in many in

dividuals with a LO. This typically means that any material which is overly long, too complex, or 

requires advanced manipulation is likely to be to overload the limited abilities of the individual. 

Sequencing skills are further affected if the sequence in question is overly long or complex. 

ACO's should therefore where possible not require users to remember and manipulate long se

quences of actions that need to be taken to achieve a desired goal. If such sequences are long 

they perhaps might be guided, or prompted, by means of cues build in to a devices interface. 

Such cues might act as an aid to memory, and hence help in sequencing. 

Some authors have suggested that "processing speed" (Nettlebeck 1985), or quickness of thought, 

within the LD population is slowed. The more severe the LO, the slower information processor the 

individual is assumed to be. In practical terms this may mean that complex actions needed to op

erate an ACO successfully may be slowed by virtue of each component action taking longer to 

'think about', and therefore to complete. In computing terms the individual has, less computing 

power. Combined with other characteristics such as, short attention span, poor sequencing skills, 

poor co-ordination etc ... this may decrease performance still further. To overcome any deficits in 

processing speed, more efficient strategies can be taught and used to operate the ACD. This is 

the equivalent of optimising a piece of computer code, or algOrithm, in order to make it run more 

quickly without the need to increase the speed of the CPU. 

Allied to processing speed is the common failure by LO individuals to display "executive function

ing", Butterfield and Belmont (1977). Simply this is the inability to generalise strategies to other 

times and to other settings. In relation to processing speed, using Simple efficient strategies for 

ACD operation can help compensate for a general slowness. However, to do this the individual 

must be able to generalise any strategies they are employing to utilise the device more produc

tively. As memory is a key component strategies should be simple in order for them to be gener-
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alised, and used from occasion to occasion, and setting to setting. To promote use of such strate

gies the operation of the device should be as simple as possible. 

Within the LD population language is inextricably linked with other cognitive and physical deficits. 

Whether or not language ability is a casual factor as Vygotsky (1978) suggested, a resultant defi

cit, or a parallel deficit is unimportant. What is, is the acknowledgement that language and other 

deficits seem to appear in combination frequently. With such apparent clustering some authors 

suggest a multisensory approach to language improvement, whether it be language based around 

ACD usage, the users own language, or a combination of the two. 

Blackwell et al (1989) for example suggests that, "improvements in language usage are more 

likely to stem from programmes working on the entire process of communication". Such an asser

tion strengthens the argument that such a device should also, if possible, produce secondary 

benefits in motivation, attention, memory and cognition. Blackwell et al also suggested that in

creased environmental opportunity is correlated with improved communication ability. Being able 

to interact with others, by virtue of being able to convey needs, wants and opinions verbally is ob

viously an improvement for a previously non-verbal individual. Blackwell et ai's point was that the 

'whole' measure of the individuals communicative ability was likely to improve. That is, measures 

of the individuals own residual communicative ability, whether verbal or non-verbal. In addition to 

increased environmental opportunity Blackwell et al stressed the importance of environmental 

control, or simply the opportunity to make choices and decisions. Use of an ACD should enable 

such choices to be made. 

SUMMARY 

Within this chapter the prevalence of language disorders within a typical LD population has been 

found to be very high, over 90%. Articulation disorders approaching 25%. Attention has been 

paid to the communicative effectiveness of typical LD individuals despite their handicaps. That is 

when considered both verbal and non-verbal behaviour. The impact of age, gender, location, 
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medical condition and degree of physical handicap have also been considered in relation to com

municative effectiveness. 

Common language and cognitive handicaps have been considered. It has been suggested that 

language disorders generally occur in parallel with other cognitive handicaps such as poor short 

term memory, poor sequencing skills, short attention span etc ... 

Standard classification and epidemiological measures from the DSM-IIIR have been covered for 

sake of completeness. However, the emphasis has been on functional or adaptive behavioural 

measurement. For example, measures of how well the individual interacts with the environment 

and others, or simply measures of what they are capable of, as opposed to measures of what they 

are not capable of, e.g. IQ test measures. 

The relevance of ACD intervention in the light of population characteristics has been discussed. In 

addition to providing a means of vocal communication, potential secondary benefits have been 

highlighted in relation to individuals cognitive and other handicaps. 

The effectiveness of any ACD must take account of aI/ handicaps, and not those that are language 

based in order to be successful for the population in question. The next three chapter will focus on 

the need for appropriate design of an ACD to match the needs and abilities of potential users. 

These cover previous devices, potential interface metaphor, and user interface design respec

tively. 
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CHAPTER 3: Previous Computer Based 
Augmentative Communication Devices and 
Other Systems 

Before attempting to discuss one's own attempt to produce a better ACD for a LD popu
lation than those that preceded it, logic dictates that one should review the generic fea
tures of computer based ACO's. That is, to review the forms of speech output, symbol 
sets employed, user interface methodology, and advanced approaches to ACO imple
mentation. 

To illustrate these generic features in practice commercially available ACD's are dIs
cussed. Advanced approaches are also considered. Finally future trends are considered 
briefly. 

INTRODUCTION 

Augmentative communication systems have undoubtedly been in existence since then dawn of 

time as a supplant to spoken language. The use of gesture, and in more recent times, sign lan-

guage are exemplars. 

Despite the number of augmentative commu,nication systems that have been and gone over the 

centuries it is only in relatively recent times that a standardisation of sorts has become apparent. 

British Sign Language, American Sign Language, Makaton, Bliss and Rebus perhaps typify this 

standardisation. Unfortunately, many of these systems, despite the promise of offering an altema-

tive communication channel to the spoken word are only available to the more able of the non-

vocal, or speech impoverished population. Just as spoken language is an abstract, and indeed an 

arbitrary system of communication, so too are these altematives. As highlighted in the previous 

chapter many of those who might benefit from the use of such systems are handicapped in doing 

so by cognitive and other impairments. Many find the complexity of leaming such systems over

burdening and tend to leam only the rudimentary 'symbol set' needed for interaction. Combined 

with the fact that many such individuals interact with the general speaking population the load they 

may be under could be at least twice as great. 
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During the last twenty or so years computer based Augmentative Communications Devices (ACD) 

have been produced which have attempted to bridge this gap. That is, to bridge the gap between 

an alternative symbol set and the general speaking population. The complexity and usefulness of 

these devices has been inextricably linked to the computer revolution, although many of the sym

bol sets used pre-date many computer systems. Many of the earlier systems, and for that matter 

the majority of their contemporaries, attempt to tum an altemative symbol set manipulated by the 

non-vocal user in to synthesised speech which is understood by the general speaking population. 

Computerised devices of this ilk still search for the 'holy grail' of tuming compressed alternative 

symbol set input into easily understood human like speech. However, despite advancing tech

nologies and a better understanding of user interaction many devices fail to achieve their full po

tential as in common with the altemative communication systems they might mirror, the device 

itself adds another layer of complexity. The classic example being of devices which turn type

written text in to synthesised speech. The obvious failing being that users must have a near nor

mal grasp of written English, be able to type, and to be able to combine both skills at such a speed 

as to communicate adequately. The cognitive feat required to interact via such devices would 

defeat many mere mortals, not to mention those intended users, commonly with a mixture of cog

nitive, linguistic and motor impairments. 

In an attempt to address these early failings a range of devices has been produced that in combi

nation have the goal of filling every niche. However, a generalised device of adequate quality still 

remains a goal for research. 

Devices produced to date range from simple 'text-ta-speech' devices mentioned earlier, to the 

more complex featuring prediction, and to the cutting-edge which may encompass voice or ges

ture recognition. In attempting to review existing devices it is useful to attempt to categorise de

vices into various sub-types, to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the generic class the 

represent, and then to move on to discuss specific commercially available devices. 
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THE FORMS OF SPEECH OUTPUT 

Crucial to the success of any ACD is the type and quality of the speech output it produces. With 

current technology output is limited to either synthesised or digitised speech. Both methods have 

their advantages and disadvantages. 

Synthesised speech 

The majority of the more potable devices continue to make use of speech synthesis. Improve-

ments in both technology and the algorithms used to generate the actual speech have led to the 

output from such devices becoming more acceptable. That is, in terms of both quality and clarity. 

Such systems now offer a vast improvement over the monotone robotic sounding systems of the 

70's and 80's and offer a range of tuning options, with DECTalk being employed by many systems. 

Fig 3.1, The control panel from the "TextAssist" utility for Sound Blaster sound cards running under 

windows 

TextAssist Control Panel 

File .configure Help 

Voice: I Sl!.eak. 
Advanced Voice Setup: 

I I Gender: • Male 

Deity • 1 
Add Female 

Dennis 
Frank 

1 

Head Size: 
t.. --0 

Harry Small Large 

Kit I £ave Smoothneu: 
Paul • 0 

· 1 
Cancel 

Coarse Smooth 

Rate:--O-- Richness: 
Slow Fast 

1 
llasic 

0 
Pitch:--o- Light Heavy 

low High Laryngealization: 
Vol.: 0 "M%1 0 

low High Low High 

With modern synthesised speech systems many 'tweaking' options are available. These mean 

that gender can be catered for, along with options to alter the age associated with the speech. 

Standard options for rate, pitch and volume can combine to 'tune' the speech to the individual to a 

remarkable degree. 
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Such systems still however exhibit similar problems to those of ten or twenty years ago in the re-

spect that they simply translate pure English text into a phonetic script which is then converted into 

speech. The problem being that not all words translate well when a direct phonetic translation is 

applied. For example the word "yacht" will generally produce a piece of synthesised speech 

sounding more like "what". Modern systems however have the capacity to look 'difficult' words up 

in a phonetic dictionary. For example, in "TextAsisst" technical words can be entered into a pho-

netic dictionary :-

Fig 3.2, The dictionary from the "TextAssist" utility for Sound Blaster sound cards running under 
windows 

III TextAssist Dictionary a 
.controls Help 

Word 

Spelling 
- -

oceanography 

Sounds .like 

Phoneme 
-.--~ -

• owshixn # . aag r rud iy 

New Dictionary ... 

Say It 

Add> 

Delete 

Vocabulary 
luminance 
metallurgy 
mfm 

ole 
qsound 
readme 

, readmes 
l soundblaster 
OiClionary 

Itech 

27 

In the example above, the word "oceanography" needs to be spelt out phoneme by phoneme for 

the resulting synthesised speech output to sound anything like a normal speaker, and conse-

quently to be understood by the listener. As can be gleaned from the "Phoneme" entry box con-

tents :-

. owshixn #' aag r axf iy 

is not a direct phonetiC transcription of "oceanography". That is, the translation has to be altered 

until the speech output more closely approximates the word in question, rather than simply being a 
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straight translation . What may be considered the wrong phoneme set may have to be included to 

achieve the desired result. Obviously the average user is likely to be unable to achieve such 

'tweaks' without help. It is highly unlikely that anyone could actually directly input words in the cor-

rect phonetics for the speech flow to have optimum pronunciation qualities. However, this method 

has been implemented in several devices, the most notable being "FingerFonicks" by Words+ Inc. 

To what success remains debatable. 

Modern synthesis systems also have the ability to take account of intonation, unlike their mono-

tone forebears. However, this is unlikely to match the intonnative qualities of natural speech . 

Some ACD's support extra commands, or symbolics, that allow the tone of an output to be set. 

For example, a question might have the pitch raising toward the latter half of the sentence. Most 

modern system allow for such account to be taken of punctuation :-

Fig 3.3, The preferences panel from the "SoundOLE" utility for Sound Blaster sound cards running 
under windows 

r---------------·---··----·------
Preferences I ~Spe .. h Mode: -

<i' iciitisei - ..... -... _ ... __ .. 

f Punctuation: --.- .-.. -

, ('! ~ome punctuation 

~ All punctuation 
; I 
: : I_no. _ .... _~_ ... -,...""'b.. .._ ...... _~ ....... -1--4 

I Pause: 

. Pause between commas: 

I p .... e between J!.:,iods: 

[l6O f!:1 msec 

1540 ' .~ msec 

Pronunciation:-- -----··---··-----1 

----ID I 
Fad I 

Sp~ed: 

Slow Normal 

Pilch: ------to 
L _____ .... _ ~~~. __ .. _____ . .!'Ie~iu,m_. ",_ ..... _.~.~~ . J 

OIC 

Cancel 

Help 

I 
I 
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As with previous systems words can be spelt and then output letter by letter if required, e.g. :-

Input 

y e I low 

Transcription of sound output 
yeh e I I ow w 

Modem systems can also deal with conjunctions in a more intelligent way. For example :-

Input 
£100 

Older system output 
pound one zero zero 

Modem system output 
one hundred pounds 

Despite the undoubted progress of synthesised speech it is still a long way from approaching the 

quality of digitised speech which can be of up to CD recording quality. However, the future does 

look brighter as there is research afoot to combine the low overhead of synthesised speech with 

reusable digitised phonetic segments to produce a more natural sounding output. Most current 

output however is of average quality. 

The key advantage of synthesised speech being that it has a low overhead in terms of hardware 

needed and is simple to implement. This trade-off is based on the quality of the resulting output. 

In the light of this degradation of output quality as compared with natural speech one could argue 

that listening to and comprehending synthesised speech incurs a greater cognitive overhead as 

compared with digitised speech. The leads to the question of whether syntheSised speech should 

be used in such a large proportion of such devices at all, given the intended user population, with 

their probable lower levels of cognitive function. This question is addressed later in chapter 

seven, where an experimental comparison is made between the overhead incurred when obeying 

synthesised and digitised speech commands. 

Synthesised speech however is truly generative. That is, unlike digitised speech where each word 

or phrase needs to be pre-recorded any word or phrase can be output as synthesised speech by 

virtue of the grapheme-ta-phoneme rule-base. For the more able user this may mean that every

thing they type can be output satisfactorily. Thus for the more able, with a good grasp of written 

English, speech synthesis may provide a more flexible tool for normal conversation with its inher

ent richness and diversity. On the other hand for systems that are message based or have a finite 

symbol set such flexibility is less crucial, and it is suggested in the case of LD user clarity is more 

important. 
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Digitised speech 

It is only within the last five to ten years that the use of digitised speech has become practicable 

given the ever increasing power of computer hardware available. However, it is only within the 

last few years that implementing full scale ACD's making use of has become feasible. 

Unlike synthesised speech systems the use of digitised human speech incurs a large hardware and 

processing overhead. The digitisation process can be alikened to the recording of a human voice 

using a standard Dictaphone. The longer the speech segment you record the more space on the 

tape you use up, or in computer terms the more space on the hard disk, or within memory, is filled . 

The space required to store digitised speech varies according to the sampling quality, or rate and 

the number of channels used. To illustrate the effect of sampling rate the table below shows the 

effect of sampling rate on size of resulting digitised speech file for the sampled speech "Hello 

Richard". 

As can be seen from the spectral analysis both the leading and trailing silences have been re-

moved to make the sample as short as possible. 

Fig 3.4, The effect of sampling rates on size of resulting digitised speech file for the digitised 
speech "Hello Richard" 

Original 8 bit 11 KHz sample which is 0.73 seconds in length 

Mono I Stereo Bit resolution Sample rate in 
KHz 

Mono 8 5.5 
Mono 8 11 
Mono 8 22 
Mono 8 44 

Mono 16 5.5 

Mono 16 11 

Mono 16 22 
Mono 16 44 

Stereo 16 44 

Length in Kbytes per sec 
re uired for stora e 

5.4 
7.8 
15.6 
31.3 
7.8 
15.6 
31 .3 
62.6 

125.2 
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The quality of output then is dependent on both the sampling rate and the bit resolution. The 

higher the quality of the output the larger the storage space needed on the computers storage 

system, typically hard disk or EPROM. 

As a rule of thumb a sampling rate of around 11 KHz is suitable for voice recording, 22 KHz is 

suitable for tape quality recording, and 44 KHz is suitable for CD quality recording. A bit resolution 

of 8-bit data gives a lower sound quality comparable to that of a cassette tape, whereas 16-bit data 

gives the highest sound quality comparable to that of a CD. 

Storage requirements usually follow the formulas :-

Mono 8-bit storage requirement = 1 x Sample rate x Number of seconds of recording 

Mono 16-bit storage requirement = 2 x Sample rate x Number of seconds of recording 

If stereo is required the storage requirement is doubled again. However, thankfully for speech a 

resolution of 8-bits with a rate of between 5 KHz and 11 KHz is sufficient to offer very good quality 

output. This translates in to a storage requirement of about 10 Kbytes per second of speech. Ap

plying this rule and assuming that you could record one word per second a storage table might 

look something like :-

Fig 3.4a, A hypothetical storage table based on sampling rate 

No of unique words Recording time Storage space required 

60 60 secs (1 min) 600 kb (R:: 0.6 Mbytes) 
600 600 secs (10 mins) 6000 Kb (R:: 6.0 Mbytes) 
3600 3600 secs (1 hr) 36000 Kb (R:: 36 Mbytes) 

Digitised speech of the quality mentioned offers tape recorder quality and can carry all the intona

tion of the speech it is a facsimile of. In addition use of digitisation offers the facility to record not 

just speech but also other sounds and music. Something which synthesised speech will never be 

able to offer. Digitised human speech is also inherently natural and is more likely to be under-

stood easily. 
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Despite digitised speech seeming to offer many advantages over synthesised speech its major 

drawback is one of its lack of generalisability to words which have not been previously recorded. 

New words or phrases would need to be recorded as and when required . This is one of the great 

strengths of synthesised speech. In addition for sake of consistency one would prefer for all 

speech to be sampled from the same person. In synthesis systems this is not required . 

One of the few remaining objections to digitised speech is the storage requirements, and the proc

essing demands it paces on the hardware. However, with more powerful processors and high ca

pacity miniature hard disks a truly portable ACD is no longer a fantasy :-

Fig 3.5, A Call una pocket sized hard disk capable of storing up to five hours or more of digitised 
speech 

Offering 130 Mb of storage and measuring just 85 x 54 x 10 mm with a 

weight of around 85g. 

Theoretically such a drive could store over 3.5 hrs of digitised speech or 

around 12,600 individual digitised words. 

Such developments are likely to continue with the increasing demands of software. For example, 

the word processor I am currently using takes up around 30 Mb, or, enough for an hours digitised 

speech. Perhaps indicative of future trends are the 32 Mb PCMCIA 11 cards offering 32 Mbytes of 

storage space within a package no larger or thicker than a credit card . 

With modem equipment and software it is also possible to incorporate the pseudo-generative 

characteristics of synthesised speech and therefore reduce storage requirements drastically. That 

is not to store whole set phrases but to store individual digitised words which could then be linked , 
to form a phrase or sentence. Indeed it is this method with the author implements in Easy 

Speaker for speech storage. An example of such usage can be heard when telephoning directory 

enquiries, where the number required is read back by linking digitised speech recordings of a 

phrase and then individual digits. With the advantages afforded by use digitised speech, com

bined with the reducing demands on equipment one might expect ACD's to reflect this shift in 

technology and availability . 

. One of the main disadvantages of this approach, when applied to digitised speech, is that when 

discrete sections are combined it can often sound unnatural, as each section may have been 

taken from an inappropriate context. This problem of concatenating discrete speech can be over

come to some extent by partially preconstructing a series of useful messages. Users can then slot 

in the required word(s) with little change in the overall naturalness of the output. Unfortunately this 

is not a complete solution because as the individuals communication improves large amount of 

predefined phrases are needed. 
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Given that devices are now capable of producing high quality spoken output, the fundamental 

question remains of how best to access a potentially massive vocabulary ? 

COMMON SYMBOL SETS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION 

Having discussed the forms of output available to ACD designers the overriding issue is then one 

of how to represent the stored speech in a way that the user can understand and manipulate eas

ily. This is usually done by means of an alternative symbol set whereby each symbol represents 

either a word or phrase. The finite details of symbol sets are unimportant, what is are the rudi

mentaries of their implementation, and possible consequences. 

Text-to-speech 

The first and most obvious symbol set to augment spoken language is the written word. This has 

been taken literally and has been transformed into "text-ta-speech" ACD's. Where as the name 

suggests plain English text is tumed into synthesised speech output. This is usually done in a 

manner similar to that described above when discussing speech synthesis. However, there is no 

reason why digitised speech could not be used given a sufficient digitised vocabulary. To date 

however most systems have translated plain English text into synthesised speech. Differences 

between devices are small with usually the only difference being the interface used to enter the 

text. 

On many occasions the interface for creating text has been the QWERTY keyboard, or a close 

derivative. Obviously this makes assumptions about the user and may place a great demand on 

them. It assumes that the user has a good grasp of English, has the ranges of movement required 

to type and can do both at such a speed as to communicate effectively. Something all but the 

most able cognitively and physically can achieve. Alternatives to interactive discourse include 

methods where pre-generated text files are read back via a text-ta-speech algorithm. One of the 

more complex interfaces is that implemented by Stephen Hawking's synthesiser where by one 

button click is all that is needed to generate the text needed for subsequent output. This is, done 

via a compressed input interface. A scanning horizontal bar passes over a grid of words. When 
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done via a compressed input interface. A scanning horizontal bar passes over a grid of words. 

When the row containing the target word is reached , a button press starts a vertical bar scanning 

which then passes over that row. When the button is pressed that word is added to the construc-

tion currently underway :-

Fig 3.6a, A bar scans horizontally until a button is pressed 

Helllo Goodbye How 

You See Next 

Tomorrow Week Month 

Fig 3.6b, A bar then scans vertically until a button is pressed 

Helllo Goodbye How 

I You See Next 

Tomorrow Week Month 

Are 

Year 

More 
words ... 

Are 

Year 

More 
words ... 

I 

In the example above the word "See" has been selected by two single button presses. 

As the majority of ACO users, and potential ACO users, do not possess the required levels of abil-

ity many alternative symbol sets have been constructed and bolted on to ACO's. These symbol 

sets range from the more abstract such as Bliss Symbolics, to the more pictorial Rebus. Their 

basic task being to provide access to an underlying text-to-speech, or digitised speech vocabulary. 
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Symbol based systems 

Symbol based systems attempt to provide an alternative interface to ACO's other than the textual 

type of interaction described earlier. Many of the symbol systems used predate the invention of 

ACO's and have been used as alternative communication strategies in their own right. 

As the majority of these systems are iconicity or pictorially based they are generally integrated into 

the interface of an ACO by means of superimposing the particular graphic onto a given 'button' 

which when pressed will output an associated piece of speech. The principle on which this ap-

proach is based is the notion that such symbol sets were used previously on form type boards. 

Whereby the user interacted and conversed by simply pointing, or gesturing, to a given symbol, or 

symbols. 

Fig 3.7, A simple paper and card based formboard approach (left) translated into a common ACO 

(right) 

~~~~ 
~~[§]~ 
~ lIJ~~ 

[@]~~~ 

~~[§]~ 
~ [IJ~~ 00 

Examples of typical symbol based systems are Bliss and Rebus. Such symbol systems range 

from the abstract to the more concrete. With the more abstract systems needing to be learnt al-

most by route, and generally available only to the more able. 

Bliss Symbolics for example requires that an arbitrary symbol set be learnt by the user. The sym

bol set itself follows a quite complex logic that must be learnt in order to form new conjunctions. In 

the example below one can quite easily see how a related symbol set is constructed by adding and 

subtracting other features to the symbol in question :-
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C)x.l 

Top row (left to right): I, my, our 
Middle: resident, residential institution 
Bottom: school, teacher 

BLISS despite having been used with some success with certain groups has proved to place too 

much of a burden on the majority of users to be of widespread benefit. This is especially true of 

the Learning Disabled population who may spend a disproportionate period of time learning sym-

bols that are of no generalisable benefit. As one can appreciate learning a large vocabulary of 

such an abstract symbol set as BLISS is near impossible for the majority of potential ACD users. 

Its decline in widespread use is perhaps indicative of this. 

Somewhere in the middle of the scale of abstractness in Rebus. One can glean a flavour for Re-

bus from two common dictionary definitions, "a representation of a word (esp. a name) by pictures 

etc ... " (Pocket OED) to "A representation of words in the form of pictures or symbols, often pre

sented as a puzzle" (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language). 

As one might expect from the definition of the word rebus, Rebus makes use of line drawings to 

represent words and actions. Using a predefined symbol set Rebus symbols attempt to 'act out' 

the word or action the symbol represents. For example, a line drawing of a plate of food might 

signify that a the user would like some dinner. An example of Rebus symbols are shown below :-
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Fig 3.9a, An example of rebus symbols 

f~' dInner 
• 

dirty -0- about 
• 

J first =»= difficult I , I ••• 

Fig 3.9b, The additive nature of rebus symbols 

fireman 

Using a less abstract symbol set such as rebus is initially quite appealing. Hurlbut, Iwata and 

Green (1982) compared Bliss and more iconic Rebus-like symbols. They found that the more 

iconic symbols excelled in measures of acquisition, generalisation , maintenance, and spontaneous 

use when used with a learning disabled group. Further support is lent by Clark (1981) who co m-

pared recall rates for Bliss, Rebus and printed words among pre-schoolers. Again the more con

crete symbols proved to be superior. 

In support of using such a symbolology several clinical tests for children and learning disabled in-

dividuals use such an approach due to the limited responses needed. Indeed the author used one 

such test, the British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS) for assessing users general levels lan-

guage of ability before starting Easy Speaker intervention. 

Such tests make use of a highly standardised set of iconic symbols which have been standardised 

as having a specific meaning. Symbols range from the very simple to the highly complex. Testees 

are asked if they can indicate a good example of a word the administrator has just spoken. In the 

example below item one from the BPVS illustrates the point :-
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Fig 3.10a, Item 1 from the BPVS, where the testee is asked to point to a hand 

.. . . , ;: ~ 
.. . ; \-~?!2 
. . ._' 

The BPVS has 150 such 4 item plates from which the testee must pick the best example of a 

given category. To give an example of how abstract later items on the test can be requested 

items 75 and 150 are shown below :-

Fig 3.10b, Requested items 75 (stadium) and 150 (cupola) from the BPVS 

The alternative to using a recognised pictorial symbology is to use one that is either generalisable 

or idiosyncratic to the user. 

The approach which Easy Speaker uses is somewhere in the middle-ground as it uses real digit

ised photos. That is, images that are of passport size colour photo quality. For example, the dig

itised words "breakfast cereal" might be represented pictOrially be a picture of a real box of 

"weetabix' :-
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Fig 3.11, A box of "Weetabix" signifying the digitised speech "Breakfast Cereal" 

If required any symbol set could be used so long as they could be scanned in with the appropriate 

hardware. 

The goal is to move from abstract systems to those of a more concrete nature, such as that used 

in Easy Speaker. Concreteness is taken to its ultimate conclusion in the "Adaptech Voicepal" 

which uses real objects which when touched produce digitised speech. 

Research by Mirenda and Locke (1989) supports the notion for such a move to more concrete 

systems. In a comparison of symbol transparency in learning disabled subjects Mirenda et al 

found that found colour photos were more iconic that either black-and-white photographs or line 

drawings. 

Reichle, Sigafoos and Remmington (1991) note how it is " ... more practical to take advantage of 

any symbol systems which already operate in a learner's environment". They Sight the example of 

learners who have already been exposed to many incidental parings of a product logo with the re

ceipt and consumption of the product itself. Such pairings, through conditioning could rapidly learn 

to use such a symbolically based system. 

The most concrete symbol system, is that which is idiosyncratic to the user, but also generalisable. 

Namely pictures in which they are seen interacting with the environment. Perhaps in-line with the 

example above a picture on the user holding a box of breakfast cereal would be highly concrete to 
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them. Such a picture might also be generalisable to other users due to the main focus in the pic

ture being a box of Weetabix and not the person serving them. The hope being that cognitively 

impaired learning disabled users would benefit markedly from such a concrete approach. 

For the more able the expression of abstract ideas and concepts through a concrete symbol set is 

problematic. For example, it is difficult to have a set of universally understood symbols for ab

stract ideas such as love and hate. With ingenuity this might be accomplished by using idiosyn

cratic symbols unique to a given user. Fortunately, because Easy Speaker uses digitised images 

it is possible for any symbol set to be used either in isolation or in combination. Thus a combina

tion of strongly representational symbols (digitised pictures) could be used alongside a small 

BLISS vocabulary which being an abstract system could be used for the expression of abstract 

concepts not readily expressed by a completely concrete system. It is also possible that many LD 

users would not use Easy Speaker for the expression of abstract concepts anyway preferring to 

use it as a simple but effective concrete messaging system to aid in communicative effectiveness. 

Some LD individuals express abstract concepts concretely, e.g. they will hug someone they are 

pleased to see rather than tell them. 

Given the variety of symbol sets that are available the next issue is how to transform them into a 

usable user interface ? 

USER INTERFACE METHODOLOGY 

Many of the forerunners of computer based ACD's were simply based around a user pointing to a 

symbol or symbols in turn shown on a form board in order to communicate their needs and wishes. 

This technique has been transferred directly to many computer based ACD's, as highlighted 

above. Many commercially available devices have a set of symbol based cards which act as 

overlays a standard touch sensitive formboard. When these symbols are touched output is gener

ated, whether it be synthesised or digitised speech. The restriction with such an approach is obvi

ous: only a limited symbol set can be displayed at anyone time before another overlay need be 

used and the device reset to recognise the new symbol set. 

Text based systems obviously do not suffer from such a drawback, as they can either be based on 

an alphanumeric keyboard or use a scanning methodology such as that discussed earlier. Overlay 

based devices have attempted to circumvent this problem by one of several methods. 

Firstly they have either made the symbols smaller so that a larger number can be packed into the 

same area. Again this presents problems as users tend to have poor motor skills and many have 

uncorrected visual impairments which have gone unnoticed. For example, the commerCially 

available Liberator by Prentke Romich has no fewer than 128 pictOrial symbols in a package no 

larger than a sheet on A4. Each symbol being approximately 1 cm square, or around the size of a 

postage stamp. Obviously such a high symbol density places many extra demands on the user. 
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Furthermore, if the user needs to make use of one of the many altemative forms of input aids, e.g. 

a head pointer, the task of symbol selection becomes another layer more complex. 

Another altemative based upon a similar principle has been to make each symbol represent more 

that one utterance. This is analogous to a standard keyboard where shift is held down to access a 

second set of symbols shown over the numeric keys, e.g. the ·5~ key when hit with shift down pro-

duces a NOlo" and so on. Again this adds to the complexity of the system as a whole, and may de-

feat many potential users, especially if the symbols are already densely packed. Even with pro-

longed practice one might expect cognitively impaired users to never achieve their full potential. 

Newer systems tend to be based more on standard computer equipment and can make use touch 

screen technology. Although many such systems are still confined to the lab they offer the possi-

bility of achieving the same goal as overlay based approaches but with the flexibility of possible 

access to multiple 'overlays'. Many have termed such systems as being dynamically display 

based. Typically systems have represented multiple overlays by means of a forward and back-

ward button which enables overlays, and thus symbol set, to be 'virtually' changed on screen. 

Thus the working vocabulary is enlarged. An example of this arrangement would be Chute's, Ap. 

pie MAC based NSpeak Easy~ which uses Rebus like symbology combined with synthesised 

speech (Chute, Conn, Dipasquale and Hoag 1988). 

Logic would suggest that what is needed is a radical rethink of interface so as to enable users ac

cess to a large vocabulary at little extra cognitive effort. This has hopefully been achieved with 

Easy Speaker, which allow access to a large symbol based vocabulary by means of a hypermedia 

metaphor. That is, certain symbols instead of representing digitised speech represent links to 

other 'overlays' of symbols. Thus the user can navigate through a large vocabulary with relative 

ease. Such an interface methodology is hoped to be of benefit in terms of cognitive training and 

enhancement also. The rationale for such an interface and it's possible benefits are discussed 

more fully in chapter four, as is the tangible evidence that user can make use of such a system in 

chapter nine. 
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A SELECTION OF COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE HARDWARE BASED ACD's 

Commercially available ACO's range from simple devices costing hundreds of pounds to the more 

complex costing several thousands. The more basic offer limited communicative possibilities and 

tend to be aimed toward the less able, whereas the more complex are usable by only the most 

able. In reviewing a representative selection of available ACO's it is useful to move from the basic 

to the more complex. In addition to complexity two distinct lines of ACO pedigree are now 

emerging, namely hardware based and software based . That is, dependent on bespoke hardware 

to function, and independent of hardware respectively. In this respect it is useful to review generic 

classes of hardware based ACD first and then move on to the newer software based alternatives. 

Typically the latter tend to be more advanced anyway. 

Fig 3.12, The Rotary Indicator 

Although the Rotary Indicator doesn't produce any form of 

speech output it is illustrative of how the apparently simple 

can be used to greatly enhance an otherwise isolated indi

viduals communicative ability. 

The rotation of the pOinter can be controlled via numerous 

methods, e.g. click start, or click stop etc... Thus by control

ling the pointer the user is able to indicate needs and want 

that previously may have gone unnoticed. The other illustrative aspect of such a simple device is 

that it allows for any symbol set to be used, e.g. drawings, photos, symbolic vocabularies etc ... 

Fig 3.12, The Adaptech Voicepal 

The "Adaptech Voice pal" is based upon a 

concrete a symbol set as is possible, the 

actual objects themselves. The device al

lows for up to five messages to be digitised 

and replayed when the object in question is 

touched. Up to 20 seconds of total record-
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ing time is available. For example, if the user touches the cup a piece of digitised speech might 

convey the message "I'm thirsty, can I have a drink ?". Obviously both this and the previous sys

tem are aimed at making a real communicative difference for the less able. 

Fig 3.13, The Portable Aid for Communication 

Although the PAC cannot produce speech 

output it is illustrative of a line of ACO's de

signed for the slightly more able. The device 

can accept various cards which are repre

sentative of the user needs. These can ei

ther be of set symbology or idiosyncratic. To 

indicate a need the user clicks a single mi

croswitch so that a light moves in a clockwise 

direction around each symbol. On which ever symbol the lights stops, the agreed meaning is then 

understood by the listener. 

Fig 3.14, The Teaching/Communication Aid 

Fig 3.15, Zygo Parrot 

The T/CA is a slightly more advanced version of the PAC. A light 

can either be stepped around the 16 symbols or can be advanced 

in a similar way to the PAC. The advantage of the T/CA is that is 

can be connected to another device, such as the "Zygo Parrot", so 

as to offer digitised speech output. 

The ·Parrot" operating on the standard 

form board principle can store up to 16 

digitised words or phrases which can be 

output when the appropriate symbol is 

pressed. 32 seconds of high quality 

speech can be recorded or this can be 
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extended by using lower quality sampling to 64 seconds. Again any agreed symbology can be 

used. In common with most devices a scanning type interface can be used. 

Fig 3.16a, The Zygo Macaw 

The Zygo Macaw is 

one of the most ad

vanced fonnboard 

based ACD's on the 

market offering in 

it's top specification 

4.25 minutes of high 

quality recording, or 

8.5 minutes of lower 

quality speech . It 

can either be controlled via a variety of scanning methods or by the normal touch symbol mode. 

The device offers advanced features such as "string mode", "levels mode" and "key link mode". In 

string mode a longer utterance can be constructed by pressing symbols in turn before a talk sym

bol is pressed and the speech is output. In levels mode up to eight sections of digitised speech 

can be linked with each symbol. Using the equivalent of the "shift" key on a normal keyboard any 

one of these eight can be selected for that symbol. The final mode, key link, allows the speech in 

up to three symbols to be linked to one symbol. Thus when the linked symbol is pressed the three 

linked pieces of speech will be output in order. 

Although symbols are limited to 32 

per board~ other symbol cards can 

be inserted either by the user or by 

a carer. 

Fig 3.16b, The Zygo Macaw's interchangeable inlay cards 
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Fig 3.17, The Liberator 
The liberator combines a 

standard fonnboard ap

proach with a speech 

synthesiser which can 

translate the many graph-

ics into synthesised 

speech. In addition the 

device can be controlled 

via either a scanning 

methodology or via an 

optical pointer. The un

derlying text associated 

with each graphic can also 

be modified to potentially 

allow for complete cus

tomisation . In common 

with other devices a 'shift' style mode can be operated whereby each symbol can be associated 

with more than one underlying piece of text. This method known as "semantic compaction" en

ables one symbol to represent more than one utterance at the same time based upon the symbols 

physical and semantic connotations. For example, a symbol of an orange may in combination 

with other keys represent, ·orange", "hot", "sun", "fruit" etc.. . Semantic compaction has a similar 

effect to increasing the symbol density. However, some have argued that such multiplicity of 

meaning can hinder the user by placing them under too much load when operating in this mode . 

Generally semantic compaction is of most use to the more able. 

Fig 3.18, The AC360-FX1SX 

parted. 

The "AC360" represents 

the level of advancement 

fonnboard approaches 

have reached in recent 

years. In common with 

the "Macaw" symbol cards 

can be inserted giving 

access to a large digitised 

speech vocabulary. The 

volume of speech can 

range from 36 to 72 min

utes. In common with the 

"Macaw" both "String" and 

"Key link" modes are sup-
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Perhaps indicative of the future for such formboard based devices is the inclusion of a 3 1/2" disk 

drive which enables transfer of material to other machines. 

Fig 3.19, The Tiny Talker 

The TT is basically a larger form 

board dramatically reduced in size so 

as to achieve hand-held proportions. 

The TT has an array of 36 buttons 

which can give access to 72 digitised 

speech messages by use of a 'shift' 

key arrangement. Up to 72 seconds 

of speech can be recorded. Buttons 

can either be pressed directly or the device can use a scanning method. Speed of use is para

mount with one hand operation being usual. 

Fig 3.20, The Zygo Secretary 

The Zygo Secretary is a hybrid being basically an 

alphanumeric keyboard controlled device which 

outputs to a small in-built printer and a Zygo Parrot 

combined. The keyboard can be used to type mes

sage which can then be printed and given to the 

listener. These printed messages can be enhanced 

or supplanted by activation of digitised speech 

phrases of up to a combined length of 64 seconds using low quality recording . 
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Fig 3.21, The Lightwriter 

The Lightwriter is analogous to a moving LED 'ticker-tape' type display seen in many shop win

dows, where what is typed by the user scrolls from right to left, and is seen as an advancement to 

the likes of the "Zygo Secretary". The listener can also see what is typed as the device has a 

rearward facing mirroring what the user sees on his screen. Up to 36 user defined phrases can be 

stored and recalled later. An optional plug in speech synthesiser can be used to reproduce any 

typed text as speech. A scanning version with larger user screen is also available (Lightwriter 

SL8) . The listener screen remains the same size however. 

Fig 3.22, The Zygo Talking Notebook 

The Zygo Talking Notebook is basically a small 

laptop computer which can turn text into speech by 

means of a speech synthesiser. To speed up in

teraction a system called "ABEX" has been im

plemented which allows abbreviations to be used 

to represent user defined phrases. For example, 

"G1 n might reproduce the synthesised speech 

"Good morning", whereas "G2" might produce "Good afternoon" and so on . 
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Fig 3.23a, FingerFoniks 

"Finger Fonicks" is probably the least accessible of the devices 

available today. despite offering the potential of being the most 

adaptable. The goal for "FingerFoniks" is for able users to be able 

to generate synthesised speech phonetically at conversational 

speeds. 

Fig 3.23b, The phonetically constructed message "I this easy to 
do" 

However. if this is unachievable the device can store pre-keyed 

synthesised speech. "FingerFoniks" is a phonetic synthesiser as opposed to the more common 

text-ta-speech variety. Obviously by virtue of this the device is only accessible to the highly able. 
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A SELECTION OF COMMERCIALL y AVAILABLE SOFTWARE BASED ACD's 

Software alternatives to hardware based ACO's have only become viable in recent years. Today 

many standard machines come 'multimedia' equipped and are easily capable of reproducing digit-

ised or synthesised speech as well as implementing such 'Sci Fi' features as voice recognition. 

Despite the availability of numerous hardware platforms the main thrust has been toward IBM PC 

compatible, and to a lesser extent Apple MACintosh based systems. Many of the available ACO 

software packages available offer very similar features to those of their hardware counterparts, 

albeit in some cases ·virtually'. Virtual in the sense that symbol cards are no longer slid in to place 

but that screens are updated to reflect a change. 

Fig 3.24, The Gusl Multimedia Speech System 

I 8sckSp~ Clesr Quiet I Gus!lCeyboard The "Gus! multimedia Speech System" 

makes use of either, or both , synthesised 

and digitised speech. This speech is 

represented as symbols which can then 

be assembled to form longer utterances. 

Symbols can also represent longer utter-

ances or digitised music or other sounds. 

Each screen, or page, can contain any-

where from 2 to 72 such symbols. Users can navigate between pages by using special buttons 

which act as links to other such pages. The system is capable of producing CD quality digitised 

speech and offers synthesised speech in male or female English, French, German, Italian and 

Spanish. The Gus! software will run on any IBM PC compatible running Windows and with an ap-

propriate sound card. 
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Fig 3.25, The Cameleon 

can also be employed. 

The "Cameleon" operates on much the 

same principle as the "Gus!" but is 

aimed at less sophisticated users. The 

"Cameleon" makes use of "Words+" 

augmentative communication software 

and generates synthetic speech from a 

Multivoice (portable DecTalk) synthe

siser. 

The "Cameleon" has a built in touch 

screen which makes interaction more 

natural. In addition a scanning technique 

Although the "Cameleon" is a specifically produced hardware and software combination, the hard

ware itself is a standard 486slc with colour display. 

Other features of the "Cameleon" allow it to act as an environmental control , e.g . to switch lights or 

TV sets on or off etc ... 

Fig 26a, The DynaVox 

The "DynaVox" in common with the "Cameleon" 

makes use of synthesised speech via a DecTalk 

synthesiser driven by either symbol input, textual 

input, or a combination of the two. The "DynaVox" 

can also make use of a small amount of digitised 

speech and music. In common with most other 

software based devices a touch screen is utilised . 

If required a scanning methodology can be used, 

as can other alternative forms of input, e.g. Joy-
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sticks, suck'n'blow etc... Anywhere between 1 and 60 hand drawn monochrome symbols can ap

pear on each screen. 

Fig 2Sb, The dynavox in text-to-speech prediction mode 

For more able users the "DynaVox" offers a pure 

text-to-speech mode within which users input text 

via a virtual keyboard provided on screen. One of 

the advanced features of the "DynaVox" is that it 

offers word prediction features. As words are con

structed a 'hot-palette' of possible completed words 

are shown. The user is free to select any of these 

selections or can continue typing hoping for more accurate predictions or until they manually com

plete entry of the word. 

Fig 2Sd, DynaVox can utilise a combination of text and symbol input 

For users who are less able the system can be run 

in either symbol only mode or in a combination 

mode, with text and graphics. One unique feature 

of the "DynaVox" is that it offers prediction in not 

only text mode but also in symbol and combination 

modes. As the user selects symbols a 'smart pal

ette' of symbols dynamically changes on the basis 

of the last input. If prediction is successful the user can quickly select a symbol from those sug

gested as opposed to having to trawl through a huge vocabulary. Thus, interaction is potentially 

speeded. 
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Fig 26c, An example of the OynaSym symbol set 

The symbol system, "OynaSym" is a rule based 

system which includes special visual cues for peo

ple with memory difficulties. Simple animation of 

symbols can also be used. In total there are some 

2000 symbols within the "OynaSym" vocabulary. 

Setting it apart from other commercial systems, "OynaVox" has a rudimentary tracking system 

called a "Transaction Counter". This simply keeps a tally of the frequency of key presses as a 

simple tally chart might. Although not approaching the complexity of tracking system, known as 

the Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS), incorporated within Easy Speaker it does pro

vide information on frequently selected utterances. This might enable areas of weakness to be 

concentrated upon and strengths to be consolidated. 

Fig 3.27a, Talking Screen for Windows 

"Talking Screen for Windows" is proba

bly the most advanced commercially 

available ACO today. The system is 

very similar to Easy Speaker (1990) and 

was first developed in 1993 by "Words+ 

Inc." in that it operates on a similar hy

permedia principle. It provides for both 

digitised and synthesised speech in a 

similar way to the "Gus!" system. In addition environmental control devices can also be operated. 
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By default the system makes use 

of "Mayer-Johnson Wordless 

Edition Book" with some 1600 

symbols. The actual symbol 

system is similar to Rebus bar 

with 16 block colour graphics. 

Symbol density can be altered 

from between 1 and 128 symbols 

per screen. The a wide range of 

abilities can be encompassed. 

Fig 3.27c, The built-in symbol editor 

On-line help is also provided. 

Fig 3.27b, The maximum 128 symbols per screen 

The system also allows for video im

ages to be replayed when associated 

with a given symbol. The example 

given is selecting an image of John F. 

Kennedy and seeing and hearing him 

deliver an excerpt from his "We choose 

to go to the moon" speech. The system 

also has an in-built image editor for 

creating and modifying simple symbols. 

As "Talking Screen" runs under Microsoft Windows (as does Easy Speaker) it can make use of any 

IBM PC compatible with appropriate sound card and other Windows extensions, e.g. touch 

screens, alternative input and output devices etc.. . Words+ solution has been to package the 

software in to an NEC Ultra Lite Versa notebook. 
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Fig 3.27d, The System 2000Nersa 

Running on such a powerful but small and highly portable device "Talking Screen" can provide 

access to a wide range of potential ACD users. With the addition of a touch screen overlay such 

as the "EZ Touch" the Versa or any portable for that matter becomes a level easier to operate for 

those with reasonable motor control. 

Fig 3.28, The EZ Touch screen overlay for portables 

The "EZ Touch" simply clips over the screen of any 

portable computer and plugs directly into the mouse 

port in order to mirror the functions of a physical 

mouse in Microsoft Windows. In addition the unit re

quires no external power source other than that pro

vided by the mouse port itself. 
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ADVANCED ApPROACHES TO ACD IMPLEMENTATION 

In reviewing a representative sample of commercially available ACO's the generic features of such 

devices have been highlighted. However, no individual device provides 'all things to all men': 

there is still room for improvement. Even state-of-the-art devices such as "Gus! ", "Cameleon", 

"Talking Screen" and Easy Speaker cannot encompass every conceivable need. However, there 

are notable novel and advanced approaches within research and commercial devices which are 

noteworthy of mention. 

As discussed many available ACO's make use of synthesised speech output some systems allow 

for text to be input and linked with a given symbol. This potentially allows for either a symbol 

based system or for a text based system. However very few systems offer both. One piece of 

research ·prosthesisware" that incorporates both interfaces is Chute's (1988) Apple MACintosh 

based ACO ·Speak Easy". This can enable the client to grow with the device, perhaps beginning 

with symbology and moving on to text as was the original intention with Chute'S "Prothesisware" 

designed for expressive aphasia brought about through head injury. 

Fig 3.29, Chute's SpeakEasy offers numerous interfaces 

A commercial development of this idea can be seen in the "OynaVox" which can make use of ei-

ther a textual or symbol based interface, or even a combination of the two. 

Some of the more advanced text-to-speech devices also allow for tone to be set. For example a 

button can be pressed which alters the tone that of an "elated speaker" . Many such systems also 
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attempt to differentiate between various type of phrase. For example, questions, comments or 

instructions by altering intonation. One such example is the "liberator" which allows for many in

tonnative aspects of speech to be set. Obviously this remains a goal for aI/ devices making use of 

digitised speech. Without a parallel technique the only soluble alternative would be to re-record 

each utterance with different intonnative qualities. 

Another useful innovation is the ability to alter the physical size of the symbols used. For exam

ple, "Talking Screen" can re-size symbols so that they take up between 1 and 128 screen loca

tions, or from an A4 sheet per symbol, to postage stamp dimensions respectively. In addition the 

ability to play other types of multimedia file, such as video images, and not just digitised sound is 

perhaps the icing on the cake. 

However many of these advancements concern the physical aspects of input and output rather 

than 'true innovation'. One of the few more far reaching advancements has been that made by 

Aim (1988) in developing CHAT (Conversation Helped by Automatic Talk). CHAT attempts to ad

dress the overriding problem of dramatically reduced conversational momentum when using any 

ACD. With natural conversational speeds generally approaching or surpassing 150 words per mi

nute many ACD's are typically credited with speeds or around 15 words per minute (Foulds 1980). 

It has been found that interactions are likely to fail if rates drop below this boundary. 

Wrth CHAT 'smalltalk' and 'fillers' can be automatically generated while the user concentrates on 

something useful to say. Typically this is used within opening and closing interactions. This en

ables conversational speeds to be kept high whilst maintaining and strengthening the social as

pects of the interaction. The system allows the tone of the interaction to be set and the level of 

automaticity of 'canned phrases'. That is, phrases can be automatically selected from a set rep

ertoire or conversely they can be constructed by the user albeit at a reduced conversational rate. 

Certain 'canned phrases' can be associated with a given person and used when talking to them 

alone. This enables the listeners name for example to be inserted into a 'canned' phrase. 
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Fig 3.30. How the user sees 'canned' phrases in CHAT 

I have to disagree with you on tha 

Despite CHAT having been based on conversations modelled with Augmented Transition Net

works (ATN) where this theoretica lly enables the system to predict the next conversational move 

there are potential arguments that could be levelled with the use of such an automated approach . 

By the application of an automated approach one could potentially draw a parallel between some 

aspects of CHAT and Facilitative Communication. 

Felce (1994) summarises FC as :-

.... [involving] a facilitator supporting an individuals hand. wrist or arm to provide some 
level of hand-over-arm or hand-an-arm guidance as he or she [the client] spells out 
words, phrases or sentences by pointing to letters on a letter board or pressing keys on a 

keyboard .' 

One could consider CHAT when operating in a more automated mode and making use of conver-

sational fillers as being a facilitator, albeit a computerised one . Felce (1994) noted that how the 

majority of interactions mediated though Facilitiative Communication were likely to represent con-
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versation of the facilitator and not the client. In a similar way one might argue that CHAT suffered 

from similar drawbacks as fillers etc ... are in actual fact generated by the computer. 

However, the concept of 'canned' phrases is appealing and is an undoubted and much needed 

way of keeping up conversational momentum without being repetitive. However the notion of fully 

automatic selection is less so. For a full discussion of CHAT and it's implementation see Aim, Ar

nott and Newell (1992). 

In a similar vain to CHAT, -DynaVox· has attempted to solve essentially the same problem by us

ing prediction algorithms in a bid to speed conversational momentum. Uniquely these can operate 

in either textual mode or symbol mode. Depending on the context of a half completed word or 

symbol selection the system can display a 'smart palette' of completed words or relevant symbols. 

If the prediction is accurate this allows the user to rapidly select the desired word or symbol from 

those displayed. 

However, potentially the same criticism applied to CHAT might be levelled. Namely, that by sug

gesting what to select next the user may be led in to saying something they didn't intend as a re

sult of the ease in with which the offered alternative can be selected. This may be especially true 

of the group such methodologies might offer most hope to, namely the cognitively impaired. 

What is not in dispute is the need to speed communication rates in users of ACD's given the 

'compressed' nature of their operation. Systems such as CHAT and prediction schemes such as 

those used in -DynaVox· are crucial to future development and will ultimately be a part of future 

ACD's. 

Another essential ingredient pn the mind of the author at least] is the necessity that devices should 

record details of their usage so that a users progress might be monitored. However commercial 

devices which do this are scarce, and those that do make only a token attempt. The -DynaVox· 

and its -.ransaction counter" typify the lack of attention paid to this area. However the -.ransaction 
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counter" does allow for simple frequency monitoring of key/symbol presses and does suggest that 

commercial devices will eventually follow this route. 

THE NEED FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

With recent and continuing advances in computing power it makes sense to attempt to harness 

this potential and to produce an ACD capable of storing large vocabularies of high quality speech 

accessed by dynamic displays of a given symbol set. In terms of digitised speech these might 

typically represent around three hours worth or more of recording time comprising of over 3500 

individual words. 

Given such a large high quality vocabulary the next concem is how to represent it to the user in a 

way that they can easily understand. How can dynamic displays of an alternative symbol set be 

traversed and how might the symbols themselves be implemented? Research has suggested that 

the use of altemative symbol sets are viable, and that the more concrete these symbols the better 

(Clark 1981). Later research has suggested that these symbols should be of high quality and pref

erably colour (Mirenda and Locke 1989) and use should be made of symbols and icons already 

seen in the real word, e.g. brand logos etc ... Reichle, Sigafoos and Remmington (1991). Such 

research ideals have already been implemented in Easy Speaker (1990) with digitised pictures, 

and to a certain extent in leading-edge commercially available ACD's such as "Talking Screen". 

Having chosen a symbol set to represent digitised speech segments the next problem is of pro

viding an interface which provides quick dynamic access to a large symbol set at low cognitive 

load. Increasing the symbol density or making use of 'shift' like arrangements is not the answer for 

many users with obvious cognitive deficits. The interface methodology implemented in Easy 

Speaker is based on a hypermedia metaphor and hopes to provide a low cognitive load way of 

accessing a large symbol set. In addition such an interface is hoped to provide secondary cogni

tive training benefits. Again such interfaces are only now beginning to appear in commercial de

vices costing many thousands. 
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However despite leading-edge commercially available devices now offering graphically based ae-

cess to digitised speech vocabularies there is little hard evidence, other than anecdotal, that users 

benefit markedly from such an approach. This stems from the fact that no commercially available 

devices has any sophisticated tracking that records users interactions with the system, and thus is 

available for inspection, assessment and monitoring of progress. This might allow for areas of 

weakness to be concentrated upon and areas of ability strengthened. It also allows for modifica-

tions to be implemented that might enable increased performance. 

Tracking of users interaction with the system was considered crucial and was built into Easy 

Speaker from the 'ground-up'. Indeed tacking was considered of as equal importance to high 

quality photorealistic graphics and digitised speech. Easy Speaker tracks each interaction with the 

system and these tracks can therefore be used as an assessment tool. Cursor movement is 

tracked as a measure of efficiency, and therefore to infer leaming and motor skill acquisition. Ut-

terance generation speed is also measured and again taken to infer leaming and improvements in 

motor skill. Each utterance that is output is recorded, along with performance measures. The 

measures Easy Speaker records, by means of the Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS), 

for each utterance are :-

• Utterance count 
• Track of where in the vocabulary hierarchy the user has visited 
• The length in words of each section of speech in the utterance produced 
• How far the mouse has moved before each graphic and therefore section of 

speech was selected 
• The time when each section of speech was selected (24 hr clock) 
• The difference in seconds and milliseconds between each speech section selec

tion 
• The cumulative timings for each speech section selection 
• The total time taken to select the whole utterance before outputting it as digitised 

speech 
• How far the mouse was moved in total before the utterance was output 
• The length in words of the utterance output 
• The number of symbols that were selected that represented speech 
• The number of symbols that represented links to other parts of the vocabulary 

hierarchy 
• Number of symbol select button presses 
• Number of say utterance button presses 
• Total number of button presses 
• How far the mouse was move in order to produce each word on average 
• Average number of seconds required to produce each word in the utterance 
• The predicted number of words per minute based on the utterance just output 
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These measures are recorded unobtrusively whilst normal interaction continues and can be ana-

lysed at a later date. Indeed with use of standard tasks they formed the main tenet for measure

ment of 'the usability' of Easy Speaker. 

With increasingly powerful generally available hardware the goal then is to get away from 'solid 

state' devices to ones which are based around software instead, and are as such highly customis-

able. Later they also have the potential to be upgraded to later and hopefully better versions. 

These are the goals which the author has attempted to strive for in the development of Easy 

Speaker. W ith new technologies such a system can now be implemented on generally available 

hand-held systems such as the Fujitsu ·Stylistic 500" :-

Fig 3.31, The Fujitsu "Stylistic 500" pen-based mobile computer running Microsoft Win

dows 

With such high ideals one must attempt to justify each of the components that make up a alterna-

tive communication system such as Easy Speaker. That is, the symbol set used, the interface 
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methodology and fonn of speech output. The system must also be usable and produce other 

measurable tangible benefits for the use. 

As regards symbol set common sense is backed up by previous research suggesting that 

'obviouS', more concrete, symbol sets are those which are best implemented. None can be more 

concrete that actual photos of things in the real world which for many already have a standard 

meaning. 

SUMMARY 

Within this chapter the relative merits of both common forms of ACO output have been consid

ered. Namely synthesised and digitised speech. It has been suggested that digitised speech can 

offer many advantages over synthesised with the availability of current hardware. 

The choice of symbol set is a crucial aspect of deSign, and with this in mind common symbol 

based systems have been discussed. The consensus being that the more concrete the system the 

better, as abstract systems impose a given leaming curve which must be climbed. The most con

crete system was suggested to be photorealistic representations of the real object, person, or 

event. 

A selection of the best hardware based ACO's available today has been reviewed. These range 

from the most simple to the most advanced. With the level of advancement typically being mir

rored by their intended user populations. In a similar way software based ACO's have also been 

reviewed. 

Advanced approaches in both commercial and research based ACO's have also been highlighted 

in tenns of the innovativeness and relative merits. The need for further development has also 

been aired, with the empathises being on the actual interface metaphor a new device might use. 
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This metaphor was suggested to be hypermedia. However the next crucial argument to be an

swered is whether a hyperrnedia style interface is the best choice for implementing dynamic dis

plays for cognitively impaired users? Can a theoretical argument be proposed that might support 

the use of hypermedia and can this be supported by data from actual users? It is to these ques

tions that I now turn. 
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CHAPTER 4: Why the hypermedia metaphor? 

In the previous two chapters I have explored the notion of Learning Disabled Augmenta
tive Communication Device (ACO) users having differing cognitive and adaptive abili
ties, and reviewed a representative sample of current commercially available computer 
based ACO's. 

However, as highlighted in reviewing many ACO's little account is seemingly paid to the 
differing cognitive and physical abilities of potential users. Most general ACD's are usu
ally accessible only by the more able due to their inherently complex interface and 
physical demands placed on users. For example, many ACO's require that users have a 
relatively good grasp of reading and writing, or that they can make constructive use of a 
limited, highly abstract symbol set, which they have learnt in order to access a finite un
derlying vocabulary. 

The notion of ACO usage for this particular group is sound, but what is needed is a new 
interface metaphor which makes no assumptions as to the potential users abilities, and 
alloWS easy access through concrete symbolology. 

I hope to suggest that this new metaphor should be hypennedia. Although hypermedia 
style interfaces have been implemented in several commercial devices no theoretical 
rationale has been forwarded to account for their successes with users. In addition, us
ers have not been evaluated during interactions with such systems in order to provide 
more objective data. In this chapter I hope to propose why and how a hypennedia in
terface metaphor should be implemented. Later in chapter nine performance data with 
Easy Speaker will be examined in order to strengthen theoretical arguments forwarded. 

Although a hypermedia metaphor is appealing both in theory and practice with this 
group, research in office and education based environments has suggested potential 
drawbacks. These centre around the ease with which unimpaired users can become 
disorientated, or "lost in hyperspace". Such potential drawbacks will be discussed in re
lation to LO users of a system such as Easy Speaker. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the recognition that many previous ACD's have been only usable by the most able, what is 

needed is a new interface metaphor that would enable many more to make use of their facilities. 

A low demand, high productivity interface would enable even the most handicapped of the non-

vocal Learning Disabled population to use such a device as a communication tool. This new in-

terface is suggested to be provided by a hypermedia style metaphor. However, justification for 

adopting an apparently complex interface must be outlined from theoretical, practical and experi

mental standpoints. A brief history of hypermedia, and the cognitive framework that lies behind it 

will be discussed, as will the relevance of the approach to the LD population. Finally, the "proof of 

the pudding", will be diSCUssed in relation to evaluating the success of the approach and potential 

short-comings. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF HYPERMEDIA 

Although hypermedia1 is currently in vogue, with not a computer now apparently being sold without 

reference to its "stunning multimedia capabilities", the concept itself is a least half a century old. 

Vannear Bush, president Roosevelt's science advisor in the 1940's, is widely credited with defining 

the modem concept of hypermedia. Bush homed in on the problem of information-overload within 

many governmental and industrial documents generated following the end of the second world 

war. His overriding goal was to make cross-references within documents both easy to create and 

traverse. The system Bush envisaged was a virtual information system which was built up from an 

intricate web of connections. These connections would allow the user non-linear access to the 

information the system contained. Bush regarded these connections as, "an enlarged intimate 

supplement to memory" (Bush 1945). The hope was that this web of connections would help the 

user assimilate the information more rapidly due to its increased richness. 

The system envisaged, 8Memex", was designed to run on microfilm, with connections in the text of 

each slide referring to text within other slides and so on ... When the user selected a speCial piece 

of text on one slide they would be shown related material on another slide. These speCial pieces 

of text are now referred to generically as "hotspots". A good example of such a connection might 

be between an uncommon word on one slide and a description of its meaning on another. Bush 

thought that selection of these hotspots would best be achieved by utilising eye tracking technol

ogy, and hence reduce the effort required on the part of the user. Unfortunately due to technical 

limitations of the time the system was never implemented. 

Having outlined the birth of hypermedia, before moving on to discuss systems that achieved real

ity it is useful to 'flesh out the bones' of Bush's ideals. To help illustrate how such hypermedia 

systems function at a concrete level it is useful to consider them alongside more traditional infor

mation processing strategies. 

1 Hypermedia is a generic term and is taken to encompass hypartext, and aspects of modern multimedia 
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The first and most easily understood is the linear information processing model. A good analogy 

can be drawn between reading a novel, where you start at the beginning and read through to the 

end in a linear fashion, e.g. Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4 ... 

Fig 4.1, A linear information processing model 

W-W----[--3-1 -w 
A slightly more complex enhancement is the two dimensional information processing model. This 

can be compared to a text book which is broken down into ever finer units, e.g. Introduction (1), 

chapter 1 [1.1], introduction to chapter 1 [1.1.1], body of chapter 1 [1.1.2], summary of chapter 1 

[1.1.3] and so on ... 

Fig 4.2, A two dimensional information processing model 

Finally comes hypermedia which is based on a three dimensional information processing model. 

Although a first glance a 3D information space can appear complex, in essence it is just as easily 

understood as the two previous models. Using Bush's concept of microfilm, each number below 

might represent a separate slide. Slides which contain related information are connected, either 

directly or indirectly by being connected through other slides. Such connections then form an intri

cate 3D web which can be traversed in a non-linear manner by activating hotspots on each slide. 
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Fig 4.3, Hypermedia: A three dimensional information processing model 

However, despite being well defined conceptually, hypermedia and its 3D information spaces were 

not to reach fruition until some 23 years after Bush. 

The reinvention and promotion of hypermedia was vigorously led by Ted Nelson in during the mid 

1960's. Nelson in common with Bush shared a utopian vision for hypermedia , with Nelson coining 

the term "hypertext". Nelson's over ambitious dreams of systems such as "Xanadu", where the 

worlds literature would be stored in a massive 3D information space, with an infinite number of 

connections were never realised. 

Encouraged by Nelsons avid promotion Douglas Engelbart produced his "Human Augmentation 

system" in the later half of the 1960's. This system had many modern hypertext features such as, 

point-and-click, expanding outlines, multiple windows, remote collaboration , and used a mouse as 

the preferred control device (Engelbart 1984). During the same period Andries van Dam produced 

early electronic books which included dynamic graphics and three dimensional animation 

(yankelovich et al 1985; van Dam 1988). Restricted by computational power and the inevitable 

cost of systems at that time, both remained fully functional but experimental , and were never 

made widely available. 

It was not until the mid 1980's when there was a third wave of enthusiasm for hypermedia, cham

pioned by Jeff Conklin, that the full potential for hypermedia was realised . This was largely due to 

the increasing power to decreasing cost ratio of available computer systems capable of using hy-
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permedia software. The starting pistol for hypermedia was fired by Apple Computer when they 

gave away a free copy of Bill Atkinson's HyperCard system with every system purchased after 

1987. This effectively brought hypermedia and multimedia authoring to the masses. With ad

vancing technologies, hypermedia systems can now include digital images, video clips, digital 

audio, and even virtual realities. Many have deemed such systems to offer true multimedia capa-

bilities. 

Given that the ethos of hypermedia has survived for over 50 years, and probably for that matter 

centuries, what makes the notion of such three dimensional webs so appealing. Can their theo

retical basis outweigh their surface attractiveness? 

THE COGNITIVE FRAMEWORK BEHIND HYPERMEDIA 

Bush, not only outlined the goals for a rudimentary hypermedia system, but also hinted at its theo

retical premise. That is, he suggested that such a system might act as "an enlarged intimate sup

plement to memory". By which he was undoubtedly making reference to the associonist nature of 

the human mind, as reflected by the title of his article, "As we may think" (BUSh 1945). 

However the theories to more fully explain these notions only began to emerge some 15 or so 

years later during the "cognitive revolution" in psychology. Indeed it was during this period that 

hypermedia reached critical mass; it was intuitively right and it now had cognitive theoreticians 

who could argue why it had such great potential. 

These theories concentrated upon the organisation of knowledge within the human mind. They 

focused both on how knowledge is represented and how these representations are structured. The 

majority of these theories were born as the result of COllins and Quillian's (1969) Network theory 

and model of knowledge representation. Their original model was brilliant in its simplicity as it 

followed a two dimensional information processing model. 
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Fig 4.4, A model of the semantic network proposed by Collins and Quillian (1969) 
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Collins and Quillian suggested that semantic memory was constructed from a set of concepts rep

resented by nodes in a network (indicated by the black dots above) . They also suggested that 

properties for each node were stored at the node level in the most economic way possible 

(indicated by the arrows above). 

Drawing on earlier findings by Bousfield (1953), and Bower et al (1969) in addition to their own on 

sentence verification tasks Collins and Quillian suggested that people tend to store knowledge in 

an organised way according to meaningful categories. Bousfield 1953 for example, had suggested 

that when people are presented with a list of words in no particular order they tend to recall them 

later by their category. For example, they might recall all the words to do with flowers in one block 

etc.. . Bower et al (1969) had suggested if the words were presented in ordered categories origi-

nally recall was even better. 

Then according to Bush's assumption, "as we may think", if knowledge was indeed stored in a se-

mantic network, a hypermedia system which is also organised as a richly interlinked structure 
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should be synergistic and the information it contains could be both accessed and assimilated more 

easily. That is, the system should have an almost intuitive structure. If any information within the 

hypermedia system is novel to the user, the framework is potentially in place for a new concept 

node to be formed, and its appropriate properties created at the correct location on an individuals 

intemalised semantic net. The process of assimilation is unimportant, what is however is the 

structure the knowledge takes once assimilated. 

However, later authors have levelled various criticisms toward Collins and Quillians original 

model. Conrad (1972) for example, discovered that certain attributes were mentioned more often 

by subjects. This suggested that some attributes were more salient to a particular person than 

another, as indeed we might expect. Building on this Conrad suggested that some of Collins and 

Quillians response latencies in sentence verification tasks may have been due to varying salience 

as opposed to distance between concepts. 

Rosch (1973) asked people to rate the typicality of different members of a concept, and found that 

some were found to be much more typical than others. For example, a Robin was considered to 

be a better example of a bird than a Canary etc... It was found that subjects took longer to verify 

less typical members than typical. 

Both of the aforementioned are, logical, and fair criticisms of the original model. However later 

models have failed to depart significantly from that outlined by Collins and Quillian. Later models 

built around the original theory in general allow for individual differences in the structure of knowl

edge. An individuals knowledge may be structured slightly differently at a concrete level, but from 

a theoretical standpoint may share a common base. Differences between theories are small and 

many have argued that it is extremely difficult to determine attributes of many concepts anyway 

(Hampton 1979, McNamara and Sternberg 1983). 

Such criticisms are important as they highlight the difficulty in predicting in what manner an indi

vidual has either consciously or unconsciously organised their own semantic memory. Thus in 
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attempting to construct a hypermedia system consisting of a 3D information space that is syner-

gistic and widely applicable is just as problematic. 

One confounding aspect is that hypermedia systems are three dimensional spaces, and the ma-

jority of models of knowledge representation are two dimensional. It is however highly likely that 

knowledge representation is, as hypermedia is, based upon a 3D information space. Such a sys-

tern would be likely to be highly efficient in terms of non-redundancy of concepts etc ... 

Kintsch (1970) in studying semantic memory hinted at the relationship between semantic networks 

and 3D hypermedia spaces suggested that :-

"The meaning of a word is known only if it is contrasted with the meaning of a related or 
opposed term. For example, colours have meaning in relation not to some phYSical con
stant but only to each other as different cultures have different ideas about colour ... 
The meaning of a term is determined by the way it is stored in memory - as a list of 
pointers to other terms. W 

By stressing the importance of pointers, or links, Kintsch outlined how and why a hypermedia sys

tem with its intricate links might function. However it was not until the development Notecards 

(Halasl 1988) that a model such as Kintsch's was applied to a real world hypermedia system. In 

NotecardS a series of cards were linked to form a semantic network, which was covertly imparted 

to the user as they used the system. Rada and Barlow (1988) building upon this notion consider 

each card in a HyperCard stack, as a node within a semantic network. They go on to suggest that 

x then y rules can be implemented using structured brOWSing of decision trees. 

Although more specific models have been proposed it is still useful to adapt Collins and Quillians 

original model due to its generic predictions. For example, based on Collins and Quillians original 

model a simple 3D representation might look something like :-
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Fig 4.5, A hypothetical 3D network hierarchy based on Collins and Quillians original model 
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As suggested by Conrad (1972) and Hampton (1979) , some properties are more salient than oth

ers for a given concept. Using such a 3D model I propose I hope to account for why some con

cepts appear to be more easily accessed than originally suggested by the original model. For ex

ample, using the original model to verify that a Canary was an animal this would need to be in

ferred from the fact that a Canary is a bird, and a bird is an animal. However, using a 3D model 

there is an alternative root, i.e. the more direct one, a Canary is an animal. To add another level 

of complexity to the model one might suggest that the paths between concepts might be assigned 

weightings favouring a particular route. For example, one could verify a Canary was an animal 

(+2), but one might do so by first deciding it is a bird (+2) , and that a bird is an animal (+2). These 

weightings between paths might be unique to individuals, and in addition subject to change. 

Analogously an individual may favour a particular route through a hypermedia hierarchy. 

Hypermedia then is intrinsically meshed with the concept of semantic networks as a way of repre

senting knowledge, and with semantic memory itself and the way in which we aSSimilate and re-

trieve information. Semantic memory according to Tulving (1972) is, UA system for receiving, re

taining and transmitting information about meaning of words, concepts and claSSification of con-

cepts". 
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Jonassen (1989) outlined the importance of incorporating semantic network models such as those 

presented, into the construction of hypermedia hierarchies. Jonassen suggested that :-

"Hypertext engines or structures can be designed to reflect the semantic structure of a 
subject matter expert. If the node-link-node structure of hypertext reflects the semantic 
structure of the expert, then the expert's logic may be mapped onto the novice hypertext 
user". 

By the term "mapping" Jonassen implied that the user would 'somehow pickup' on and be likely to 

formulate their own internalised knowledge structure according to the structure of the hypertext 

they were using. 

Michon (1972) suggested how such representations are related to learning by the assertion that, 

"Learning is most frequently represented within this approach by means of growing networks, 

where growing means the addition of new distinctive features at new decision nodes". Michon 

tested this notion experimentally by presenting eight pictures to children and adults to see how 

they grouped them, classified them, and what relationships they constructed. Adults tended to 

follow the accepted taxonomy, whereas children grouped pictures according to relationships that 

were relevant to them. Such differences in individuals conceptual frameworks highlights how 

material within any hypermedia hierarchy needs to be structured according to the end users level 

cognitive model of the domain. For example :-

Fig 4.6a, A 32 year olds model of understanding of given categories based on Michon's assess

ment tasks 
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Fig 4.6b, A 7 year olds model 
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By utilising such cognitive mapping techniques Michon clearly indicated the importance of paying 

heed to the persons current level of understanding and to the way in which they structure their per

sonal knowledge base. Applying the model one can also see how such a semantic network is in a 

constant state of flux as new concepts are added and integrated , or linked with other existing 

knowledge. 

Norman (1975) operationalised the process of integrating new knowledge into an existing network 

'-

" ... learning should add the new material by attaching a conceptual framework within 
memory to the old previously acquired material. That framework should then be elabo
rated upon, filling in the rough web with finer structures until a complete network has 
been acquired," 

Of particular relevance to hypermedia Norman outlined why conventional knowledge acquisition 

strategies were potentially inferior to that of hypermedia :-

"With more conventional teaching processes, learning occurs in a linear fashion so that 
each new piece of information depends upon the knowledge of the succeeding new in
formation. In this case the structure is not sufficiently redundant, and if one link fails , 
then so must all that follows." 
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Norman stressed the importance of organisation of information, and implied that browsing though 

a hypermedia network would enable the individual to take on the links in the knowledge provided 

by the system, and to enhance, and form their own links between concepts. As Norman pOints out 

this assimilation process would be less prone to failure due to its non-linear organisation . In short 

the user has more 'conceptual pegs on which to hang the new information' imparted via the hy-

permedia network. 

Churcher (1990) illustrates this notion by means of the following series of diagrams suggesting 

how new knowledge may integrated into an individuals existing knowledge structure :-

Fig 4.7a, The initial relationship between existing (old) knowledge and new knowledge to be ac
quired 
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Fig 4.7b, The initial integration, or linking of new knowledge to existing concepts 
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Fig 4.7c, The full integration of new knowledge through elaboration 
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Use of such models draws the obvious parallel between Piagets (1886-1980) theory of intellectual 

development and his mechanisms for change. 

Given such theories and models of knowledge acquisition, storage and manipulation one can 

postulate that three dimensional hypermedia spaces by virtue of their web like organisation might 

provide a synergistic way of organising and accessing large symbol based vocabularies. In addi

tion it might also provide an almost covert, or incidental, way of imparting new concepts and 

knowledge structures to the user without overburdening them . Given the theoretical base for alik-

ening hypermedia networks to users internalised semantic networks it makes sense to attempt to 

describe specifically how and why a hypermedia interface should be used in an ACO with refer-

ence to these theories. 
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How AND WHY HYPERMEDIA SHOULD BE USED IN AN ACD FOR LEARNING DISABLED 

USERS 

Bush singled out "information-overload" within govemmental and industrial documents as a major 

constraint to understanding. In modem terminology Bush was concerned by the levels of cognitive 

load a reader was placed under whilst attempting to comprehend complex pieces of information. 

and the methodology that could be applied to reduce these loads. With much the same overriding 

ethos we are hoping to minimise the cognitive load incurred in utilising an ACD and maximise 

generalisation to non-ACO centred situations. 

In specific terms by adapting a hypermedia metaphor it is hoped that users of Easy Speaker will 

be able to access a potentially vast symbol set, and hence underlying vocabulary, whilst incurring 

a relatively low cognitive load. Rather than presenting a user with say 128 postage stamp size 

symbols it is far better to reduce the number of symbols shown at anyone time and to group those 

that are shown in to meaningful categories. Special symbols shown within a given category might 

indicate a link, or relationship to other concepts, and when clicked on might transport the user to 

that category and so on ... Thus a three dimensional information space is born, with 'hotspots' pro

viding the means of navigation between concepts. As suggested by Bousfield (1953) and Bower 

et al (1969) these categories of symbols should be organised in to meaningful groupings. For ex

ample, symbols concerning "drinks" might be shown together on one screen. Symbols related to 

drinks might be also be shown acting as links to related categories, e.g. things you put in drinks 

such as "ice cubes", "sugar", "milk" etc ... 

The dilemma occurs however when choosing which symbols to include in categories, with some 

authors indicating that constructing a widely applicable category is near impossible (Hampton 1979 

and McNamara and Sternberg 1983). Michon (1972) highlights the differences between individu

als conceptual organisation and how this is subject to change over time. Thus suggesting that 

even within accepted categories individual variation must be accounted for. 
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Jonnasen (1989) however suggested that hierarchies should be, initially at least, organised to re

flect the subject knowledge of an expert. The hope being in the case of a cognitively impaired 

user an idealised organisation might be mapped on to the users own. Theoretically this might al

low for rapid navigation of the hierarchy and for improvements in the users own knowledge organi

sation. Despite the difficulty of constructing categories of symbols, research has suggested that it 

is possible to identity certain categories or symbols that nonnally go together (Conrad 1972 and 

Rosch 1973). However, within these categories some links might be more salient to the user than 

others (Conrad 1972 and Hampton 1979) as a result of previous experience. 

In addition to grouping symbols according to accepted categories it is also important to ensure that 

the links between categories are as rich as can be achieved with respect to the users ability. Nor

man (1975) suggests that the richer the links between pieces infonnation the more likely we are to 

learn it. He paraphrased this as being like, 'Having more pegs on which to hang information'. 

Nonnan pOints out how traditional learning tends to occur in a linear fashion, where what we learn 

next is dependant upon what we already know. If a link fails lower down the chain the chances of 

learning newer related infonnation successfully is reduced. By utilising a three dimensional space 

with an enriched number of links between related concepts there is always an alternative route to a 

given piece of infonnation. Indeed Kintch (1970) stressed the importance of such relationships 

and put them on equal standing with the concepts themselves. 

In addition to enabling synergistic navigation of a large three dimensional space in order to select 

symbols and eventually output speech, the secondary hope for such systems is to create or 

strengthen areas of the individuals knowledge structure. That is, off-task, to strengthen correct 

aSSOCiations between categories and concepts and ultimately to integrate new knowledge. With 

Churcher (1990) suggesting that assimilating new knowledge can be accomplished by forming 

many and varied links with existing knowledge structures. Rada and Barlow (1988) go so far as to 

suggest a close relationship between semantic networks and three dimensional hypennedia 

stacks. In fact they consider each card within a HyperCard stack as a node being within a seman

tic network. 
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Many, especially in the field of Artificial Intelligence would argue that not only is knowledge struc

tured and accessed according to a semantic net, that it is from this network that language is pro

duced and understood. Some authors argue that transformational grammar itself can be based 

around knowledge represented as a semantic network, e.g. Katz and Fodor (1963). Norman and 

Rumelhart (1975) have constructed semantic networks that break down sentences into concepts 

and the relationships between them. By such representations of concepts they have suggested 

how language understanding can be modelled based on a semantic network. 

Authors such as Shank (1975) and Rumelhart and McClelland (1986) have created computer 

models which make use of semantic networks to understand language. That is, they extract 

meaning from language by analysing concepts and the relationships between them. Some would 

even go so far as to suggest that all understanding can be based around semantic networks 

(Johnson-Laird 1993). 

Undoubtedly there is an inextricable link between semantic networks, knowledge representation 

and understanding and language reproduction and understanding. Hypermedia allows a semantic 

network to be hidden from an ACD user but still offer all the theoretical benefits. Namely ease of 

navigation of concepts and properties in order to construct meaningful utterances symbolically 

which can then be output as high quality speech. Despite many potential users severe cognitive 

and linguistic handicaps there is no reason to assume they do not make use of internalised se

mantic networks to extract meaning from the world around them. By use of such a representation 

it is hoped that not only will one device production be boosted but also that users' understanding, 

or internalised semantic representation, will also be enhanced. 

As modern computers enable instantly identifiable photorealistic images to be used as symbols 

representing categories and properties this undoubtedly adds to the ease with which the hierarchy 

can be navigated. By selection of symbols the hierarchy can be traversed, utterances built up, 

and finally these can be generated as digitised speech. 
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The underlying rationale for Easy Speaker in relation to the hypermedia metaphor is :-

o To select concepts so as to match the current understanding of the user. 

e To correctly organise the concepts and therefore impose an experts structure that 
will hopefully be transferred to the user. 

C) That once structured to match the user, they should be able to navigate the hierar
chy intuitively. That is, their internal knowledge representation should be a close ap
proximation of the hypermedia hierarchy and vice-versa. That is, both should build upon 
the other. 

o New concepts and properties should be able to be gradually introduced and incor
porated into the Easy Speaker hierarchy and hopefully therefore the users own knowl
edge hierarchy. 

" Because the hierarchy is intuitive, it should be easily traversed by the user for a low 
cognitive effort. Furthermore because relevant photorealistic images are used to repre
sent concepts, links between concepts and properties, i.e. digitised speech, the user 
should have enough cognitive resources remaining to devote to navigation, planning and 
to absorbing the structure and phonetic qualities of the digitised output etc.. . That is, 
when a resource based cognitive model is applied. 

o To gradually increase the number of correct links between concepts in the hope that 
these would be absorbed by the user. An increased number of links would not just enrich 
the knowledge base but also allow for alternative navigational strategies. 

92 

By applying such a rationale one might construct a large three dimensional hypermedia space tai

lored to a specific individual. In order to clarify how such a space might be constructed and navi-

gated a small section relating to "Male Relatives" from an actual hierarchy is shown below :-
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Fig 4.8, A concept map of an actual Easy Speaker hierarchy relating to "Male Relatives" 
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In the concept map above one can see the three dimensional relationship, or links, between con-

cepts concerning male relatives. Each of these concepts would represent a separate screen within 

Easy Speaker, and the links between different concepts would be indicated by a symbol sur

rounded by a red box on each of these screens. The user would simply click on this symbol to 

activate the link and be transported to that concept screen and so on ... Thus the hierarchy could 

be traversed. 

Above, under the concept "Male Relatives" appears a number of properties associated with that 

concept, Le. "Husband", "Dad" etc ... These are represented within Easy Speaker by symbols of 

the properties they represent, e.g. "Husband" is a picture of the users husband etc. .. Each one of 

these pictures is married with a piece of pre-recorded digitised speech mirroring the actual picture. 

The user can select these pictures building up a visual representation of the utterance they wish to 

generate. When this is complete they can output the utterance as digitised speech. That is, the 

pieces of digitised speech associated with each of the individual pictures. 

In the example above, in order to say "Husband" the user might choose to navigate to the concept 

of "Male relatives" by clicking on the links, "People", "Relatives", "Male relatives" as indicated by 
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the heavy black links. Once at the concept screen for "Male relatives" they may then click on the 

picture of their "Husband", a property of "Male relatives". The word "Husband" could then be out-

put as digitised speech . The crucial thing to note is that there are many alternative ways of navi-

gating the 3D space of concepts in order to generate the desired outcome. As Norman (1975) 

points out, the larger the number of navigational solutions available the better in terms of integra-

tion with the users own knowledge base. Thus the less dependent we become upon a linear 

structure, where information might be accessible by only a few routes. Furthermore new informa-

tion might not be accessible only by an 'old route' given a host of viable alternatives. The dotted 

box section of the map above represents the actual screen below :-

Fig 4.9, A screen grab of the "Male Relatives" screen from a sample Easy Speaker hierarchy 
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As Michon (1972) concluded when studying the organisation of concepts and the relationships 

between them in adults and children the concepts themselves and the links between them were 

unique to the individual. That is, we impose our own structure on knowledge. In terms of Easy 

Speaker this would suggest that it is crucial to customise any structure used to the individual con

cerned in order to maintain its intuitiveness, and reduce the cognitive load in traversing the hierar-

chy. As is the case with the above screen the organisation of concepts has been tailored to a par

ticular individuals current level of understanding of those concepts and their relationship to other 

related concepts. 
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However organising any hypermedia hierarchy to suit a specific user is not simply a question of 

logistics, but rather one of the possible implication this may have for reinforcing an incorrect un

derstanding of given concepts. In addition one might inadvertently add to these anomalies by in

creasing the number of other related concepts associated with the base concept which itself is in

correct. What is needed is a balance between the users current understanding and the introduc

tion of new concepts and modification, or removal of incorrect ones. That is, in terms of the asso

ciations between concepts and the concepts themselves. For example, on a screen that con

cerned pets, you might not want a picture of a car to appear, even though the pet may have at one 

time or another travelled in the car. 

In relation to Michon's conclusion Jonassen (1989) suggested that if the hypermedia structure was 

constructed according to the representation of an expert this may lead to this organisation being 

mapped onto the user. This suggested that we should organise an Easy Speaker hierarchy ac

cording to an unimpaired individuals knowledge representation in the hope that this would be 

mapped on to the potentially incorrect organisation of the impaired individual. However, logically 

this view is paradoxical to Michons and would potentially reduce the intuitiveness of the hierarchy 

for the individual. 

One can however reconcile these apparently contradictory assertions by suggesting that an initial 

structure be constructed that matched that of an "expert" and then certain pieces modified to suit 

individual users. By use of the term "expert" one refers to a norma/language user who is ideally 

matched with the user in terms of age, gender, social class etc... The hope being to maintain the 

overall structure but simply to incorporate extra links between concepts that were specific to the 

user. The overriding goal would be to reduce the number of these incorrect links and incorrect 

concept organisations. 

Indeed this approach was applied in Easy Speaker intervention throughout. Once organised the 

hierarchy should reflect the users internal knowledge representation and vice-versa. The long 

term goal was to gradually introduce new concepts through Easy Speaker at their correct point 

within the hierarchy and to enrich the number of links between those new and existing concepts. 
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The use of photorealistic images and digitised speech was intended to help make the hierarchy 

more memorable to the user (Mirrenda and Locke 1989). The use of images allowed for given 

concepts on the hierarchy to be represented pictorially, as opposed to representations that are of a 

more abstract nature such a BLISS or Rebus etc... These images were also where possible rele

vant to the user (Reichle, Sigafoos and Remmington 1991). For example, the concept of pets 

may have been signified by a scanned picture of the users pet cat. When clicked on the may 

have led to a screen representing properties related to the users pets, e.g. a picture of the user 

feeding the cat etc... As these properties were clicked on these images would be appended to the 

utterance under construction and then output as digitised speech. 

If need be the user could navigate between screens, selecting concepts and properties from vari

ous locations within the hierarchy. That is, they could use an alternative path or strategy for 

achieving the same end, and would therefore be less constrained by their lack of knowledge of a 

certain set of concepts that followed a certain path through the hierarchy. Indeed this is one of the 

many benefits of implementing a 3D information space as Norman (1975) pOints out. Given the 

ability to select different paths through the hierarchy to achieve the same end a users knowledge 

of related concepts and properties would be likely to be reinforced. Simply put, the 'web' would be 

continually 'woven' throughout interaction as a user would be less likely to fail in achieving a given 

goal. asuccess leads to success·, and success is one of the strongest reinforcers available. 

The use of digitised speech further improves how memorable the hierarchy is. For example, a 

high quality piece of speech associated with a particular high quality image is likely to associate 

the two, together with its geographical location within the overall hierarchy. For example, an im

age of a cat, triggering a piece of speech saying cat followed by a purring sound is likely to be re

membered very vividly. 

As the organisation of any Easy Speaker hierarchy attempts to closely mirror the arche

typal three dimensional information spaces outlined, one might conclude that it represents a 

use useful and relevant interface. Furthermore, the availability of such a system might al

low users easy access to such a large knowledge base despite their inherent 
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handicap. With the system being constructed to be both easy to use, visually appealing and audi

ologically compelling it is hoped that such a multi-sensory approach would further build upon the 

potential benefrts offered by implementation of a hypermedia metaphor. The hope being that us

ers would not simply use Easy Speaker as an ACD but also to improve their own language and 

cognitive abilities also. 

ADVANCED FEATURES OFFERED BY HYPERMEDIA 

Not only can a hypermedia system offer photorealisitic graphics and CD quality digitised speech 

and sound it can also provide full multimedia if so enabled by the developer. This means that 

multimedia features such as animated graphics, video clips and music files can be incorporated. 

Such features would be likely to further enhance the salience of symbols and the system as a 

whole. 

A still photorealistic symbol, for example, may instead of being linked with high quality speech 

may be linked with a video clip .. Thus, when selected it may play the video and accompanying 

sound track. Through such advanced features learning would undoubtedly be enhanced and moti

vation would be likely to be raised. In a similar way animation's could also be used. 

By making use of video clips and animation's this also raises the possibility of making use of 'live' 

symbols versus those of the static variety. The possibility for enhancing cognition and learning is 

intriguing. The implication for such features in the ACD arena remains to be investigated fully. 

Their relevance however is undoubted. 

In addition to providing for sound and motion, multimedia also offers the ability to play MIDI based 

music. That is, true, loss less digitally based music that can recreated at the touch of a button. 

This would enable MIDI music files to be associated with symbols so that the score is played when 

a given symbol is selected. Potentially this would enable music collections to be built up that 

could be replayed for the users own pleasure and where appropriate to be shared with others. 
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Although such enhancements are not encompassed within the software used in the current study 

they are planned for later versions and further studies. Hopefully a version with such enhance

ments will be developed so that its potential might be outlined with regard to future directions. 

EVALUA TlNG THE SUCCESS OF EASY SPEAKER AND ITS HYPERMEDIA METAPHOR 

In order to assess whether real users could operate the system successfully, and therefore infer 

that a hypermedia interface was almost transparent in use, a range of set tasks was designed and 

implemented so as to form an assessment tool. These measure various performance indicators, 

using the in-built tracking system, over a series of sessions so that improvements might be plotted. 

Indications of on-task improvements could be taken to indicate the successful application of an 

hypermedia interface. For a full discussion of the tasks themselves see chapter eight and for the 

results users achieved see chapter nine. 

In order to evaluate off-task improvements in language and cognition a longer six month study 

was conducted with pre and post intervention questionnaires being administered to two of each 

users immediate caregivers. These subjectively questioned caregivers about areas such as ex

pressive and receptive language, attention and memory, and motivation etc... An improvement 

over the baseline taken at pre-intervention would suggest that prolonged Easy Speaker usage 

would be likely to have a positive impact both on and off-task. Within the sample group even a 

small improvement would be personally meaningful to both themselves, their caregivers and, not 

withstanding the author. Improvements would suggest that a hypermedia style interface can be of 

some benefit to clients. For a full discussion of the questionnaire design again see chapter eight, 

and for an in-depth analysis of the results obtained from users see chapter ten. 
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POTENTIAL SHORTCOMINGS 

Despite the enthusiasm for the application of hypermedia and the cognitive framework that can be 

applied to it, there are potential shortcomings. These have been highlighted in commercial and 

education based environments where hypermedia systems have been used for information re-

trieval or teaching purposes. Concerns focus on information overload and anxiety when using 

such systems (Wurman 1989), and the proneness to become "lost in hyperspace" (Conklin 1987). 

Conventional hypertext systems for unimpaired users make use of a number of links within sec-

tions of text and graphics. These links, or hotspots, generally transport the user to related material 

or give a pop-up definition to clarify the subject matter. In essence they are similar to the links 

within an Easy Speaker hierarchy. For example, Microsoft Bookshelf shown below exemplifies 

how hotspots are typically indicated, with the word "CALCULATOR" shown in uppercase blue un-

derlined text. To obtain relevant information on the calculator all the user need do is click on the 

hotspot. 

fig 4.1 D, A common implementation of hypermedia hotspots in Microsoft Bookshelf 
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Problems occur when users click on sequences of such links, or hotspots, and as a result become 

lost within the overall structure. They typically become disorientated and overloaded with the vol-

ume of relevant, or irrelevant, information they are presented with. Elm and Woods (1985) de-

scribe this situation as :-

"The user not having a clear conception of the relationships within the system, or 
knowing his present location in the system relative to the display structure, and find
ing it difficult to decide where to look next within the system.-

potentially such a situation could occur with users of Easy Speaker, or any other ACD based upon 

a similar metaphor. The impact of becoming "lost" is perhaps more worrying considering the typi

cal cognitive defiCits suffered by LD individuals. Elm and Woods define "lost" as :-

• Not knowing where to go next 
• Knowing where to go but not knowing how to get there 
• Not knowing where they were in the overall structure of the document 

In tenns of Easy Speaker the larger the hierarchy, the higher the symbol density, and the richer 

the links between the more likely an unskilled novice user is to become lost. 

However, unlike systems for which the "lost in hyperspace" assertion was coined, Easy Speaker 

hierarchies are formed with the intention of being relevant to a given user and therefore being 

easy to navigate. In addition Easy Speaker users are likely to have a prolonged opportunity for 

practice, and hence to learn pieces of hierarchy they are not naturally familiar with. In relation to 

educational materials for unimpaired individuals this does not usually occur, and hence leads to a 

proneness to becOme lost. 

The hierarchy with which an individual uses to communicate 'lives and grows' with them, and so is 

unlikely to prove so complex that they become disorientated. Again the low symbol density and 

variable number of links helps the situation. 

As one might expect the assertion that users may become "lost in hyperspace" tends to apply only 

to novice and less experienced users. As users become more familar with the hierarchy and as 
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more idiosyncratic material and links are added they become progressively less likely to become 

lost. Field trials suggest this to be the case regan::lless of their IQ, or age comparison scores. For 

the most impaired users, overall hierarchy size may be reduced, symbol density decreased, and 

the richness of links watered down. If need be a link back to the highest level can be included on 

each screen as a further safety measure. Thus for users the possibility of becoming lost can be 

traded off against functionality. 

SUMMARY 

In reviewing many previous commercially based ACO's in chapter three the argument against us

ability over complexity of design was raised. This led to the suggestion that a new interface meta

phor might be more appropriate for those with a LO who might benefit from ACO usage. This new 

interface metaphor was suggested to be hypennedia. 

Within this chapter the birth and rationale for hypennedia has been outlined. In support of the ap

plicability of hypermedia a cognitive framework for its success has been proposed. This has been 

related to why such a metaphor should be used in an ACO for LD users. 

potential shortcomings have been outlined, as has the methodology for assessing the success of 

an ACD using such an interface metaphor. What remains is to discuss formally the processes 

through which such a device is developed. In this respect the development processes Easy 

Speaker went through will be discussed in chapters five and six. 
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CHAPTER 5: The development of Easy 
Speaker: A HCI perspective 

The characteristics of the user population Easy Speaker was designed for has been out
lined, and the relevance of their abilities and weaknesses stressed. Previous commer
cial and research based ACD's have been reviewed, as have the AAC strategies they 
employ. A new interface metaphor in the form of hypermedia has been proposed from 
both theoretical and practical standpoints. 

What remains however is to describe how Easy Speaker was developed, and the evolu
tionary processes it went through. That is, the actual design and implementation of the 
software shell which allows hypermedia style vocabularies of digitised speech to be built, 
and represented using photo realistic images as symbols. The relevance of the design 
process to potential users' and maintainers will be stressed. 

Brief account is also paid the hardware requirements needed to utilise Easy Speaker to 
its full potential. 

INTRODUCTION 

The characteristics of the user population Easy Speaker was intended for has been outlined. Re-

search has suggested that over 90% of the LD population have some degree of communication 

disorders, whether they be severe or slight. Thus the need for an ACD for this group has clearly 

been established. However, in addition to communication disorders many suffer from defiCits in 

cognition. Such deficits can include poor short term memory, weak sequencing skills, perceptual 

problems, poor co-ordination, short attention spans and general slowness of thought. Additionally 

low motivation and secondary behavioural problems such as challenging behaviours are common. 

Overriding the issue of producing an ACD capable of augmenting or replacing an individuals re-

sidual speech is the need to take account of these obvious handicaps during the design process. 

As highlighted in reviewing many previous commercial and research based ACD's, deSigners have 

constructed devices that can only be used by the most able who represent a small fraction of the 

population who might benefit. As Newell and Aim (1994) point out, -[often] designers have as

sumed that their users will have the characteristics of a 25 year-old male who has a PhD in com

puter science and is obsessed with technological gadgets rather than getting on with the job. 

systems are a triumph of functionality over usability." 
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The goal then is to design for those who are least able but potentially have the most to gain from a 

well designed device. It is a question of good design rather than a compromising design. HCI re

search has transformed text based office software into easy to use graphical based equivalents 

over the last few years, e.g. MS Windows and OS/2. Just as in the commercial world the focus 

has shifted from functionality to usability, so too should it in the ACO arena. Good design ensures 

that whatever an individuals ability, they should be able to utilise a piece of software at some 

level. Obviously more able individuals may be able to exploit the software to its full potential. In 

doing so they should not be hampered by an apparently under powered user interface, in fact the 

interface should be almost transparent to them. To draw a parallel , even severely learning dis

abled users can draw a simple picture using MS Paintbrush, however more able artistic users may 

be able to create a masterpiece :-

Fig 5.1, A well designed piece of software can be used by anyone, regardless of ability 

In a similar way a well designed piece of ACO software should be able to be utilised productively 

by a LO individual despite their obvious cognitive deficits. 

In order to make a symbol based ACO system accessible it should make use of an accepted sym

bol set which is easily understood through previous leaming experiences. Numerous pieces of 

research have suggested that these symbols should be photorealistic images of the real object, 

person or event in question. These symbols are associated with a piece of digitised speech which 

is spoken when images are selected and output triggered. Thus potentially the user is under little 
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load when trying to recall the speech fragment associated with a given picture, as it is already per-

sonally relevant to them. 

The next question is how to organise such symbols to allow easy, low demand access to a poten-

tially huge vocabulary? The author has proposed, and discussed in depth the need for a new ac-

cess metaphor. This access metaphor is hypermedia. Again the organisation of the symbols 

should be synergistic with the users current level of understanding. Thus individuals should easily 

be able to select the desired symbols from the hierarchy by traversing it. Finally they should be 

able to output the symbols selected as digitised speech. 

If any of the symbols or sections of the hierarchies organisation need be learnt by rote, the learn-

ing curve they follow should be favourable even for those with a severe LD. A hypothetical cure 

might look something like :-

Fig 5.2, A hypothetical learning curve for Easy Speaker 
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Due to deficits in memory and other cognitive functions, one might suggest that the more LD an 

individual the longer it will take them to reach a given competence. However, as the interface 

should be so synergistic in use the percentage learned should only relate to the size of vocabulary 

they can manipulate, and not to operating system demands per se. 
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The needs of potential users are clear; ease of use and access to a potentially huge vocabulary. 

However, within the design process those who maintain the system should also be catered for. It 

is no use designing an end-user system which is highly usable, if the maintenance of such a sys

tem is so tedious that facilitators, caregivers, or health care professionals simply do not maintain 

system to fit a given individual user, or users needs. For example, to add a new symbol many 

commercial systems requires that a symbol be hand drawn using a bitmap editing package. This 

obviously takes time, and in a time pressured service environment such as the NHS this is unlikely 

to be done. However, if an photographic image can be scanned and digitised in seconds, many 

more symbols can be added in the time taken to hand draw one. The result in the latter case will 

be of much higher quality, and is likely to be immediately recognised by the user if correctly se-

lected. 

The ease with which digitised speech or sound can be recorded and linked with any symbol is 

paramount. In common with many advanced ACO's Easy Speaker uses a simple scripting lan

guage to construct screens of symbols and the links between them. The simpler the scripting lan

guage again the more likely the maintainer is to modify the vocabulary and hierarchy. Within the 

Easy Speaker scripting language their are only six commands, and digitised speech can be re

corded at the touch of a button ! 

Related to maintainers use of the system is the ability to monitor users progress. To objectively 

monitor users' progress on any ACO is fraught with difficulty and can be immensely time consum

ing unless the system itself keeps track of interactions a user has with it. Fortunately Easy 

speaker does just this so that maintainers don't even have to be present to review what the user 

has done ! 

Having outlined the general software design goals it is useful to move on to highlight recognised 

user interface design strategies in relation to the evolution of Easy Speaker from both a users and 

maintainers perspedive. 
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SPECIFIC DESIGN GUlDEUNES FOR POTENTIAL LD USERS 

Within the field of HCI there are many theories which attempt to formalise what good interface 

design is, some read almost like a recipes for success. However, as one might expect one theory 

cannot cover all eventualities, so the choice of a correct design model is crucial. Two basic mod

els were used as guidelines during the development of the Easy Speaker user interface. 

The first was the Syntactic Semantic Object-Action (SSOA) model when applied to direct manipu

lation (Shneiderman 1983) of icons on screen to initiate actions. In the case of Easy Speaker di

rect manipulation concerns the selection of symbols that represent digitised speech segments, and 

to the navigation of a large three dimensional hierarchy, or vocabulary, made up of pages of such 

symbOls and the links between them. 

The second concerns semiotics, or the study of signs and symbols. Semiotics is not concerned 

with how symbols are manipulated, but with how they are represented. In this case how they are 

represented on screen to the user. It is the maintainers job to select symbols that are understood 

and synergistic to the users current level of understanding. Amheim (1972) has suggested that 

such symbols can represent a visual language and visual way of thinking. 

The SSOA model in relation to the design of Easy Speaker and direct manipulation 

The SSOA model was originally developed by Shneiderman (1980) to describe the process of pro

gramming, and to separate the syntactic aspects from the semantic. When applied to direct ma

nipulation the model proposes that the user has semantic knowledge about what they want to do, 

and syntactiC knowledge regarding how this might be done. To take a concrete example, an indi

vidual may want to type short letter on a word processor, and be fully aware of its content 

(semantiC). However, they may not be able to type it as they don't know the method for operating 

the specific word processor (syntactiC). So too in Easy Speaker the user may know what they 

want to say, but not how to say it using the interface provided. The ultimate goal is to bridge this 

gap simply. 
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Syntactically, when using any piece of software the user must maintain and manipulate a myriad 

of device dependant details, e.g. which mouse button to click on where, which key to press etc ... 

In general syntactic knowledge is varied, device dependent, acquired by rote memorisation, and 

easily forgotten (Shneiderman 1992). Often commercial ACD systems impose that complex 

strings of key presses be leamt by repeated paired-associate leaming. The -Liberator", reviewed 

in chapter 3 is a classic example of complex syntactic design, as on occasion up to 10 key presses 

may be required to output a single word. As Shneiderman notes, -Rote memorisation requires 

repeated rehearsals to reach competence, and retention over time is poor unless the knowledge is 

applied frequently." AHhough Shneiderman is referring to unimpaired users, the implication for 

complex systems for LD users is even more relevant. The Keep It Short and Simple (KISS) rule 

should be applied where possible. Thus, anybody, regardless of ability should be able to use the 

system productively. In terms of operating Easy Speaker all the user need do is move a chosen 

screen pointer over the symbol they wish to select with the mouse. Click the left mouse button to 

select the symbol and the underlying digitised speech it represents, or click the right button to out

put the utterance they have constructed graphically as digitised speech. Obviously the input de

vice need not be a mouse, it could be a joystick or touch screen. What is important is that there is 

little syntactiC knowledge that need be learnt thus increasing the chance that even the least able 

will be able to consistently operate the system productively. Simply, the means of operating the 

system should not be so complex, and hence cognitive demanding, as to get in the way of what a 

user wants to do or say. 

SemantiC knowledge on the other hand is made up of two components, namely computer concepts 

and task concepts. For example, a computer concept might include the knowledge that the com

puter might store data. In the case of Easy Speaker the user will have a good idea that the system 

might somewhere within the hierarchy, or vocabulary, hold a representation of the phrase they 

want to say. This is a high level concept. Analogous to means-ends problem solving such con

cepts can be decomposed into smaller units. In Easy Speaker, a user may have a clear idea of 

what they want to do, and as a result break the concept down into manageable parts. For exam

ple, I want to say -Hello Dad", therefore I need to go to the greetings screen, select -Hello", and 
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then to the relatives screen, select UDad", and so on ... These concepts should hopefully be as 

natural to the user as to the "experts" who designed the hierarchy in question . 

At a lower level are the task concepts. For example, the user may have planned what to do at a 

higher level , i.e. set the goal, but now has to carry the actions out through task concepts. Using 

the previous example of generating uHello Dad", they might have to :-

o Move to and left click on the link to greetings symbol 
f) Move to and left click on the "Hello" symbol 
., Move to and left click on the link to relatives symbol 
e Move to and left click on the "Dad" symbol 
" Right click to produce speech output 

Thus, one can appreciate the need for some degree of task analysis, or at least task understand-

ing. The less steps needed to complete a given task the better, especially for the LD user. In the 

design of Easy Speaker the goal has been to reduce the need for syntactic knowledge and com-

puter concepts. This has been accomplished by using a visual representation of task objects 

which can be utilised by direct manipulation. In other words, simple controls and a relevant pho-

torealistic image symbol set. The key is to "Know the user" as Hansen (1971) rightly empathises. 

Using the SSOA model Shneiderman (1992) describes seven beneficial attributes such systems 

might possess :-

• Novices can learn basic functionality quickly, usually through a demonstration by 
a more experienced user 

• Experts can work rapidly to carry out a wide range of tasks, even defining new 
functions and features 

• Knowledgeable intermittent users can retain operational concepts 
• Error messages are rarely needed 
• Users can immediately see if their actions are furthering their goals, and, if the 

actions are counterproductive, they can simply change the direction of their ac-
tivity 

• Users experience less anxiety because the system is comprehensible and be
cause actions can be reversed so easily 

• Users gain confidence and mastery because they are the initiators of action, they 
feel in control , and the system responses are predictable 

Due to its simplicity and direct manipulation interface Easy Speaker has the potential to provide 

many of these benefits for those who might appreciate them most, namely LD users. 
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Users must only learn a small amount of syntactic information in order to operate the interface 

successfully. These can be best illustrated by the following diagram of the actual Easy Speaker 

interface :-

Fig 5.3, Syntactic knowledge required on the part of the user 
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More formally only four essential pieces of syntactic knowledge required to operate Easy Speaker 

productively :-

• Any symbols that are not surrounded by a red box represent digitised speech 
which is related to the symbol image. These symbols can be selected to be 
added to the utterance under construction to be output later as digitised speech. 

• Any symbol with a red box around it will transport the user to another part of the 
hierarchy, or vocabulary when the mouse pointer is over the symbol and the left 
mouse button is clicked. 

• The "fast speech toolbar" remains constant throughout and can be used to rap
idly select common words or phrases. 

• The utterance under construction is shown graphically at the bottom of the 
screen. When the right mouse button is clicked it will be output as digitised 
speech. 
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The overriding ethos is one of simplicity through direct manipulation of easily understandable, 

memorable and relevant symbols. Combined with a hypermedia metaphor, with links on screen 

represented by red bounding boxes, more symbols are accessible than can be comfortably dis-

played on one screen. By virtue of such organisation and dynamic displays even potential users 

with marked cognitive and other handicaps should be able to make use of the system. As high

lighted, the least able may not use the system to its full potential, but none the less they should be 

able to make productive use of it. 

Having outlined the fundamentals of the syntactic knowledge required to operate Easy Speaker, 

the second interface ingredient is how the symbols themselves should be represented. 

The role of semiotics in user interface design 

The functionality of a piece of graphically based ACD software such as Easy Speaker is not solely 

determined by the interface metaphor it uses, or by the simplicity of the syntactic knowledge re-

quired to operate it productively. As discussed in previous chapters it is also a function of the 

symbOl system used, and more specifically the relevance of those symbols to the user. Research 

has suggested that photorealistic symbols are probably best, as they are easily learnt, more 

memorable, and less open to interpretation. However, there is more to good design than Simply 

digitising photo's and placing collections of these on screen to be clicked on by the user. Ques

tions such as, how many should be on screen simultaneously, how should links between screens 

be represented, what colour should the background be, should graphic symbols be accompanied 

by text, must be resolved. 

Fortunately design guidelines for icons do exist and can be applied to graphically based systems 

such as Easy Speaker. Shneiderman (1992) considers seven features that might be beneficial :-

• Represent the object or action in a familiar and recognisable manner 
• Limit the number of different icons 
• Make the icon stand out from the background 
• Consider three-dimensional icons; they are eye-catching, but also can be distracting 
• Ensure that a single selected icon is clearly visible when surrounded by unselected 

icons 
• Make each icon distinctive from every other icon 
• Ensure the harmoniousness of each icon as a member of a family of icons 
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The first recommendation is the comerstone of Easy Speaker. That is, the use of symbols which 

are already understood by the user as a result of previous learning experiences. The symbols 

themselves are highly recognisable as they are of around passport photo size and quality and are 

facsimiles of the actual object, person or event. Logically one would suppose the load they im

pose in recognition and manipulation would be minimal. 

Having championed the use of real images the next question is how many to display simultane

ously? Some commercial systems range from anywhere between four and 128 symbols simulta

neously. Obviously the more symbols the higher the demands placed on the user in terms of 

memory, attention, and general cognitive overhead. This is regardless of symbol set chosen, and 

is undoubtedly compounded by systems that use abstract symbology. Logically then one would 

suggest that the fewer symbols were displayed within reason, the better. Given the available 

screen resolution available, 640x480 pixels in 16.7 million colours, standard symbols were 

deemed to be 96x96 pixels in size. The size of the standard symbol was chosen so that on screen 

it was approximately the same size and quality as a passport photograph. Informal observations 

had suggested that real passport photo's were easily recognised and manipulated correctly by po

tential Easy Speaker users regardless of their level of handicap. 

This meant that eight passport size photo's per screen could be displayed, with these acting as 

representations for digitised speech or links to other such screens. These eight symbols were 

variable as each screen dynamically changed as users navigated the hierarchy via the link sym

bols. However eight high quality symbols was considered to be too few, and may make the user 

through necessity navigate the hierarchy needlessly looking for a speech symbol that wasn't dis

played on a relevant screen due to size/density limitations. The answer was to create a "fast 

speech tool bar" which contained smaller symbols which remained constant regardless of which 

dynamic screen the user was on. These 11 symbols were 32x32 pixels and again could be in up 

to 16.7 million colours. This toolbar was located on the left hand edge of the screen and was eas

ily accessible at all times. The ideal behind the tool was that maintainers chose the 11 most fre

quent utterances that needed to be conveyed by a given user and represented these graphically 

on the tool bar. 
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The next issue was one of representing the utterance the user had constructed up to a given point, 

even though they could choose individual symbols from any available screen and not just the one 

they were currently on. It was decided that only four symbols would be shown from the utterance 

under construction , again of passport photo size. The utterance under construction would be 

shown at the bottom of the screen and would remain constant until output. The fact that only four 

symbols could be displayed was not considered a limitation for the following reasons :-

• A small number of constructed symbols would allow users to review what they 
were about to say easily, and would be unlikely to place them under great 
cognitive load. Options to allow scrolling through longer utterances were 
considered but discounted due to increased load. 

• Symbols need not represent one digitised word , they might represent part of a 
phrase, a whole sentence or even a short monologue. Thus the fact there 
might be only four symbols displayed may be unrelated to the number of 
words spoken. 

• If need be the user could continue to select additional symbols over the four 
displayed with the proviso that these would not be displayed in the utterance 
under construction. 

These three choices of symbol size and density are highlighted below :-

Fig 5.4, Choice of symbol size and density 
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To make each symbol stand out from the background a plain white backdrop was chosen. This 

would provide high contrast between the majority of the symbols and the background. Symbols 
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that were particularly appealing were those that had depth. For example, those that contained a 

photo of the individual with a static background, e.g. a picture of them on a beach representing the 

phrase "I went on holiday to ... ft 

Ensuring that a single selected icon is clearly visible when surrounded by unselected symbols was 

crucial. Firstly, symbols that act as links were surrounded by a red bounding box, that was five 

pixels in width. The hue of the red selected was such that it was almost luminescent, and so could 

not easily be mistaken for an integral part of the symbol it signified was a link. Any symbols that 

were not surrounded by a bounding box were signified as being speech symbols. Secondly, vari-

ous on-screen pointers could be selected, and if necessary these could be user modified. Thus 

the standard arrow style MS Windows pointer could be replaced by a larger more visible one which 

could be up to 32x32 pixels in size. This provided a highly visible pOinter which clearly indicated 

which symbol was highlighted and would be selected when clicked on . 

Fig 5.5, An example of a Windows utility to change the standard mouse cursor 
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Thirdly the final requirement was that the utterance under construction was clearly visible when 

surrounded by unselected symbols was accomplished by the fact that its position in relation to 

other symbols was fixed . In addition users were taught that the four bottom symbols represented 

graphically the utterance that was about to be output. 
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The fact that symbols were digitised from photographs in the main ensured that each symbol was 

distinctive from others. Theoretically this reduced the burden on users to differentiate between 

alike symbols. For example, additive systems such as Bliss make use of symbols which are very 

subtlety different graphically, but have a totally different and some times opposing meaning. Thus 

the load during scanning is potentially increased. 

In addition to the content of each symbol differing text under each symbol also reflects the con

tent. For those users who have a basic grasp of written English this is a useful addition, and for 

those who do not it helps to pair the written text with the symbol. Norman (1991) amongst others 

has found that text either incorporated within an icon, or under it is more effective than either in 

isolation in computing environments. Indeed this method is followed in a/l WIMP environments, 

e.g. MS Windows etc ... 

Fig 5.6, Text displayed within an icon and text underneath a symbol in Easy Speaker 

• winter 

By their design Easy Speaker hierarchies should be harmonious. That is, symbols on any given 

screen should be members of the same family, e.g. be symbols representing ·cold drinks· for ex

ample. Again this contributes to the logical organisation of the system as a whole. However, it 

must be remembered that constructing such hierarchies is time consuming and incredibly difficult. 

As in semantic hierarchies identifying concepts and suitable examplars can be difficult and re

quires careful thought and planning on the part of the deSigner. 

Having discussed bOth the syntactic knowledge required to operate the Easy Speaker, and the rep

resentation of symbols from a user perspective it is important to discuss design issues from a 

maintainers viewpoint. 
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SPECIFIC DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR MAINTAINERS 

Prior to the design of Easy Speaker the author examined the practicalities of using existing mUlti-

media authoring packages to implement hypermedia stacks, that used photorealistic images linked 

with digitised speech. Such packages considered included Guide, Toolbook, Hypercard etc ... 

However many of these packages required maintainers to learn complex scripts and most were 

unusably slow and cumbersome in use due to their interpreted nature. 

This prompted the author to write Easy Speaker in C and C++ to serve as a hypermedia shell with 

its own simple scripting language. This allowed for very quick user response times even on me-

diocre equipment and gave total control over implementation of the scripting command set and 

user monitoring. As Easy Speaker implemented its own unique scripting language it needed to be 

simple in order for maintainers to learn it, and more importantly to maintain hierarchies for specific 

users. 

The actual scripting language was developed in 1989 and has remained constant despite various 

versions of Easy Speaker, changes in platform, and changes in choice of compiler. The scripting 

language itself is based upon each screen being divided up in to a series of pigeon holes. The 

maintainer then defines which digitised picture file they want to appear in which pigeon hole. Each 

screen has an ASCII text file which lists the pictures to be displayed on that screen and in which 

location. 

Fig 5.7, The pigeon holes into which pictures can be placed on each Easy Speaker screen 
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An excerpt from a screen layout, or blackboard, file might look something like :-

Fig 5.8, An excerpt from the potatoes and pasta screen layout file, "potapast.blkn 

please.bmp 
1 
can.bmp 
2 
Lbmp 
3 

spagbol. bmp 
16 
lasan.bmp 
17 
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The screen layout file simply defines which pictures are to be used and in which location they are 

to be displayed and nothing more. Each picture must have an ASCII text information file which 

describes whether the picture represents speech or is a link to another screen. When a given 

screen is activated via the user clicking on a link picture the screen layout file for that link is 

loaded and the pictures displayed in their appropriate locations. Each information file is loaded for 

each picture and stored in memory. Then when any picture is clicked on the program can take the 

appropriate action. 

Using the example of the potatoes and pasta screen layout above one can see each information 

file for two pictures, one representing speech an another a link to another related screen. 
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Fig 5.9, The information files for "lasagne" and "vegetables" 
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The information files for all symbols are simple and only contain six lines. The two shown above 

are "Iasan.inf on the left, and "vegetabl.inf on the right. 

The first two lines of each file serve the same function and contain the text shown under the pic-

ture. If there is no second line it is left blank. 

Lines 3 and 4 are crucial. If line 3 contains the uppercase word "ICON" then line 4 will be inter-

preted as being a digitised speech filename. When clicked on the piece of speech will be ap

pended to the utterance under construction, and the appropriate picture will be shown at the bot

tom of the screen as being included in the utterance. If line 3 contains the uppercase word "LINK" 

then line four will be interpreted as being a screen layout filename, and the picture in question will 

be surrounded by a red bounding box. When clicked on, the appropriate screen layout file will be 
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loaded and the pictures displayed. Thus the process of displaying pictures and loading information 

files will start a fresh. 

Lines 5 and 6 describe the digitised speech which is associated with the picture. On line 5, if the 

picture represents speech then this is usually a straight transcription of the speech, or if a link, a 

description of the purpose of that link. Line 6 is simply a count of the number of words in the tran

scription, and hence digitised speech. If a link then the transcription length is o. These two lines 

are important as they enable detailed recording of users interactions to be kept by the in-built 

tracking system. 

Although the scripting language is very simplistic potentially huge vocabularies can be constructed 

that can be richly interlinked. Fortunately the size of the vocabulary and the number of links within 

it is unrelated to performance. In addition there is no restriction on the ratio of links to speech 

pictures on any screen. 

In common with many object oriented programming environments Easy Speaker implemented a 

set of tools which allowed maintainers to treat pictures as objects in order to maintain them. By 

means of the maintainer tool bar, maintainers could easily edit scripts, modify pictures, and record 

digitised speech files. This was done by clicking on toolbar buttons and then by clicking on the 

symbol in question. 
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Fig 5.10, The functions of the maintainer toolbar 
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As Easy Speaker runs under the Microsoft Windows operating system, this enabled the author to 

make use of applications, or applets, that were supplied as standard with the operating system. 

That is, Notepad for editing ASCII text files, Paintbrush for editing pictures, Sound Recorder for 

recording digitised sound, and File Manager for managing files. By using familiar applets this 

meant that maintainers were already likely to be familiar with them, and had access to high quality 

documentation provided by the operating system manufacturer. Thus maintainers did not have to 

learn new skills and the author did not have to produce manuals for third party software tools. 

The ease with which these operating system applets integrated with Easy Speaker can be seen 

below, where a maintainer is editing an information file for a picture with Notepad, then modifying 

the picture itself with Paintbrush and finally recording a piece of speech to be associated with the 

picture using Sound Recorder. 
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Fig 5.11 , Using operating system applets to maintain Easy Speaker vocabularies 
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The scanning of the pictures themselves was left to maintainers who were assumed to have a MS 

Windows driven scanner and an appropriate piece of software which could be used to reduce and 

crop images to the correct size ready for use with Easy Speaker. 

Despite the Easy Speaker scripting language being made as simple and as memorable as possi-

ble, and the use of system applets for editing scripts, pictures and sound the author chose to pro-

vide on-line help. On-line help was provided by the MS Help which comes as standard with MS 

Windows. By writing and compiling a special version of the paper based manual , this enabled 

graphics, searchable contents, and coloured text to be provided on-line. Key features included the 

use of screen grabs within the help file which showed scripts being edited, pictures modified, and 

sound files recorded . In addition any of the help files contents could be copied to the clipboard 

and pasted into any other Windows application, or they could be selectively printed. MS Help it-

self provided functions for hypertext jumps, pop-up definitions, printing , copying, annotating, de

fining bookmarks, keeping a history, and for getting help on using MS Help itself. 

Fig 5.12, The Easy Speaker on-line guide using MS Help 
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Many researchers have championed the use of on-line help when combined with paper based 

manuals as an aid to productivity, especially for naive users, e.g . Cohill and Williges 1982, Magers 

1983, and Borestein 1985. Later researchers have suggested that screen grabs, or illustrations 

should be used for illustrative purposes where possible, e.g. Oren et al 1990 and Baecker et al 

1991 . Theoretically then at least maintainers had on-line access to high quality manuals which 

included graphics which could be used as reference materials if they became stuck or confused. 

As one of the key features of Easy Speaker was that vocabularies could be as large as needed, 

maintainers may have difficulty in remembering what symbols they had available already. In this 

respect the author provided a Rebus Manager which enabled maintainers to search for pictures to 

be included in various part of the vocabulary. The Rebus Manager provided a way of browsing 

through 'albums' of pictures which are used within an Easy Speaker vocabulary. The number of 

pictures in the album can be narrowed down by using search strings based on the pictures file 

name. For example, if the maintainer wanted to know if they had a picture of a cat already on file 

they could enter "ca*.bmp", so that all the existing pictures beginning with the letters "ca ... " would 

be displayed. 

Fig 5.13, Using a search pattern in Rebus Manager to narrow down a search 

Rebus Manager for Windows v1 .0 rei 14.11 .93 
Copyright [c) Richard R. Plant (1993) All Rights Reserved 
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The result of the search might look something like :-

Fig 5.14, Search results for "ca*.bmp· when looking for a picture of a cat 
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As an aid for the maintainer the bitmap file name is displayed under each image. This can then be 

typed straight into scripts. Further help as to the status of each image is provided by the bounding 

boxes surrounding each picture. These bounding boxes follow the colour codes :-

Colour 

RED 

GREEN 

BLUE 

What the colour means 

Red means that an information file exists for that picture and that when that picture 
is included in a layout file it will act as a link to whichever card is specified in its 
information file. 

Green means that an INF file exists for that picture and that when that picture is 
included in a layout file it will act as a speech picture appending the sound speci
fied in its information file to the utterance under construction. 

Blue means that no information file exists for that picture. You must therefore cre
ate on once you have included it within a layout file. 
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THE AUTOMATED RESPONSE TRACICJNG SYSTEM 

Although the good design and implementation of Easy Speaker was considered crucial from both a 

users and maintainers prospective, equally important was the systems ability to track users inter-

actions accurately. The Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) was considered a priority 

and was built into the second prototype of Easy Speaker in 1990. The tracking system enabled 

maintainers, and the author, to measure progress objectively. Measures taken by the tracking 

system were very precise, e.g. down to the millisecond level in some cases, and encompassed :-

• Utterance count 
• Track of where in the vocabulary hierarchy the user had visited 
• The length in words of each section of speech in the utterance produced 
• How far the mouse has moved before each graphic and therefore section of 

speech was selected 
• The time when each section of speech was selected (24 hr clock) 
• The difference in seconds and milliseconds between each speech section selec

tion 
• The cumulative timings for each speech section selection 
• The total time taken to select the whole utterance before outputting it as digitised 

speech 
• How far the mouse was moved in total before the utterance was output 
• The length in words of the utterance output 
• The number of symbols that were selected that represented speech 
• The number of symbols that represented links to other parts of the vocabulary 

hierarchy 
• Number of symbol select button presses 
• Number of say utterance button presses 
• Total number of button presses 
• HoW far the mouse was move in order to produce each word on average 
• Average number of seconds required to produce each word in the utterance 
• The predicted number of words per minute based on the utterance just output 

In order to automate the process as far as possible each time Easy Speaker started a dialog box 

prompted maintainers to fill in a few simple details. These were then used as the basis for the 

tracking file produced by ARTS. 
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Fig 5.15, The start-up dialog requesting user information for that sessions track file 
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Each time the system started a new track file would be started ensuring that previous versions 

were not overwritten or corrupted. All output from ARTS was in the form of Comma Separated 

Value (CSV) files which enabled a host of commercial spreadsheets and databases to read them 

in their native format. This ensured that maintainers could easily keep records of users progress 

using third party software with which they were familiar. By importing these CSV files into spread

sheet such as MS Excel this enabled progress to be plotted graphically. 
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Fig 5.1 6, ARTS tracking data loaded into MS Excel ready for numerical analysis and plotting 

ID TFA reference ID 
TRANS Transcription of1he utterence 
TOT T Total time taken to construct and repoduce utterance 
TMC Total no . of mic keys moved in constructing utterence 
UL Utlerence length 
NSI Total no. of speech icons selec1ed 
NU Total no. of link icons selected 
NLBP Total no. ofleltbutlln (selector) presses 
NRBP Total no. of right bu1lon (say) presses 
TOT NBP Total no. of bulton presses 
MIW Mean no. of mic keys (approx 1mm) per'Mlrd 
SECIW Mean no. of seconds per'Mlrd 
W/MIN Pred ic1ed Words Per Minu1e based on SECIW 

Actual Results 

TRANS TOTT TMC UL NSI NU NLBP NRBP TOT NBP MIW SECIW W/MIN 

Assessment session 1 
1.00 meals 60.42 192.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 192.00 60.42 0.99 

2.00 summer 62 .61 123.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 4.00 123.00 62 .61 0.96 

3.00 trainers 65.52 113.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 113.00 65.52 0.92 

4.00 muscles 8925 157.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 6.00 157.00 6925 0.67 

5.00 ham/salad 98.48 450.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 225.00 4924 1.22 
6.00 readllibrary/book 106.89 200.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 1.00 7.00 SO.OO 26.72 1.68 

7.00 is itlra ining 13226 274.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 6.00 91 .33 44.09 1.36 

6.00 getthe nurse/sorelback 124.96 257.00 5.00 3.00 3.00 6.00 1.00 7.00 51 .40 24.99 2.40 

Ave 92.55 220.75 2.13 1.75 2.63 4.38 1.00 5.38 125.34 52.86 128 

SO 26.13 109.02 1.46 0.89 0.92 1.41 0.00 1.41 63.06 21 .34 0.55 

Fig 5.17, Graphical representation of ARTS data can easily be accomplished within most spread-

sheets 
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The ability to import the track files into other standard packages such as, spreadsheets, databases 

and word processors was considered crucial. For example, maintainers could potentially drop a 

track file, and accompanying graph, straight into a word processed report of a users progress. The 
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use of bespoke evaluation materials including the potential for track files is discussed more fully in 

chapter seven. 

In sum the Easy Speaker scripting language was made as simple as possible, and an object ori

ented approach was followed to allow for easy editing of scripts, images and sounds by means of 

standard operating system applets. If maintainers became stuck or confused they could refer to 

the high quality on-line guide, and if necessary print sections of it out "on-the-hoof". Other tools 

such as the Rebus Manager were provided to allow collections of digitised pictures to be easily 

maintained and utilised. The Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) was considered cru

cial as this enabled users interactions with the system to be recorded verbatim and objectively as

sessed at a later date. Thus progress could be measured over time. 

Having outlined the design ethos, and functionality of the current version of Easy Speaker from 

both a user and maintainers prospective it is useful to briefly consider the earlier prototypes that 

preceded it. 

THE EVOLUTION OF EASY SPEAKER 

The development of Easy Speaker began in 1989 as an undergraduate psychology project. This 

project produced an initial version which made use of hand drawn graphics and digitised speech. 

This first prototype version introduced the scripting language which has remained unchanged 

since. However, this first version had several major drawbacks. Although written in C, perform

ance was mediocre due to the limitations of hardware at the time. As it ran under MS DOS it was 

hardware dependent and could only use a Covox Voice Master 11 for recording and playback of 

digitised speech. In common with many other digitisers of the time play back quality was relatively 

poor. 

The actual user interface was very similar to the current version of Easy Speaker with red bound

ing boxes indicating links, and unbounded graphics speech. The following screen grab shows the 

commonality of the interface. 
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Fig 5.18, The first prototype version of Easy Speaker 
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Due to the limitations imposed by DOS, graphics could only be shown in 16 fixed colours. All 

graphics were hand drawn and were in a non-industry standard graphics format developed by the 

authOr. As a result graphics could only be edited using another program (Pixel Perfect) developed 

by the author. The size of each graphic was fixed 96x96 pixels. 

Fig 5.19, Editing symbols using Pixel Perfect 
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The screen resolution th roughout was standard VGA, 640x480 pixels in 16 colours. 
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In this first version there was no tracking (ARTS) system, and so any observations were left to the 

maintainer. In addition all maintenance of scripts, screen layout, and information files was left to 

the maintainer. That is, they had to use their own choice of third party ASCII text editing tools. 

The user controlled Easy Speaker via the cursor keys, enter and space. Again due to the limita

tions imposed by DOS a changeable mouse-type cursor could not be implemented. As a result 

the currently selected symbol was signified by a black bounding box which moved incrementally 

from symbol to symbol as movement keys were pressed. 

There was no error message facility, and on-line help was not provided; nor was any form of paper 

based manual. 

The second Easy Speaker prototype was again DOS based and made use of the Covox digitising 

hardware. However, this time several supplementary programs were developed which would allow 

conversion between industry standard graphic and sound formats. This meant that BMP graphics 

files and WAV sound files were supported. In addition any other Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) 

sound files were also supported. 

Although the quality of sound files could now be up to 8 bit, 22,000 Hz, mono, the quality of 

graphiCS was still restricted to 16 colours. Despite relatively low quality graphic reproduction as a 

result of the ability to display industry standard graphic files, scanned images of people, objects 

and places, could now be used. Albeit if they were dithered down to 16 colours taken from a fixed 

colour palette. 

Again maintainers were expected to make use of third party tools to edit graphiC, sound and ASCII 

text script files. The scripting language and other associated files remained unchanged. The only 

tools that were provided were those for converting between various formats of graphics and sound 

files. 
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The second prototype introduced the concept of the tracking system, or ARTS, as a way of re-

carding a users interactions for analysis at a later date. The content of the tracking system was 

very similar to that implemented by the current version of Easy Speaker. This file was in stored as 

an industry standard Comma Separated Value (CSV) file and could be imported into most stan-

dard spreadsheets for analysis. 

From a users point-of-view the interface had changed substantially with the addition of a fast 

speech toolbar. This enabled smaller 32x32, 16 colour icons to be displayed. These were in the 

MS Windows ICO format enabling the use of existing icon libraries. The fast speech toolbar in 

common with the current version of Easy Speaker remained constant regardless of whatever 

screen the user was on, and allowed access to common words or phrases. 

Fig 5.20, The second prototype version of Easy Speaker 
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The representation of the cursor remained constant. However in addition to cursor control, mouse 

movement was also supported. This meant that any serial device could be supported using the 

standard PC serial ports. Due to the ranges of movement shown by some users the concept of 

acceleration tables were also implemented. This meant that a maintainer could set the mouse 

movement ratio to on screen cursor movement. Thus the effects of tremor and poor motor control 

could be accounted for when using analogue control devices. In addition a digital port was pro

vided by directly interfacing to the keyboard. This enabled digital joystick and other devices to 

control Easy Speaker. 

To accompany this version a 32 page maintainer manual was produced, and rudimentary error 

messages were given when script errors etc ... were found. On-line help was still not provided. 

This was the first version that was trialed with real users. Results with real users were very en

couraging and prompted further development of the software and more thorough user trials. For a 

discussion see Rostron and Plant (1992) and Rostron, Plant and Hermann (1994). 

The third, and current version of Easy Speaker made the transformation to Microsoft Windows in 

1993 after much rewriting in C/C++ over a period of six months to a year. This was a result of the 

increasing power of readily available PCs and the promise of device independence under the 

Windows operating system. 

The scripting language remained unchanged as did the use of related files. This meant that ex

isting DOS vocabularies could be used with the new Windows version. However, as discussed the 

new version made use of existing Windows system applets to edit scripts, graphics and sounds. 

By virtue of the device independent nature of Windows any graphic card could be accessed via 

high level operating system calls. This meant that for the first time Easy Speaker could make use 

of photorealistic images in up to 16.7 million colours. In addition sound up to CD quality could be 

supported by using high level system calls. In short any devices that ran under Windows could be 
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used with Easy Speaker. This meant that any brand of graphics card capable of true colour could 

be used, and any sound card capable of recording and playback under Windows was adequate. 

In terms of input device again any serial device could be used, with the usual acceleration table to 

compensate for the effects of poor motor control. The Windows environment had the added at

traction that it enabled any device that replaced the mouse could be used to control Easy Speaker. 

This meant that touch screens etc... could be utilised without modification to the Easy Speaker 

code as they simply replaced the mouse under Windows. 

The actual pointer the user saw was now free ranging and could be selected as desired by using a 

third party cursor changing program. This meant that the movement of the cursor now took an 

analogue form, rather than being a black bounding box jumping from symbol to symbol when 

moved. 

Within this version the tracking system was expanded to encompass every aspect of user interac

tion with the system. Again this was recorded in the standard CSV format ready to be loaded in to 

any spreadsheet running under Windows. 

A sixty page maintainer manual was produced that enabled maintainers to produce their first vo

cabularies with relative ease, and act as a reference for the more experienced. To supplement 

this full on-line help was provided by making use of the Windows Help system. Both the paper 

based version and the on-line guide contained full colour graphics. 

In order to help maintainers in constructing and maintaining vocabularies full error messages were 

provided. These highlighted any errors in scripts or related files as Easy Speaker ran, enabling 

them to be fixed interactively. Combined with the object-orientated design this made the current 

version of Easy Speaker considerably easier to use than previous versions. 

In addition various utilities were written by the author to catalogue and search through the poten

tially huge number of digitised pictures a maintainer may have built up. One such utility was the 
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Rebus Manager discussed ear1ier. Thus combined with Easy Speaker itself and operating system 

applets maintainers could easily and quickly construct high quality hierarchies for specific users. 

SUMMARY 

Specific design guidelines followed during the development of Easy Speaker have been discussed 

in relation to potential users. These centre around the application of the SSOA model in relation 

to direct manipulation, and the relevance of semiotics in symbol layout and design. 

Just as importantly the design guidelines in relation to maintainers, and the maintainer and script

ing interface of Easy Speaker have been discussed. This focused on how actual hierarchies were 

constructed by means of utilising operating system applets and how these eventually appeared on 

the screen. 

The operation and analysiS of ARTS tracking data produced by actual users was discussed in rela

tion to overall design objectives. The evolution of Easy Speaker from its inception was discussed. 

Improvements between versions were noted as was the types of hardware required to make full 

use of the system. 

However, despite theoretically good design, and improvements over previous versions it was not 

demonstrably known whether real maintainers could maintain an Easy Speaker hierarchy satis

factorily. This question is addressed in the next chapter in which three real maintainers are ques

tioned on their opinions toward Easy Speaker using the University of Maryland Questionnaire for 

User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS). The question of whether real users could make productive use 

of the system by virtue of good design is formally assessed in chapter nine. In chapter ten off

device improvements in language and cognition are conSidered. 
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CHAPTER 6: Can maintainers maintain Easy 
Speaker hierarchies? 

Although the requirements of potential users are paramount so too are the needs of po
tential facilitators, caregivers, or health care professionals who might set-up and main
tain an Easy Speaker hierarchy for a given user, or users. 

Despite Easy Speaker being designed to be simple for both users and maintainers alike, 
the opinions and attitudes of real maintainers to it was unknown. In order to assess the 
opinions and attitudes toward the maintenance of Easy Speaker hierarchies the Univer
sity of Maryland Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction 5.0 Long (QUIS 5.0L) was 
employed. 

This was administered to novice maintainers, and then again after a week of utilising 
Easy Speaker. This was done to see if initial impressions lasted, or whether these be
came more or less favourable. Results could then be used to consolidate liked features 
and to improve disliked ones. 

Also as the QUIS is based on a Likert scale, with a known mean response, maintainers 
responses were compared with the expected mean. This was done to evaluate whether 
maintainers thought Easy Speaker was better, or worse, than the expected average. 

suggestions as to what might be changed to improve maintainers views, as assessed by 
the QUIS, are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

With a piece of software such as Easy Speaker the maintenance of the hierarchies, or vocabular

ies, that it is built around is crucial to its success. As the user develops so too should the com

plexity and depth of the vocabulary provided. Although on prima facie evidence the simplicity of 

the scripting language, object oriented design and use of common third party applets should not 

provide a barrier to maintenance, this has not been collaborated by actual maintainers. 

In time pressured service environments such as the NHS, the ease with which hierarchies can be 

maintained is crucial. Regardless of initial enthusiasm, if potential maintainers find maintenance 

chores too demanding, or time consuming, they are unlikely to be carried out. Unfortunately this is 

usually to the detriment of the user. Initial attitudes toward Easy Speaker are crucial. 

Whether potential maintainers think it is better, or worse, than average as a piece of software is 

essential. If initial opinions and attitudes are negative then these are likely to colour future use 
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and maintenance of the system. In addition to assessing initial opinions it is also crucial to monitor 

how opinions change over a short period of time in which the maintainer changes from being nov

ice to becoming what might be considered expert. On becoming an expert do they consider the 

system to be better or worse than when they started out? If they consider the system to be worse 

then again this is likely to colour their use of it in a negative way. If on the other hand they con

sider the system to be better then this can only have a positive effect. Both initial and later more 

experienced views are important for determining whether Easy Speaker can be maintained by 

maintainers. Strengths and weaknesses are also highlighted so they might be paid attention to in 

future versions. 

CAN MAlNTAlNERS MAINTAIN THE SYSTEM 1: AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

The paradigm 

In order to assess maintainers attitudes and experience with Easy Speaker three real maintainers 

were asked to complete a University of Maryland Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction 

5.0L, after just a few hours of experience (novice) and then again after a week of building Easy 

Speaker vocabularies (experienced). This was done to see if initial opinions lasted, or whether 

they became more or less favourable toward the maintenance of Easy Speaker vocabularies. 

These opinions would be used to assess how well the maintainer interface and scripting language 

were designed, and as a result be used in the design of future versions. In addition ratings would 

be compared with the expected rating for each QUIS item. This would be used to assess whether 

maintainers ratings were better, or worse, than the expected average. 

Design 

A fully systematiC repeated measures design was employed as each maintainer would be admin-

istered a QUIS when novice and then again when considered an expert. 
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Subjects 

All three maintainers were using Easy Speaker with real users as part of their final year under-

graduate psychology project. Two were female, and one was male. Collectively they shared a 

mean age of 27 years, and all had some previous computer experience. 

To give some idea of maintainers previous computer experience the following table can be con-

structed from initial (novice) QUIS questionnaires :-

Fig 6.1, Previous computer experience of maintainers 

Personal Computer All 
Word Processing All 
Games All 
Keyboard All 
Mouse All 
Colour monitor All 
Floppy disks All 
Hard Disks All 
Compact Disk drives All 

All maintainers had experience in using word processors on Personal Computers. All had previous 

experience in playing games on computers. All could, as expected, use a keyboard and mouse as 

means of input. All had used computers equipped with colour monitors, floppy and hard disks and 

CD ROMs. Although these maintainers were University students one might expect this pattern of 

computer experience to be common in those groups likely to act as maintainers for Easy Speaker 

vocabularies in service environments. Namely NHS staff, residential caregivers and enthusiastic 

parents. They might be termed, for sake of argument, novice computer users. It must be remem

bered however that University students are not mirror images of caregivers in the real world. 

Apparatus 

Six copies of the University of Maryland's Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction version 

five, long form developed by Shneiderman and Norman (1988-1991) . Based upon a simple 'form 

fill-in' Likert scale the QUIS questioned maintainers on aspects of seven areas :-

o Type of system to be rated 
e Past experience 
o Overall user reactions 
e Screen 

Q Terminology and system information 
CD Learning 
e System capabilities 
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As an aid in rating each item had a semantic differential scale which accompanied the standard 

numerical Likert scale. Fortunately throughout the aUls all the positive attributes are biased to-

ward the right of the scale as the example below shows. Raters were Simply required to circle the 

desired value on the scale, or circle "NA" if they thought the question was Not Applicable, or they 

couldn't answer. 

Fig 6.2, An example aUls item from the "Screen" section 

Illogical Logical 

Arrangement of information 
on the screen 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 NA 

As the scale ranges from 1 to 9, one can calculate the expected response to be 5, which repre-

sents an average opinion for that item. 

Standard IBM PC compatible computer equipment and software was used throughout. All main-

tainers made use of the following pieces of hardware and software :-

• Elonex 486 sx 25 Mhz with 8 Mb of RAM connected to a 17" Super VGA monitor 
• Running Microsoft Windows version 3.1 
• A copy of Easy Speaker for Windows version 1.0 
• A copy of Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for analysing ARTS track files 
• A LogiTech Audioman attached to the parallel port for sound recording and reproduc-

tion 
• A LogiTech Scan man hand held true colour scanner for scanning images 
• A Hewlett Packard Deskjet 550c colour printer for printing screen layouts etc ... 
• A standard mouse and keyboard was used for all input 

Procedure 

Maintainers were individually instructed in the operation of Easy Speaker and the scripting lan

guage it employs over the period of approximately one hour. During this initial period they were 

allowed to interact with the system and to question the author as and when they deSired. At the 

end of this initial one hour session they were given the 60 page instruction manual and were left to 
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practice what they had learnt. After a further hour they were asked to complete the QUIS. At this 

stage the maintainer was considered as being novice. 

Over the period of approximately a week each maintainer had the opportunity to construct hierar

chies for the user, or users, they would be working with. This involved scanning images, editing 

graphics, writing sCripts, recording sound files etc... At any time they were encouraged to ask the 

author questions, consult the paper based manual, or make use of the on-line help system. 

During this week all maintainers "clocked-up" well over 10 hours experience with Easy Speaker. 

At the end of this initial week a second copy of the QUIS was administered. At this stage the 

maintainer was considered as being an expert. 

All three maintainers underwent the process described in isolation during a week long timeslot 

within a three month period. After this initial week maintainers continued to use Easy Speaker and 

to construct hierarchies for their intended real users who would be subjects in each of their final 

year undergraduate projects. 

RESULTS 

In terms of software deSign, infonnation from four sections of the QUIS are crucial. Namely the 

sections dealing with the screen, tenninology and system infonnation, learning, and system capa

bilities. As all these sections are based upon a nine point Likert scale this enables statistical com

parison of the actual responses of maintainers with those which one might expect. That is, as the 

scale ranges from 1, least favourable, to 9, very favourable, it is reasonable to suppose a system 

of average design would receive a mean of 5 for each section. A higher mean would suggest a 

better than average system, any lower, a poorly deSigned system. The deviation from the ex

pected value can be given a statistical Significance by applying a single sample t-test. This can be 

done for both novice and experienced maintainers. 

Changes in opinion brought about by experience with the system can also be assessed by apply

ing a dependent Hest to assess the difference between novice and experienced maintainers rat-
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ings. For example, an initially favourable rating for a feature, may be rated as being poorer as the 

maintainer becomes more experienced and may discover a short-coming of the particular feature. 

For the system to be considered as success, ratings should rise significantly as maintainers be-

come more experienced. At worst they should remain constant. 

The screen 

The screen section of the QUIS contained questions that asked maintainers to rate aspects of the 

display such as the "Amount of information that can be displayed on a screen". A complete list of 

questions from the screen section are shown below with their accompanying mean and the verbal 

description of the Likert scale. 

Fig 6.3, Maintainers QUIS responses for the screen design aspects of Easy Speaker 

Item 

Characters on the computer screen 
Image of characters 
Character shapes (fonts) 
Was the hiQhlighting on the screen helpful 
Use of reverse video 
Use of blinkinQ 
Were the screen layouts helpful 
Amount of information that can be displayed on screen 
ArranQement of information on screen 
Sequence of screens 
Next in a sequence 
GoinQ back to the previous screen 
Beginning, middle and end of tasks 

Novice 
Likert scale value 1 • 9 Mean SO 

hard to read· easy to read 8.33 1.15 
fuzzy· sharp 5.67 4.16 

barely leQible • very leQible 7.33 1.53 
not at all· very much 5.00 · 

unhelpful· helpful · · 
unhelpful· helpful · · 

never· always 5.00 0.00 
inadeauate • adeQuate 3.50 3.54 

iIIOQical • loaical 7.00 0.00 
confusinQ • clear 7.00 1.73 

unpredictable· predictable 7.67 1.53 
impossible· easy 4.33 3.06 

confusina • clearly marked · · 
Mean 6.33 

SO 2.46 

Expert 
Mean SO 

8.00 
5.67 
8.33 

· 
· 
· 

4.50 
3.50 
6.50 
7.67 
8.00 
5.33 

· 

6.58 
2.60 

1.00 
4.16 
1.15 

· 
· 
· 

0.71 
3.54 
2.12 
1.53 
1.73 
3.79 

· 

* N.B. Overall means are calculated from the raw data 

- Could not be computed 

Novice maintainers found Easy Speaker screen attributes to be significantly better than average 

(t=2.64, df=24, sig=0.01), when compared with an overall expected mean of 5. When they be

came classed as expert maintainers this position was strengthened, (t=2.98, df=23, sig=0.005). 

Although Easy Speakers screen attributes were rated as being better than average by both novice 

and expert maintainers, there was no significant change in ratings between users being novice and 
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experienced. This suggests that their attitude toward the screen layout remained constant re-

gardless of level experience. It became neither more or less favourable. 

Terminology and system information 

Fig 6.4, Maintainers QUIS responses for the terminology and system information aspects of Easy 
Speaker 

Novice 
Item Likert scale value 1 • 9 Mean SO 

Use of terms throuahout system inconsistent· consistent 6.50 3.54 

Task terms inconsistent· consistent 4.50 0.71 

Computer terms inconsistent· consistent 4.50 0.71 
Does the terminology relate well to the YoOrk vou are doina unrelated· related 3.50 0.71 

Computer technology is used too frequently - appropriately 4.50 0.71 

Terms on screen ambiguous· precise 3.50 2.12 

Messaaes lMlich aDDear on screen inconsistent· consistent 4.00 0.00 
position of instructions on screen inconsistent· consistent 7.00 2.113 
Messages lMlich aDDear on screen confusina • clear 3.00 1.41 
Instructions for commands and choices confusina • clear 3.00 1.41 

Instructions for correctiml errors confusing· clear 3.00 0.00 
Does the computer keep you informed about lMlat it is doing never· always 4.00 0.00 
Performing an oDeration leads to a predictable result never· always 3.50 0.71 

User can control amount of feedback never· always 2.50 0.71 

Error messaaes unhelpful· helpful 3.00 -
Error meSSSQes clarifv the problem never - alwavs 2.00 1.41 

Phrasing of error messaaes unpleasant· pleasant 3.00 2.83 

Mean 3.85 
SO 1.73 

Expert 
Mean SO 

7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
5.50 
5.00 
6.50 
5.50 
7.00 
6.00 
6.50 
4.00 
4.00 
6.50 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 
4.00 

5.67 
1.87 

2.12 
2.12 
2.12 
2.12 
1.41 
2.12 
0.71 
2.83 
1.41 
3.54 
0.00 
0.00 
0.71 
1.41 
1.41 
1.41 
1.41 

• N.B. Overall means are calculated from the raw data 

- Could not be computed 

In terms of terminology and system information the QUIS highlighted many areas for concern for 

novice maintainers. Almost all of the ratings given by novice maintainers were significantly below 

average (t=3.81, df=32, sig=0.0005). Furthermore, even after becoming experienced there was 

no significant improvement over the expected average rating (t=1 .53, df=32, NS). This suggests 

that maintainers, despite the simplicity of the scripting language and maintainer interface initially 

found Easy Speaker relatively difficult to maintain . When experienced the situation improved 

somewhat, but still ratings were only average. 

Despite initially below average ratings, maintainers ratings did significantly improve as they be-

came more expert in constructing Easy Speaker vocabularies (t=5.66, df=32, sig 0.0005). How-

ever, expert ratings only rose to around average. 
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Learning 

Fig 6.5, Maintainers QUIS responses for learning to use Easy Speaker 

Novice 
Item Likert scale value 1 • 9 Mean SO 

Learning to operate the svstem difficult -easy 3.33 1.15 
Gettina started difficult -easy 3.33 1.15 
LearninQ advanced features difficult -easv 3.50 0.71 
Time to lea m to use the system slow· fast 6.00 2.65 
Exploration of features by trial and error discouraQinQ • encouraoina 4.67 0.58 
Exploration of features risky· safe 4.33 2.08 

Oiscoverina new features difficult· easy 6.00 1.41 
RememberinQ names and use of commands difficult· easy 5.67 1.53 
RememberinQSDeclfic rules about entering commands difficult - easY 5.33 2.08 
Can tasks be performed in a straiQht forward manner neyer - alwavs 6.67 2.08 
Number of steps per task too many - iust richt 5.67 1.53 
Steps to complete a task follow a 1000ical seQuence rarelv - always 6.00 1.73 
Completion ofseauence of steps unclear - clear 6.00 2.65 
Help messaQes on screen confusina • clear 4.50 2.12 
Accessina help messaaes difficult· easy 3.50 0.71 

Content of help messaaes confusina - clear 4.00 1.41 

Amount of help inadeauate - adeauate 3.50 0 .71 
5 upplemental reference materials confusinQ - clear 5.00 3.61 

Tutorials for beginners confusina - clear 2.00 -
Reference manuals confusina - clear 6.50 3.54 

Mean 5.33 
SO 1.95 
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Expert 
Mea n SO 

6.50 
6.50 
9.00 
7.00 
6.00 
3.50 
4.00 
8.00 
8 .33 
7.67 
5.00 
7.00 
7.00 
4.00 
7.00 
5 .00 
4.00 
6.00 
6 .00 
6 .50 

6.40 
2.39 

3.54 
3.54 

· 
2.83 

· 
3.54 
4.24 
1.00 
1.15 
1.53 
2.65 
2.65 
2.65 
-
-
· 
· 

2.65 

-
3.54 

* N.B. Overall means are calculated from the raw data 

- Could not be computed 

As suggested by ratings on terminology and system information novice maintainers rated some 

aspects of Easy Speaker as being quite difficult to learn. Low ratings focused around starting to 

use the system, the amount of help provided and tutorials for beginners. 

Despite this apprehension novice maintainers rated Easy Speaker of being of average difficulty to 

learn to use productively (t=0.28, df=50, NS). As they became more expert they rated Easy 

Speaker as easier then average to learn (t=3.70, df=39, sig=0.0005). 

Differences between novice and expert maintainers ratings were, as expected, significant (t=2.88, 

df=39, sig=0.005). The more expert maintainers became, the more highly they rated the system. 
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System capabilities 

Fig 6.7, Maintainers QUIS responses for the system capabilities of Easy Speaker 

Navlce 
Item Llkert scale value 1 - 9 Mean SO 

System soeed too slow - fast enoogh 567 231 
Resoonse time lor most operations too slow - fast enooah 567 231 
Rate information disoloved too slow - fast enooah 5.33 153 

How reliable is the system unreliable - reliable 4.00 100 

Operations are und""""dable - deoendable 500 100 

System lalures occur lrequently - seldom 4 33 058 

System _ms the user about ootential Droblems never - alwavs 5.50 2 12 

Systems tends to be noisy - quiet 767 231 

Mechanical devices such as fans disks and ",inters noisY - quiet 800 173 

Computer tones beePs clid<s ete. .. annovina - pleasant 600 100 

Correctina voor mostakes dlffocuft - easv 467 058 

Correcting types or mostakes complex - .. mple 5.33 1 .53 

Ability to undo ooeratians inadeQuate - adeQuate 4.67 321 
Are the needs 01 both exoenenoed and inexoerienoed users taken Into conSIderation never - alY.evs 500 000 
Navices con acoornplish tasks knCMOna only a lew commands wth dIfficulty - ""slv 367 289 
Exoerts can use leatureslshcr1cuts wlh dIfficulty - eaSIly 6.50 354 

Mean 5.42 
SO 1.97 
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Expert 
Me n SO 

633 
600 
567 
633 
633 
633 
4 50 
767 
767 
833 
767 
733 
733 
567 
533 
533 

656 
183 

115 
100 
115 
115 
058 
208 
071 
231 
231 
115 
153 
208 
208 
115 
321 
2.52 

• N.B. Overall means are calculated from the raw data 

Novice maintainers rated some aspects of Easy Speaker system capability as being below aver-

age. Three critical ratings concerned system reliability, and the ability for novices to accomplish 

task knowing only a few commands. 

Concerns such as these meant that maintainers rated system capabilities as being only average 

(t=1.44, df=44, NS). However, as they became more expert they rated system capability as being 

significantly above average (t=5.82, df=46, sig=0.0005). 

Differences between novice and expert maintainers ratings were, as expected, significant (t=3.97, 

df=44, sig=0.0005) suggesting the more they used the system the more capable they found it to 

be. 

Overall user reactions to the system 

In addition to the more objective sections of the QUIS there was an opportunity for maintainers to 

subjectively rate their impressions of using the system. Again this was based on a Likert scale 

although this time there was no question to answer, but simply a semantic scale on which to reg-

ister their subjective impression. 
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Fig 6.8, Maintainers QUIS responses for overall user reactions to Easy Speaker 

Novice 
Likert scale value 1 - 9 Mean SO 

terrible - wonderful 4.67 1.53 
frustrating - satisfying 3.33 1.53 

dull-stimulating 6.33 1.53 
difficult - easy 3.33 0.58 

Inadequate power - adequate power 5.67 0.58 
rigid - flexible 5.33 3.06 

Mean 4.78 
SO 1.83 

Expert 
Mean SO 

6.67 
7.00 
7.00 
7.67 
5.33 
6.00 

6.61 
1.24 

0.58 
0.00 
0.00 
1.53 
1.15 
2.00 
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* N.B. Overall means are calculated from the raw data 

Initial ratings suggested that novice maintainers overall attitude towards Easy Speaker was about 

average (t=0.51, df=17, NS). However, novice users found it difficult and frustrating to use, and 

rated it as so on those two items. When expert however ratings were Significantly above average 

(t=5.50, df=17, sig=0.0005). 

Differences between novice and expert maintainers ratings were again significant (t=3.72, df=17, 

sig=0.001) suggesting the more they used the system the more they liked it. Interestingly the two 

areas in which overall reactions were rated lowest by novice users were rated highest when expert. 

That is, now instead of finding Easy Speaker difficult and frustrating to use they found it easier and 

more satisfying. 

DISCUSSION 

Although Easy Speaker was in its first version in the Windows environment initial attitudes and 

opinions of real maintainers was encouraging. Real in terms of the fact that they were involved in 

projects that required them to produce functional hierarchies for actual users who suffered from 

many of the linguistic and cognitive deficits discussed in chapter two. 
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Although maintainers were what might be considered novice computer users all managed to pro

duce usable hierarchies for their intended user(s), and went on to use those hierarchies with them. 

One particularly successful application of one of the three maintainers was with an aphasic non

verbal adult. For a full discussion see Rostron, Ward and Plant (1996). 

Such successes were despite all maintainers not having any previous experience of the use of 

graphics packages or spreadsheets. Competence in both of which is essential to unencumbered 

maintenance of Easy Speaker hierarchies, and later monitoring of user progress. In addition al

though they had some experience of Personal Computers for word processing and playing games 

they had little experience of the Microsoft Windows operating system. This meant that they were 

also unfamiliar with the Windows system applets that were utilised by Easy Speaker for retouching 

graphics, recording sound and editing scripts. Namely MS Paintbrush, Sound Recorder and Note

pad. An additional hurdle was provided by the fact to access on-line help for Easy Speaker they 

needed to make use of MS Help, again an application they had never previously made use of. 

With much trepidation all three maintainers managed to get to grips with generating Easy Speaker 

hierarchies. Initially all found the availability of the author helpful in clarifying aspects of Easy 

Speakers operation and entries in the user manuals and on-line help provided. However, this aid 

was more in the form of encouragement and enthusiasm than practical help. By the time main

tainers completed the first QUIS (novice) they were tentatively editing their first sCripts and all had 

constructed a couple of screens which contained links and speech. 

As with any new piece of software maintainers found the process of leaming how to use it quite 

daunting despite the authors aim to make the process as simple as possible. Initially when things 

went wrong they were more likely to blame to computer, or the software, rather than to pay heed to 

the error messages which signalled errors in their scripts, missing bitmaps, or unrecorded sound 

files. It was not a case of computer phobia but more one of cognitive dissonance. 

When their subjective attitudes and opinions toward Easy Speaker were measured using the QUIS 

they rated it as being average. In terms of the adjectives QUIS uses they found it neither terrible 
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nor wonderful, neither rigid nor flexible, and could not differentiate whether it had inadequate or 

adequate power. However they did rate it as being slightly frustrating and difficult. Despite dis

covering that to construct the visually appealing demonstration screens required quite a bit of ini

tial effort, and could be frustrating, all rated the experience as being quite stimulating. 

After around a week of experience the second QUIS revealed that attitudes had changed in a 

positive direction. So much so that ratings were significantly above the expected average rating. 

Whereas initially maintainers had found Easy Speaker to be neither terrible or wonderful they now 

rated it as being toward the wonderful side of the scale. From being neither rigid nor flexible, they 

now rated it as being more flexible than they thought. However the they still rated it as having 

about average power, or functionality from a maintainers point of view. Crucially whereas before 

they found it difficult they now found maintenance very easy. Frustration was gone and they rated 

maintenance as being quite satisfying. In sum they found the whole process to be even more 

stimulating than their novice ratings suggested. 

As one might expect, through experience attitudes changed. Statistical analysis suggested this to 

be a very significant positive change. Although all maintainers were real, it cannot be assumed 

that maintainers in time pressured service environments will make similar progress. For example, 

if they initially have average, or lower, attitudes toward the maintenance of Easy Speaker hierar

chies then they might potentially be put off from making full use of its capabilities. Worse still they 

may either use the hierarchies that came with the system without modification and lasting benefit 

to the user, or may simply cease to use it completely. Obviously this is the last thing that is 

wanted. In order to increase the appeal of Easy Speaker beyond the immediate visual impreSSion 

what is needed is for novice maintainers to initial have a quite positive overall attitude toward it. 

This should not be so positive as to not allow for development, but should create an air of enthUSi

asm. Assuming that the three maintainers who partiCipated in this short study are more-or-Iess 

representative, then it is useful to analyse their ratings beyond overall attitudes to consider specific 

strengths and weaknesses. 
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In terms of screen aspects novice maintainers rated Easy Speaker as being significantly better 

than expected. There were however specific features that were rated as being below average. 

The main area of concern was the amount of information that could be displayed on screen si

multaneously. Further investigation revealed that this was a concern not only with the number of 

symbols that could be displayed, but also with the number of third party applets that contributed to 

screen crowding when editing scripts etc ... 

The first concem is perhaps more related to maintainers than to users. That is, maintainers were 

concemed that they could not display more than 19 symbols simultaneously on anyone screen; 

eight standard symbols and eleven on the fast speech toolbar. Despite this concern it must be 

remembered that the more symbols that are displayed simultaneously the larger the cognitive 

overhead is likely to be placed on the potential user. Given a typical users cognitive deficits more 

symbols are likely to mean that they must resort to a scanning methodology to find the symbol 

they desire, rather than being likely to recall its location from memory. Increasing symbol density 

is perhaps not an option, as this leads to a decrease in symbol size which exaggerates any visual 

and cognitive deficits. The author suggests that the view that not enough symbols can be dis

played is probably related to the fact that maintainers typically leaned toward a holistic approach. 

That is, their preference was include every conceivable symbol on a given screen rather than have 

to structure the hierarchy with intricate links due to reasons of time pressure. Alternatively they 

could have used fill-in phrases instead of individual words, e.g. ·Please pass me ". Both 

of which require more thought on the part of the maintainer. 

On the second point, it must be remembered that Easy Speaker was designed to run in a screen 

resolution of 640x480 pixels. This is the lowest resolution offered by Windows and can lead to 

'screen cram' when using more than one application simultaneously. The short term solution is to 

increase the screen resolution whilst editing, and then switch back to the standard resolution whilst 

users utilised Easy Speaker. For example a resolution of 1280 x 1024 gives a 427% increase in 

screen area, enabling four applications to be run simultaneously each with the equivalent of its 

own 640x480 pixel size window. With a 17- monitor this is perfectly feasible. 
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Concerns over the amount of information on the screen remained constant when the second QUIS 

was completed, and the maintainers considered expert. 

A second area of concern was the ease with which a maintainer could go back to a previous 

screen when constructing and editing hierarchies. In general when testing the effectiveness of 

new links it is useful to be able to take those links as a user might and then to jump back to the 

screen the link was from. Obviously the same lack of reversibility, or undo, also relates to users. 

This function was not designed into the system as it was thought that it would simply place more 

demands on users. However in retrospect both a jump back to previous screen and undo speech 

symbol selection buttons are perhaps warranted as standard. In this respect these features will be 

implemented in the next version of Easy Speaker. They were left out as the hope was that main

tainers would structure hierarchies in such a manner that links backward would be provided by the 

maintainer. However the ability to undo speech symbol selections is a glaring error on the part of 

the author pointed out by maintainers themselves. 

All other aspects of the Easy Speaker maintainer and user interface were rated as average, or 

above average by novice maintainers. 

When expert the only rating that remained below average was the concern over the amount of 

information on the screen. Only one rating dropped. Namely the whether the layout of the 

screens was helpful or not. However this only dropped very slightly to a fraction under what one 

might expect an average rating to be. In sum all other ratings remained constant, or rose above 

novice ratings. Overall expert ratings were very significantly above those expected. 

Despite many ratings having improved, or remained constant there was no significant difference 

between novice and expert ratings overall. This suggests that experience is not related to how 

maintainers rate aspects of the Easy Speaker screen. 

In terms of terminology and system information novice maintainers rated Easy Speaker as being 

significantly worse than expected. Areas of concern included task terms, terms on screen, mes-
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sages which appear on screen etc... Only two areas from 17 concerning terminology and system 

information were rated was being average, or above average. 

When expert however ratings rose overall to just over the expected average, although not signifi

cantly so. Many of the below average ratings of novice maintainers can be attributed to inexperi-

ence, as when expert their ratings rise to average, or above. It is useful therefore to consider 

those ratings that remained below average when expert, suggesting a design flaw rather than sirn-

ply inexperience. One example of inexperience is in the mean response to ·Performing an opera-

tion leads to a predictable result". Novice users mean response was 3.5, below average, whereas 

expert users responded with 6.5, above average. 

In all there were six areas that remained below average. All but one rose between novice ratings 

and expert, but none was higher than the expected average rating of five. Interestingly all six of 

the problem areas concerned either error messages or feedback. The six areas were :-

Fig 6.9, Below average ratings for error messages and feedback items 

QUIS item 

Error messages 
Phrasing of error messages 
Error messages clarify the problem 
Instructions for correcting errors 
Does the computer keep you informed 
about what it is doing 
User can control amount of feedback 

Likert scale value 
1 - 9 

unhelpful - helpful 
unpleasant-pleasant 

never - always 
confusing - clear 

never - always 
never - always 

Novice Expert 
mean mean 

3.00 4.00 
3.00 4.00 
2.00 4.00 
3.00 4.00 

4.00 4.00 
2.50 4.00 

As can be seen from the above table expert ratings stabilised around 4.00, or just below average. 

Probably with more experience maintainers would have made better use of the error messages 

that were provided, as they would come to interpret their meaning and significance correctly. As a 

result they would take the appropriate action to correct the problem of their own VOlition. However 

this is unacceptable for novice users. What is needed is error messages that spell out the problem, 

listing probable causes, and corrective measures that might be taken. Perhaps what is needed is 

an approach similar to that taken by advanced GUI operating systems such as MS Windows 95. 
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When an error occurs the os signals this to the user and then offers to either correct the problem 

itself, take the user through correcting the problems themselves, or offers further in-depth help 

detailing possible causes and corrective measures. Hopefully this approach will be followed in the 

next version of Easy Speaker. 

As regards feedback, maintainers main complaint is that although they understood the simple 

scripts conversely they had trouble keeping track of them if they lost concentration during the de

velopment or modification stage. What was suggested is that a 'script debugging' window might 

be kept open while the maintainer emulated a real user and navigated the hierarchy. Thus when 

they clicked on any symbol or link the script the system was following could be seen Simultane

ously in a scrolling window. Again this would be an immense improvement, and will hopefully be 

included within the next version. 

Perhaps more important than screen deSign, and terminology and system information is the ease 

with which Easy Speaker could be learned by maintainers. Learned in the respect of 

"Remembering specific rules about entering commands" for example. In addition "learning" also 

encompassed the content and amount of on-line help, other reference materials and tutorials. 

The view of novice maintainers to learning to use Easy Speaker is particularly important. Encour

agingly novice maintainers rated Easy Speaker as being of average difficulty to learn to maintain. 

This suggests that overall Easy Speaker was easy to learn to maintain as one might expect a 

lower than average rating given the maintainers lack of experience. 

Although average overall initially maintainers rated 10 areas as being below average. These 

clustered around getting started with the system and learning of advanced features, the degree 

with which maintainers could explore features, and the amount and content of on and off-line help 

provided. However, as one might expect these initially below average ratings changed as main

tainers gained more experience. Initially they found the maintenance procedures of Easy Speaker 

difficult to learn, but with more experience found this less so. Indeed when experienced they 

found Easy Speaker Significantly easier than average to learn. However three areas from the 
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original 10 either remained below average, or were rated as being worse suggesting a real diffi-

culty. 

Fig 6.10, The effect of experience on learning 

Novice Expert 
Item Ukert scale value 1 - 9 Mean SO Mean SO 

Learning to ooerate the svstem difficult -easv 3.33 1.15 6 .50 3.54 

Getting started difficult -easy 3.33 1.15 6.50 3.54 
Learning adVanced features difficult -easv 3.50 0.71 9 .00 -
Exoloration of features by trial and error discouraging - encouraging 4.67 0.58 6.00 -
Exoloration of features riskY - safe 4.33 2.08 3.50 3.54 
HelD messaaes on screen confusina - clear 4.50 2.12 4.00 -
Accessing helD messaaes difficult - easy 3.50 0.71 7.00 -
Content of helD messaaes confusina - clear 4.00 1.41 5.00 -
Amount of help inadeauate - adeauate 3.50 0.71 4.00 -
Tutorials for beainners confusin!l - clear 2.00 - 6.00 -

The first focused around the "Exploration of new features" and how risky or safe maintainers 

viewed exploration. Interestingly they rated exploration as being slightly more risky as they be-

came more expert. Relevantly when expert they rated "Exploration of features by trial and error" 

as being encouraging with an above average rating of 6.0. This suggested that maintainers did 

explore features by trial and error as they found this to be encouraged, but found the process to be 

slightly risky. One can consider these views as being complementary as the more "things are 

played with , the more likely they are to break". This does not necessarily imply a design flaw as 

maintainers were willing to give exploration a try realising it might be risky. 

The second area of concern remained "Help messages on screen" and the "Amount of help given". 

Further investigation revealed that these below average ratings did not apply to the on-line help 

guide, but to the help messages themselves and the depth into which they went. The question of 

functionality of help messages is really two fold. The first in the form of help in relation error mes-

sages has already being discussed. The second concerns constantly available help to maintain

ers. In this respect there was no constantly available help provided to guide maintainers, other 

than leaving the on-line help file open and in view on screen. In this respect the author hopes to 

provide in future versions a status bar that changes in relation to the maintenance task in hand. 

As a support MAC style "Bubble Help", or MS style "Tool Tips" may also be provided. In addition 
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MS style cue cards might be implemented so as to give semi-automated support to the completion 

of common tasks and act as a enhanced teaching metaphor. 

Fig 6.11 , A typical status bar, "Tool Tip", and "Cue Card" 

image !;olors C~pture Yi. 

Zoom !n 
ZoomQut 

V' ~rid When Zoomed 

J:jistogrllm Window 
V' f aint T oolbo~ 

V' ~elect T oobal< 
V' 1001 Control Panel 

V' Too/bar 

View u,e current 'image tul screen 

Microsoft Access Cue Cards 

Cue Cerds C8t1 Wlllk you through yol.l" 
tasks. You can leave Cue Cards open 
liS you work wlh Microsoft Access. 

~ Wtu,t do you want to do? 

I}] See 11 quick overview. Learn about 
Microsott Access clatabases . 

o Build a database with t1lbles 
Creste , import, or ettech t8bles. 

I}] Work with data. Add, view, ecit, 
sort , or fifter dele . 

I}] Des ign or run a query. Creste or 
troubleshoot queriss, and view elata. 

I}] Design a form. Create or 
custorrize forms. 

I}] Des ign a report or mailing labels . 
Create, customize, or print reports 
or melUng labels. 

I}] Write a macro. Design, rt.n, or 
ertiech macros. 

Despite maintainers being concerned by the level of constant help provided they rated the paper 

based reference manual as being above average both novice and expert. The quality of the paper 

based manual may account in part for the significant improvement in ratings in learning between 

being novice and expert. 

The final section of the OUIS concerned "System capabilities" and concerned aspects such as 

system speed, reliability, and ability to correct mistakes etc.. . Basically, the focus was on the 

"power" of Easy Speaker as a piece of software. Again encouragingly maintainers rated Easy 

Speaker as being around average in terms of system capability. Three areas were highlighted as 

being below average. Namely reliability , correcting mistakes, and whether or not novices can ac-

complish tasks using only a few commands. 
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Reliability was initially rated as being below average but rose to above average when rated by ex

pert maintainers. This suggests that reliability tended to be in the "eye of the beholder" as hinted 

at earlier. Users are initially more likely to blame errors in sCripts for example on the system 

rather than to accept the blame themselves. As Easy Speaker had been developed in such an 

object-orientated language as C/C++ this lead to high levels of system reliability and integrity. 

Combined with the simple scripting language with few commands, and prolonged software testing 

this meant maintainer errors were unlikely to crash the system. The reliability of the system when 

in use by real users was as near 100% as one could wish for. Only when experimenting with 

scripts did reliability drop to just below 100% due to unexpected script transpositions and errors 

that error checking could not handle. For example, entering file names with a leading space etc ... 

To correct such errors the next version would make use of limited user input restricted to set 

choices and provide a general error warnings before the actual error occurred. This trend can be 

seen in modem operating systems where warnings are give that the action just taken may crash 

the system if the user chooses to continue; at which point they can choose to continue, reverse the 

action, cancel or seek further help. 

Correction of mistakes and the ability to undo operations was also rated initially as being below 

average. However, as mentioned previously this was likely to be the combined result of inexperi

ence, and the lack of an undo feature. Again the influence of inexperience is indicated as when 

expert maintainers rated the ability to correct mistakes and undo operations as being well above 

average. However, mistakes could only be undone by manually editing scripts etc ... as there was 

no undo button that would return the system to its previous operational state. The feature to undo 

the immediately previous operation is planned for the next version of Easy Speaker as it would 

save a great deal of time and effort, and allow for more confident exploration of features. 

Novice maintainers rated the ability to accomplish tasks knowing only a few commands as being 

below average. This suggested that maintainers must have a complete, or near complete, knowl

edge of the system and the scripting language before being able to make full use of it. Logic dic

tates that this is the case as one cannot make use of the system unless the simple scripting lan

guage is learned and the maintainer is fully conversant with it. As the SCripting language only 
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contained six or so essential commands, an no superfluous ones, the requirement is not as strin

gent as it may at first appear. However, future versions of Easy Speaker hope to move away, or 

at least hide, the scripting approach in favour of a more GUI approach. This would mean that 

maintainers could simply drop pictures onto the screen at the point where they wished them to ap

pear, rather than have to learn a scripting language, regardless of its simplicity. This would obvi

ously be of advantage for novice users. 

When expert, rnaintainers rated the "system capabilities' of Easy Speaker as being very signifi

cantly above average. Furthermore, all their previous concerns detailed above changed to more 

favourable ratings, suggesting experience played a major role. This was confirmed by the very 

significant difference between novice and expert ratings. Only one are of concern was highlighted 

as being below average. Namely the ability of the system to warn the maintainer of potential 

problems. One solution as discussed is to enhance the error handling system. 

SUMMARY 

In sum the first version of Easy Speaker for Windows was considered as being above average as 

a piece of software. All maintainers managed to utilise the system to produce hierarchies for their 

intended real user(s), and had no real difficulty in doing so. Experience was shown to be the key 

to attitudes toward Easy Speaker and the maintainers ability to make constructive use of it. In 

many areas, as little as 10 hours experience made a significant positive difference when com

pared with when novice. 

Despite successes areas for improvement were highlighted during QUIS analYSiS, and remedies 

were suggested for future versions. These centred around the need for more detailed error mes

sages, help with errors, ability to undo and reverse actions. In short the highlighted concems were 

of most relevance to novice maintainers. In future versions these concems will be addressed in 

order to make Easy Speaker easier to be maintained by novice maintainers. 
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CHAPTER 7: Cognitive constraints on speech 
processing: Implications for the spoken 
output of ACD's 

Many previous computer based Augmentative Communication Devices made available 
to the Learning Disabled language impaired population have translated some form of 
representational vocabulary into synthesised speech output. However the use of synthe
sised speech means that many systems produce speech which sounds unnatural. or 
"robot like". due to the approximation of limited grapheme-to-phoneme conversion algo
rithms employed. 

Previous research has suggested that as speakers constantly monitor and re-analyse 
their own speech. in addition to decoding others'. any increase in speech approximation 
would be likely to increase cognitive load and hence reduce possible remediative effects 
of listening to ones own spoken output. 

The debate, centres around the need to switch to digitised speech systems, with many 
arguing that synthesised speech "remains adequate". It is suggested that synthesised 
speech is not adequate for the majority of the language impaired LO population. with 
digitised speech offering many advantages. It is further suggested that listeners to syn
thesised speech are under increased cognitive load, and that such overloading has clear 
negative implications for potential language remediation. In addition interaction with 
unimpaired listeners' is also likely to benefit from a less demanding form of output. 

I hope to gauge the processing overhead incurred by synthesised speech by using a 
choice reaction time paradigm, which is suggested to assess cognitive load when obey
ing increasingly longer and more complex synthesised and digitised speech instructions. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of new and ever more powerful computer based technologies research has blos

somed in the area of computer based Augmentative Communication Devices (ACO) for the non

vocal and language impaired (Beukelman 1988. Aim. Amott and Newell 1992. Pausch and WiI

/iams 1992). However, despite these in-roads many ACO's in widespread use tend to focus on the 

application of older technologies that have Simply been reworked or revamped. 

The continued use of synthesised speech output for the majority of ACD typifies the historically 

based approach. With the following quote typifying the attitude of commercial software develop

ers, "Robotic text-ta-speech is adequate for the handicapped. but will it have a place in offices 1" 

(Fay 1993). Fay goes on to champion the use of natural sounding digitised speech in Office envi-
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ronments as a major technological breakthrough but precludes its use with those who might benefit 

most. 

synthesised speech has on the other hand consistently been shown to be more cognitively de

manding to listen to and decode correctly, and is generally poorer in intelligibility (e.g. Clark 1983, 

Mirrenda and Beukelman 1990, and Mitchell and Adkins 1989). Combined with poor interface de

sign and choice of symbol set, unoptimised output will logically impair the impaired user yet still 

further. 

Unfortunately it is usually only the older technology based systems that ever find their way into any 

kind of respectable production figures and actually reach intended users in service professions 

such as the NHS. Such attention has tended to make many systems appealing, increased in per

ceived usefulness and applicable only to a small niche of the language impaired population. Un

fortunately some systems of this genre are prone to place such a demand on the user that only the 

highly able and motivated are able to make use of their facilities. 

As discussed in chapters two and three, many of these systems assume that users have near 

normal abilities in terms of both productive and receptive language understanding. More worry

ingly, assumptions are often made as to the users other cognitive abilities in terms of speed of 

basic processing, memory function, visuo-spatial awareness, and size of knowledge store etc ... It 

is known however that productive and receptive language impairments generally mirror those in 

other cognitive modalities such as speed of basic processing, memory, attention etc ... (Lally and 

Nettelbeck 1977, Newell and Walace 1978, Detterman et a11992, Kail1992). 

Jensen (1979), Vemon (1987), Anderson (1990, 1992), Kail (1992), and Detterman et al (1992) 

have all for example demonstrated experimentally that speed of basic proceSSing, measured via 

Inspection Time (IT), Choice Reaction Time (CRT) and other such performance measures corre

late with IQ and to a greater extent Mental Age (MA). As discussed in chapter two, MA is gener

ally below Chronological Age (CA) in those with impaired language functionality when measured 

using language independent tests such as Ravens progressive matrices, or the British Picture Vo-
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cabulary Scale for example. Impairments in memory subsystems are also common and have 

been reported by the majority of researchers in the area (Ellis 1970, Butterfield, Wambold and 

Belmont 1973, Anderson 1992, Detterman et al 1992, Kail 1992). Thus previous research con

firms the notion of generally reduced cognitive abilities in the majority of those with language im

pairments and a LD. 

Logically then, one should aim to produce an ACD which produces spoken output which incurs an 

acceptable cognitive load on decoding in relation to users', and indeed listeners', cognitive abili

ties. Indeed the role of ACD's as both communication system and as remediation tools hangs on 

this prerequisite. 

Increased cognitive load can be detrimental as many studies of normal language processing have 

shown (Garrett 1984 and Dell 1986) we generally monitor and re-analyse our own speech output 

and modify it accordingly, Spoonerisms (Garrett 1976) being a good example. That is, we recog

nise speech errors as we monitor and re-analyse our spoken output rather than at the generative 

stage. Thus we are constantly under some degree of cognitive load even when speaking. If we 

have to cope with mentally planning utterances, driving an alternative production system, i.e. an 

ACD, and simultaneously listening to, and reprocessing its spoken output we are likely to begin to 

reach optimum processing levels, above which our performance is naturally prone to deterioration 

(yerkes and Dodson 1908). Logically this will affect those with language impairments and poor 

general cognitive abilities disproportionately. Again, it makes little sense to overload the ACD user 

as the hope is that from such spoken output remediation will be a secondary benefit. 

THE FORMS OF OUTPUT· SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND DIGITISED SPEECH 

The notion of computer-based augmentative speech aids is relatively young, however despite its 

age many advances have been made as a consequence of the meteoric advancement of com

puting technologies. Whittington (1989) quotes that it is, "only within the last 10 years has any form 

of acceptable synthesised speech output from a computer reached the masses . .. 
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During the 1980's the type of speech output was governed largely by machine requirements, that 

is in terms of the space required to store and process speech , This limiting factor imposed that a 

generative system must be used, that is speech synthesis, or as it is more commonly known ''Text-

to-Speech", Such systems were ideal as they required little in the way of storage and processing 

capacity and could generate any word or sentence, as and when required . The trade-off being one 

of quantity against quality (yule 1986, Whittington 1989, Shneiderman 1992, Johnson 1992) , 

By their nature speech synthesisers produce only approximations of the fidelity of real human 

speech. The crudest synthesisers form each piece of speech by combing each of the phonemes 

which make up the pronunciation of a given word. They do so by converting stored graphemes to 

phonemes, or stored digital representations of each phoneme to be more precise, 

Fig 7.1, A sample sentence translated into its phonetic script using phonetic transcription 

------------------------------

Original 
Pronunciation Key Cln "1",:,' ., : 11' ''-'0:'.''' 10'11 '; ,,,,b,;1 ,·.r ",:or 'I I .~ ho!''Ir ll , p ol ~" 

;; pat lid, needle 11, this 

a pa, m mum U cut 
ar care n no. sudden ur term, word, hellrd 

mary - had - a - little - lamb 

a lather ng thing urge, firm 

b bib i5 pot v valYe 
ch church 6 toe w with 

Phonetic Script d deed. mined 0 lor. caught. paw. ~ yes 
e pet horr id, hoarse z zebr~ . xylem 

e bee 01 noise zh Vlsron, garage 

I fife, ph~e. rough 00 took g about. Item, edible, 
g gag 00 boot g~lop, CIICUS 

h hat ou out ar butter 

hw which p pop 
j' pit rOar FOREIGN 

pie, b, sauce ce Ft leu. 6ef. schdn 

i pier sh .hip, dish U Ft tu, 68f. uber 
j judge l ight, stopped "" .!icol. loch. /.r'6f ic h 

k k ick. ~t. pique th thin Ft. bon 

From Microsoft Bookshelf 94 

As one can appreciate these approximations when combined can sound fairly crude and can on 

occasion be barely understandable unless one devotes a large amount of cognitive effort to lis-

tening to them. Unlike digitised speech , syntheSised speech cannot easily carry the intonnative 

qualities of natural speech which typically sets mood and tone during interaction. This in itself can 

further increase cognitive load as a mismatch between content and tone can occur frequently , 
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Combined with factors such as background noise which increase cognitive load further speech 

intelligibility is typically reduced dramatically (Fucci, Reynolds, Bettagere and Gonzales 1995). 

Bess and Humes (1995) for example have reported signal-ta-noise ratios of between -6 dB to +6 

dB in average classroom situations. At such levels speech synthesis intelligibility is likely to be 

severely affected. Other authors (e.g. Pratt 1987) have shown that natural speech is not signifi

cantly affected even above these levels. 

More advanced synthesisers can, in ideal listening conditions, approach statistical equivalence 

with natural speech (Mirrenda and Beukelman 1987). With synthesisers such as DECTalk making 

use of full phonetic transcriptions, taking account of allophones etc ... , for each word they know 

about, in addition to using standard generative methods. This is an improvement, as finer pronun

ciation features can be incorporated, but as with the truly generative methods the speech output 

still sounds somewhat "robot like" (Beukelman 1988, Srathmeyer 1990, and Shneiderman 1992). 

Recent researchers argue that synthesis based systems can only be improved by adding a vastly 

enlarged set of phonetic rules or by hand editing phonetic scripts (Karlsson and Neovius 1994). 

Unfortunately such improvements are only likely to be applicable in ideal listening conditions which 

seldom exist frequently in the real world. 

Although many accept that synthesised speech is more demanding recent authors have also sug

gested that it affects memory for passages heard via synthesised speech. Higginbotham and 

Baird (1995) reported that miscomprehensions were common when subjects recalled simple pas

sages. They suggested that these were more severe when they were originally leamt with a low 

quality synthesis system, as opposed to a high quality one. Furthermore they found that effects 

persisted even at slower rates of presentation, i.e. ~ 5 wpm over the more normal ~ 140 wpm. 

This suggests that some synthesis systems are even more demanding than others. Potentially this 

may mean that interactions between speaker and listener may be less memorable than if they had 

taken place in natural English. 

Despite its short-comings speech synthesis enjoys a wide application and will undoubtedly con

tinue to do so for the near future at least. In testimony to its strengths many augmentative speech 
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aids, language readers and trainers make use of this system, with the key application being text

ta-speech readers for the blind (Song co et aI1980). The Texas Instruments ·Speak'n'Spell" being 

one of the more memorable of the consumerist speech synthesisers of the 1980's. Physics Pra

fessor Steven Hawking's synthesiser being one of the best non-commercial implementations. 

Further testimony to the adherence to speech synthesis for augmentative systems is lent by Beu

kelman (1988, 1990) who reviewed no less than eight speech aids, all of which used speech syn

thesis. With Strathmeyer (1990) in a similar review achieving similar findings. Even today some 

of the latest research systems make use of speech synthesis, e.g. CHAT (Aim, Amott and Newell 

1992), CANDY (Pausch and Williams 1992), Deaf-Blind Sign-ta-Speech (Shown on Tomorrow's 

World, May 5th 1993). However, it must be remembered that many of these systems are not in

tended for use by the LD population and have specific user groups for which they were designed. 

In the present review of currently available commercial devices in chapter three, around 75% or 

more made use of synthesised speech exclusively, and half of the remainder could make use of a 

combination of synthesised or digitised speech. With many of the systems sharing the same 

common underlying generative algorithm, differing only in terms of user interface, e.g. DECTalk 

being typical. 

During the 1990's on the other hand computers' capacities are increasing at such a rate that MUl

timedia capable machines are appearing daily on the computer users desktop. These machines 

are capable of reproducing digital recordings of a normal speakers voice and thus have the poten

tial to be used in augmentative communication systems, e.g. Lister (1992) and aED (1993). 

Digitisation as opposed to synthesiS offers a "tape recorder quality" which captures each acoustic 

aspect of real human speech, allowing for intonation, inflections, rhythm, gender identification 

etc... Despite its obvious advantages the use of digitised speech requires relatively extravagant 

hardware and software to make use of it to its full potential. Thus the use of digitised speech dra

matically increases the complexity and length of software development and can and usually does 

preclude commercial interests. The implication being that digitised speech tends only to be devel-
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aped for commercial interests while the language impaired are left the more easily implemented 

synthesis systems (Fay 1993). 

One of the main arguments against the use of digitised speech initially was the storage require

ments it needed, with short recordings typically placing a disproportionate demand on equipment 

of the time. With increasing power of readily available hardware this is becoming less of an issue. 

In addition, in a similar vain to the generative abilities of synthesised speech, digitised speech can 

also be used in a generative mode. This is achieved by using a 'dictionary look-up' method, 

whereby a text based sentence is scanned to separate out each word. Once the words have been 

isolated, their equivalent pre-recorded digitised word is 'looked-up' and appended to the current 

stage of digitised speech construction. When the digitised sentence is fully constructed the 

speech is output. Although this may sound time consuming with current generally available hard

ware this can be accomplished without the awareness of the user. The advantages of this method 

are clear in the respect that storage requirements are cut to a bare minimum, whilst retaining the 

human fidelity of the speech. Such systems employing this implementation include American 

telephone-based voice information and banking systems such as, Fidelity Automated Service 

Telephone (FASn, credit card information (Citibank Customer Service), airline schedules 

(American Airiines Dial-AA-Flight), where touch-tone keying results in appropriate information be

ing vocally imparted (Shneiderman 1992). It is this very method that Easy Speaker uses to com

bat potentially massive storage requirements and redundancy whilst dramatically improving the 

quality of speech output. 

In addition to which new compression techniques such as, Adaptive Differential Pulse Code 

Modulation (ADPCM), allow for a reduction in storage requirements of the order of 3:1 without any 

discernible loss of quality (Fay 1993). Later incarnations can offer even higher compression ratios 

with TrueSpeech offering around 20:1 compression with appropriate hardware assistance to give a 

quality very close to that of a good quality telephone line (DSP Group 1995). TrueSpeech can for 

example store 1 second of speech for every 1 kbyte of memory or disk space. 
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THE THEORETICAL CASE FOR USING DIGmSED SPEECH IN AUGMENTA TlVE 

COMMUNICA TlON DEVICES FOR THE LANGUAGE IMPAIRED 

Since its inception synthesised speech has been known to engage different cognitive resources in 

listeners as compared with natural speech. Many have assumed that these differences simply 

reflect a shift in emphasis rather than capacity. Historically however the intelligibility of speech 

synthesis has been found to be significantly poorer than natural speech (e.g. Clark 1983, Michell 

and Adkins 1989, and Mirenda and Beukelman 1990). Originally developed for military applica

tions, speech synthesis has largely been superseded in its original role with the advent of more 

powerful hardware and software capable of utilising digitised speech. 

Evidence from normal language users suggests that speakers monitor their own speech and re

analyse it in addition to decoding others' speech as the hear it (Marslen-Willson and Tyler 1980, 

Dodd and Cam bell 1986, Rumelhart and McClelland 1986, Kintsch 1988, Bard, Shillcock and Alt

mann 1988, Ellis and Young 1988, Eysenck and Keane 1992). Thus normal speakers are under 

cognitive load both when speaking and listening, not to mention the load that is incurred as a result 

of planning the utterance to be spoken. There is no reason not to suppose that LD language im

paired individuals follow this pattern. In terms of both communication and remediative possibilities 

a low demand, high quality form of output should be sought. Logically this should be digitised 

speech. 

In more precise terms the much copied and rejigged "Cohort Model" originally proposed by 

Marslen-Wilson and Tyler (1980) proposes that the language processing system is flexibly struc

tured so that various knowledge sources, e.g. syntactic, lexical and semantiC, interact to produce 

an efficient analysis of spoken language. That is, word recognition is assumed to involve Simulta

neous bottom-up processes stemming directly from the spoken word and top-down processes 

based on the listener's expectations formed from contextual information (Frauenfelder and Tyler 

1987). With processing occurring in parallel, such interactions seem highly plausible and appear 

to be supported by research data. 
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According to the "Cohort Model" language processing includes the following stages :-

1. Early in the auditory presentation of a word, those words known to the listener which 
conform to the sound sequence that has been heard so far will become active; this 
collection of potential candidates for the presented word is called the "Word-Initial 
Cohort" 

2. Words belonging to this cohort are then eliminated either because they cease to 
match further information from the input word as this becomes available or because 
they are inconsistent with the semantic or other context. 

3. Processing of the auditory word needs to continue only until the information avail
able from the context and from the word itself is sufficient to eliminate all but one of 
the words in the "Word-Initial Cohort". 

From Eysenck and Keane (1992) 

As a direct result of parallel models of speech processing, such as the "Cohort Model", some 

authors have suggested that speech perception involves a specialised cognitive module or specific 

processor (Mattingly and Liberman 1988, Anderson 1988, 1990, 1992). Given the variability of 

speech and its transient nature, the existence of a separate processing module would seem plau

sible considering the speed and ease with which unimpaired language users decode speech 

(Darwin 1990). 

However the majority of the language impaired population have below or well-below average pro

ductive and receptive language abilities. If we assume that they still continue to process speech 

according to the "Cohort Model" or another very similar system, then the fault probably lies with 

the module itself and/or the basic processing system which feeds it (Anderson 1992, Kail 1988, 

1990,1992, Klahr 1989, Tomporowski, Hyden and Applegate 1990, Detterman et aI1992). 

If one takes Andersons (1992) "Minimal Cognitive Architecture" model or the functionally identical 

"Modal Model" of Detterman et al (1992) as a blueprint of the cognitive system one can envisage 

how this may occur :-
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Fig 7.2, "The Minimal Cognitive Architecture", adapted from Anderson (1992) 
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Anderson's cognitive architecture is comprised of four main components, the Basle Processing 

Mechanism, the Specific Processors, the Modules and our store of Knowledge. 

According to Anderson the Basic Processing Mechanism can be regarded as the "Homunculus" 

which governs the whole system, feeding to and collating information from each sub-system. With 

the speed of the Basic Processing Mechanism (BPM) being likely to determine how effectively the 

system operates as a whole (Anderson et al). 

According to Anderson 's (1992) differentiation hypothesis this effectively means that the slower the 

Basic Processing Mechanism (BPM) and the poorer the latent ability of a Specific Processor (SP) 

the worse the overall performance. With this theory applying to both expressive and receptive 

language abilities. 

To use a common analogy the BPM can be likened to a computer CPU, with the SP, in this case 

concerned with speech perception, being the software algorithms that deal with the actual decod

ing processes. With Anderson et al (1992) noting that lower at levels of intelligence small in

creases in BPM speed show largest gains in terms of latent abilities of SP's. 
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Thus as it is uncommon to find language impairment, without other cognitive deficits (Waltz and 

Pollack 1985 and Merrill and Jackson 1992), we can utilise Andersons model to account for defi-

cits in other areas related to language processing. In the majority of cases we can assume a defi-

cit in SP1 (main language processor), a slowed BPM, reduced knowledge store, and general mod-

ule problems. These deficits can be schematically represented by reducing the surface area of 

each of these components within the Minimal Cognitive Architecture model :-

Fig 7.3, Theoretical effects of language disability, adapted from Anderson (1992, 1993) 
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In relation to the current hypothesis1 both the Cohort Model (Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1980) and 

the Minimal Cognitive Architecture model (Anderson 1992) have clear implications for the type of 

speech an ACD should theoretically produce, namely digitised . 

In terms of the Cohort Model, digitised speech should allow for 'on-the-fly' decoding, for nominal 

cognitive effort, as compared with synthesised speech, which by virtue of being an approximation 

to natural speech should require more processing. Indeed this is an inevitable consequence of 

1 synthesised speech will place the listener and/or speaker under greater cognitive load as compared with digitised speech. 
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approximation to natural speech should require more processing. Indeed this is an inevitable con

sequence of approximation to the norm and is probably still present to some degree regardless of 

learning effects. Although output from Easy Speaker can consist of concatenated digitised speech 

this is still in many cases more natural than that offered by many synthesis systems especially for 

the user group in question. 

The Cohort Model meshes nicely with Anderson's' concepts of the Basic Processing Mechanism, 

and Specific Processors which suggests for such an algOrithm to be implemented by a language 

impaired individual synthesised speech would take longer to decode, using up more of an already 

limited cognitive resource. That is, Anderson's model provides the cognitive hardware whilst 

Marslen-Willson et ai's provides the algOrithms which might be implemented. 

Theoretically then at least one can offer a number of arguments for the use of digitised over syn-

thesised speech, but what then of the research evidence? Surprisingly up-ta-press there have 

been few well-controlled comparisons of the two methods in terms of pure cognitive load each in-

curs within the listener. Comparative studies suggest that digitised speech is better, but the ques

tion of how much better and why this is so remains largely unanswered. 

Is DIGmSED REALL Y BETTER THAN SYNTHESISED SPEECH 1: AN EXPERIMENTAL 

EVALUATION 

The Paradigm 

Only recently have high quality studies been conducted in to the overhead imposed by synthesised 

speech e.g. Fucci et al 1995, Higginbotham 1995. These generally have concentrated on listeners 

perceptions and the intelligibility of it. However there is little research which concentrates on the 

cognitive overhead imposed by synthesised speech which propose also a model to account for 

such anomalies, other than pointing toward the lacking acoustic qualities of machine generated 

speech, and the implication for recognition. 

Formally assessing whether digitised speech actually does impose a greater cognitive load upon 

listeners and in this case speakers is fraught with difficulty. One must indirectly measure, and 

therefore infer, the degree of cognitive load a listener/speaker is under by utilising some simple 
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measure of performance. With this in mind I have opted to utilise a Choice Reaction Time (CRT) 

paradigm in order to assess the cognitive load incurred when listening to and decoding either syn

thesised or digitised speech. Using such a measure is appealing as Brewer 1980, Brewer and 

Nettelbeck 1979, Kirby et al1982 and Wade et al1978 have found good correlation between CRT, 

IQ and MA. In addition both Hick (1952) and Hyman (1953) have noted that RT increases Iinear1y 

with the log2 of the number of response altematives. This is highly relevant as one would propose 

that synthesised speech requires the speech to be broken down into more units which take pro

gressively longer to process due to its approximation. Thus word and ultimately sentence recogni

tion should take progressively longer as compared with that required for digitised speech as length 

and complexity increase. 

The actual paradigm being followed is a modified version of Jensens (1980, 1982, 1987b) meth

odology for assessing processing speed in relation to intelligence. Under this modified paradigm 

subjects are required to press a given coloured key on the basis of task instructions given in either 

synthesised or digitised speech. With these spoken task instructions increasing in length and 

complexity over trials so as to increase cognitive load (Merrill and Jackson 1992), and hence the 

ease with which the spoken instruction can be decoded and acted upon. Both presentation and 

measurement are handled by computer to ensure a very high degree of accuracy (+/- 1 ms). 

Design 

A fully systematic repeated measures design was employed as each subject would be tested with 

both types of task instruction (synthesised and digitised speech) and their resulting CRT's meas

ured. The same tasks would be used in both conditions. 

Subjects 

Subjects consisted of a heterogeneous group of 20 psychology students who were all in their 20's, 

with the ratiO of males to females being approximately equal. Subjects were assumed to be of 

above average intelligence and have fully developed language usage and a normal speed Basic 

Processing Mechanism. All subjects had normal vision and hearing and none were colour blind. 

All were unpaid volunteers who were selected at random from an available population. 
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Justification for the use of unimpaired subjects 

Although the intended users of most ACD's are unlikely to possess the same levels of cognitive 

and other abilities as unimpaired individuals, they can in certain areas be regarded as utilising 

similar resources but at lower functional thresholds. Such a notion is central to the theories of An

derson (1992), Nettelbeck (1985) , Strollery, Rabbitt and Moore (1990), Merrill and Jackson 

(1992), Rabbitt and Maylor (1991), Detterman et al (1992), Kail (1992) and others' who attempt to 

evaluate and explain cognitive functioning by comparing normal individuals with those considered 

to be impaired. Strolley, Rabbitt and Moore (1990) for example using 2, 3 , 4, and 5 Choice Reac

tion Time paradigms have consistently found that lower 10 Test Scores (lOTS) are mirrored by 

slower CRTs. Strolley et al have also reached similar conclusions when considering age, the in

gestion of alcohol and more relevantly verbal ability. In terms of the current paradigm one would 

justify the use of normal subjects by suggesting that any differences would be likely to be mirrored 

and probably exaggerated in those lower in cognitive and language ability. Indeed Anderson 

(1992), Kail (1992), and Detterman (1992) addressing this issue in Inspection Time (IT) and re

lated paradigms found that in addition to responses times increasing as Mental Age (MA) de

creased, variability in responses also increased. 

Using subjects of normal abilities also meant that tasks were more likely to be understood cor

rectly, that more complex tasks were able to be utilised and that responses showed less variability 

and hence were more stable. Thus the use of normal subjects in assessing cognitive load is more 

likely to have provided a less contaminated picture of the processing overhead incurred when de

coding synthesised speech. That is, variables such as hearing ability, knowledge for colours, 

visuo-spatial knowledge etc... remained more-or-Iess constant across subjects; whereas these 

variables would have been likely to unduly effect CRTs if language impaired subjects LD had been 

used exclusively. 

Apparatus 

A 9 key, colour coded keypad was constructed in order to measure Choice Reaction Times (CRTs) 

of subjects in response to synthesised or digitised task instructions. All colours were randomly 

selected from an available population of non-similar colours and were randomly aSSigned to each 
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key. The actual box housing the keypad was white (a colour not used for keys) and was clearly 

marked with a 'home' spot from where each subjects pressing finger would be placed at the start of 

each trial :-

Fig 7.4, The 9 key colour coded key pad used for CRT measurement 
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This keypad was linked to a 20 Mhz Elonex 386 portable running a bespoke program written by the 

author which was used for both presentation and measurement. The program written in Borland 

C/C++ could reproduce both synthesised and digitised speech which had previously been entered 

as ASCII text files or digitised using another machine. 

Synthesised speech was generated using an industry standard piece of text-ta-speech software 

from First-Byte Inc. which is considered to be representative of synthesis systems on offer, and 

comparable with the popular DECTalk synthesiser. Whereas digitised speech was recorded as 

complete phrases using a 33 Mhz Apricot LS Pro 386 desktop with a 16 bit stereo sound card ca

pable of CD quality. However in this case all samples were digitised at 11 ,000 Hz using mono 8 

bit pulse Code Modulation (PCM). Digitised speech was reproduced using a C/C++ library devel

oped by the author for use with Easy Speaker. 
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Both synthesised and digitised speech were output via a Covox Inc. Voice Master Key 11 digitiser 

attached to the parallel port of the Elonex portable. This speech output was then amplified using a 

pair of Ross portable speakers. Volume levels remained constant throughout. 

Both synthesised and digitised speech tasks were identical in content and were of approximately 

equal length. The table below shows the speech examples and CRT tasks given to each subject 

along with the length in seconds of each type of speech used. 

Fig 7.5, Speech examples, CRT tasks and speech lengths 

Examples and 
sample CRT task 

Short Example: "This is an example" 
Long Example: "Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white as snow; 
And every where that Mary went the lamb was sure to go. 
It followed her to school one day, that was against the rule; It made 
the other children laugh and play to see the lamb at school. 
And so the teacher tumed it out, But still it lingered near; And waited 
patiently about till Mary did appear. 
Why does the lamb love Mary so the eager children cry; 
loves the lamb, you know, the teacher did reDly." 
Task Example: "Press the blue key" 

Why, Mary 

Mean length 
SO 

Synthesised 

Speech 

Length 

(secs) 

1.19 

28.00 

1.50 

10.23 
15.39 

Digitised 

Speech 

Length 

(secs) 

1.06 

27.88 

1.54 

10.16 
15.35 
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Experimental CRT tasks 

Task 1: "Press the black key" 
Task 2: "Press the key to the left of the grey key" 
Task 3: "Press the key above the black key" 
Task 4: "Press the key which is enclosed by the brown, blue and red 
keys" 
Task 5: "Press the key which is above the red key but to the right of the 
black key" 
Task 6: "Press the key which is in the second column and third row" 
Trail 7: "Press the key which completes the L shape which begins with 
the brown key" 
Trail 8: "Press the key which is below the middle row and diagonally in 
line with the red key" 
Task 9: "Press the key which is to the right of the black key and diago-
nally in line with the brown key and diagonally in line with the green 
key" 

Mean length 
SO 

Syrthesised 

Speech 

Digitised 

Speech 

Length Length 

(sacs) (sacs) 

1.56 
2.68 
2.22 
4.13 

4.40 

3.85 
4.81 

5.38 

8.06 

4.12 
1.94 

1.38 
2.63 
2.09 
4.47 

4.19 

3.56 
4.19 

5.69 

8.28 

4.05 
2.06 

Earlier piloting with the experimental CRT tasks had suggested that the tasks chosen would be 

likely to illicit the desired increases in cognitive load in normal subjects. 

Procedure 

Subjects were assigned to conditions on the basis of a ABBA randomisation scheme. For exam-

pie :-

S1 (synthesised-digitised), S2 (digitised-synthesised), S3 (synthesised-digitised) .. S20 
(digitised-synthesiSed) 

Once subjects had been assigned to the given condition they were led to the room where the ex-

periment would take place. Apparatus was laid out as in Fig 7.6. 
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Fig 7.6, Apparatus arrangement and position of experimenter and subject 
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Subject 

Once each subject was seated comfortably they were given the standardised instructions shown in 

Fig 7.7. , shown the 'home-spot', briefed as to its purpose, and then asked if they understood what 

they were to do. 

When testing each subject the following standardised instructions were given :-

Fig 7.7, Standardised instructions 

1. Your task is to press the correct key on the key pad when told to verbally by the 
computer. Do this as quickly as you can after the instruction has finished, but you 
must make sure the instruction is complete, don't try to guess and don't move your 
finger from the home spot until you are sure which key to press. If you don't know 
which key to press, press the key you think you should. When you know which key 
to press, press only one and when you press it, just tap the key once quickly. 

2. Do you understand what you have to do? Can you see all the colours on the key

pad? 

Each subject was then given a short example of how the speech would sound - "This is an exam-

pie". All examples and tasks were either given in synthesised or digitised speech to match the 

condition the subject had been assigned to. Each subject was then given a longer example -
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"Mary had a little lamb ... ". Once the subject had passively listened to both examples they were 

asked to complete a sample trial, "Press the blue key". Once the example trial had been com

pleted subject were told that the real trials were to begin. However they were not told what type of 

tasks they would be asked to complete, or how many there were. At no time before or during the 

experiment were they told the true purpose of the study. 

Each trial (task) was a minimum of two seconds apart, as measured by the administration pro

gram, but could be varied depending on whether the experimenter saw the subject remove their 

'pressing finger' from the home spot or otherwise become unsettled. 

When the subject had completed all nine tasks in the condition they had been assigned to first 

they were 'reoriented' using the same examples given previously, but using the opposing style of 

speech. After the examples had been given the same example trial was also given. The subject 

was then told to expect the real tasks, after which the nine tasks were given again. At no time was 

the subject told to expect the same nine tasks in their second condition as they had received in 

their first. 

When the subject had completed both conditions they were debriefed as to the real purpose of the 

experiment and were shown a printout of their results. Each subjects results were then given a 

sequential subject number, i.e. S1 .. S20 according to the condition they had completed first. 

RESULTS 

Descriptive statistical analysiS suggested that there was a difference between valid Choice Reac

tion Times (CRTs) produced in response to task instructions given in synthesised and digitised 

speech; syntheSised speech (M (136) = 2.017 secs, SO = 2.214) : digitised speech (M (145) = 

1.626 secs, SO = 1.413). Valid CRT's were CRT's where the correct key was pressed in response 

to a spoken task instruction. 
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Fig 7.8, Descriptive statistics for synthesised and digitised speech tasks 

Mean (seconds) 
SO 
Variance 
Valid CRrs 
Invalid CRrs 
Total Trials 

Synthesised Speech 

2.02 
2.21 
4.90 
136 
44 

180 

Digitised Speech 

1.63 
1.41 
2.00 
145 
35 

180 

In order to evaluate whether this was a significant difference a dependent t-test was applied (t 

(120) = -2.13, p. = .035, Sig .. 05 level). 

Although there was a significant difference between synthesised and digitised task instruction, an 

independent t-test was carried out to assess whether this could have been produced by a differ-

ence between the lengths of task instruction for each type of speech. The resulting t-value (t (16) 

= 0.08, p. = .941, NS) proved to be non-significant. Confirmation was provided by a Spearman 

rank correlation coefficient (rs (9) = .933, p. < .001, Sig .. 001 level) which proved to be very highly 

significant. 

A further independent t-test was carried out to assess whether differences in the length of exam-

pies and the example task could have influenced later experimental task performance. Again the 

resulting t-value (t (4) = 0.01, p. = .996, NS) proved to be non-significant. Confirmation was pro

vided by a Spearman rank correlation coefficient (rs = 1.00, p. < .001, Sig .. 001 level) which 

proved to be very highly significant. 

Given that there is a non-significant difference between the length of examples, the example task 

and experimental task instructions for each type of speech, one can conclude that differences in 

CRrs were likely to have been produced as a result of the type of speech used in each task in-

struction. 
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In order to more clearly illustrate these differences Averaged Choice Reaction Times (ACRT's) 

were computed using a similar method to that for Averaged Evoked Potentials (AEP's) in EEG 

studies; i.e. CRT's for a given task were totalled across subjects and then divided by the number 

of valid CRT's for that task :-

Fig. 7.9, Averaged Choice Reaction Time's (ACRT's) by task 

Task Number 
Synthesised 

Speech 
Digitised 
Speech 

Mean (secs) Mean (secs) 

t1 
t2 

t3 
t4 

t5 
t6 

t7 
t8 

t9 

0.597 

1.433 

0.773 

3.038 

3.684 

2.663 

1.461 

2.914 

2.764 

1.400 

1.095 

0.652 

1.568 

2.264 

2.457 

1.525 

2.435 
1.695 

Using ACRT's in this way enables smoothed curves to be plotted, which can then be compared 

with a theoretical performance curve based on the length and complexity of each task :-

Fig . 7.10, Plot of Averaged Choice Reaction Time's (ACRT's) by task 
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The graph below represents the theoretical curve based on the length and complexity of each of 

the task instructions :-

Fig. 7.11 , Plot of curve that show increases in ACRT's based on length of each task instruction in 
each condition 
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In addition to examining CRT performance CRT error rates were also measured, that is, tasks that 

were invalid because the incorrect key was pressed in response to a spoken task instruction . Oe-

scriptive statistical analysis again suggested there ware a difference in the number of invalid trials 

per task for task instructions given in synthesised and digitised speech; synthesised speech (M 

(45) = 4.889 secs, SO = 3.568) : digitised speech (M (35) = 3.889 secs, SO = 2.790). 
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Fig. 7.12, Number of invalid trials by task 
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In order to evaluate whether this was a significant difference a dependent t-test was applied (t 

(179) = -1 .45, p. = .150, NS) which is non-significant. However despite this non-significant differ

ence in invalid trials it is relevant to 'eyeball' a plot of the data as one can clearly see how the 

number of invalid trials in the synthesised speech condition increases in an almost linear fashion 

as the task length and complexity increases. Whereas increases for digitised speech are more 

erratic ;-

Fig 7.13, Plot of the number of invalid trials by task and condition 
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This may imply that synthesised speech incurred a consistent overhead whilst the digitised speech 

showed more range due to its naturalness. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Statistical treatment of results suggests that synthesised speech incurs a significantly (p. < .05) 

greater cognitive load even for subjects of normal language and cognitive ability when compared 

with high quality digitised speech. Error rates although not significantly different (p. = .150) do 

suggest that synthesised speech in addition to requiring more processing effort is also likely to in

duce a greater number of decoding errors. Synthesised speech produced 45 (25.0%) invalid trials 

out of 180, against 35 (19.4%) with digitised speech. These findings are lent further credence as 

there was no significant difference between the lengths experimental tasks for each type of speech 

(p. = .941). Indeed the lengths were so similar as to be correlated to a high degree (p. < .001). 

Thus it seems unlikely that CRT differences between the types of speech were an artefact of the 

difference in lengths of each task instruction. 

DISCUSSION 

As synthesised task instructions incurred a significantly larger cognitive overhead as compared 

with digitised instruction the hypothesiS that high quality digitised speech should be used in aug

mentative systems such as Easy Speaker is supported. 

This finding lends support for the application of the Cohort Model of Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 

(1980) and other generic models in understanding how synthesised speech might incur a larger 

cognitive overhead. As the Cohort Model is a prototype matching model one can envisage how 

synthesised speech, by virtue of being an approximation to real speech, requires deeper process

ing for recognition to occur. 

The cohort model states that as an auditory sequencelword is heard a list of possible best-guesses 

is generated and compared with the incoming information; with this process being known as the 

"Word-Initial Cohort". Possible matches are then excluded from the cohort because they cease to 

match further incoming information. This process continues until all but one candidate is elimi-
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nated from the "Word-Initial Cohort". However recognition is not based solely on gross physical 

features of the speech but also on semantic, alliterative and other contextual information which is 

taken into account during generation of each cohort and during elimination of poor candidates. 

That is, bottom-up and top-down processing strategies are utilised in parallel. 

Fig. 7.14, The Cohort Model in action 

Semantic and contextual information 

Incoming sentence The cat played with the ball. 
I I 

Recognised sentence The cat pia 
I 

I 

Word-Initial Cohort 3. played 

I 

4. planned 

Current information 

2. purred 
1. passed 

Rejected matches 

By using the Cohort Model to construct the representation above one can appreCiate how each 

word might be recognised on the basis of its gross phYSical characteristics, i.e. "pia", and upon the 

context in which the word appears, i.e. cats play with balls. However, if the above example were 

spoken in synthesised speech as opposed to digitised human speech, it is likely that we would 

need to process the incoming information more deeply in order to find an exact match for each 

word . More precisely due to the approximation of synthesised speech a larger Word-Initial Cohort 

might need to be constructed, which then might not be reduced as quickly as normal, and hence 

the next piece of incoming information might overlay that being currently processed resulting in 

reduced efficiency. Thus the BPM and SP of Anderson et al are placed under a greater load when 

implementing a recognition algorithm such as the Cohort Model. As these are already thought to 

have less capacity in the LD population the implication is clear. 
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In support of the notion of information overlay Bard, Shillcock and Altman (1988) found that rec-

ognition under less favourable conditions was considerably slowed and that listeners tended to 

make use of subsequent rather preceding context in order to identify words to which they were lis-

tening. This suggests that listeners were waiting for more contextual and other information to be-

come available so as to correctly identify words using a scheme such as that proposed by the Co-

hort Model. Thus, processing demands are likely to increase dramatically as previous cohorts are 

still being processed in parallel with current cohorts (Merrill and Jackson 1992). 

Although differences between synthesised and digitised speech can be subtle, they are large 

enough to have an effect as demonstrated under the current paradigm. When a linear trend plot is 

generated for ACRTs of synthesised and digitised task instruction these subtle differences are 

highlighted :-

Synthesised speech 
Digitised speech 

Slope 

0.24 
0.13 

Intercept 

0.97 
1.02 

Fig. 7.15, Cognitive load incurred as a result of synthesised and digitised task instruction 
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With cognitive load based on the calculated linear trend for ACRT's mirroring the increase in 

length and complexity of each task instruction . The subtle differences between synthesised and 
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digitised speech are highlighted for the longest and most complicated tasks as a result of in

creased processing demands resulting in reduced efficiency. 

As can be clearly seen from the linear trend plot above the more complex the task the larger the 

cognitive overhead appears to be in decoding. The most Simple tasks have little effect, and the 

most rudimentary have none. 

This linear increase is best explained by Shannon and Weaver et al (1949) who stated that for a 

given reduction in information processing rate the absolute increase in decision times will increase 

linearly as a function of the task information processing load. In this case more bits of information 

need deeper processing the more complex the message due to the approximation of synthesised 

speech. For example, if an unimpaired subject can process 2N bits of information per second, 

then the more bits, the greater the cognitive load (Rabbitt and Maylor 1991). In this case more bits 

of information are generated due to the probable way we decode synthesised speech as outlined 

above. For example, a synthesised speech word might generate and require the processing of 7 

bits of information whilst the same digitised word might require 5 bits. This translates to 7/2N bits 

per second (bps) and 5/2N bps respectively. 

As Mattingly and Liberman (1998) and Anderson (1992) rightly pOint out the task of decoding is 

very likely to be handled by a specifiC processor and related modules due to the complexity of de

coding incoming words 'on-the-fly'. This notion is supported by the speed and ease with which 

unimpaired individuals process speech (Darwin 1990). However despite decoding being a mas

sively parallel interactive process involving both bottom-up and tOp-down proceSSing, the speed of 

the BasiC Processing Mechanism, and the functionality of the Specific Processors and Modules 

involved are crucial. Deficits in any will lead to reduced speech decoding abilities, and as is more 

likely in language impaired individuals, deficits in all will be highly detrimental. That is, the num

ber of bits that are able to be processed in a given time frame will be significantly reduced. As it is 

postulated that synthesised speech generates and requires the processing of more bits of informa

tion, one would logically want to avoid the use of such speech opting instead for more natural dig

itised speech which places less of a burden on the cognitive system outlined. 
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In more concrete terms an unimpaired language user might process 2N bits of information per 

second whilst a language impaired individual might process only N bps. Thus using the example 

above, a synthesised word might incur a processing load 7/2N bps for a unimpaired individual ver-

sus 7/N bps for an impaired individual. 

This can be graphically illustrated if we consider this processing capacity as a 'processing pie' 

which is divided appropriately given the tasks in hand (Shiffrin and Dunmis 1981). With the size of 

the overall pie being finite and potentially static (Case 1985) :-

Fig 7.16, Total cognitive processing capacity and its relation to language processing 

Unimpaired Langauge 
User 

Total Processing 
Capcity of 

Cognitive System 

2N bps 

50% 
to 
decoding 

Impaired Langauge 
User 

10 % 
Residual 
Capacity 

Total Processing 
Cap city of 

Cognitive System 

N bps 

90% 
to 
decoding 

In the scenario illustrated above an unimpaired language user need only devote 50% of their total 

processing capacity to decoding of speech, whilst an impaired language user must devote 90% of 

their capacity to maintain an equivalent level of decoding power (indicated by area of the red 

segment) , Merrill and Jackson (1982) . Given the high demands of speech proceSSing, the use of 

synthesised speech may exhaust the capacity of the language impaired individual resulting in de

creased efficiency and even decoding failure. It is to this potential for decoding failure that I now 

turn. 
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If one examines error rates (invalid trials) , for each type of speech, although not significantly dif-

ferent (p = .15) synthesised speech does appear to induce slightly more decoding errors (6.6 %) 

over digitised speech. This can be illustrated best when data for invalid trials are plotted as a lin-

ear trend :-

Synthesised speech 
Digitised speech 

Slope 

1.12 
0.77 

Intercept 

-0.69 
0.06 

Fig 7.17, Linear trend plot of synthesised and digitised invalid trials 
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It is interesting to note that as task length and complexity increase the more decoding errors 

(invalid trials) occur. This can be taken as supportive of earlier assertions that synthesised speech 

is more cognitively demanding, as one would propose that the greater the demand placed on finite 

cognitive resources the greater the probability of decoding errors occurring. Indeed this assertion 

seems to be supported in terms of ACRT's and error rates, Fig 7.15 and 7.17 respectively. 

One would also propose that as total processing capacity decreases as a result of language and 

other cognitive impairments in addition to CRT's increasing so too would the number of decoding 

errors. 
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In sum, I have suggested both from a theoretical and experimental standpoint the justification for 

the use of digitised speech over synthesised in ACO's. That is, digitised speech is least cog ni

tively demanding in terms of decoding effort, and so will be more compatible with individuals who 

have reduced cognitive abilities, as compared with synthesised speech which incurs an increased 

cognitive overhead. In addition to purely cognitive reasons why digitised speech should be util

ised, there are also more practical implications. 

Remediation Possibilities 

In terms of therapeutic impact it is crucial that spoken output from ACO's sounds as naturalistic as 

possible. With digitised speech this level of fidelity is possible. The obvious spin-off of using a 

natural sounding speech aid is that it will also act as a constantly available speech therapist, which 

doesn't become tired of constant repetition. With such repetition being associated with the major

ity of those with language and combined learning difficulties. 

Remediation possibilities are enhanced as a result of using digitised speech which is likely to leave 

some degree of residual processing capacity within the user that can be subconsciously devoted to 

language learning and enhancement. 

Listening to and if applicable repeating natural spoken English is essential for the development of 

appropriate phonic, or decoding, skills in those with language impainnents (Snider 1992, Groff 

1990, Tunmer 1990). As speech therapy resources are effectively rationed such interactiona! op

portunity, whether person-ta-person, or machine-ta-person is crucial. Such interactions are also 

likely to aid other equally important component skills such as, auditory discrimination, short-tenn 

auditory memory and sound blending (Westwood 1993). Indeed auditory discrimination, auditory 

analysis (segmentation), and phoneme blending are now regarded as parts of a more general 

metalinguistic ability termed "Phonological Awareness" which must be acquired by an individual 

for meaningful language to develop (Goswami and Bryant 1990, Sawyer and Fox 1991). Many 

therapists in respect of this prerequisite concentrate on the association of real pictures to their 

spoken name in a similar way to a "Iook-and-say" methodology. This methodology is strengthened 

by findings that young unimpaired language users often learn to name things by listening to the 
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words others use and then reproducing these labels (Ammon and Ammon 1971, Leonard, Chap

man, Rowan and Weiss 1983). 

Motivational Implications 

It is not unreasonable to assume that for language remediation to be effective motivation and at

tention must also be strong (Westwood 1993 and Walberg 1988). It is proposed that the use of 

digitised speech increases motivation and that the use of a familiar voice, e.g. that of a parent or 

carer, increases motivation still further. The speech is seen as familiar and reassuring, in addition 

to being potentially easier to decode due to its familiarity. Although these assertions have not 

been experimentally tested, analysis of video taped sessions (Wierman 1992) with Easy Speaker 

suggest this to be the case. With severely impaired individuals correctly identifying the speakers 

voice, requesting to hear them again. and in some instances requesting to record their own 

voicelvocal ability or the voice of someone else they know. For example Easy Speaker allows for 

a scanned picture of a friend to be associated with a piece of that friends speech or whatever. 

Such pairings can act as rewards for successful interactions. For example a scan of the families 

pet dog can be associated with a dog ba~ing. For some users currently making use of Easy 

Speaker, pieces of pop music have been recorded and associated with the singers photo or 

graphic representation. Obviously recording of music with synthesised speech systems is not pos

sible and therefore the potential for increased motivation lost. Use of such recordings has had 

spectacular effects in terms of motivation and on-task attention not predicted by the individuals 

history or ability. In some cases on-task behaviour has increased to over an hour, with sessions 

being ceased only on request of the author or other maintainer. As a result the opportunity for 

language remediation is greatly improved, not to mention potential improvements in attention 

spans and all round well-being. 

Effects on interaction 

Use of digitised speech allows for more accurate spoken output to be used, that is in terms of age, 

gender and nationality matching. Many speech synthesisers assume the voice of a white middle

aged, middle-class male American. Although many aids still use this formula, logic dictates that 

remediative effects are not likely to be as good with correctly matched high fidelity speech. Re-
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gional accents, age differences, gender differences and cultural inflections can make-or-break in

teractions, both of the user with the machine and the user with unimpaired and impaired individu

als. Any unusualness in the speakers voice can be enough to discourage, stall or even break off 

interaction (Newman 1982, Scherer 1979 and Aim, Amott and Newell 1992). Such effects are 

large enough to be measured when listening to strong regional accents, the implication being that 

synthesised speech would present a similar barrier (yule 1986). 

Ease of use by parents or care-providers 

The use of digitisation means that the person who records the speech or other sounds can operate 

any such system in a similar way to a tape recorder. That is, without the need to enter into com

plex programming scripts of text or phonetic transcriptions. Virtually all can operate a the standard 

controls of a tape recorder, therefore all can record speech etc ... with systems such as Easy 

Speaker. Indeed the ease and immediacy of system preparation can make-or-break the attitude of 

a parent or care-provider as to its usefulness. 

With the advent of care in the community a speech aid that is strongly motivating for the user and 

easily maintainable by the parents or care-providers is crucial as it is likely to provide a degree of 

respite care during the periods when the user can operate it independently. Thus benefits on 

closer inspection are manifold. 

SUMMARY 

One can argue from theoretical, experimental and practical standpOints why ACD's which produce 

spoken output should where practicably possible utilise digitised speech when in use by an LD 

population. It must be remembered however that digitised speech cannot be truly generative, as 

unlike synthesised speech the words or phrases themselves need to be recorded before they can 

be output. For message based systems for a LD population this is less of a problem. 

The hypothesis that synthesised speech by virtue of being an approximation is more cognitively 

demanding on decoding than digitised speech was supported when subjects with unimpaired lan-
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guage and normal cognitive abilities were evaluated, This must be tempered by the fact that this 

is in terms of pure cognitive load per se, as digitised speech instructions were complete phrases. 

That is, Easy Speaker itself for reasons of non-redundancy makes use of concatenated digitised 

speech on occasion to emulate the generative nature of synthesis systems, It could be argued 

that this could introduce a slight overhead, over continuous digitised speech. 

However the implication is that synthesised speech will incur a greater cognitive overhead for 

those with decreased language and other cognitive abilities. Confirming further the need to utilise 

digitised speech were the arguments presented regarding remediation through constant therapy. 

With digitised speech being likely to have the strongest remediative effects. 

A model of the cognition was proposed to account for inherent lower cognitive functioning of LD 

individuals in relation to language and other related cognitive areas. A specific model of speech 

processing was proposed to account for the interaction between a slowed cognitive system and 

overhead imposed by synthesised speech. 

Finally, motivation for users and ease of use by parents or care-givers were again supportive of 

the use of digitisation. Even the argument that machine requirements are too excessive for the 

use of mass digitisation are proving to be somewhat overstated with hardware increasing in power 

despite decreasing costs with each passing month. The benefits of modem technology should be 

passed onto the handicapped who can perhaps benefit most, rather than using yesterdays merely 

"adequate" technology. 

In justifying the use of digitised speech with real LD users, off-device improvements in language 

and cognition would be suggestive of the real world impact its use may have. A study of long term 

Easy Speaker usage and the impact on off-device language and cognition is discussed in chapter 

ten. 
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CHAPTER 8: The development of bespoke 
evaluation materials 

Although off-the-shelf questionnaires could be used for assessing maintainers attitudes 
and opinions toward Easy Speaker itself, the measurement of users competence and off
device progress required construction of bespoke materials. 

187 

In order to measure users competence, or performance, with Easy Speaker a short set of 
tasks known as the Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESAn were constructed. These 
required users to complete set tasks of increasing complexity by making use of a stan
dardised Easy Speaker hierarchy. Results from which could be compared with earlier 
sessions, the sample norm, and the performance of an unimpaired individual. Such a 
set of tasks would indicate whether users' were making productive use of Easy Speaker, 
and whether they were improving with practice. 

In addition to pure performance measures it was also necessary to measure off-device 
improvements in language and cognition. Although set clinical tests do exist which 
measure language and cognitive improvements, a more behavioural, or adaptive, in
ventory was required. Two such inventories were considered. Namely the Adaptive Be
haviour Scales (ASS) and the Functional Performance Record (FPR). However, both 
inventories contained areas that were irrelevant, so through an amalgam of the relevant 
areas from the two a third test called the Easy Speaker Progress Monitoring (ESPM) 
questionnaire was constructed. This required caregivers to complete one half of the 
ESP M prior to intervention, and the second some six months into intervention. The sec
ond half could then be compared with the first to quantify improvements in language and 
cognition. 

The construction and use of these two hybrid tests were seen as crucial to the measure
ment of Easy Speaker success. That is, in terms of user competence and off-device im
provements. 

INTRODUCTION 

Unfortunately many previous commercial and research based ACO's have failed to measure us-

ers' on device performance in any depth. This has meant that measurements of performance 

gains have been typically limited to summary statistics such as Words Per Minute (WPM) scores. 

However, with a highly accurate automated tracking system such as the Automated Response 

Tracking System (ARTS) built into Easy Speaker this need no longer be the case. As one might 

expect this not only provides statistics for WPM scores, but also transcriptions of what was output, 

highly accurate timings, and measures of cursor efficiency etc... In short everything the user does 

during their interaction with Easy Speaker is monitored and recorded for later analysis. In addition 

to analyses of what the user does of their own free will this raises the possibility of constructing a 

battery of set of tasks which can be administered periodically to measure performance improve-
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ments on those tasks. This is the goal for the Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESAn, which 

through increasingly complex set tasks hope to measure user perfonnance. 

Performance criterion however are not the only measures that must be taken to reliably assess the 

impact of Easy Speaker intervention. Other behavioural, or adaptive, measures which are con

cerned with how the individual interacts with the environment and those around them must also be 

taken. Such measures can be used more reliably than traditional IQ type tests to assess abilities 

such as language, cognition, motivation etc ... They are measures that assess the abilities of the 

individual in the real wor1d. Although several widely used adaptive behaviour inventories exist, an 

amalgam of two of the most popular was constructed, with irrelevant items from each being 

dropped. The hybrid questionnaire, called the Easy Speaker Progress Monitoring (ESPM) ques

tionnaire could be administered prior to intervention to establish a base line and then again after 

prolonged use. The goal for ESPM is to measure relevant off-device improvements in language 

and cognition brought about by Easy Speaker usage. 

Having outlined the need to assess both on-device perfonnance and off-device improvements in 

language and cognition each instrument will be discussed in more depth as each will play a major 

role in assessing the success of Easy Speaker. 

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE: ESA T 

Background 

The ESA T tasks were constructed with the goal of measuring raw performance and efficiency 

gains shown by users of Easy Speaker over a relatively short period of time. By re-administering 

set tasks periodically to users any improvements could be plotted. From these one could infer not 

only that users could use Easy Speaker per se, but also that they were displaying learning, and 

formulating and applying high level planning strategies. In addition one could infer that motor 

skillS were also being positively affected. 
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In choosing the set tasks the abilities of the potential users must be bome in mind. In order to 

avoid floor and ceiling effects tasks were graded in levels of increasing complexity. With early 

tasks being very simple to complete as compared with later ones. Tasks were constructed so as 

to test a range of abilities. Namely the ability to navigate, or traverse the hierarchy, the ability to 

combine more than one symbol to construct a longer phrase, and at the most complex, tasks 

where both types of skill were called upon. 

Bearing in mind the likely attentional deficits of potential users it was decided to make the ESA T 

tasks as short as reasonably possible so as to ensure that users always gave their optimum per-

formance. With this in mind a maximum of ten tasks was considered a limit, as these would re-

quire a maximum of ten minutes concentration on the part of the user. 

Finally, to standardise tasks, the hierarchy with which users would complete the tasks was fixed as 

the demonstration hierarchy. This remained unmodified until a series of three ESAT task sets had 

been completed by each user. 

The choice of tasks 

Eight utterances of increasing complexity were chosen for the user to generate using the demon

stration hierarchy. Basic trialling with real users had suggested that about eight sequential tasks 

provided the best balance between optimum performance and loss of focused attention. 

All tasks were utterances which real users might generate by making use of all the features Easy 

Speaker had to offer. Namely navigation of a number of levels in the hierarchy, selection of sym

bols, and a combination of the two. 

In addition to choosing relevant utterances to generate, a simple scheme for assigning a numerical 

value for complexity was also constructed. This basically followed the formula shown below :-

Complexity = 
Number of 
levels to 
navigate 

+ 
Number of speech 

symbols to 
select 

+ 
Number of different levels 
speech symbols selected 

from 
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By formally assigning a numerical value for the complexity of each task this enabled tasks of in-

creasing complexity to be constructed. The actual tasks chosen and their complexity ratings are 

shown below :-

Fig 8.1, Assessment task content and complexity 

No. of No. of different 

No. of speech levels speech 

levels to symbols to symb. selected 

Task Task navigate select from 

No category (a) (b) (c) 

1 Naviaational 1 1 1 

2 Naviaational 2 1 1 

3 Naviaational 3 1 1 

4 Navigational 4 1 1 

5 Constructional 2 2 1 

6 Constructional 3 3 1 

7 Combination 3 2 2 

8 Combination 3 3 3 

Utterance to generate 

Meals 

Summer 

Trainers 

Muscles 

Ham-salad 

Read - library - book 

Is it - raining 

Get the nurse - sore - back 

Rating for 

task 

complexity 
(a+b+c) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

5 

7 

7 

9 

The goal of the navigational tasks (1-4) was to assess whether users could navigate to, select and 

output single symbol utterances. In general they would be required to generate these single sym

bOl utterances in response to a simple question, or statement posed by the administrator. For ex-

ample, "What sort of shoes are those you're wearing ?". The exact nature of these instructions 

was varied to take account of the abilities of a particular user. 

The constructional tasks (5-6) were designed to assess whether users could generate logical multi-

symbOl utterances. For example, they might be asked which sort of salad they liked, gently 

steered toward "Ham salad" and asked to say "Ham salad". That is, reproduce it using Easy 

Speaker. 

Finally, the combination tasks (7-8) were the most complex utterances users would be likely to 

generate if they were using Easy Speaker as their primary means of communication. That is, 

multi-symbol utterances generated by selecting appropriate symbols from various levels within the 

hierarchy. Again with appropriate prompting they were requested to generate these ESAT tasks. 

successful completion of these tasks would be likely to suggest that if those same users were 
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completely non-vocal they would be able to make use of Easy Speaker as their primary means of 

communication. The speed and efficiency they might do so is crucial and so these are the precise 

measures ARTS takes by recording constructional latency and amount of cursor movement. 

As an aid to the maintainer, or administrator, who would oversee completion of the ESAT tasks 

they were represented diagramatically to avoid confusion. 

Fig 8.2, An assessment task represented to the administrator as a tree diagram 

Clothes 

Footwear 

Items 

Main Menu 
[fop Level] 

In this case the subject was required to navigate 
to, select, and finally generate as digitised 
speech the word "Trainers". 

Key 

C]: A level in the hierarchy 

Q = A speech symbol at a given level in the 
hierarchy 
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Choice of ARTS performance criterion 

Although Easy Speakers in-built tracking system records virtually all aspects of a users interaction, 

for the purposes of measuring performance gains it was found that three key measures are suffi

cient. Two of the measures are recorded verbatim, with the third being calculated by ARTS. 

The first of the two measures is known as Total Time (TOT T) and is a measure, in seconds, of the 

elapsed time between starting to construct an utterance and the time when it is generated as 

speech. A decreasing TOT T would suggest an increase in the speed with which the user could 

navigate the hierarchy. This might be explained purely as a speed improvement, by improve

ments in navigational efficiency, or by a combination of the two. 

The second is known as Total Mickey Count (TMC) and is a measure of how far in mickeys (units 

of approximately 1 mm) the mouse has moved on the desktop between starting to construct the 

utterance and the time it is generated as speech. The mickey count can simply be thought of as 

an 'odometer-like' measure that records how far the mouse cursor has travelled in constructing 

each utterance. As one would hope that subjects develop more efficient navigational strategies 

overtime, TMC is a good measure of this improvement. A decreasing TMC would suggest an in

crease in navigational efficiency, or mouse tack. It is worth pointing out the although all subjects 

in this study controlled the on-screen cursor with the cursor keys, using a measure such as mick

eys is still valid as the keys directly emulated the mouse at a hardware level. 

The final calculated measure is an estimate of how many words per minute the subject would be 

likely to construct and generate based on their TOT T for the last utterance and the number of 

words it contained. Their words per minute estimate varies with each utterance they construct and 

is calculated using the following formula :-

WPM = 60 sec's I (TOT T I number of words in utterance) 

• N.B. - TOT T was measured in seconds and hundredths 
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For example, to manually calculate the WPM score for "get the nurse sore back" the following cal

culation would need to be performed :-

60/ [137.58/5] = 2.18 WPM 

The estimated WPM simply provides a 'rough and ready' measure of users ability and the potential 

of Easy Speaker itself. One must bear in mind that as any speech symbol could represent several 

sentences of speech and a relatively high wpm might be misleading when viewed in this context. 

Administration 

The administration of both the ESA T tasks and ESPM questionnaire will be described as they 

might in a standard test manual. That is, the exact procedure needed to be followed in order to 

administer them is outlined so that a third party may apply them as necessary. All procedures out

lined were those followed by the author when applying them. 

Before a users progress can be assessed using ESA T tasks it is envisaged that they should have 

clocked up around eight hours of Easy Speaker interaction. This will enable them to become ac

customed to the controls, method of operation, and the layout of the standard hierarchy. 

In order to measure performance gains accurately users should not intentionally, or unintention

ally, over practice any of the eight ESA T tasks or their components. Thus it is more likely that 

performance will reflect actual performance gains in Easy Speaker usage rather than a fine honing 

of skill with the test materials per se. In order to ensure this, tasks should be completed once each 

week over a consecutive three week period. 

Within each of the three sessions users should be allowed the first 20 minutes or so to re-orientate 

themselves with Easy Speaker and its controls. This should take the form of free/semi-structured 

interaction before being asked to construct and generate the eight ESA T task utterances shown in 

Fig 8.1 on page 190. 
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After the user had 20 minutes or so of interaction with Easy Speaker to reorientate themselves, 

they should be asked to settle themselves and to construct each utterance in turn as quickly and 

as efficiently as they their ability allows. The user should simply be told the target utterance they 

are required to construct and generate. They should not constantly be prompted as to the best 

way to achieve this in terms of navigational strategies or cursor tack etc... That is, one should not 

depart from the prompting scheme outlined below. Between each task the user should be told to 

settle themselves before being asked to construct and generate the next task. Immediately prior 

each task the system should be reset so the user is located at the top level in the hierarchy with 

the cursor located in the centre of the screen. This resets ARTS and therefore acts as a datum 

from where the tracking system begins tracking the users timings and cursor movements etc ... 

As users would be blind in the first session to the ESA T tasks the administrator should demon-

strate how to complete each task before the user attempts that task. Users should be given vary-

ing levels of support dependent upon which session they are being evaluated under. Support lev

els are based upon the following scheme :-

Fig 8.3, Levels of support which should be given to users during completion of ESAT tasks 

Week No. Level of support given to users during ESAT tasks 

Full support 
Users should be given a demonstration of how to complete each ESAT task in turn. 

1 After each demonstration they should be asked to navigate the hierarchy in order to 

complete that task. Full prompting on which link or speech icon to select next should be 

Igiven to users. 

Medium support 

2 Users should be prompted on which link or speech icon to select next when they be-

come either stuck or confused. 

Minimum support 

3 Users should only be prompted as a last resort on which link or speech icon to select 

next when thev become either stuck or confused and cannot continue. 

No users should be allowed to totally fail any ESA T task regardless of how long it takes or how 

many attempts are needed. This stance is taken so as to avoid any negative implications resulting 

from task failure. During piloting all ESAT tasks proved to be so well matched to users' abilities 
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that no user actually required more than the most basic of prompts in order to complete a given 

task. 

Prior to administration it is envisaged that the administrator should have ensured that all users 

should have completed tasks of equivalent task complexity during their familiarisation period. 

Once a user has completed all ESAT tasks for that session, the session should be carried on to a 

conclusion as normal concentrating on semi-structured and structured interaction. Only after the 

session is fully complete should analysis of ARTS data begin. 

Analysis of ARTS data for the ESAT tasks 

In-depth analysiS of the data generated by the user during completion of ESAT tasks is basically a 

matter of preference for the administrator. This is due to the fact that there are no norms as such 

for performance to be evaluated against. Performance is simply evaluated within users. The only 

norms that can be applied are norms for the group of users currently undergoing assessment, and 

the best case norms. However general guidelines for assessment are provided below. 

As ARTS data is stored in a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file this means that it can be read 

directly into any spreadsheet, e.g. MS Excel, Lotus 123 etc ... and analysed accordingly. Sug-

gested summary analysis should be to compare :-

TOTT 
TMC 
WPM 

Total Time 
Total Mickey Count 
Words Per Minute scores 

Performance differences between sessions can best been seen by calculating means and then 

plotting them to give a graphical representation. For example, when means and Standard Devia

tions are calculated for TOT a table similar to the one below should be constructed. 
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Fig 8.4 , An example of how to calculate summary statistics for the ESAT tasks 

Se~ion 1 Session 2 Sessloo3 

Ta9< Tran5Cl1pbon of utterence 

/lb. subject had to construct TOT T TMC W'M TOT T TMC W'M TOT T TMC W'M 

1 meals 

2 summer 
3 lralners 
4 muscles 

5 hamlsalad 
6 readlibrarylbook 

7 is lIranf-g 

8 get the nuJSelsore'baCk 

5449 13800 
87.60 11800 
7399 14900 

11672 16500 

10409 204.00 
14418 19800 

11782 23600 
21674 23400 

Mean 11445 18025 
ro 4989 4431 

1.10 28.84 10100 
068 3653 10100 
081 57.06 10600 
051 112.21 13800 

1.15 61.85 143.00 
125 86.73 15800 
153 8398 139.00 
138 11595 18300 

105 7289 13363 
035 3240 29 42 

208 2581 7800 
164 4146 8300 
105 4701 9400 
053 9134 13000 
194 6761 13100 
208 7366 13600 
2.14 8804 14700 

259 l11n 10000 

176 6834 12363 
066 2883 3744 

232 
145 
128 
066 
In 

244 
204 
268 

183 
068 
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As can be seen the user above became faster (TOT T) with each session, his efficiency improved 

(TMC), and he progressively generated a higher number of words each minute (WPM). 

As the raw data may be difficult to visualise, the author plotted linear trends as opposed to raw 

data. 

Fig 8.5, Using linear trends as opposed to raw data in summary performance plots 

Linear trends for total time taken by session 
and nonns 

200.00 
---- Session 1 

Cl) 150.00 
"C Session 2 c 
0 100.00 
u 
Q) 

50.00 
- - Session 3 

Cl) 

• • • • ~ Sample Norms 
0.00 I I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
BC Norms 

Task number 

By plotting trends any improvements in performance usually become clearly visible . However, if 

they do not, or if further analysis is required these improvements can be seen by plotting session 

means using a simple bar chart. 
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Fig 8.6, Using a simple bar chart to plot performance improvements over sessions 

Mean time taken to construct an ESAT task by 
session and norms 

120.00 

100.00 • Session 1 
Cl> 80 .00 "C Se ss ion 2 
c 

60 .00 0 
U 
al 40 .00 en • Session 3 

20 .00 o Sample Norms 
0 .00 

• BC Norms 

Session number 

To contrast a users performance relative to others of similar ability, sample norms could be con-

structed. Alternatively best case (BC) could be constructed for an unimpaired individual when 

completing the same tasks. 

Relevant statistical analysis of the administrators choice can then be applied to assess whether 

improvements between sessions were significant. A users performance could also be compared 

with the sample and best case norms for the same tasks. 

summary of measures of performance 

In constructing the ESAT tasks attention has been paid to the choice of tasks, measures of per-

formance, administration , and analysis of the numerical data obtained from ARTS. Hopefully this 

will enable the author and others to use either the ESA T tasks reliably, or to construct ones with a 

similar methodology to assess performance, or competence, of real users with Easy Speaker. 
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MEASURES OF OFF-DEVICE IMPROVEMENTS IN LANGUAGE AND COGNITION: ESPM 

Background 

The ESP M questionnaire was constructed with the goal of measuring off-device improvements 

primarily in language and cognition over a prolonged period of Easy Speaker usage. By adminis

tering the ESPM questionnaire to two of each users immediate caregivers prior to intervention, 

and then again after six months any off-device improvements could be assessed. In addition, by 

administering the ESPM to two caregivers inter-rater agreement on the users progress could also 

be assessed. 

As opposed to more formal assessment instruments a more informal adaptive behavioural inven

tory was sought. That is, one that focused on what a user could do, as opposed to what they 

couldn't, e.g. an adaptive behaviour scale versus a standard IQ test. Although numerous such 

inventories do exist any in isolation would contain many irrelevant items. For example, the Adap

tive Behaviour Scale includes many items on personal care and hygiene, in addition to those on 

language and cognition. With this potential drawback in mind it was decided to produce a hybrid 

questionnaire by combining relevant items from two of the most popular adaptive behaviour 

scales. Namely the Adaptive Behaviour Scale and the Functional Performance Record. 

However, unlike standard questionnaires that are re-administered twice, each half of the hybrid 

ESPM questionnaire was not identical. This was due to the fact that a positive or negative change 

over baseline was the goal for measurement, and not a difference in rating per se. This meant 

that smaller changes were likely to be registered on the second questionnaire than otherwise might 

be the case. 

The choice of questionnaire items 

Both the ABS (American Association on Mental Deficiency) and FPR-16 (NFER-Nelson) contained 

around 200 items apiece, with some being more relevant to assessing Easy Speaker intervention 

than others. Both contained not only items on language and cognition, but also items concerned 

with other adaptive behaviours such as feeding and toileting etc ... 
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With relevance to constructing the ESPM questionnaire it was decided to formulate domains that 

were clearly relevant in the measurement of off-device improvements. Six key adaptive behav-

iour domains were considered crucial. Namely :-

o Expressive language 
e Receptive language 
t) Social language development 

o Initiative 
o Attention 
o Memory 

By selecting items from the ABS and FPR that fitted easily into these domains a total of 69 rele-

vant items were selected. 

However, both the ASS and FPR make use of differing response sca les. The ABS uses a Simple 

check box methodology, whereby each item has a list of statements below it that are checked as 

being applicable in relation to the item in question. Whereas the , FPR makes use of a Likert scale 

that can be variable with each item. Obviously creating a hybrid is not a simple matter of com-

bining items without modification. 

For example from the FPR, section 210 deals with ·Speech and Language Production". The first 

item(s) is presented as :-

Fig 8.7, Item 1 from section 210, Speech and Language Production, of the FPR 

What problems of speech production did s/he have during the last week? 

lisp 

stammer 

slight problem = 3 
marked problem = 5 

speaking too rapidly 

voice too faint/soft 

over loud speech 

word finding difficulty (dysphasia) 

slurring (dysarthria) 

other articulatory difficulties 

Codes 

not applicable = 9 
unkown = 0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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In order to combine the two set of items, and retain their face validity, what was needed was a 

third scale which could be used with both. The most relevant scale was decided to be a seven 

point semantic differential scale ranging, never - sometimes - always. In order to fit the 69 items 

to this scale some slight rewording was required. 

For example all items in the above FPR example, were assigned to the ESPM domain of expres

sive language. Item six for the pre-intervention section of the ESPM became :-

Fig 8.8, Item 6 from the pre-intervention section of the ESP M questionnaire 

Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ? 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Often Frequently Always 

In the example above the item has been reworded to read "Does the client have word finding diffi

culty (dysphasia) ?ft, rather than the FPR original, "word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ?ft. 

Despite the change in scale obviously both items still assess the same criterion within the same 

domain. In addition as data from the hybrid ESP M would not be compared with standardised 

norms for either the ASS or the FPR, then changes in response scale were relatively unimportant. 

What was is the content of the items themselves. 

Having constructed a 69 item questionnaire split into six domains, the second half of the question

naire needed to be constructed. However, as mentioned briefly this was not simply a matter of 

using exactly the same items with the same scale. The was due to the fact that the first half of the 

ESPM was used to establish a baseline and the second half was used to measure changes. 

As such it was decided that caregivers would have their baseline response restated in relation to 

each item, and then be asked whether they though the user had changed in ability. Again a seven 

point semantic differential scale was used. This ranged from, much worse - no change - much 
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better. Using the example in Fig 8.8, its equivalent item from the second half of the ESPM, or 

post-intervention, is shown below :-

Fig 8.9, Item 6 from the post-intervention section of the ESPM questionnaire 

When asked previously "Does the client have word finding difficulties (dysphasia) 1" you 

stated ........ . ~p.,.......... Are they now :-

L] 
Much 
worse 

L] 
Worse 

L] 
Slightly 
worse 

L] 
No change 

LJ 
Slightly 
better 

~ 
Better 

LJ 
Much 
better 

By using a standard semantic differential scale this meant that all positive responses were to the 

right of the scale enabling more straight forward analysis. In the example above, as the response 

post-intervention is to the right of the scale this would suggest a positive change for that user for 

that item. In this case, that their word finding difficulties, or dysphasia, had decreased. 

Administration 

Administration of the ESPM questionnaire is relatively straight forward. The first half of the ESPM 

should be given to at least two of each potential users immediate caregivers prior to the start of 

Easy Speaker intervention. This is done to establish a baseline against which any improvements 

can be compared. Once complete this should be stored for safe keeping. 

After a reasonable period, ideally not less than three months after the start of Easy Speaker inter-

vention, the second half of the ESPM should be prepared to be given to the same caregivers as 

rated that user initially. Preparation involves writing in the caregivers initial responses in the gaps 

provided for each item. This is done so that the caregiver can gauge any improvements against 

their original baseline ratings. 

Caregivers who complete the ESPM should not, where poSSible, be involved in the actual process 

of Easy Speaker intervention. That is, they should not be a maintainer, who may unwittingly have 

a vested interest, and unduly affect responses. The goal is to gain as objective a rating, both pre 

and post intervention as possible. 
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Instructions for caregivers are provided on the cover of both halves of the ESPM. Examples of 

correctly completed items are also given. The actual cover instructions from the pre and post in-

tervention EPSM questionnaires are shown below. 

Fig 8.10, The pre-intervention EPSM cover and caregiver instructions for correct completion 

Easy Speaker 
Questionnaire 

Copyright (c) Richard R. Plant 1994 

Please place a tick in the box which best describes the clients current level of ability, e.g. :-

Does the client ever wear red coloured clothing? 

Never Rarely Occasionally Sometimes Often Frequently 

If you can't comment on the ability described simply leave all boxes blank. 

Client Name (ID): 
Date: 
Location: 
Observed by: 

Position or relation
ship to client 
How long known to 
client 

Always 
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Fig 8.11, The post-intervention EPSM cover and caregiver instructions for correct completion 

At an eariier date you were asked questions which described the clients level of ability. In this 
questionnaire you will be reminded of you answers you gave and asked to comment on whether 
the client has worsened, stayed the same, or improved etc ... 

For example :-

When asked previously "Does the client ever wear red coloured clothing ?" you stated that the cli

ent ..... 9o",.1i". ..... wore red clothing. 

Do they now wear red clothing:-

Ll 0 0 
Very Much Slightly 
much less less 
less 

0 0 
The same Slightly 

more 

0 
Much 
more 

o 
Very 
much 
more 

Please place a tick in the box which best describes the clients level of improvement. If you can't 
comment on the ability described simply leave all boxes blank. 

When both halves of the ESPM questionnaire are complete they are ready for analysis. 

Analysis of ESPM responses 

Analysis of EPSM responses, in common with the questionnaire design itself, is not simply a mat-

ter of comparing test-retest responses. Obviously this cannot be done as each half of the ques-

tionnaire uses a different semantic differential scale. However, analysis is relatively straight for-

ward. 

Before carrying out any form of statistical analysis it is useful to graph the actual response data for 

each user by means of a modified line graph. 
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Fig 8.12, ESP M ratings for Expressive Language represented graphically 

Does the chent speak with a lisp? 

Does the client speak with a stammer? 
Does the client speak too rapidly ? 

Is the clients voice too faint/soft ? 
Does the client use over1y loud speech? 

Does the chent have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ? 

Does the client have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) 7 
Does the client have other articulatory difficutties ? 
Does the client use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the client ever rambllnglincoherent ? 

Does the chent ever express bizarrelincorrect Ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particular theme(s) ? 

Does the client constantly repeat things 7 
Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know him/her? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who do not know hUTlhler ? 

Does the client have 'good and bad days' In relation to expressive language ? 
Is speech low, weak, whispered or dlfficutt to hear 7 

Is speecih slow, deliberate, or labored ? 
Is speech IS hurried, accelerated, or pushed ? 

Does the dient speak with blocking, hai1Jng, or other irregular interruptions? 

Does the client use complex sentences containing 'because", "but" etc ... ? 
Does the dient ask questions using words such as, "why", "how", ' 'Whar' etc ... ? 

Does the client speak in simple sentences? 
Does the client speak in primitive phrases only? 

Does the client talk about action when describing pictures 7 
Does the cl ient name people or objects when describing pictures? 

Does the client name familiar objects? 

Does the client ask for things by their appropriate names? 

---I 

:----. 
~--------~~.----------~ 

Worsening : Improvement 

No change 
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Rarely 
Often 

Frequently 
Never 

Sometimes 
Occaslonaly 
Sometimes 
Often 
Never 
Sometimes 
Never 
Sometimes 
Often 
Often 
Occasionally 
Often 
Rarely 
Never 
Often 

Often 
Rarely 

Often 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Often 

By use of such graphs it is simple to see any improvement as peaks will be to the right of the cen

tral axis, which indicates no change. If the user worsens these peaks fall to the left. As can be 

seen from the graph all comparisons are contrasted with no change. 

Actual questionnaire items are displayed on the vertical axis, with pre-intervention responses 

shown on their immediate right. This indicates which responses constitute a baseline for that par-

ticular user. The top axis represents the semantic differential scale for the post-intervention half of 

the ESPM, along with a numerical, Likert type, value. 

By applying such a visualisation technique to the caregivers responses any improvements can 

easily be seen. In order to check whether any suggested improvements are significant one can 

compare the expected outcome of Easy Speaker intervention with that obtained within each do-

main. That is, if Easy Speaker was exerting little influence over the abilities of users one would 
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expect consistent ratings of no change in EPSM items at post intervention. However, if Easy 

Speaker did prompt improvements in a given domain then there would be a significant improve

ment over the expected no change. 

To statistically evaluate this one can apply a single sample t-test on the actual data pOints from a 

given domain. That is, using the values assigned to the Likert scale above. These could then be 

compared with the expected value which is 4, no change, when using the above post-intervention 

scale. 

Further analySiS regarding inter-rater agreement can be carried out, again by using data point val

ues from the above scale. This would lend further credence to any significant improvements. 

Summary of measures regarding off-device improvements in language and cognition 

In constructing the ESPM questionnaire attention has been paid to the choice of items, measures 

of perfonnance, administration, and analysis of the numerical data obtained from both pre and 

post intervention sections. Hopefully this will enable the author and others to use either the ESPM 

questionnaire, or to construct ones with a similar methodology to assess off device improvements 

in language and cognition of real users of Easy Speaker. 

SUMMARY 

The rationale behind the two bespoke evaluation materials used to assess the success of Easy 

Speaker intervention with users has been outlined. 

The first, the ESAT tasks are used to assess users raw performance when using Easy Speaker, 

and are used to plot improvements in speed and efficiency. From these one can infer that learn

ing has taken place, high level planning strategies are being employed, and that motor co

ordination has been honed. 
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The second, the ESPM questionnaire is completed by caregivers both prior to and post Easy 

Speaker intervention to measure off-device improvements in language and cognition. From care

givers responses one can calculate whether significant improvements in any of the test domains 

have occurred as a result of Easy Speaker intervention. In addition to lend credence to any find

ings levels of inter-rater agreement can also be calculated. 

The ESAT tasks will be used in chapter 9, to assess real users' competence with Easy Speaker. 

That is, whether they can actually learn to use the system productively, and to plot levels of im

provement. The ESPM questionnaire will be use in chapter 10 to assess the impact of long term 

Easy Speaker usage on language and cognition in real users. 
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CHAPTER 9: Easy Speaker in use: An 
assessment of user competence 

Although Easy Speaker's development, implementation and rationale had been viewed 
favourably by both potential users and professionals alike, it was not demonstrably 
known whether users could acquire the skills necessary to operate and potentially benefit 
from the system. In order to examine these issues a three week sub-study of four mod
erately Learning Disabled, language impaired users was conducted. The study was spe
cifically designed to assess patterns of skill acquisition and competence using the Easy 
Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESA n discussed in chapter eight. Assessment focused on 

1. Whether users could successfully construct set task utterances which required them 
to navigate a large and relatively complex hierarchy. 

2. Whether users developed more efficient navigational strategies over time. 
3. Whether construction speeds improved. 
4. Whether users levels of competence improved so significantly as to approach or sur

pass the average competence shown by the sample as a whole (sample norms). 
5. Whether users levels of competence improved so Significantly as to approach or sur

pass the average competence shown by an unimpaired user (best case norms). 
6. Whether users could construct meaningful multi-symbol utterances. 

successful completion of ESAT tasks, and Significant performance gains over sessions 
would suggest that potential users can acquire the necessary skills required to operate 
an apparently complex hypermedia based Augmentative Communication Device. Cru
cially it would also suggest that the hypermedia metaphor and that the physical aspects 
of the interface design were appropriate. If users could construct multi-symbol utter
ances, of their own volition, this would suggest that Easy Speaker could be used as a 
primary means of communication as originally intended. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although use of any interventional strategy which hopes to gradually improve a users language 

functionality and general cognitive abilities can only be measured over the long-term, a short three 

week sub-study was carried out by the author. The aim of this study was to assess whether users 

could learn to use Easy Speaker successfully. That is, to assess whether they could acquire the 

skills needed to successfully navigate a large and relatively complex hierarchy, to examine navi-

gational strategies used, and to quantify any performance gains. Simply, the ability to drive the 

device, and produce meaningful output. 

Despite an earlier single-subject study using Easy Speaker for DOS proving to be a major suc

cess, grading of this success could be criticised for its subjectiveness (Rostron, Plant and Her

mann 1994). In this particular case formal performance assessment could not be carried out due 
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to the severity of the subjects learning disabilities, level of communicative ability and unknown 

level of visual impainnent. The study did however suggest the hypermedia metaphor employed 

by Easy Speaker was appropriate for potential user populations identified and that the psychologi

cal rationale behind the approach was sound (see chapter 4 for a full discussion). It also sug

gested that the on-screen representation of the underlying hypennedia metaphor was appropriate 

from a HCI prospective as the subject rapidly learned how links between levels were represented 

despite the difficulty of conveying this to him explicitly. What was needed however was a formal 

way of measuring improvements in skill acquisition. 

In quantifying raw performance gains Panyan (1984) pOints out that many studies in the area did 

and indeed continue to " ... lack appropriate experimental design ... which in turn makes it difficult 

to draw any finn conclusions ... as to their success". Such an assertion is hardly surprising consid

ering that no commercial devices offer any fonn of user response tracking. Consequently, objec

tive assessment of on-device perfonnance is near impossible in everyday settings. Assessment is 

in the main left to subjective judgement accompanied by the use of a stopwatch. 

With the Automated Response Tracking System (ARTS) built into Easy Speaker, monitOring of 

skill acquisition and competence is made both objective and substantially easier to implement. 

Indeed ARTS enables Easy Speaker to be used as an assessment tool in its own right, as each 

utterance generated is recorded verbatim along with relevant perfonnance measures. Following 

Monk'S (1984) suggestion that, "The most important measures of overall efficiency are time to 

complete the task and some quantification of correctness.", measures of skill acquisition in this 

study focused on how long a user took to construct a set utterance, and how far the cursor was 

moved during that construction. Both of which are measured accurately by ARTS as utterances 

are constructed (see chapter five for a full discussion of ARTS). 

Using such recorded measures allows for any improvements to be assessed alongside earlier ses

sions for that user, for perfonnance curves to be plotted and learning rates to be inferred (Chen 

and Bemard-Opitz 1993). In addition to using recorded measures, an estimated Words Per Minute 

score can also be computed. By tracking perfonnance responses for set tasks the resulting data 
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provide an objective way of drawing conclusions as to the suitability of the hypermedia metaphor 

and the physical attributes of the software interface. One can infer that if users could make pro-

ductive use of the system and that their ability improved over time the system was well matched to 

their abilities, or is synergistic. If the hypermedia metaphor proved ill founded, or was simply too 

complex, then this would be reflected in users skill acquisition rates and poor performance on set 

tasks. Simply, their performance would not improve significantly over time. The study then is de-

signed to assess the suitability of the Easy Speaker ethos and is not a comparison of interface 

strategies per se, nor is it intended to be a comparison of the relative merits of commercial de-

vices. 

CAN USERS USE EASY SPEAKER 

The Paradigm 

The paradigm being followed is a modified version of Chen and Bemard-Opitz (1993) procedure 

used for comparing learning and behavioural rates with regard to personal and computer assisted 

instruction for children with Autism. Under this modified paradigm users are required to construct 

a set of eight increasingly complex task utterances (ESA T tasks) once each week over a three 

week period. The three sessions recorded by ARTS are each analysed in relation to the criterion's 

outlined below in order to quantify performance gains, to infer learning rates, and ultimately to 

gauge the suitability of the hypermedia metaphor and interface deSign for everyday communica-

tion :-

1. Time taken to construct each set task utterance (constructional speed or latency) 
2. How far the cursor was moved whilst constructing each set task utterance (efficiency) 
3. Estimated Words Per Minute based on each set task utterance 

From these criterion's three further measures are calculated :-

4. Mean time taken to construct and generate all task utterances 
5. Mean distance the cursor was moved in constructing all task utterances 
6. Estimated mean Words Per Minute based on the construction of all task utterances 

Measures 1-3, provide data on whether the set tasks complexity is loaded correctly, i.e. whether 

the complex tasks take longer to complete than the simple. Measures 4-6, on the other hand allow 

comparisons to be made between each of the three sessions. Over the three sessions the hope is 
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that significant performance and efficiency gains will be shown by each user as compared with 

their initial performance at session 1, or baseline. 

Although the study did not attempt to match users in any way other than their general degree of 

Learning Disability, the use of two sets of calculated norms enables crude comparisons between 

users to be made. Sample norms gave the average performance for a given criterion over the 

three sessions for all users. This enabled a statement to be made on whether the user was per-

forming above or below average for the sample. Similarly, best case norms provided the average 

performance for an unimpaired individual. This enabled a statement to be made on the users 

performance in relation to that of an unimpaired individual. In addition to purely performance 

based measures, qualitative assessment of users output during the assessment period as a whole 

will be considered. 

Design 
The design followed is based upon a repeated measures single-subject design with parallel repli-

cation (Barfow and Hersen 1984). Due to the variability in user ability and impracticability of 

matching, a repeated measures design was employed. The impracticality of subject matching is 

evident when comparing simple physical traits such as uncorrected vision. One subject had poor 

uncorrected vision which obviously affected his performance as compared with his peers who had 

good corrected vision. Within such a heterogeneous user population many physical and cognitive 

traits display similar variation, e.g. vision, hearing, motor co-ordination, attention and memory 

span, test based IQ measures etc... Fortunately, these traits are more-or-Iess constant within the 

same individual. Therefore baseline performance measures taken during the first seSSion act as a 

yardstick to compare any performance gains displayed by the same individual during later ses

sions. Each user therefore acts are their own control which should in tum lead to increased inter-

nal validity. 

As the ESAT tasks offered a standard way of assessing users progress the set eight tasks they 

contained were used over a three week assessment period. The first week established a baseline 

by which progress could be measured. This was done in preference to the introduction of new 

taskS each week for which there was no established baseline as such. 

External validity is enhanced by utilisation of parallel replication. That is, for findings to be gener

alisable, comparisons across groups have to be valid, e.g. age, sex, IQ, memory span etc ... 

However, in this case due to the heterogeneous nature of the sample, and the for that matter the 
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population from which they were drawn, each positive parallel replication adds to the external va

lidity collectively. 

Users 

Users consisted of two male and two female moderately learning disabled adults, with a mean 

Chronological Age of 28 years 3 months, and a mean Age Equivalency of 5 years, when assessed 

using the British Picture Vocabulary Scale immediately prior to Easy Speaker intervention. A 

summary of BPVS scores is shown below:-

Fig 9.1, A summary of users' BPVS scores 

User Gender Chronological Age Confidence Raw BPVS 

ID Age Equivalent Interval Score Form 

U1 (PS) 

U2(AW) 

U3(KC) 

U4(CP) 

Mean 

SO 

Male 

Male 

Female 

Female 

32 

21 

34 

26 

28-3· 

5-11 

5-11* 

3-7 

~7 

4-0 

5-0 

5-5 to &5 55 Long 

2-11 to 4-3 8 Short 

~1 to 7-1 61 Long 
3-410 4.a 9 Short 

4-5105-7 

• Shown in years and months 

All users in addition to having a Learning Disability, had relatively poor communicative abilities 

with the exception of communication with immediate caregivers as one might expect. All had 

deficits in attention, movement and motivation. No user could read or write, nor had any ever 

been taught any form of augmentative communication system, e.g. Makaton etc... All users were 

non-independent living with the exception of U4:CP who lived in very closely supervised sheltered 

accommodation. U4:CP despite her relatively poor BPVS scores was the most functional in terms 

of adaptive behaviour however. All had previously seen speech and communication therapists 

over a prolonged period at some stage during their life with varying degrees of success. None 

were currently receiving speech therapy input, and on average the last input had ceased around 5-

10 years prior to Easy Speaker intervention. Both males were currently involved in behaviour 

management programmes with clinical psychologists due to their severe Challenging Behaviour 

(CB) and self-abusive behaviours. 

Where practical Easy Speaker use attempted to fit in with these on-going programmes as an aid to 

help individuals communicate their needs and emotions. For other users its use was intended to 

solely improve communicative competence. During this particular study users made use of Easy 

speaker for two hours per week over a seven week period, of which the last three were used for 

assessment in addition to on-going work. For a full breakdown see fig 9.2 on page 216. 
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Where further assessment information was available, this is presented along with brief descrip-

tions provided by the users immediate caregiver :-

User 1:PS 

Male aged 32 at date of participation 

WAIS 
Verbal IQ 

Performance IQ 

Full Scale 

British Picture Vocabulary Scale (Long Form) 
Raw Score: 

Age Equivalent: 

Confidence Interval: 

52 

54 

50 

55 

5 years 11 months 

5-5 to 6-5 

CaITOW Test for Auditory Comprehension of Language 

Raw Score 83 

Age Equivalent 6 years 2 months 

U1 had a normal birth but with a history of delayed milestones and is classified as having moderate learning handicap, and 

shOWed marked hyperactive behaviour as a child. U1 has been tried on and still receives various neuroleptics in an attempt to 

control his behaviour. These include Chlorpromazine, Diazepam, and Benperidol. U1 is also prescribed Triclofos (sedatives) to 

help combat sleeping problems. 

U1 also receives anti-Parkinsonian medication to help reduce ~ffects of neuroleptic medication. However U1 continues to 

shOW fine tremors of both hands. Gross motor skills are intact. Fine movements and CCHJrdination present a degree of difficulty 

when he is anxious. He also continues to use only thumb and index finger to prick objects up. Both hearing and vision are in the 

normal ranges. 

U1 haS a friendly dispOSition and appears to like being in the company of staff and other residents, so long as the group remains 

fairly small that is. He makes little eye-<:ontact and appears anxious in conversation. At times he is quite anxious about every

thing he is involved in. Displays several stereotyped behaviours which include hand and finger flicking, genital touching, aggres

sive acts toward others, and self-injury; collectively labelled Challenging Behaviour (CB). U1 is also prone to abscond when not 

under close supervision. 

U1 has an average attention span, and has an above average memory when assessed both over the short and long term. As a 

result he has the ability to learn new skills relatively quickly; a fact that is not reflected by his IQ and MA comparison scores. To 

his detriment U1 tends to rush tasks and as a consequence unsuccessfully complete them. This is probably a result of his gen

eral tendency toward over-activity/hyperactivity. U1 has good perception of time and possesses adequate monetary skills. 

U1 has limited literacy skills. He can write his awn name and copy write accurately. He cannot recognise or write words other 

than his awn name. He recognise the letter "P" but no other single letters. 

U1 doeS not initialise conversation. His speech is repetitive and enquiring. Although his speech is not clear he can generally 

make himself understood to immediate caregivers. 

U1 has problems with pronouns and the past tense. Phonetic substitutions are also evident, with "f' and "d" substituted for "k" 

and "g" etc ... 

Although technically not dysfluent, U1's rapid speech rate leads to poor intelligibility. U1 tends to use a monotone telegraphic 

style of speech regardless of situation. 

Self-monitoring skills are poor with U 1 not recognising when a deterioration in intelligibility is occurring or being aware of the diffI

cultieS being e~ by the listener. 
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User2:AW 

Male aged 21 at date of participation 

Stanford-Binet IS (L-M form): 
MA: 

British Picture Vocabulary Scale (short form): 
Raw score: 

Age equivalent: 

Confidence interval: 

4 years 9 months 

B 

3 years 7 months 

2-11 to 4-3 
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U2 has been leaming disabled since birth due to genetic abnormalities, and is classified as having moderate leamlng handicap. 
AlthoUgh U2 is epileptic, fits are scarce and have been well controlled by anli-convulsenls. As U2 is also prone 10 periods of 

over-activity, which can occasion border on hyper-activity, Triclofos (a mild sedative) is prescribed in an attempt to moderate 

mood and activity swings. 

In addition to mental handicap U2 has a moderate reduction in extents of body movement which is accompanied by perSistent 

jerkiness. limited extents of movement are most pronounced in U2's wrist movements, which are relatively narrow in range. In 

an attempt to combat these problems U2 attends regular physiotherapy sessions. 

UZs vision is generally poor, but is corrected with glasses. Hearing is in the normal range. 

U2 has a limited attention span, of approximately 1 .. 2 minutes in length and is easily distracted by extraneous extemal events. 

Indeed this is probably a consequence of UZs proneness to general over-activity. However, U2 can concentrate on the task in 

hand for short periods. 

UZs memory span and retention are somewhat to the lower end of the normal range. 

U2 also displays several maladaptive behaviour pattems, which have been partially corrected with the aid of behaviour therapy. 

some of which could be considered obsessive in nature, and are again covered by the umbrella term Challenging Behaviour. 

Although a fairly competent language user, U2 tends to change conversational topic mid-flow, probably again as a result of 

proneness to over-activity. U2 uses nearly normally formed sentences, of normal length and can keep up a conversation rela

tively easily. However, UZs pronunciation and articulation is slightly below par, and combined with rapid rate of speech produc

tion conspire to make U2 less intelligible than otherwise might be the case. 
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User3:KC 

Female aged 34 at date of participation 

British Picture Vocabulary Scale (Long Form) 
Raw Score: 

Age Equivalent: 
Confidence Interval: 

61 

6 years 7 months 

6-1 to 7-1 
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U3 has been leaming disabled since birth due to genetic abnormalities, and is classified as having moderate leaming handicap. 

U3 is currently taking sedatives which can have a pronounced affect on her motor skills and speech on a day-to-day basis. Typi
cally even when sedative free her speech is very slow, laboured, and typically disjointed. Communication usually takes place in a 

'stop-start' telegraphic mode, with the effort required to produce the next word clearly visible on her face. 

She has under gone several operations on both hands to correct birth deformities in her fingers. These mean that fine hand and 

finger control is diffICult. 

Unfortunately her vision remains uncorrected, despite several attempts to remedy the situation. She cannot read or write and 

makes use of no alternative communication strategies. 

Her attention span is in the normal range, although her longer-term memory is prone to deterioration. 

She is enthusiastiC and enjoys socialising. Due to communication difficulties she has attended no educational or signing 

courses. 

User4:CP 

Female aged 26 at date of participation 

British picture Vocabulary Scale (Short Form) 
Raw Score: 

Age Equivalent: 

Confidence Interval: 

9 

4 years 0 months 

3-4 to 4-8 

U4 is Down syndrome with both visual and hearing impairment. However, both are corrected to within the normal range with 

glasses and hearing aids. She is classified as having moderate leaming handicap. Despite her leaming difficulties U4's adap

tive, or functional behaviour, is extremely good and she lives alone in a flat as part of a sheltered housing complex. Her monetary 

skills are good for example, as a result of extensive training courses which she continues to attend. She has also attended 

courses for rudimentary computer wor1<, and can easily type her name and address etc ... 

Her speech is poor howeVer, probably as a result of deafness, with slurring common. Combined with low production rates, and 

rapid bursts intelligibility is poor. She has a rudimentary knowledge of Makaton so as to be able to interact with her friends. 

Her memory and attention span are good as one might expect from her levels of adaptive skill. She is eager to leam any new 
material and will persevere until she has leant it to the best of her ability. 

Her motor skills are good and she enjoys a variety of sports. 
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Justification for using borderline verbal LD users 

Although Easy Speaker was designed to be used by the non, or barely vocal, LD population as a 

primary method of communication it was decided that for initial evaluative work this would be im

practical. Consequently, users were chosen from an available population of LD users who were 

vocal, but who had average to severe language problems. All however could communicate to a 

greater or lesser extent through their caregivers, and with time, directly with the author. This 

meant that they could inform the author as to what they thought of Easy Speaker and the strate

gies they were using to control it, albeit in an unsophisticated manner. Due to the limits of their 

ability this fell short of full protocol analysis but was highly informative none-the-Iess and helped to 

influence the design of extra features, and the modification of others. All were considered to pos

sess the ability to use Easy Speaker as their primary means of communication if necessitated. 

In addition, as the author only had six months available to field trial Easy Speaker it was felt that 

withdrawal of support for more severely handicapped individuals would have been unethical. All 

users in the current study understood that they may be able to continue to use Easy Speaker after 

the six months trial, but without the intense support of the author. To this end intervention was 

steered toward Easy Speaker and did not focus around the visits of the author. 

Apparatus 

An ICL 386 SL notebook computer with external VGA colour monitor and keyboard. A LogiTech 

Audioman connected to the computers parallel port was used for digitised speech sampling and 

reproduction. A standard mouse was also used. 

A COpy of the "Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks" (ESA T) developed by the author was utilised in 

all assessments. See chapter 8 for a full discussion of development, administration and scoring. 

Procedure 

At week five of the main 24 week Easy Speaker study users were introduced to the Easy Speaker 

Assessment Tasks (ESA T). The preceding four week familiarisation period was designed to en

able users to acclimatise to the author. the computer equipment, and moreover to learn the rudi-
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ments of controlling and using Easy Speaker. An overview of how the ESAT tasks slotted into the 

main study is shown below :-

Fig 9.2, How ESAT tasks related to the main body of the study 

WeekNoJ 

session No. 

(timeframe) 

1-4 

5 

6 

7 

6-24 

Weekly 

Timeframe description sessions 

Familiarisation/acclimatisation period 1 

ESA T tasks week 1 1 

ESAT tasks week 2 1 

ESA T tasks week 3 1 

Main body of full study 1 

Total number of hours per user over the 24 week study period 

Total number of hours devoted to all users during each week 

Hours per 

session 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Total number of hours devoted to users as a whole over the 24 week study period 

Sessions in Total hours 

timeframe 

4 

1 

1 

1 

17 

in timeframe 

8 

2 

2 

2 

34 

48 

8 

192 

During the four week familiarisation period (weeks 1-4) all users learned to control Easy Speaker 

cursor movement by means of the four cursor [arrowed] keys embedded within the standard 102 

key IBM PC keyboard, to use the return key to select the current speech symbol or link, and to use 

the space bar to reproduce the current utterance. Users were prompted to explore any parts of the 

hierarchy they wished, but were not prompted to, or barred from exploring those levels and speech 

symbols which would be used within ESA T tasks. In total each user had eight hours, spread over 

four weeks, in which to learn how to use Easy Speaker to the best of their ability. Any queries 

and/or reservations which users, or caregivers had were also resolved within this period. The base 

hierarchy which all used consisted of around 1200 symbols organised according to logical catego

ries with appropriate links between them. Each symbol represented a variable length of digitised 

speech, e.g. from anywhere between one word to seven making up a full sentence. 

Over the next three weeks (weeks 5-7) users were evaluated using the ESA T tasks. That is, each 

user was required to complete each set of tasks once on each of the three weekly sessions. 

Within each of the three sessions users were allowed the first 20 minutes or so to re-orientate 

themselves with Easy Speaker and its controls. This simply took the form of free/semi-structured 

use of Easy Speaker before being asked to construct and generate the eight ESA T task utter

ances as described in chapter eight. 
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SELECTION OF PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Although Easy Speakers in-built tracking system, ARTS, records virtually all aspects of a users 

interaction, for the purposes of measuring performance gains I have found that three key meas

ures are sufficient. Two of the measures are recorded verbatim, with the third being calculated by 

the tracking system. 

The first of the two actual measures is known as total time (TOT n and is a measure, in seconds 

and hundredths, of the elapsed time between starting to construct an utterance and the time when 

it is generated as speech. A decreasing TOT T would suggest an increase in the speed with which 

the user could navigate the hierarchy and generate speech. This might be explained purely as a 

speed improvement, by improvements in navigational efficiency, or by a combination of the two. 

The second is known as Total Mickey Count (TMC) and is a measure of how far in mickeys (units 

of approx. 1 mm on screen) the cursor has moved on the desktop between starting to construct the 

utterance and the time it is generated as speech. The mickey count can simply be thought of as 

an 'odometer-like' measure that records how far the cursor has travelled in constructing each ut

terance. As one would hope that users develop more efficient navigational strategies overtime, 

TMC is a good measure of this improvement. A decreasing TMC would suggest an increase in 

navigational efficiency, or mouse tack. It is worth pointing out the although all users in this study 

controlled the Easy Speaker cursor with the cursor keys, using a measure such as mickeys is still 

valid as the keys directly emulated the mouse at a hardware level (in the Windows messaging loop 

to be precise). 

The final calculated measure is an estimate of how many Words Per Minute (WPM) the user 

would be likely to construct and generate based on their TOT T for the last utterance and the 

number of words it contained. Although Easy Speaker uses digitised speech the information file 

for each symbol contains a textual transcription of the digitised speech it represents and the num

ber of words it contains. Thus an approximate words per minute score can be computed. The 
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Words Per Minute estimate varies with each utterance constructed and is calculated internally us

ing the following formula :-

WPM = 60 sec's 1 [TOT T 1 number of words in utterance] 

For example, to calculate the words per minute score for "get the nurse - sore - back" from the 

sample norms assuming a user took 137.58 seconds to construct it 

601 [137.58/5] = 2.18 WPM 

The estimated WPM simply provides a 'rough and ready' measure of users ability and the potential 

of Easy Speaker itself. One must bear in mind that as any speech symbol could represent several 

sentences of speech and a relatively high, or low, WPM might be misleading when viewed in this 

context. 

In addition to purely performance measures qualitative assessment of general output was also 

made, e.g. analysis for evidence of requests and statements made on device. 

CALCULATION OF SAMPLE NORMS AND BEST CASE NORMS 

Although analyses concentrates on individual users performance it is useful to apply two sets of 

calculated norms. For example, in addition to knowing whether a users performance is improving 

over sessions it is useful to know whether a user is performing Significantly above average, or to 

know whether a user is regressing in performance terms toward the performance achieved by an 

unimpaired user etc... These norms are known as Sample Norms and Best Case Norms respec

tively. Sample Norms reflect the average sample performance on the three criterion measures for 

the ESA T tasks. Best Case Norms represent an unimpaired users average performance on the 

three criterion measures for the ESA T tasks. 
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Sample norms were calculated retrospectively by averaging scores for all users across all ESA T 

tasks for all three sessions. For example, to find the sample norm for the total time taken (TOT T) 

to construct the utterance "meals" the following method was used :-

1. Total all TOT T data for "meals· for all users and all sessions together, e.g. 

54.49+28.84+ .. +27 .46+21. 75 = 508.82 seconds 

2. Total number of times "meals· was constructed, e.g. 

No. of users * Total no. of sessions per user = 4 * 3 = 12 

3. Divide total TOT T by total number of times "meals· was constructed to get the sam
ple norm, e.g. 

508.82112 = 42.40 sec's 

The actual sample norms calculated from the four users performances on each of the three ESA T 

sessions are shown below in table form :-

Fig 9.3, Sample norms for total time (TOT T), total mickey count (TMC) and words per minute 

(WPM) 

Sa mple Norms 
Task Transcription of utterence 

No. subjects had to construct TOTT TMC IM'M 

meals 42.40 130.67 1.65 

2 summer 65.09 180.17 1.17 

3 trainers 74.83 180.75 0.95 

4 muscles 110.26 221.50 0.62 

5 ham/salad 86.29 251.58 1.57 

6 readnibrarylbook 116.52 284.25 1.84 

7 is itlraining 121.15 358.92 1.72 

8 get the nurselsorelback 137.58 357.83 2.59 

Mean 94.51 245.71 1.51 

SO 32.30 83.87 0.61 

Key. TOT T: Total time in aeconds, TMC: Total mickey count in mickeya, WPM: Words per minute (estimated) 

The second set of norms that were used are best case norms. Best case norms were calculated 

by averaging an experienced unimpaired users ESAT task scores over three seSSions. The actual 

best case norms are shown below in table form :-
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Fig 9.4, Best case norms for total time (TOT T), total mickey count (TMC) and words per minute 

(WPM) 

Best Case Norms 
Task Transcription of utterence 

No. subject had to construct TOTT TMC \NPM 

meals 7.30 126.33 8.22 

2 summer 7.45 85.33 8.05 

3 trainers 12.21 87.67 4.91 

4 muscles 16.26 122.33 3.69 

5 ham/salad 13.14 142.00 9.13 

6 readllibrarylbook 14.74 122.33 16.28 

7 is itlraining 16.49 143.67 10.92 

8 get the nurse/sorelback 17.28 161.67 17.36 

Mean 13.11 123.92 9.82 

SO 3.93 26.61 4.89 

Key: TOT T: Total time in seconds, TMC: Total mickey count in mickeys, WPM: Words per minute (estimated) 

OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENTATION OF RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to present the complex data generated by the ARTS, and statistical analyses carried out 

by the author in a coherent way, results are presented for individual users separately. The results 

presented for U1 will be explained in depth and shall serve a model for the remaining three users 

who's results only will be presented. 

As each users results are presented discussion of those results and suggestions regarding possible 

implications are made. Once all results have been presented and discussed in turn, a general dis

cussion will consider the findings as a whole. 

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION FOR INDMDUAL USERS 

RESUL TS FOR USER 1: PS 

Descriptive statistical analysis suggested that U1 's performance improved on all measures with 

each passing session. U1 's actual performance data for the three sessions is shown below in table 

form :-
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Fig 9.5, Descriptive statistics for U1's ESAT sessions 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Task Tra~ of 1Jt8l9f1C8 

No. subjed had to a>nSrud TOT T TMC VIPM TOT T TMC VIPM TOT T TMC VIPM 

1 meals 

2 surrmer 
3 trainers 

4 rrusdes 

5 hamsalad 

6 readllilrarylbook 

7 is tJrainilg 

8 get the nln8/soreiba<:k 

54.49 138.00 

87.00 118.00 

73.99 149.00 

116.n 165.00 

104.09 204.00 

144.18 198.00 

117.82 236.00 

216.74 234.00 

114.45 180.25 

49.89 44.31 

1.10 28.84 101.00 

0.68 36.53 101.00 

0.81 57.06 106.00 

0.51 112.21 138.00 

1.15 61.85 143.00 

1.25 86.73 158.00 

1.53 83.98 139.00 

1.38 115.95 183.00 

1.05 n.89 133.63 
0.35 32.40 29.42 

2.08 25.81 78.00 

1.64 41.46 83.00 

1.05 47.01 94.00 

0.53 91.34 130.00 

1.94 67.61 131.00 

2.08 73.66 136.00 

2.14 88.04 147.00 

2.59 111.77 190.00 

1.76 68.34 123.63 

0.66 28.83 37.44 

2.32 

1.45 

1.28 

0.66 

1.n 

2.44 

2.04 

2.68 

1.83 

0.68 

Key: TOT T Total time in seconds. TMC: Total mickey count in mickeys (1 mickey = approx 1 mm) ,WPM Words per minute (estimated) 

In performance terms utterance construction1 times [TOT T] speeded up, over each of the three 

sessions (M (8) session 1 = 114.45 sec's; M (8) session 2 = 72.89 sec's; M (8) session 3 = 68.34 

sec's). 

Efficiency of cursor movement2, or tack [TMC], U1 became more efficient over the three sessions 

(M (8) session 1 = 180.25 mickeys; M (8) session 2 = 133.63 mickeys; M (8) session 3 = 123.63 

mickeys). 

As one would expect the estimated number of words per minute3 [WPM] also improves over the 

three sessions (M (8) session 1 = 1.05 wpm; M (8) session 2 = 1.76 wpm; M (8) session 3 = 1.83 

wpm). 

In order to examine these improvements further it is useful to breakdown the analyses into the 

three main criterion measures :-

1. TOTal Time taken 
2. Total Mickey Count 
3. Words Per Minute (estimated) 

1 Construction in this context refers to construction and generation 

2 Measured in Mickey's: 1 Mickey = approximately 1 mm on the screen desktop 

3 Estimated from TOT T and the number of words in utterance 

TOTT 
TMC 
WPM 
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Total time taken (TOT T) 

To obtain a 'course grain' picture of the performance improvements in utterance construction 

times made by U1 over the sessions it is useful to plot the means for each session along with 

sample and best case norms :-

Fig 9.6, Mean time (TOT T) taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms for U1 

Mean time taken to construct an ESAT task by 
session and norms 

120.00 

100.00 
tJ) 80 .00 

"tJ 
c 

60.00 8 
Cl) 40 .00 Cf.l 

20 .00 

0.00 

Session number 

• Session 1 

Session 2 

• Session 3 

o Sample Norms 

• BC Norms 

Although U1's performance improvements are clearly illustrated the question of whether these are 

significant improvements must be addressed. 

As all ESAT data is non-parametric in nature and relates to repeated measures several Wilcoxon 

signed-ranks tests were applied to assess the significance of these improvements. The first fo

cused on whether U1 significantly improved in construction time as compared with the first ses-

sion. These suggested there was a significant improvement between session 1 and session 2 (Z = 

-2.52, sig. 0.01) , and session 1 and session 3 (Z = -2.52, sig . 0.01). 

The second focused on whether U1 Significantly improved in construction time with each succes-

sive session. This suggested there was a significant improvement between session 1 and session 

2 (Z = -2.52, sig. 0.01) . However there was no significant improvement between session 2 and 

session 3 (Z = -0.98, NS). 
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The third focused on whether U1 significantly improved in construction time on his third session as 

compared with the sample norms. This suggested there was a significant improvement beyond the 

sample norm (Z = -2.38, sig. 0.01). 

The fourth focused on whether U1 Significantly improved in construction time on his third session 

as compared with the best case norms. This suggested that U1 had not improved so significantly 

as to approach the construction time of the best case norm (Z = -2.52, sig 0.01), i.e. there was still 

a significant difference between U1 's construction time and that achieved by an unimpaired indi-

vidual. 

The following table summarises all the Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests that were carried out in rela

tion to construction time. The Wilcoxon (Z) results described above are highlighted below in bold 

Fig 9.7, Wilcoxon Z matrix for total time (TOT T) for U1 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-2.52** - - - -
-2.52** -0.98 - - -
-2.10* -2.38- -2.52** - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.52** -2.52- -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, - 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement in total time over the three sessions a Friedman 

test was carried out yielding a Chi square value of 12.25 with 2 df which is significant at the 0.005 

level. This suggests that this pattern of improvement in construction time is highly unlikely to be 

the result of chance. 

In order to obtain a 'finer grain' picture of performance improvements in construction times made 

by U1 over the three sessions it is useful to calculate linear trends for each session using U1's ac

tual performance data and plot these along with sample and best case norms :-
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Fig 9.8, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total time (TOT T) for U1 

Session 1 

Session 2 
Session 3 

S Norms 
BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

17.68 34.91 
10.54 25.45 
10.60 20.61 
12.50 38.28 
1.42 6.71 

Fig 9.9, Calculated total time (TOT T) linear trends for each session and norms U1 
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To obtain a 'course grain' picture of the performance improvements in cursor tack efficiency made 

by U1 over the sessions it is useful to plot the means for each session along with sample and best 

case norms :-
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Fig 9.10, Mean total mickey count (TMC) taken to construct all utterances by session and norms 
for U1 

Mean mickey count taken to construct an ESAT 
task by session and norms 
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Although U1 's performance improvements in cursor tack efficiency are clearly illustrated again the 

question of whether these are significant improvements must be addressed. 

The first statistical evaluation focused on whether U1 significantly improved in cursor tack effi-

ciency as compared with the first session. These suggested there was a significant improvement 

between session 1 and session 2 (Z = -2.52, sig. 0.01) , and session 1 and session 3 (Z = -2.52, 

sig . 0.01). 

The second focused on whether U1 significantly improved in cursor tack efficiency with each ses-

sion. These suggested there was a significant improvement between session 1 and session 2 (Z = 

2.52, sig. 0.01) , and between session 2 and session 3 (Z = 2.03, Sig. 0.05). 

The third focused on whether U1 significantly improved in cursor tack efficiency on his third ses-

sion as compared with the sample norms. This suggested there was a Significant improvement 

beyond the sample norm (Z = 2.52, sig. 0.01). 

The fourth focused on whether U1 significantly improved in cursor tack efficiency on his third ses

sion as compared with the best case norm. This suggested that U1 had improved so significantly 
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as reach the cursor tack efficiency of the best case norm (Z = -0.56, NS), i.e. there was no signifi-

cant difference between U1's cursor tack efficiency and that of an unimpaired user. 

The following table summarises all the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests that were carried out in relation 

to cursor tack efficiency. The Wilcoxon results described above are highlighted below in bold :-

Fig 9.11, Wilcoxon Z matrix for total mickey count (TMC) for U1 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

-
-2.Sr* 

-2.Sr* 

-2.38** 

-2.52** 

-
-

-2.03* 

-2.52** 

-1.26 

- - -
- - -
- - -

-2.S2** - -
-0.56 -2.52** -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 13.00 with 2 df, which is significant at the 0.001 level. 

Again it is useful to calculate linear trends for each session using the data from U1's actual per-

formance data and plot these along with sample and best case norms :-

Fig 9.12, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total mickey count (TMC) for U1 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

17.23 102.68 
11.01 84.07 
14.65 57.67 
33.62 94.40 
7.89 88.41 
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Fig 9.13, Calculated total mickey count (TMC) linear trends for each session and norms for U1 
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To obta in a 'cou rse grain ' picture of the performance improvements in estimated words per minute 

constructed by U1 over the three sessions it is useful to plot the means for each session along with 

sample and best case norms :-

Fig 9.14, Mean number of estimated words per minute (WPM) constructed by session and norms 

for U1 
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Although U1 's performance improvements in the estimated number of words per minute con

structed and generated are clearly illustrated the question of whether these are significant im

provements must again be addressed. 

The first statistical evaluation focused on whether U1 significantly improved in terms of estimated 

number of words per minute constructed as compared with the first session. These suggested 

there was a significant improvement between session 1 and session 2 (Z = -2.52, Sig. 0.01), and 

session 1 and session 3 (Z = -2.52, sig. 0.01). 

The second focused on whether U1 significantly improved in terms of estimated number of words 

per minute constructed with each session. These suggested there was a significant improvement 

between session 1 and session 2 (Z = -2.52, sig. 0.01). However between session 2 and session 3 

there was no significant improvement (Z = -0.98, NS). 

The third focused on whether U1 significantly improved in terms of estimated number of words per 

minute constructed on his third session as compared with the sample norms. This suggested there 

was a significant improvement beyond the sample norm (Z = -2.52, sig. 0.01). 

The fourth focused on whether U1 significantly improved in terms of number of words per minute 

constructed on his third session as compared with the best case norms. This suggested that U1 

had not improved so significantly as reach the number of words per minute of the best case norm 

(Z = -2.52, Sig. 0.01, i.e. there was a significant difference between U1 's number of words per mi

nute constructed and the number constructed by an unimpaired individual. 

The following table summarises all the Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests that were carried out in rela

tion to estimated words per minute. The Wilcoxon results described above are highlighted below 

in bold :-
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Fig 9.15, Wilcoxon Z matrix for estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed for U1 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-2.52- - - - -
-2.52- -0.98 - - -
-1 .96* -2.38** -2.52- - -
-2.52** -2.52** -2.52- -2 .52** -

Key to significance levels: • 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 12.25 with 2 df which is significant at the 0.005 level. 

Again it is useful to calculate linear trends for each session using the data from U1 actual perform-

ance data and plot these along with sample and best case norms :-

Fig 9.16, A summary of slopes and intercepts for estimated number of words per minute con
structed (WPM) for U1 

Session 1 
Session 2 

Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

0.10 0.61 
0.13 1.19 
0.12 1.29 
0.13 0.68 
1.26 3.65 

Fig 9.17, Estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed linear trends for each session 

and norms for U1 
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One can summarise ESAT task results for U1 by means of the following table. Significance levels 

are taken directly from Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests presented earlier. The "Significant Improve-

men!" columns differentiate whether the significance level quoted denotes a significant improve-

ment or not in the users level of performance. For example, there is no significant (NS) difference 

between "Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and best case norms". However this is an im-

provement as U1 has reached the performance of an unimpaired user and so is signified by a tick 

in the ·Yes" side of the "Improvement" column. The "Improvement" columns denote whether there 

has been an improvement or not regardless of whether that improvement has achieved signifi

cance. It must be remembered that within such an LD group any improvement is personally sig-

nificant regardless of whether it achieves statistical significance or not. 

Fig 9.18, Summary of ESAT performance improvements for U1 

SignifICance Level 
Significant 

Improvement 
Improve

ment 

Differences in NS 0 Cl) 001 Yes No Yes No ... 

Speed between session 1 and 2 t/ t/ t/ 

Speed between session 1 and 3 t/ t/ ./ 

Speed between session 2 and 3 t/ ./ ./ 

Speed betWeen session 3 and sample norms t/ t/ ./ 

Speed between session 3 and best case norms t/ t/ t/ 

Cursor tack effICienCy between session 1 and session 2 t/ t/ ./ 

Cursor tack effICienCY between session 1 and 3 t/ ,/ ,/ 

cursor tack efficiency between session 2 and 3 
,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack effICienCy between session 3 and sample norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and best case norms ,/ ,/ ./ 

Estimated no. of wordslminute between session 1 and session 2 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and 3 ,/ ,/ ./ 

Estimated no. of wordslminute between session 2 and 3 ,/ ./ ,/ 

Estimated no. of wordsIminute between session 3 and sample norms t/ ,/ ./ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and best case norms t/ ,/ t/ 
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DISCUSSION FOR USER 1: PS 

U1 had little trouble in completing all the EAST tasks presented, and only required the bare mini

mum of help when first attempting them. Despite U1's relatively poor BPVS and other test scores, 

his memory functionality remains intact and helps account for his good performance. 

In terms of the mean time taken to construct an ESAT task, U1 improved with each session. Con

struction time improved markedly with a mean drop of 41.56 seconds between session 1 and ses

sion 2. However by session 3 improvements were down to a mean drop of 4.55 seconds over 

session 2. This suggests that improvements in construction speed would continue to take place but 

according to the law of diminishing returns. U1 made very significant improvements in construc

tion time over the three sessions as a whole. 

In efficiency terms U1, against all expectations, by the third session had reached the level of effi

ciency shown by an unimpaired individual for the same tasks. His levels of efficiency improve

ment between the three sessions were extremely significant as one might expect. This is even 

more remarkable when one considers that U1 used a potentially inefficient cursor movement strat

egy to begin with. That is, instead of keeping his finger on a cursor key to keep the cursor moving 

in the required direction he would tap the key repeatedly at speed to achieve the same effect. 

However, this technique may have allowed him to constantly adjust his cursor tack with each key 

press. Whereas, unimpaired individuals generally keep their finger down on the key until the cur

sor nears the point where they should change tack or they have reached their target. In some 

cases this 'pre-plotting' of cursor tack combined with high cursor movement speed leads them to 

overshoot the desired target. It is worth noting that U1 never overshot the target using this strat

egy and in effect honed his efficiency. His strategy was totally natural as no users were prompted 

or dissuaded from using any technique they liked in using Easy Speaker, unless they were obvi

ously disadvantageous. It is worth empathising that constructional speed and efficiency need not 

be linked. Simply, a user may be slow yet extremely efficient. Conversely, they may be very 

quick but inefficient. One virtue can compensate for the other weakness. In U1's case his high 
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level of efficiency, despite his slow careful planning, led to above average constructional speed 

overall. 

Using such a strategy however can have negative consequences. The first being that the speed 

with which the cursor can be moved is restricted to how quickly the user can tap the key. Whereas 

the 'auto-repeat' built into the keyboard is generically faster. Secondly repeated key tapping is a 

very poor ergonomic strategy and could potentially lead to Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI). Obvi

ously a touch screen would eliminate these difficulties and increase constructional speed dramati

cally and lead to increased efficiency. 

When one examines U1's construction speed and his high levels of efficiency more closely one 

can propose that these were a direct result of him learning the hierarchy. Given his apparently 

unnoticed, but excellent memory, it is easy to see why this might be the case. This in turn sug

gests that U1 has a good capacity for learning given an increased level of motivation and a suit

able approach. In this case what might be considered a multi-sensory one. 

In addition to U1's learning of the hierarchy, his efficiency suggests that he fonnulated and inter

nalised an effective strategy for navigating the cursor around the hierarchy. That is, U1 set navi

gational goals, planned how to achieve those goals effectively, and achieved them efficiently. 

Indeed when asked U1 could verbally describe the strategy he had used for a preceding task. This 

suggests, that his metacognitive functioning is also above expected levels. One might even sug

gest that such enriched exposure to goal orientated tasks would be likely to enhance cognitive, or 

metacognitive functioning (reflectivity). 

Occasional observers who knew the user well also noted how his level of on task attention was 

increased substantially above nonnal. His levels of impulsively were also commented on as they 

also were observably below the nonn. For these occasional observers, the most striking effect of 

being embroiled in using Easy Speaker was that U1 's nonnal level of 'finger flicking' and other 

stereotyped behaviours were vastly reduced. One might attribute this reduction to his increased 

task attention and lowered general levels of anxiety resulting from on-task focusing. Contrary to 
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popular opinion U1 never displayed any sign of the severe Challenging Behaviour (CB) for which 

he was renowned, e.g. spontaneous head-butting etc ... , whilst using Easy Speaker, or in the pres-

ence of the author. This might be explained in two ways. Firstly that U1 was so task focused that 

the CB was virtually extinguished. Secondly, that U1 's CB was an outlet used to gain attention in 

an otherwise boring institutionalised environment. 

As U1 's speech was lacking in quality and constructional complexity it was pleasing to note that he 

would mimic, and on occasion, pre-empt Easy Speakers spoken output by speaking the sentence 

or phrase he had just assembled. 

USER 2: AW 

Fig 9.19, Descriptive statistics for U2's ESAT sessions 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Task Transcr1ltion of lJterence 

No. to construct and generate TOT T TMC WMIN TOT T TMC WMIN TOT T TMC WMIN 

meals 60.42 192.00 0.99 50.42 189.00 

2 5UlTI"T18r 62.61 123.00 0.96 58.23 147.00 

3 trainers 65.52 113.00 0.92 61.57 106.00 

4 rrusdes 89.25 157.00 0.67 94.03 160.00 

5 ham'salad 98.48 450.00 1.22 104.97 208.00 

6 readllbarylbook 106.89 200.00 1.68 94.15 181.00 

7 is Ilraini1g 132.26 274.00 1.36 118.75 330.00 

8 get the nurselsorelba<:k 124.96 257.00 2.40 132.70 286.00 

92.55 220.75 1.28 89.35 200.88 

28.13 109.02 0.55 29.97 73.76 

1.19 44.EKl 96.00 

1.03 59.15 164.00 

0.97 55.96 110.00 

0.64 110.18 150.00 

1.14 82.83 189.00 
1.91 90.14 151.00 

1.52 130.18 218.00 

2.26 129.90 241.00 

1.33 87.87 164.88 

0.53 33.38 49.81 

1.35 

1.01 

1.07 

0.54 

1.45 

2.00 

1.38 

2.31 

1.39 

0.56 
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Total time (TOT T) 

Fig 9.20. Mean time (TOT T) taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms for U2 
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Fig 9.21. Wilcoxon Z matrix for total time (TOT T) for U2 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-0.84 - - - -
-0.98 -0.56 - - -
-0.28 -0 .98 -1.40 - -

-2.52** -2.52** -2.52*'" -2.52** -

234 

Key to significance levels: * 0.05. ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 2.25 with 2 df sig. 0.3247. which proved to be insignificant 

at the 0.05 level. 

Fig 9.22. A summary of slopes and intercepts for total time (TOT T) for U2 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

11 .11 42.55 
11 .75 36.46 
12.83 32.83 
12.50 38.28 
1.42 6.71 
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Fig 9.23, Calculated total time (TOT T) linear trends for each session and norms for U2 
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Fig 9.24, Mean total mickey count (TMC) taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms 

for U2 
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Fig 9.25, Wilcoxon Z matrix for mickey count (TMC) for U2 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-0.21 - - - -
-1.96* -1.96* - - -
-1 .12 -1.96* -2.52- - -

-2.52- -2.52 -1.96* -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 
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To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 4.75 with 2 df sig. 0.0930 , which proved to be insignificant 

at the 0.05 level. 

Fig 9.26, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total mickey count (TMC) for U2 

Session 1 

Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

21 .00 126.25 
22.23 100.86 
17.23 87.36 
33.62 94.40 
7.89 88.41 

Fig 9.27 , Calculated total mickey count (TMC) linear trends for each session and norms for U2 

Linear trends for total mickey count by 
session and norms 
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Words per minute (WPM) 

Fig 9.28, Mean number of estimated words per minute (WPM) constructed by session and norms 
for U2 
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Fig 9.29, Wilcoxon Z matrix for estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed for U2 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-1.12 - - - -
-1.54 -0.91 - - -
-0.14 -0.70 1.52 - -

-2.52** -2.52** -2.52- -2.52** -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 2.25 with 2 df sig. 0.3247, which proved to be insignificant 

at the .05 level. 

Fig 9.30, A summary of slopes and intercepts for estimated number of words per minute con
structed (WPM) for U2 

Session 1 
Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

0.18 0.49 
0.16 0.62 
0.15 0.73 
0.13 0.68 
1.26 3.65 
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Fig 9.31 , Estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed linear trends for each session 
and norms for U2 
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Fig 9.32, Summary of ESAT performance improvements for U2 

Significance Level 

Significant 

Improve

ment 

Improve

ment 

Differences in NS 0(6 001 Yes No Yes No ... 

Speed between session 1 and 2 0/ 0/ 0/ 

Speed between session 1 and 3 0/ ,/ ,/ 

Speed between session 2 and 3 0/ 0/ 0/ 

Speed between session 3 and sample norms 0/ 0/ 0/ 

Speed between session 3 and best case norms 0/ 0/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and session 2 ,/ 0/ 0/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and 3 
,/ 0/ 0/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 2 and 3 ,/ 0/ 0/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and sample norms 0/ 0/ 0/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and best case norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and session 2 0/ 0/ 0/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and 3 0/ ,/ 0/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 2 and 3 ,/ 0/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and sample norms 0/ 0/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and best case norms 0/ 0/ ,/ 
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DISCUSSION FOR USER 2: AW 

Although completion of all ESAT tasks was well within U2's capability his performance scores do 

not represent this. This is, in the main, attributable to his short attention span and proneness to be 

distracted by extraneous events. In addition, U2 occasionally broke on-task attention mid-flow and 

sought praise for his efforts before continuing. 

U2's breaks in attention are highlighted in his construction times which show only very small im

provements over sessions. Specifically a mean drop of 3.2 seconds between session 1 and ses

sion 2, and a further 1.48 seconds between session 2 and 3. This contrasts markedly with say U1 

who achieved a mean drop of 41.56 seconds between sessions 1 and 2. Indeed U2 made no sig

nificant improvement in construction speed between sessions. U2 did however manage to better 

the sample norms on his third session by 6.64 seconds. Although slightly bettering the sample 

norms this improvement was not significant. 

In terms of efficiency U2's performance was slightly better, despite again using the same poten

tially inefficient 'key tapping' cursor movement strategy as U1. In contrast to U1, U2 did occasion

ally overshoot his target when moving the cursor too rapidly, and again one may be attributable to 

his short lapses in attention. Despite these momentary lapses he made significant gains in effi

ciency between session 2 and session 3. U2's efficiency was also significantly better than the 

sample norms by the completion of his third session. 

Although U2 made significant improvements between some sessions and sample norms, he did 

not significantly improve over the three sessions when considered as a whole. This is somewhat 

surprising since efficiency measures are unaffected by elapsed time taken in task completion. In 

U2's case it is plausible, given his background, to suggest that lapses in attention not only slowed 

construction time but also had a knock on effect in terms of efficiency. Perhaps following a lapse, 

U2 found it difficult to re-focus on the task and in turn had to re-plan his navigational strategy, cor

recting for any errors made during the lapse. Thus overall, efficiency may have been reduced. 
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Given U2's poor performance, the parallel to his limited attention span must be drawn. Indeed one 

can attribute much of his poor performance improvement to his lapses in on-task attention. Ob-

servers who were present from time-ta-time, commented on how his attentional lapses detracted 

from his apparent good progress with Easy Speaker. The comment was also made that they 

thought that his lapses were slightly more frequent than normal, but were not unexpected given 

the situation. It is hoped that as U2 uses Easy Speaker more frequently his on-task attention will 

improve. This will be examined more closely in the following chapter when all four users are rated 

by observers before and after Easy Speaker intervention using an amalgam of items from the 

Adaptive Behaviour Scales and Function Performance Record questionnaires. 

Despite U2's performance he had a good understanding for the layout of the hierarchy and could 

along with U1 describe the navigational strategies he was using. This suggested that he had learnt 

sizeable chunks of the hierarchy and employed various planning methodologies in navigation. 

USER 3: KC 

Fig 9.33, Descriptive statistics for U3's ESAT sessions for U3 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Task Tra~ion of LtteJenCe 

No. to construd and genel8te TOT T TMC WMIN TOT T TMC WMIN TOT T TMC WMIN 

1 rreals 75.30 145.00 0.80 58.71 211.00 

2 sumner 146.65 445.00 0.41 135.12 500.00 

3 trainers 185.32 428.00 0.32 130.07 531.00 

4 ITIJSCIes 268.20 749.00 0.22 113.04 269.00 

5 ham'salad 194.15 541.00 0.62 112.16 268.00 

6 readlbary/book 217.34 719.00 0.83 246.83 809.00 

7 is llrainilg 193.89 466.00 0.93 249.42 1350.00 

8 get the nlne/somJback 272.37 835.00 1.10 208.06 1021.00 

194.15 541.00 0.65 156.68 619.88 
63.92 222.26 0.31 69.72 408.15 

1.02 27.41 92.00 

0.44 30.54 107.00 

0.46 62.45 137.00 

0.53 91.50 220.00 

1.07 66.07 249.00 

0.73 92.00 301.00 

0.72 108.26 386.00 

1.44 88.92 438.00 

0.80 70.89 241.25 

0.35 29.77 128.12 

2.19 

1.96 

0.96 

0.66 

1.82 

1.96 

1.66 

3.37 

1.82 

0.82 
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Total time (TOT T) 

Fig 9.34, Mean time (TOT T) taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms for U3 
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Fig 9.35, Wilcoxon Z matrix for total time (TOT T) for U3 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-1.40 - - - -

-2.52- -2.52- - - -
-2 .52- -2.52- -2.52- - -
-2 .52- -2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -

241 

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, - 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 13.00 with 2 df sig . 0.0015, which proved to be significant at 

the .001 level. 

Fig 9.36, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total time (TOT T) for U3 

Session 1 
Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

19.50 106.42 
23.41 51.34 
10.50 23.62 
12.50 38.28 
1.42 6.71 
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Fig 9.37, Calculated total time (TOT T) linear trends for each session and norms for U3 
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Fig 9.38, Mean total mickey count (TMC) taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms 

for U3 
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Fig 9.39, Wilcoxon Z matrix for total mickey count (TMC) for U3 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -

-0.70 - - - -
-2.52- -2.52- - - -
-2 .52** -2.52** -0.42 - -
-2.52** -2.52** -2.24* -2 .52** -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 
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To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 13.00 with 2 df sig . 0.0015, which proved to be significant at 

the .001 level. 

Fig 9.40, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total mickey count (TMC) for U3 

Session 1 

Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

66.67 241.00 
128.01 43.82 
51.64 8.86 
33.62 94.40 
7.89 88.41 

Fig 9.41 , Calculated total mickey count (TMC) linear trends for each session and norms 
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Words per minute (WPM) 

Fig 9.42, Mean number of estimated words per minute (WPM) constructed by session and norms 
for U3 
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Fig 9.43 , Wilcoxon Z matrix for estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed for U3 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-1.96* - - - -
-2.52- -2.52- - - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.10" - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -

Key to significance levels: .. 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 13.00 with 2 df sig . 0.0015, which proved to be significant at 

the .001 level. 

Fig 9.44, A summary of slopes and intercepts for estimated number of words per minute con
structed (WPM) for U3 

Session 1 
Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

0.08 0.30 
0.08 0.49 
0.13 1.24 
0.13 0.68 
1.26 3.65 
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Fig 9.45, Estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed linear trends for each session 
and norms for U3 
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Fig 9.46, Summary of ESAT performance improvements for U3 

Significance Level 

Significant 

Improve

ment 

Improve

ment 

Differences in NS OCE 001 Yes No Yes No ... 

speed between session 1 and 2 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Speed between session 1 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Speed between session 2 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Speed between session 3 and sample norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Speed between session 3 and best case norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and session 2 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 2 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and sample norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and best case norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and session 2 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 2 and 3 ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and sample norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and best case norms ,/ ,/ ,/ 
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DISCUSSION FOR USER 3: KC 

U3 had little trouble as such in completing all the ESAT tasks. However, she had a tendency to 

stop midway between reaching her objective or point where cursor tack needed to be changed. 

This is probably due to a combination of factors which included :-

1. Her uncorrected poor vision which had remained undetected/corrected for many 
years prior to Easy Speaker intervention. 

2. General level of sedation which slowed thinking and motor co-ordination. 
3. The need to re-plan cursor movement tack as a consequence of her cursor move

ment strategy and/or error in previous cursor tacks. 

This stopping effected both construction time and efficiency. However over the three sessions she 

showed a very significant improvement in construction times. Construction time improvements 

are illustrated when one examines mean drops between sessions. Specifically a mean drop of 

37.47 seconds between session 1 and 2 and a further drop of 85.79 seconds between 2 and 3. By 

session 3 construction time were significantly better than sample norms. It is interesting to note 

that U3 continued to make large improvements in construction time right up to session 3. This 

suggests that unlike other users U3 would be likely to have continue this trend for improvement 

potentially over several more sessions. 

As regards efficiency, as distinct from U1 and U2, U3 used a potentially faster and more effiCient 

cursor movement strategy. This involved preplanning cursor tack goals, keeping the required cur-

sor key depressed and then when the required goal was in sight releaSing the key and switching to 

a more finely controlled key tapping method. However in U3's case this method led to a set of 

inconsistent cursor tack results, although not effecting construction times markedly. Specifically a 

mean increase of 105.00 mickeys between session 1 and session 2, but a drop of 378.68 mickeys 

between session 2 and 3. To help account for this uncharacteristic result it should be pointed out 

that the auto-repeat feature of the keyboard can move the cursor at high speed and did frequently 

cause U3 to overshoot the target. This occurred less on session 1 but by session 2 U3's over-

confidence may have led her to attempt to squeeze the last ounce of performance from this tech

nique and thus be prone to overshoot the target. Alternatively it could have been a result of her 

generally depressed state of thinking and motor co-ordination. However this second assumption is 
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brought into question as she could readily correct these overshoots which suggest little depression 

of cognitive skills. Indeed her construction time was imperceptibly affected by these frequent er-

rors. By session 3 it is felt that U3 had learned to anticipate where to switch strategies and avoid 

costly efficiency errors. 

Given the rapid rates of improvement shown and the fact U3 could describe parts of the hierarchy 

visited and how to get there verbally, this suggested a good degree of learning. She was also 

aware of her errors in cursor tack and continually made efforts not to repeat them in later sessions. 

USER 4: CP 

Fig 9.47, Descriptive statistics for U4's ESAT sessions 

Session 1 Sessian2 Sessian3 

Task Tra~ion of Itterenc:e 
No. to construct and generate TOT T TMC \/\PM TOT T TMC \/\PM TOT T TMC \/\PM 

rreals 33.61 129.00 1.79 27.46 93.00 

2 surrrner 46.19 131.00 1.30 43.83 152.00 

3 trainers 89.15 143.00 0.87 49.49 127.00 

4 rrusdes 98.10 227.00 0.61 84.53 154.00 

5 ham'salad 70.03 236.00 1.71 51.20 234.00 

6 readllinry!book 108.48 163.00 1.66 85.96 259.00 

7 is lIraini'lg 97.93 252.00 1.84 76.85 288.00 

8 get the nurselsorelba<:k 114.14 250.00 2.63 75.03 162.00 

79.70 191.38 1.55 61.79 183.63 

29.61 54.84 0.63 21.61 68.53 

2.18 21.75 104.00 

1.37 33.17 91.00 

1.21 40.31 125.00 

0.71 54.05 139.00 

2.34 46.02 166.00 

2.09 51.85 136.00 

2.34 56.<46 221.00 

4.00 60.42 197.00 

2.03 45.50 147.38 

1.00 13.09 44.71 

2.76 

1.81 

1.49 

1.11 

2.61 

3.47 

3.19 

4.97 

2.67 

1.24 
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Total time (TOT T) 

Fig 9.48 , Mean total time (TOT n taken to construct an ESAT task by session and norms for U4 
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Fig 9.49 , Wilcoxon Z matrix for total time (TOT n 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-2.52"'* - - - -
-2.52- -2.52* - - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.52- - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -2.52** -

Key to significance levels: .. 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 16.00 with 2 df which is significant at the .0005 level. 

Fig 9.50, A summary of slopes and intercepts for total time (TOT n for U4 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

10.86 30.83 
6.84 31.03 
4 .93 23.34 
12.50 38.28 
1.42 6.71 
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Fig 9.51 , Calculated linear trends for each session and norms for U4 
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Fig 9.52, Mean total mickey count (TMC) taken to construct an ESAT task by session an norms for 

U4 
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Fig 9.53, Wilcoxon Z matrix for total mickey count (TMC) for U4 

• Session 1 

Session 2 

• BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

-
-0.35 

-2.52-

-2 .24* 

-2.52** 

-

-
-1.68 

-2.52** 

-2.10* 

- - -
- - -

- - -
-2.52- - -
-1.96· -2.52** -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 
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To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 7.75 with 2 df which is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Fig 9.54 , A summary of slopes and intercepts for total mickey count (TMC) for U4 

Session 1 
Session 2 
Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 
(b) (a) 

18.11 109.89 
19.51 95 .82 
16.20 74.46 
33.62 94 .40 
7 .89 88.41 

Fig 9.55 , Calculated total mickey count (TMC) linear trends for each session and norms for U4 
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Words per minute (WPM) 

Fig 9.56, Mean number of words per minute (WPM) constructed by session and norms for U4 
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Fig 9.57, Wilcoxon Z matrix for estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed for U4 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

S Norms 

BC Norms 

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 S Norms BC Norms 

- - - - -
-2.52- - - - -
-2.52- -2.52- - - -
-2.52** -2.52** -2.52- - -
-2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -2.52- -

Key to significance levels: * 0.05, ** 0.01 

To confirm there was a significant improvement over the three sessions a Friedman test was car-

ried out yielding a Chi square value of 16.00 with 2 df sig. which is significant at the 0.0005 level. 

Fig 9.58, A summary of slopes and intercepts for estimated number of words per minute con
structed (WPM) for U4 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 
S Norms 

BC Norms 

Slope Intercept 

0.14 0.90 
0.26 0.86 
0.35 1.08 
0.13 0.68 
1.26 3.65 
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Fig 9.59, Estimated number of words per minute (WPM) constructed linear trends for each session 
and norms for U4 
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Fig 9.60, Summary of ESAT performance improvements for U4 

Significance Level 

Significant 

Improve

ment 

Improve

ment 

Differences in NS OCE 001 Yes No Yes No ... 

speed between session 1 and 2 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Speed between session 1 and 3 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Speed between session 2 and 3 
y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Speed between session 3 and sample norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Speed between session 3 and best case norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and session 2 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 1 and 3 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 2 and 3 
y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and sample norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Cursor tack efficiency between session 3 and best case norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and session 2 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 1 and 3 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 2 and 3 y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and sample norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 

Estimated no. of words/minute between session 3 and best case norms y'"" y'"" y'"" 
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DISCUSSION FOR USER 4: CP 

U4 had no trouble completing all the ESAT tasks presented, and only required the minimum of 

help when first attempting them. Despite her relatively poor BPVS scores and as yet unmeasured 

degree of hearing loss U4 made remarkable progress. Here previous experience of computers in 

a computer literacy class may account for some of her natural ability. 

Despite being relatively able and confident to begin with U4 still made good progress in improving 

her construction speeds. Between session 1 and session 2 she reduced her mean construction 

time by 17.91 seconds, and by a further 16.29 seconds between session 2 and 3. Such continual 

reduction suggests that construction time improvements would be continued as more experience 

was gained. Given the high construction speeds achieved by U4 it is also likely that she might 

also approach the construction times achieved by an unimpaired individual. This assumption is 

given support by the very significant improvements she made between sessions. 

U4 used a similar cursor movement strategy to U3 but this time to greater effect. Once a cursor 

tack was planned she would utilise the auto-repeat feature of the keyboard and move at high 

speed toward the target, taking very little time to change tack when the need arose. Her efficiency 

scores however are not as high as U1 who by session 3 was on par with an unimpaired individual. 

This is due to the odd slip which took the cursor too far off tack. This only occurred once or twice 

per session but was enough to reduce overall efficiency. Despite a slightly reduced efficiency 

level she made significant improvements over the three sessions. Had it not been for those occa

sional lapses she would undoubtedly reached the efficiency levels of unimpaired individuals. Sup

port for this assertion is given from the fact that she appeared, despite her handicaps, to be using 

the same movement and planning strategies as unimpaired individuals, and with virtually the 

same effectiveness. 
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GENERAL RESULTS 

Despite users each having their own unique disabilities and collectively sharing a mean age 

equivalency of 5 years, their ability to use Easy Speaker is remarkable. One must remember that 

one cannot simply compare the ability of an unimpaired 5 year old individual with the ability shown 

by those in the sample. Each made definite performance gains within their own ability, and three 

of the four made statistically significant gains between sessions. Although evaluation has focused 

on performance improvements within individual users, it is still worthwhile comparing improve-

ments between users. That is, not to statistically compare performance between users but rather 

to 'eyeball' the data. Obviously statistical comparisons between users are meaningless given their 

differing handicaps and abilities. One can appreCiate these differing abilities when session means 

for each user are presented in table form :-

Fig 9.61, Summary of ESAT session means by user 

U1: PS 
U2:AW 
U3:KC 
U4: CP 

Mean 
SO 

S Norms 
BC Norms 

Session 1 

TOTT TMC 

114.45 180.25 
92.55 220.75 

194.15 514.00 
79.70 191.38 

Session 2 

WPM TOTT TMC 

1.05 72.89 133.63 
1.28 89.35 200.88 
0.65 156.68 619.88 
1.55 61.79 183.63 

Session 3 

WPM TOTT TMC WPM 

1.76 63.34 123.63 1.83 
1.33 87.87 164.88 1.39 
0.80 70.89 241.25 1.82 
2.03 45.50 147.38 2.67 

For example, one can see how U4: CP, was nearly 2.5 times faster in producing the ESAT tasks 

than user U3: KC who was the slowest on session one. She was also over 2.5 times more effi-

cient. However U4: CP achieved an age equivalency of 4 years on the BPVS whereas U3: KC 

achieved 6 years 7 months. This apparent disparity in BPVS scores highlights why predictions and 

comparisons between individuals are fraught with the danger of being led toward invalid assump

tions. Logically, one might have predicted that the higher BPVS score would represent higher 

overall ability and in turn lead to better Easy Speaker performance. However, in this case it 
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should be pointed out that U4: CP had a good working knowledge of computers and had been in a 

computer literacy class previously. 

To more easily compare performance between users it is useful to plot mean construction times by 

session for each user :-

Fig 9.62, Mean time taken to construct an ESAT task by user and session 
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From the graph it is easy to see that one user (U2: AW) who failed to make significant improve-

ments still made very small gains however; he didn't remain static or degrade in performance 

terms. Whereas U3: KC made very significant gains compared with her initial performance. It is 

important to remember is that any gains, significant or not are still worthwhile given the nature and 

abilities of the sample. In addition from the graph one can appreciate that each user potentially 

could have continued to make performance gains with the plot for U3: KC showing the most po-

tential. However, plots of the other three users suggests a gradual 'bottoming out' of performance 

according to the law of diminishing returns as one might expect 

In efficiency terms again three out of four users made significant efficiency gains. U2: AW again 

narrowly failed to make significant gains. However in efficiency terms his performance only nar

rowly failed to achieve significance. Indeed when individual sessions were evaluated he had 
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made significant gains on three out of five session comparisons. Efficiency gains for the sample 

as a whole are highlighted when one views the following plot :-

Fig 9.63, Mean mickey count taken to construct an ESAT task by user and session 
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It is important to point out that U4: CP did achieve significant gains in efficiency over the three 

sessions, although when one views the graph mean values are shown which can be deceptive 

when viewed in isolation from the raw data. 

U1: PS's efficiency by session three is equal to, if not Slightly better, than that of an unimpaired 

individual on the same ESAT tasks. One must remember that efficiency is unrelated to speed on 

construction; in U1 's case he was third fastest in session one and by session three was second 

fastest , as compared with other less efficient users. 

Three of the four users also made significant gains in the number of words per minute (estimated) 

they produced . Again, U2: AW, narrowly failed to make significant gains despite his having made 

gains with each session. The generation rates are highlighted when one views the following graph 
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Fig 9.64, Mean estimated number of words/minute constructed by user and session 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

257 

As all that users acquired the skills needed to operate Easy Speaker quickly and efficiently one 

must logically assume that their capacity for skill acquisition remains intact despite their LD. This 

mayor may not mean that other skills might be learnt to the same proficiency or with the same 

speed but rather the aptitude for doing so remains. This aptitude may only surface given optimum 

conditions. Conditions would be likely to encompass motivation, task, setting, physiology etc ... 

Indeed such a notion is central to the 1992 AMMR reclassification of Learning Disability. and its 

optimistic outlook. 

Given that all users could easily drive Easy Speaker to produce meaningful output this supports 

the notion that the hypermedia metaphor was appropriate. This metaphor proved to be so trans-

parent that no users actually had any major problems with it. As suggested by the more complex 

ESAT tasks all users could successfully navigate between levels in the hierarchy. selecting sym-

bols from each as they went ready to be output as digitised speech. Obviously the ability to ex-

pand the size of the hierarchy and increase interconnectivity is crucial for any dynamic screen ap

proach from which multi-symbol utterances can be constructed. 
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Despite this particular user group being significantly more able than those Easy Speaker was 

originally designed for, the strength of the psychological rationale behind the hypermedia meta

phor would suggest that it would be equally applicable for those with more severe learning and 

communication disabilities. Furthermore, that they would show similar patterns of skill acquisition 

and productivity, albeit at a reduced rate. 

The way the symbols were represented also had a large role to play as did the physical design of 

the user interface itself. A" users found the symbols used to represents links and digitised speech 

'obvious', or had no problems learning to associate them with either their destination or underlying 

speech. For example, there was no confusion between which symbols represented speech and 

which represented links to other parts of the hierarchy. It is thought that the high quality, concrete, 

images played a large role in the lack of confusion between the meaning of various symbols. 

From the performance of users one can also propose that the symbol density was appropriate oth

erwise efficiency scores would have been likely to remain static due to scanning. That is, due to 

limited memory spans users would need to scan through symbols sequentia"y, or randomly, in 

order to locate the target symbol thus reducing efficiency. However, it is proposed that the layout 

of the screen facilitated memory, and hence contributed to increasing efficiency over sessions. A 

higher symbol density would have been less likely to produce a similar result due to a higher 

memory and cognitive load. 

It terms of skill acquisition users, despite their obvious Learning Disabilities, displayed typical 

learning and efficiency curves. For example, a typical performance curve for learning to complete 

one of the ESAT tasks may resemble the one shown below :-
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Fig 9.65, A hypothetical efficiency curve for elapsed time (TOT n to complete an ESAT task 
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Elapsed time to complete a given task decreases as time spent honing that skill increases. Sim-

ply, the more time you devote to learning a skill the better, or faster, you will become. The one 

caveat being that you will never achieve perfection regardless of the time and effort devoted to 

learning. When one examines the efficiency curves produced by all users they fit this prototype 

well. Where improvements are marked early on and gradually decrease regardless of effort ex-

pended. Such a 'diminishing returns' curve suggests that users learnt to operate Easy Speaker 

relatively rapidly and then would be likely to hone their skill over time. Perhaps the 80:20 rule will 

illustrate the problems with performance improvements over prolonged periods. Simply according 

to the rule, 80 percent of the potential optimum performance will be achieved in 20 percent of the 

time devoted, and the last 20 percent of performance up to optimum will require 80 percent of the 

effort. Indeed optimum performance will invariably never be achieved. 

As users display these characteristic curves we might reasonably assume that they are employing 

some of the same cognitive models and strategies unimpaired individuals might. 

In the light of the pattern of skill acquisition shown one can postulate that users may have acquired 

their skills by virtue of the classic three stage process originally proposed by Fitts and Posner 

(1967). Although elaborated by later authors, e.g. Anderson, the original model meshes well with 

users skill patterns :-
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Fig 9.66, The three stage model of skill acquisition 
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Skill acquisition begins with the Cognitive stage in which the user learns the facts associated with 

the skill domain. In this case the nut-and-bolts of moving the cursor, selecting speech symbols, 

navigating the hierarchy via links, internalising the hierarchy etc... Anderson (1983) suggests that 

people internally rehearse these facts as they attempt the newly leamed task. That is, they apply 

domain-general problem-solving procedures which they have constructed, e.g. :-

IF the goal is to achieve state X 
and M is a method of achieving X 

THEN set as a subgoal to apply M 

In the case of Easy Speaker the following might be true :-

IF I need to generate the word "sugar" 

From Johnson (1992) 

and I can get to the word "sugar" by selecting the link FOOD 
THEN set as a subgoal selecting the link FOOD 

Obviously to complete a given task many of these procedures would be constructed, combined, 

rehearsed and applied. 
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During the Associative stage any errors in initial understanding are reduced and hopefully elimi

nated. For example in the case of Easy Speaker a user may discover a quicker path through the 

hierarchy in order to reach their target. This being the case the user would at this stage utilise the 

new path in favour of the old. The most crucial feature of this stage is that connections between 

the items of knowledge are strengthened. 

The function of the Associative stage is to furnish a successful procedure for performing the skill. 

That is, the declarative knowledge or facts have been translated into a procedural form of knowl

edge representation. The person can now apply these specific procedures resulting in increased 

performance and lower error rates. New rules can be added when required, old ones can be re

moved and more importantly existing rules can be merged and modified to produce more powerful 

procedures. That is, the procedures themselves are refined and optimised. 

The final Automatic stage, as its name suggests, is where procedures from the associative stage 

are fully automated. That is, they become 'second nature', and as a result faster in their execu

tion. When engaged in the skill we no longer have to think how to do it, almost like 'riding a bike'. 

Procedures are continually honed to accommodate exceptions and new strategies that are en

counted and developed. 

Given that one can apply a standard model of skill acquisition to a Learning Disabled population is 

encouraging. It means that we can apply specific teaching methods for training users to control 

and use Easy Speaker. For example, by concentrating on the Cognitive Stage, carers and health 

care professionals can impart the cognitive knowledge needed to make the best use of Easy 

Speaker, e.g. showing users how best to navigate to a given screen. This is opposed to trial and 

error, or discovery learning (Papert) in which users may develop many unproductive strategies 

which may be difficult to correct at a later date. Such incorrect strategies might be considered 

more detrimental for the Leaming Disabled user than an unimpaired individual. 

As users utilise Easy Speaker more, it is hoped that automaticity will develop enabling both con

struction speed and efficiency to increase to their optimum for that user. In addition the greater 
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the level of automaticity the lower the level of cognitive effort that needs to be devoted to Easy 

Speaker and the greater the potential benefit Easy Speaker use might bring. 

At this point is it salient to discuss the assertion made by Aim, Amott and Newell (1992) that if a 

device is to be used as an ACO, users should be capable of producing more than the three words 

per minute which listeners find barely tolerable. AIm et al suggest a workable rate of 15 words per 

minute to allow message passing. Normal conversation has an average rate of 150-200 words per 

minute (Foulds 1980). Other studies have stressed how a negative attitude towards the speaker 

can build with silence (Newman 1982) and slow rate of communication (Scherer 1979). 

With greater Easy Speaker skill automaticity one might reasonably expect construction speed and 

efficiency to improve, and to have the knock-on effect of increasing words per minute scores. 

Within this study, which was concerned only with skill acquisition, by session three users were able 

to produce an average of 1.93 words per minute, as compared with 9.82 wpm produced by an 

unimpaired individual. Obviously even the 9.82 wpm average of an unimpaired user is well below 

the 15 wpm suggested, and just a fraction of the 150-200 wpm of normal conversation. When 

viewed at face value all does not bode well for Easy Speaker being utilised as a augmentative 

communication device. However it should be stressed that 12 out of 14 speech symbols selected 

during ESAT tasks were single words, While of the remaining two, one contained two words (Mis 

it"), and the other three rget the nurse"). When viewed in this light it is not surprising that a low 

average wpm was achieved. Given the fact that Easy Speaker hierarchies can be constructed 

with speech symbols representing words/phrases with one to say 300 words a piece, using wpm 

scores for comparisons between communication systems can be misleading. 

In a typical Easy Speaker hierarchy it would be likely that full phrases would be imple

mented under a single speech symbol, with just the keyword needing to be added, e.g. MFor 

breakfast can I have .. ." etc... In this case one might add "toast" making a six word utterance 

with just two speech symbols. One must remember though that if a symbol represents a phrase 

the symbol itself must be chosen very carefully so that it is representative. As a rough esti

mate one might suggest using this approach a 30-50 wpm output would be attainable by most 

users. Such speeds may seem high, but with the addition of a touch screen the process of 

symbOl selection and navigation would be speeded up dramatically. Within the cur-
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rent study controlling Easy Speaker via the keyboard , as all users did, is inferior to symbol selee-

tion with a touch screen. 

A touch screen was not used in the current study as it would have made measurement of effi-

ciency gains, or cursor tack, near impossible. Obviously with a touch screen there would still be a 

tack taken by a users hand but measuring improvements in efficiency as compared with cursor 

tack would be highly unreliable. 

Fig 9.67, Measuring hand movements, or tack, of users using a touch screen with Easy Speaker 

Users hand 

Easy Speaker 
symbols 
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on screen 
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Although the main purpose of both this chapter and the study discussed was to objectively meas-

ure performance improvements of users whilst learning to use Easy Speaker the output from 

ARTS during assessment was also analysed quasi-experimentally in a qualitative fashion 

(Coolican 1990, Elmes, Kantowitz and Roediger 1992). That is, during the study period all users 

ARTS output was combined so that a qualitative analysis of all the non-ESAT utterances produced 

could be made. This was carried out to check that users were using Easy Speaker to produce 

multi-symbol utterances that were semantically meaningful, if not grammatically correct, e.g. re

quests, statements and questions etc... If users were indeed generating purposeful utterances on

device this would suggest that Easy Speaker could be used as a primary means of communication 

by a non-vocal Learning Disabled population. 

Qualitative analysis of output suggested that all users were using Easy Speaker generatively. As 

one might expect this was within the ranges of each users ability. For example, many utterances 
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whilst semantically salient are ungrammatical, just as they would be if the user had uttered them 

using natural language. Obviously a symbolic system cannot impose or improve a grammatical 

rule base over what the user already posses within the limits of their ability. 

From the actual ARTS data one can see how multi-symbol utterances were constructed. As men-

tioned earlier many of the sessions with Easy Speaker were clinically driven. That is, other than 

completion of set ESAT tasks, the output users produced was driven by them. Simply, the author 

may have directed a session so that particular parts of the hierarchy were visited, which may have 

lead to a branch elsewhere etc... One even led the next and so on ... However, the author at-

tempted to ensure that user communicated via Easy Speaker wherever possible. One of the ad 

hoc questions that was posed to users was, "Do you like salad, what sort of salad would you like 

for dinner ?". Obviously how the question was posed was varied according to the abilities of the 

user in question and was posed immediately prior to dinner (lunch in Standard English). Actual 

ARTS output for three users is shown below (*NB printout has been left in the original Comma 

Separated Value format ready for import into a spreadsheet for analysis) :-

Fig 9.68a, U1's ARTS data for the· ... what sort of salad would you like for dinner? ... n 

Utterance 2:, ham/spring onionllettuceltomatol 
Track:, [svs_ start), <MAINMENU>, <FOODBLK>, <SALADS> ,IHAM/,ISPRI NGON/,ILETTUCE/,ITOMATOI,[output) 

Speech Section Lengths :,0,0,0,0,1 ,2,1 ,1,0 

Mickey Data : ,0,17, 1 ,31 ,25,13,16,13,1 
Timings: ,11 :37:48.00,11 :36:06.16,11 :36:48.14,11 :39:16.16,11 :39:40.43,11 :39:55.48,11 :40:06.19,11 :40:20.74,11 :40:50.84 

Differences: ,0,17.56,41 .96,3),04,22.25, 15.<E, 1 O. 71,14.55,30.10 

Cumulative: ,0,17.56,59.54,89.56,111.63,126.66,137.59,152.14,162.24 

Total TIme:, 162.24 

Total Mickey Count, 117 

Utterance Length :, 5 

No of speech icons:, 4 

No of link icons:, 3 
No of Left Button Presses:, 7 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 6 

AYe MickeysJWord:, 23.40 

AYe SecNIJord :,36.45 

AYe WordsJMin :, 1.66 
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Fig 9.68b, U2's ARTS data for the· ... what sort of salad would you like for dinner? ... " 

Utterance 13 :, hamlsaladl 

Track :, [sys_start],<FOODBLK>,<SALADS>,IHAMI,ISALAD/,[output] 

Speech Section Lengths: ,0,0,0,1,1,0 

Mickey Data: ,0, 71,51,34,32,1 
Timings: ,13:21 :53.13,13:22:03.08,13:22:31 .69,13:22:54.93,13:23: 13.44,13:23: 15.96 

Differences: ,0,9.96,28.61,23.24,18.51,2.52 

Cumulative: ,0,9.96,38.56,61.80,80.31,82.83 

Total Time :, 82.83 

Total Mickey Count:, 189 

Utterance Length:, 2 

No of speech icons:, 2 

No of link icons:, 2 

No of Left Button Presses:, 4 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 5 

Ave MickeysMIord :, 94.50 

Ave secfNord :, 41.42 

Ave WordsJMin :, 1.45 

Fig 9.68c, U4's ARTS data for the· ... what sort of salad would you like for dinner? ... " 

utterance 5 :, saladltomatoJlettuce/spring onion! 

Track :, [sys_start].lSALAD/,ITOMATOI,lLETTUCE/,ISPRINGON/,[output) 

speech Section Lengths : ,0,1 ,1 ,1 ,2,0 

Mickey Data :,0,2,16,14,13,1 
Timings: ,14:18::39.56,14:18:49.77,14:19:01.69,14:19:07.90,14:19:25.37,14:19:53.49 

Differences: ,0,10.21,11.92,6.21,17.47,28.12 

Cumulative: ,0,10.21,22.13,28.34,45.81,73.93 

Total Time :, 73.93 

Total Mickey Count:, 46 

Utterance Length:, 5 

No of speech icons :, 4 

No of link icons :, 0 

No of Left Button Presses:, 4 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 5 

Ave MickeysJWord :, 9.20 

Ave SecfNord:, 14.79 

Ave WordsJMin :, 4.06 
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As one case see the actual answers to the question posed by the author varies according to the 

individual users ability. It is not simply a case of the user selecting all the relevant salad symbols 

shown on screen as some did not like certain salad items and so choose not to include them. U1 

in this case left out the symbol salad as this was signified by a picture which predominantly 

showed lettuce which it was consequently found he didn't like. U4 choose not to include "Ham" as 

she considered that a salad should only consist of salad items and not meats etc... Other users 

such as U2, who test (BPVS) scores were lowest, simply constructed the utterance "Ham salad". 
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Further evidence that users could use Easy Speaker communicatively comes from the mid ses-

sion breaks when users were asked what they would like to drink, after which both user and author 

went to fetch them. The following ARTS data was generated by users immediately prior to session 

breaks in response to the question of what they wanted to drink during the break? 

Fig 9.69a, U1's ARTS data for the" ... what would you like to drink? ... " 

Utterance 1 :, tealmilklsugarlsugarl 

Track:, (sys_startl,<FOODBLK>,<DRINKS>,ITEA2I,JMILK2I,ISUGAR/,ISUGAR/,(output) 

Speech Section Lengths : ,0,0,0,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0 

Mickey Data :,0,36,49,1,34,8,1,1 
Timings: ,11 :35:07.89,11 :35:46.94,11 :36:16.96,11 :36:37.80,11 :37:07.08,11 :37:19.82,11 :37:31.19,11 :37:43.00 

Differences: ,O,39.ffi,30.04,20.82,29.28,12.7 4,11.37,11 .81 

cumulative: ,O,39.ffi,E!HS,89.91 ,119.19,131.93,143.30,155.11 

Total Time:, 155.11 

Total Mickey Count:, 130 

Utterance Length :, 4 

No of speech icons:, 4 

No of link icons:, 2 
No of Left Button Presses:, 6 
No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 7 

AYe MickeysMlord :,32.50 

AYe SecNolord:, 38.78 

AYe WordslMin :, 1.55 

Fig 9.69b, U3's ARTS data for the" ... what would you like to drink? ... " 

utterance 2 :, teal 
Track :, (sys_startl, <FOODBLK>, <DRINKS> ,lTEA2I,[output) 

Speech section Lengths : ,0,0,0,1 ,0 

Mickey Data :,0,70,162,1,1 
Timings: ,11 :08:38.12,11 :00:12.12,11 :10:52.80,11 :11 :12.25,11 :11 :15.27 

Differences: ,0,34.00,100.68,19.45,3.02 

Cumulative: ,0,34.00,134.68,154.13,157.15 

TotalTime:, 157.15 

Total Mickey Count:, 234 

Utterance Length :, 1 

No of speech icons:, 1 

No of link icons:, 2 

No of Left Button Presses:, 3 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 4 

AYe MickeysMlord :, 234.00 

AYe secNoIord :, 157.15 

Ave WordslMin :,0.38 
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Fig 9.69c, U4's ARTS data for the " ... what would you like to drink? ... " 

Utterance 1 :, tea/milk! 
Track:, [sys_startl. <FOODBLK>, <DRINKS> ,ITEA2I,IMILK2I,[output) 

Speech Section Lengths: ,0,0,0, 1 ,1 ,0 

Mickey Data :,0,88,44,1 ,25,11 
Timings: ,14: 13:04.24, 14:13:59.88, 14: 14:26.24, 14: 14:47.44, 14: 14:59.14, 14: 15: 16.50 

Differences: ,0,55.64,26.36,21.20,11.70,17.36 

Cumulative: ,0,55.64,82.00,103.20,114.00,132.26 

Total Time :, 132.26 

Total Mickey Count:, 169 

Utterance Length:, 2 

No of speech icons:, 2 

No of link icons :, 2 

No of Left Button Presses:, 4 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 5 

Ave MlckeysJWord :,84.50 

Ave Secmord:, 66.13 

Ave WordslMin :,0.91 

Utterance 2 :, sugarl 

Track:, (sys_start],lSUGAR/,(output) 

Speech Section Lengths :,0,1,0 

Mickey Data :,0,44,1 

Timings: ,14:15:19.63,14:15:35.78,14:15:47.42 

Differences: ,0,16.15,11.64 

Cumulative: ,0,16.15,27.79 

Total Time:, 27.79 

Total Mickey Count:, 45 

Utterance Length :, 1 

No of speech icons:, 1 

No of link icons :, 0 

No of Left Button Presses:, 1 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 2 

Ave MickeysJWord :, 45.00 

Ave Secmord :, 27.79 

Ave WordslMin:, 2.16 
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Interestingly U2, who on test scores was the second most able, used Easy Speaker in a truly gen-

erative manner without prompting. He wanted to say "Tea with milk and two sugar's" but was con-

strained by the available symbol set and couldn't say "two sugar's" easily. In order to overcome 

this he simply selected the "sugar" symbol twice to indicate he wanted two sugars. Those in the 

canteen later confirmed that he did indeed usually have two sugars suggesting this had not been a 

chance generation. 

U3 on the other hand who was most able based on test scores simply requested tea by selecting 

the "tea" symbol. This was typical of U4 who tended to "say" as little as possible in order to reduce 
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effort on her part as she was the most physically disabled of the sample and had poor uncorrected 

vision . One can infer that what she actually meant was, "tea with one sugar", as this was what she 

normally had at break times and was known to the author who normally fetched it for her. 

Again , suggesting that users were using Easy Speaker truly generatively is the ARTS data for U4 

who when requesting "tea with milk and one sugar" forgot to include "sugar" within the original ut-

terance before it was output as digitised speech . She resolved the situation some 30 seconds 

later with the output of the word "sugar" indicating that she had originally forgotten to include it, 

realised she needed to if she wanted sugar with her drink and selected the "sugar" symbol as a 

separate utterance. 

Fig 9.70, The actual symbol screen from which users requested drinks, here shown with U3's re

quest for tea 

tea coffee .. ilk s uga r 

§ Uttle pt,.." 
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t ea 

The two most capable users of Easy Speaker, namely U1 an U4 frequently demonstrated that they 

had a good grasp of system operation and could generate salient complex multi-symbol utterances 

which required them navigate between a number of different levels. U1 in response to rain begin-

ning to fall on a skylight generated :-
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Fig 9.71. Spontaneous generation of "is it raining ?" by U1 

utterance 19 :. is itlrainingl 
Track :, [sys_start), <GENERAL> , <WEATHER> ,/I SIT!, <WEATHTYP> ,IRAININGI,[output) 

Speech Section Lengths : ,0,0,0,2,0, 1 ,0 

Mickey Data: ,0,94,42, 14,36,31 ,1 
Timings: ,13:29:04.79,13:29:19.57,13:29:43.96,13:29:58.95,13:3):20.92, 13:31 :12.77,13:31 :14.97 

Differences: ,0,14.78,24.39,14.99,21.97,51.85,2.20 

Cumulative: ,0,14.78,39.17,54.16,76.13,127.96,13:>.18 

Total Time:, 13:>.18 

Total Mickey Count:, 218 

Utterance Length:, 3 

No of speech icons:, 2 

No of link icons :,3 

No of Left Button Presses:, 5 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 6 

AYe Mickeysl\lllord :, 72.67 

AYe SeclWord :, 43.39 

AYe wordsIMin :, 1.38 
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U4 who was the most behaviourally competent and independent functioning indicated that she was 

going shopping after the session and then went on to generate an utterance that had been "drilled" 

into her by various clinical psychologists and care assistants who see monetary awareness as be-

ing crucial to adaptive functioning :-

Fig 9.72, U4's statement on what she needed to take shopping in order to buy things 

utterance 1 :, purse/cheque book/cash card/ 
Track :, [sys_ start), <ITEMS>, <PERSONAL>, <MONEY2> ,1PURSEI, <MOREMONY> ,1CHECKBOO/,ICASHCARD/,[output) 

Speech Section Lengths: ,0,0,0,0, 1,0,2,2,0 

Mickey Data :,0,3:>,26,1,16,44,40,15,1 
Timings: ,15:a3:00.a5, 15:a3:41.67, 15:04:a5.46, 15:04:24.57, 15:04:38.58, 15:04:56. 70, 15:a5:17.02, 15:a5:26. 75, 15:a5:29. 71 

Differences: ,0,32.62,23.79,19.11,14.01,16.12,20.32,9.73,2.96 

Cumulative: ,0,32.62,56.41,75.52,6953,107.65,127.97,137.70,140.66 

Total Time :, 140.66 

Total Mickey Count:, 173 

Utterance Length:, 5 

No of speech icons:, 3 

No of link icons:, 4 
No of Left Button Presses:, 7 

No of Right Button Presses:, 1 

Tot No of Button Presses:, 8 

AYe Mickeysl\lllord :, 34.00 

AYe SeclWord:, 26.13 

AYe WordslMin:, 2.13 

When one examines ARTS output more carefully one can see that users are not Simply con

structing multi-symbol utterances by combining symbols from one screen. They are instead navi-
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gating between screens in order to select symbols and construct meaningful utterances. U4 when 

constructing the utterance above had to visit no less than four different screens of symbols, se-

lecting symbols from two of them. The actual path taken can be see more clearly in the concept 

map below :-

Fig 9.73, A concept map of the path U4 took in order to generate the utterance "purse cheque 
book cash card" 

t?? ~ 
Purse cheque book cash card 

As indicated by the concept map above U4 had to navigate from the main menu to the "items" 

concept screen of symbols, then to "personal", then "money2", at which point she selected the 

speech symbol "purse", then navigated to "moremony", and finally selected the speech symbols 

"cheque book" and "cash card". The utterance was then output as digitised speech. In the dia-

gram above some of the alternative concept screens and speech symbols she could have visited, 

alternative routes and other speech symbols are shaded in grey. Obviously the set of alternatives 
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that was available was far greater than those shown on the schematic, which is intended to give 

some idea of the navigation steps involved in generating the utterance. 

Fig 9.74, The utterance u purse cheque book cash card" as U4 assembled it immediately prior to 
output as digitised speech 

purse cheque-book cash cal'd 

From the screen grab of the actual images used as symbols one can imagine how the 

·concreteness· of the symbol set itself aided users in constructing utterances. 

Given that all users were able to utilise Easy Speaker successfully is encouraging, given their 

abilities and handicaps. All improved in operational competence over a very short period of time. 

Some even to the point of approaching the competence of an unimpaired individual. All were ca-

pable of spontaneously generating multi-symbol utterances which involved multi-level navigation 

and selection within the Easy Speaker symbol hierarchy. Such performance, despite their abilities 

would suggest that the approach of implementing a hypenrnedia style metaphor was relevant. 

Furthenrnore, the ease with which the user group managed to make use of Easy Speaker is sug-

gestive that those non-vocal and of lower cognitive ability may be able to make use the system as 

their primary means of communication. Many such individuals have previously been precluded 

from ACO communication strategies due to their perceived limited ability and the complexity of 

many available devices. 
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SUMMARY 

Given that three of the four users made significant performance gains over the three sessions one 

can readily accept that they acquired the skills necessary to achieve this. In the light of this skill 

acquisition it was proposed that learning disabled users might also acquire a skill using similar 

cognitive strategies to unimpaired users. 

As a/l users easily acquired the necessary skills to use Easy Speaker this would suggest that in 

design terms the software is ideally matched to those of the samples ability; and furthermore that 

it's inherent motivating properties reinforced this skill acquisition. That is, in terms of the hyper

media style metaphor, the use of high quality photorealistic graphics, and use of CD quality digital 

audio and speech. 

In addition to improving in pure performance terms all users also used Easy Speaker generatively 

as a Voice Output Communication Aid CVOCA). All were capable of spontaneously generating 

multi-symbol utterances which involved multi-level navigation and selection within the Easy 

Speaker symbol hierarchy. 

The question that now needs to be answered is whether users who can learn to use Easy Speaker 

successfully can benefit in relation to off-device criteria. That is, does the acquisition of new lin

guistic and cognitive skills enable a corresponding improvement in everyday behavioural and 

communicative competence. Such changes can be assessed using adaptive behavioural tech-

niques. 
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CHAPTER 10: Easy Speaker in use: Off-device 
improvements in language and cognition 

Although users could acquire the skills necessary to operate and make productive use of 
a hypermedia-based Augmentative Communication Device, it was not demonstrably 
known whether any of the predicted off-device improvements in language and cognition 
would occur. 

In order to investigate off-device gains an in-depth 24 week study of the four users out
lined in chapter nine was conducted. Throughout this 24 week period users had weekly 
two hour sessions in which they utilised Easy Speaker. 

To measure any gains over the 24 week period, immediately prior to the first session, a 
general Easy Speaker Progress Monitoring (ESPM) questionnaire was given to two of 
each users immediate caregivers to establish a baseline for key adaptive behaviours. 
This contained 69 relevant items taken from The Adaptive Behaviour Scales (ABS) and 
The Functional Performance Record 16 (FPR-16), and was subdivided into six domains. 

After the final session a modified ESP M questionnaire was given to the same caregivers. 
In this questionnaire they were reminded of the responses they gave 24 weeks earlier 
and were asked to rate any improvement on each item. Any changes, either positive or 
negative, were then compared with the expected "no change" over baseline. 

INTRODUCTION 

Having addressed the question of whether users could acquire the necessary skills to operate and 

use Easy Speaker productively in chapter nine, it is to the question of whether the predicted off-

device gains in communicative and other cognitive abilities actually occur with prolonged use in a 

borderline verbal group. Despite earlier single-subject studies suggesting Easy Speaker interven-

tion might produce worthwhile gains in communicative and other cognitive abilities off-device (e.g. 

Rostron, Plant and Hermann 1994), this had not formally been investigated. In order to formally 

assess any off-device gains in language and cognition the ESPM questionnaire discussed in 

chapter eight was administered to two of each users immediate caregivers prior to intervention, 

and then again after six months of regular Easy Speaker use. 

The goal of ESPM is to measure improvements in users adaptive behaviour in their everyday en

vironments, as opposed to the purely on-device performance evaluation carried out in chapter 

nine, or analysis of ARTS tracking data. Specifically, to gauge individuals off-device improvement 

in communicative and cognitive ability, as compared with their baseline taken prior to Easy 
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Speaker intervention. Even small improvements in users adaptive behaviour are welcome as they 

would undoubtedly improve their standard of living and quality of interaction with others. It must 

be remembered that although behavioural inventories use domains such as memory etc... they 

are not attempting to measure memory in the same essence as a clinical memory test might. In-

stead they rate behaviours which would require a memory component to be carried out success-

fully . Such behavioural measures are commonly used as 'pure' tests of memory and cognition are 

difficult, if not impossible, to administer to a Leaming Disabled non-vocal group. 

Both pre- and post-intervention sections of the ESPM contained 69 relevant items taken from The 

Adaptive Behaviour Scales (ABS) and The Functional Performance Record 16 (FPR16) , and was 

subdivided into six domains. All analyses would also be sub-divided into these domains :-

o Expressive language 
f} Receptive language 
f) Social language development 

o Initiative 

" Attention 
o Memory 

It was decided to focus on 'high ' level adaptive behaviours as they would be most likely to be rep-

resentative of the individuals communicative effectiveness in their everyday environment. The 

hope being that Easy Speaker intervention would be likely to have a positive impact on these 

adaptive areas, and thus globally on off-device communication. 

As discussed in chapter nine, the speech of all users in the current sample was on the borderline 

of intelligibility. Their linguistic ability was also minimal and they could only communicate their 

needs to immediate caregivers with varying degrees of effort and success. None of the users in 

the sample were using Easy Speaker as their primary means of communication, however per-

formance results obtained in chapter nine suggested all were capable of doing so if communica-

tion was more limited. In addition, monitoring through ARTS suggested that all could readily as-

semble multi-symbol utterances which followed 'near normal' grammatical rules and conveyed 

salient information. That is, 'near normal' in the respect that the information content usually, and 

rightly, overrides strict grammatical correctness due to issues of constructional speed and func-

tionality. For example :-
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Fig 10.1, Phrase structure rules for the phrase "The monkey ate a banana" and "monkey ate ba-

nana" 

s s 
~ ~ 

NP VP NP VP NP 

A ~ 
Art N V NP 

~ 

I I 
N V 

I 
N 

Art N 
I I 

The monkey ate a banana monkey ate banana 

Normal form Abbreviated form 

Despite the differences between the phrase structure for the two utterances, both contain the same 

information semantically. With the abbreviated form more likely to be produced by a user utilising 

a symbol based ACD such as Easy Speaker. With relevance to off-device communication most 

users used a form of telegraphic speech which invariably broke 'normal' grammatical rules and 

had a low information content. In some cases phrase structure rules can be broken completely, 

but still the information content is there, and the listener interprets the utterance correctly. For ex-

ample, "banana ate monkey", can still be understood as "The monkey ate a banana", as one obvi

ously assumes that banana's can't eat monkey's, therefore it must have been the monkey who ate 

the banana. The cognitive load incurred during the transformational grammar process is placed 

upon the listener, rather than being correctly formed at source. This makes strict grammatical 

analysis of users linguistic output, both on and off-device, relatively meaningless and again sug

gests that behavioural measures of communicative effectiveness would be more appropriate over 

the short term . 

Ultimately it is hoped that more severely impaired individuals will be able to use Easy Speaker as 

their primary means of communication and will show similar patterns of skill acquisition and gen

erative ability on-device, and increased communicative effectiveness both on and off-device. 
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Simply, the skills needed to drive Easy Speaker productively and benefits initiated from secondary 

gains in language and cognition as this chapter investigates. 

MEASUREMENT OF OFF-DEVICE GAINS IN LANGUAGE AND COGNITION 

The Paradigm 

The paradigm being followed is a variation of a typical baseline study commonly used in clinical 

settings (Bar1ow and Hersen 1984). Using a set clinical inventory a baseline is established for a 

subject, intervention begins, and at a later date the same inventory is administered and results 

compared with baseline. 

Design 

A repeated measures design where the same two of each users immediate caregivers would com

plete the ESPM questionnaire at pre-intervention (week 1 or baseline), and again at post

intervention (week 24). In a similar fashion to chapter 9 a single-subject approach with parallel 

replication is being applied in lieu of a control group (Bar1ow and Hersen 1984). 

Users 

Users consisted of the same two male and two female moderately learning disabled adults who 

participated in the skill acquisition study discussed in chapter nine. For a full profile of each user 

please see chapter nine. 

Apparatus 

An ICL 386 SL notebook computer with external VGA colour monitor and keyboard. A LogiTech 

Audioman connected to the computers parallel port was used for speech sampling and reproduc

tion. A standard mouse was also used. 

A copy of the Easy Speaker Progress Monitoring (ESPM) questionnaire comprising of a pre- and 

post-intervention sections [see chapter eight for a full discussion]. 
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Procedure 

Prior to any Easy Speaker intervention ESPM questionnaires were given to two of each users im-

mediate caregivers, or those who knew the user for at least a year and who maintained regular 

contact with them, either personally or professionally. Caregivers were instructed to complete the 

pre-intervention section which dealt with the current level of adaptive functioning in the six do-

mains outlined. The post-intervention section of the questionnaire was physically separate from 

the pre-intervention section and would only be attached when the former was completed and re-

turned. If any caregiver raised queries regarding either section of the questionnaire, these were 

dealt with by the author. 

Once ESP M questionnaires had been completed users were introduced to the author and to Easy 

Speaker. The following intervention timetable was then adhered to :-

Fig 10.2, How ESPM questionnaire fitted in with the study timetable 

WeekNo.l 

session No. 

(timeframe) 

1-4 

5 

6 

7 

8-24 

Weekly 

Timeframe description sessions 

Familiarisationlacclimatisation period 1 

ESAT tasks week 1 1 

ESAT tasks week 2 1 

ESAT tasks week 3 1 

Main body of full study 1 

Total number of hours per user over the 24 week study period 

Total number of hours devoted to all users during each week 

Hours per 

session 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Total number of hours devoted to users as a whole over the 24 week study period 

Sessions in Total hours 

timeframe 

4 

1 

1 

1 

17 

in timeframe 

8 

2 

2 
2 

34 

48 
8 

192 

During the four week familiarisation period (weeks 1-4) all users learned to control and make pro-

ductive use of Easy Speaker. Over the next three weeks (weeks 5-7) users' levels of Easy 

Speaker skill acquisition and usage was evaluated using the ESA T tasks discussed in chapters 

eight and nine. Within the main body (weeks 8-24), sessions with Easy Speaker were made up 

from a mixture of user driven interaction and ad hoc tasks set by the author. Within these ses-

sions the author attempted to bias the clients interactions toward gradually more complex forma-

tions. In addition the author freely encouraged the expression of concepts linked to Easy Speaker 

or to items within the hierarchy. This was done within a metacognitive framework with the inten-
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tion of enhancing the users own levels of reflectivity and logical reasoning . Where possible the 

user was prompted to reproduce verbally the utterance they had constructed before being gener-

ated as digitised speech. 

All users after gaining a rapport with the author and having learned the fundamentals of Easy 

Speakers operation expressed a desire to have their own pictures scanned and inserted into rele-

vant parts of the hierarchy. Users were also encouraged to record their own "voice" for use with 

their chosen images and took great pleasure when doing so. All users also expressed a desire to 

replace music included with the base hierarchy with music more to their own taste. Again this was 

done with the full involvement of the user and provided another source of pleasure and accom-

plishment when the results were seen and heard. 

Customisation of the original base hierarchy was seen as central to Easy Speaker intervention and 

was used as an aid to increase the users attention span, and as a reinforcer. When the user be-

gan to drift from an interaction with Easy Speaker, the author might suggest that they modified the 

hierarchy in some way, perhaps by drawing a new image and recording a sound as an accompa-

niment. One example of customisation is where U1 :PS created a screen of pets that he'd had 

while living at home :-

Fig 10.3, An example of user customisation 
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(Top J..c.ycl> 
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With each of these pictures U1 recorded his own voice saying the pets name, e.g. "Sabre the 

dog". Building utterances which contained references to these newly created pictures was then 

undertaken. As with any of the utterances constructed during sessions the author pointed out and 

encouraged the user to correct any construction that was invalid. For example, an utterance that 

was grammatically flawed was highlighted as were any that were logically incorrect. 

During the sessions the goal was to subtlety direct Easy Speaker intervention so that it would be of 

most benefit to the user. That is, interactions would not be fixed, but instead in flux to enable the 

client to determine their own therapy destiny. The authors role was to mediate and aid in what the 

user wanted to achieve. Easy Speaker might then be considered as a communicative and thera

peutic environment rather than an isolated tool. 

After each user had completed 24 weeks of this type of Easy Speaker intervention the post

intervention section of the ESPM questionnaire was administered to the same two caregivers who 

had completed the pre-intervention section for that user. Once questionnaires were completed 

they were analysed accordingly. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENTATION OF RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to present the pre- and post-intervention questionnaire data in a coherent way, results are 

presented for individual users separately. Results for each user will sub-divided into the six do

mains outlined earlier. Within each of these domains both of the caregivers pre- and post

intervention questionnaire data will be presented in a graphical format. Post-intervention data for 

each caregiver will then be evaluated against the expected outcome over baseline, i.e. no change. 

In addition caregivers pre- and post-intervention ratings will be compared to give a measure of 

interrater agreement for each domain and user. 

The results presented for U1 will be explained in depth and shall serve a model for the remaining 

three users who's results only will be presented. As each users results are presented discussion of 
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those results and suggestions regarding possible implications is made. Once all results have been 

presented and discussed in turn a more general discussion will consider the findings as a whole. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR INDMDUAL USERS 

RESUL TS FOR USER 1: PS 

As measures of successful outcome are to a large extent dependent on the raters subjective 

opinion of the clients adaptive behaviour, both pre- and post-intervention, it is relevant to outline 

their relationship to the user, how long they had known them and their average weekly contact :-

Fig 10.4, summary of raters relationship to U1 

Rater Relationship to User 

R1 I Asst. PS;ghOlogist 
R2 

How long known User 
(years) 

1.5 
3 

Ave weekly contact 
(hours) 

1 
0.5 

The first domain measured by the ESPM questionnaire at both pre- and post-intervention stages 

was Expressive Language. Within this domain there were a total of 28 items. In order to simplify 

and standardise presentation of each raters questionnaire data a graphical method has been 

adopted. 

The graph below shows R1's responses to all 28 items within the expressive language domain at 

pre- and post-intervention stages. The left axis of the graph lists each questionnaire item in the 

order that they appeared. The right axis of the graph lists the pre-intervention response to the 

item made by the rater. Any items on the right with a "Missing" entry represent an item on the 

questionnaire that the rater has chosen not to complete. The top axis mirrors the semantic differ

ential scale used in the post-intervention questionnaire. Superimposed onto that is a plot of the 

responses made by the rater at the post-intervention stage. A numerical value has been assigned 

to each point on the scale, with 4 been taken to represent no change over baseline. The bottom 

axis simply gives a plain English statement regarding the direction of each pOint on the graph in 

relation to the top axis. 
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EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.5, R1 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client speak with a lisp? 
Does the client speak with a stammer ? 

Does the client speak too rapidly? 
Is the clients voice too fainVsoft ? 

Does the client use overly loud speech ? 
Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ? 

Does the client have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) ? 
Does the client have other articulatory difficulties? 
Does the client use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the client ever ramblinglincoherent ? 
Does the client ever express bizarrelincorrect ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particular theme(s) ? 

Does the client constantly repeat things? 
Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know him/her? 

Is tile meaning of what is said understood by those who do not know himlher? 
Does the client have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressive language? 

Is speech low. weak. whispered or difficult to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speech is hurried, accelerated, or pushed ? 
Does the client speak with blocking, halting, or other irregutar interruptions? 

Does the clienl use complex sentences containing "because", "but" etc ... ? 
Does the client ask questions using words such as, "why", "how" , "what" etc ... ? 

Does the client speak in simple sentences? 
Does the client speak in primitive phrases only ? 

Does the client talk about action when describing pictures? 
Does the client name people or objects when describing pictures? 

Does the client name familiar objects? 
Does the client ask for things by their appnopriate names? 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Missing 
Rarely 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never 
Always 
Never 
Never 
Never 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Often 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Always 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Often 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Often 

Using item 3 as an example from the graph one might say that "The client 'FREQUENTLY' speaks 

too rapidly" but after 24 weeks of Easy Speaker intervention they are 'SLIGHTLY BETTER' 

(capitalised words represent the raters responses to that item) . Because the rater has rated them 

as being "SLIGHTLY BETIER " we can deduce that U1 's speech is slightly slower and more con-

trolled that it was prior to Easy Speaker intervention. One can summarise the post-intervention 

graph by means of the following table :-

Fig 10.6, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Expressive Language do
main for U1 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.22 0.42 27 
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A mean of 4.22 would suggest a slight improvement in Expressive Language after Easy Speaker 

intervention, as a mean of 4.00 would represent no change, and mean of less than 4.00 a wors

ening. Although a slight improvement is suggested a single sample t-test was applied to confirm 

whether this was a significant improvement. This tested whether there was a significant difference 

between the obtained mean (4.22) and the expected mean (4.00) - no change over baseline in 

Expressive Language. The resulting t value (t (26) , 2.73, Sig .. 01 ) proved to be highly significant. 

This suggested a significant improvement in Expressive Language after Easy Speaker interven

tion as rated by R 1 . 

It is suggested that these were real improvements and were unlikely to be the result of raters sim

ply attempting to justify their participation in the study by giving higher rating than the evidence 

warranted. All raters were familiar with the items in the rating scale used and all used similar clini

cal inventories within their everyday work to objectively rate clients . 

Fig 10.7, R2 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client speak with a lisp ? 
Does the client speak with a stammer? 

Does the client speak too rapidly 7 
Is the clients voice too faint/soft ? 

Does the cl ient use overly loud speech? 
Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) 7 

Does the client have word slurring difficulties (dysarthna) ? 
Does the client have other articulatory difliculties 7 
Does the cl ient use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the client ever rambling/incoherent 7 
Does the client ever express bizamelincorrecl ideas (delusions)? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particulartheme(s) ? 

Does the client constantly repeat things? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know himiher ? 

Is the meaning ot what IS said understood by those who do not know him/her ? 
Does the client have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressIVe language 7 

Is speech low, weak, whispered or difficult 10 hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored 7 

Is speech is hurried, accelerated, or pushed 7 
Does the client speak with blocking, halting, or other inregular interrupllons ? 

Does the client use complex sentences containing "because", ''but'' etc ... 7 
Does the client ask questions using words such as, "why", "how", "what" etc .. . ? 

Does the client speak in simple sentences? 

Does the client speak in pnmlbve phrases only ? 
Does the client talk about action when describing pictures ? 

Does the client name people or objects when describing pictures ? 
Does the client name familiar objects ? 

Does the client ask for things by their appropriate names 7 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Rarely 
Often 
Frequenlly 
Never 
Sometimes 
Occaslonaly 
Sometimes 
Often 
Never 
Sometimes 
Never 
Sometimes 
Often 
Often 

Occasionally 
Often 
Rarely 
Never 
Often 
Often 
Rarely 
Often 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Often 

Fig 10.8, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Expressive Language do

main for U1 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.61 0,69 28 
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Again a single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by 

a mean of 4.61. The resulting t value (t (27), 4.69, Sig .. 0005) proved to be very highly significant. 

This suggested a significant improvement in Expressive Language after Easy Speaker interven

tion as rated by R2. 

Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were assessed by means of an inde

pendent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. A t-test was applied to pre-intervention 

data as this tended to be parametric in nature, whereas post-intervention data tended to be less so 

calling for the application of the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. 

The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (53), .31, NS) 

proved to be non-significant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests a 

good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of expressive language at pre-inter

vention. 

The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (27, 28), 

256.5, Sig .. 025) proved to be significant. This suggests there was significant interrater differ

ences as to the abilities of U1 in terms of expressive language at post-intervention. 
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.9, R1 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions containing 
prepositions e .g .. "on". "in", "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the cI!ent u.nderstand instructions n.;fening to the " ? 
order in whIch thIngs must be done, e .g . first do - then do... . 

Frequently 

Does the client understand instructions requinng a 
decision, e.g . "if - do this, but if not do ... " ? ~------~C------~ 

Sometimes 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.10, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Receptive Language do
main for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.33 0.58 3 ] 

A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 4.33. The resulting t value (t (2), 1.00, NS) proved to be non significant. This suggested 

there was no significant improvement in Receptive Language after Easy Speaker intervention as 

rated by R1 . 
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Fig 10.11 , R2 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions conta ining 
prepositions e .g ., "on" , "in", "behind", under etc .. ? 

Does the client understand instructions referring to the 
order in which things must be done, e .g . "first do - then do ..... ? 

Does the client understand Instructions requiring a 
decision. e .g . "If - do this. but It not do ... " ? ~ ~ -- ~ 

Worsening ; Improvement 

No change 

Often 

Often 

Sometimes 

Fig 10.12, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Receptive Language do
main for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 6.00 1 3 

A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 6.00. The resulting t value (t (2) , 3.46, NS) proved to be non significant. This suggested 

no significant improvement in Expressive Language after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by 

R2. 

Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were also assessed by means of an 

independent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. 
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The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (4) , .89, NS) 

proved to be insignificant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests a good 

degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of receptive language at pre-intervention. 

The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (3 , 3) , 0.5, 

NS) proved to be non significant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests 

a good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of expressive language at post-inter-

vention . 

SOCIAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.13, R1 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" ? Often 

Is the client sociable and talks during meals? Frequently 

Does the client talk to others about sports, family, group activities etc ... ? Often 

Can the client be verbally reasoned with ? Frequently 

Does the client obviously respond when talked to ? Always 

Can the client engage in a meaningful dialogue? Frequently 

Does the client talk sensibly? Frequently 

Can the client repeat a story with little or no difficulty 7 Sometimes 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.14, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Social Language Develop
ment domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 4.25 0.46 8 
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A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 4.25. The resulting t value (t (7), 1.53, NS) proved to be insignificant. This suggested no 

significant improvement in Social Language Development after Easy Speaker intervention as 

rated by R1 . 

Fig 10.15, R2 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Is the client sociable and talks during meals? Sometimes 

Does the client talk to others about sports , family, group actMties etc ... ? Occasionally 

Can the client be verbally rea90ned with? Often 

Does the client obviously respond when talked to ? Always 

Can the client engage In a meaningful dialogue? Rarely 

Does the client talk sensibly? Sometimes 

Can the client repeat a story with litUe or no difficulty? Never .... ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.16, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Social Language Develop
ment domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 5.00 0.76 8 

A single sample Hest was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 5.00. The resulting t value (t (7), 3.74, .005) proved to be highly significant. This sug-
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gested a significant improvement in Social Language Development after Easy Speaker interven

tion as rated by R2. 

Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were assessed by means of an inde

pendent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. 

The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (14), 1.80, 

NS) proved to be insignificant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests a 

good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Social Language Development at 

pre-intervention. 

The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (8, 8), 

14.00, NS) proved to be non significant. As there were no significant interrater differences this 

suggests a good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of expressive language at 

post-intervention. 
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INITIATIVE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.17, R1 ESPM rating for Initiative for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client initiate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc ... ? 

Does the client ask if there is something to do, or explores 
surroundings, e.g. home, ward, classroom etc ... ? 

Will the client engage in activities only If assigned or directed? 

Will the client not engage in assigned activities. e.g . putting away toys? 

Does the client have to be made to do things? 

Does the client have goals which they strive for? 

Does the client seem to have no interest in th ings? 

Does the client finish tasks last because of wasted time? 

Is the client unnecessarily dependent on others for help? 

I 
I 

'" ~I------------~b-----------~ 
Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Sometimes 

Often 

R rely 

R rely 

Occasionally 

Rarely 

Rarely 

Missing 

Rarely 

Fig 10.18, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Initiative domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.50 0.53 8 

A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 4.50. The resulting t value (t (7), 2.65, .025) proved to be significant. This suggested a 

significant improvement in Initiative after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R1 . 
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Fig 10.19, R2 ESPM rating for Initiative for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the cl ient initiate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc ... ? 

Does the client ask If there is something to do. or 
explores surroundings. e.g. home, ward , classroom etc .. . ? 

Rarely 

Will the cl ient engage in activities only if assigned or directed? Ollen 

Will the cl ient not engage in assigned activities , e g putting away toys ? Rarely 

Does the client have to be made to do things? Ollen 

Does the cl ient have goals which they strive for? Rarely 

Does the client seem to have no interest in things? Rarely 

Does the cl ient finish tasks last because of wasted time? Sometimes 

Is the client unnecessarily dependent on others for help? Sometimes 
~-- ~ ~ 

Worsening ! Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.20, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Initiative domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

5.44 0.73 9 

A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 5.44. The resulting t value (t (8) , 5.96, .0005) proved to be very highly significant. This 

suggested a significant improvement in Initiative after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R2. 

Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were assessed by means of an inde-

pendent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. 

The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (15) , 0.78, 

NS) proved to be insignificant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests a 

good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Initiative at pre-intervention. 
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The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (8 , 9) , 

12.00, .025) proved to be significant. As there were significant interrater differences this suggests 

a poor degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Initiative at post-intervention . 

ATTENTION DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.21 , R1 ESPM rating for Attention for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the cl ient pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activitIes for atieast 15 minutes? Frequently 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at leasl 10 minutes? Frequently 

Will the clienl pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 5 minutes? Frequently 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful activitJes for as long as 5 minutes? Ra .... ly 

Does the client have any stereotyped behaVlors which break attention? Occasionally 

Is the client easily distracted by external events? Occasionally 

Is the client easily distracted by internal events ? Occasionally 

Does the client become easity discouraged ? Occasionally 

Does the client fail 10 carry out tasks? Occasionally 

Does the client jump from one activity to another? Sometimes 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complete tasks? 
~----------~ ~ 

Often 

Worsening i Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.22, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Attention domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.25 0.45 12 
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A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 4.25. The resulting t value (t (11) , 1.91 , .05) proved to be significant . This suggested a 

significant improvement in Attention after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R1 . 

Fig 10.23, R2 ESP M rating for Attention for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will Ihe client pay attentIon to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? ~ Occasionally 

Will the dient pay attention to purposeful actJV1l1eS for at least 15 minutes? Sometimes 

Will the dient pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 10 minutes? Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activrtles for at least 5 minutes? Always 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful activities for as long as 5 minutes? Never 

Does the client have any stereotyped behaVlors which break attention? Always 

Is the client easily distracted by external events? Always 

Is the client easily distracted by inlernal events? Frequently 

Does the client become easily discouraged? Often 

Does the chent fall to carry out tasks? Sometimes 

Does the client jump from one activity to another? Rarely 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complete tasks? Often 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.24, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Attention domain for U1 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

5.91 0.79 12 ] 

A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 5.91 . The resulting t value (t (11) , 8.37, .0005) proved to be very highly significant. This 

suggested a significant improvement in Attention after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R2. 
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Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were assessed by means of an inde-

pendent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. 

The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (22) , 0.83, 

NS) proved to be insignificant. As there were no significant interrater differences this suggests a 

good degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Attention at pre-intervention. 

The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (12, 12), 

9.0, .0001) proved to be very highly significant. As there were significant interrater differences this 

suggests a poor degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Attention at post-interven-

tion. 

MEMORY DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U1 

Fig 10.25, R1 ESPM rating for Memory for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? Frequently 

Can the client reca ll the names of p laces of places? Freque ntly 

Can the client recall where things are? Frequently 

Can the client recall routines? Frequently 

Can the client recall regu lar activities? Frequently 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? A lways 

Can the client reeaU distant activit ies or events? Frequently 

Does the clien t talk about recent events? F requently 

D oes the client talk a bout distant events? Often 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 
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Table 11.26, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Memory domain for U1 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4 o 9 

A single sample t-test could not be applied in this instance as there was a Standard Deviation of O. 

However as a mean of 4 with a SD of 0 was obtained it is clear that there was no significant im-

provement in Attention after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R1 . 

Fig 10.26, R2 ESPM rating for Memory for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? Frequently 

Can the client recall the names of places of places? Occasionally 

Can the client recall where things are? Sometimes 

Can the client recall routines? Occasionally 

Can the client recall regular activities? Rarely 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? Occasionally 

Can the client recall distant activities or events? Rarely 

Does the client talk about recent events? Sometimes 

Does the client talk about distant events? 
~-------------.~-------------~ 

Rarely 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.27, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Memory domain for U1 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

[ 5.67 0.71 9 
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A single sample t-test was applied to test the significance of the improvement suggested by a 

mean of 5.67. The resulting t value (t (8), 7.07, .0005) proved to be very highly significant. This 

suggested a significant improvement in Memory after Easy Speaker intervention as rated by R2. 

Interrater differences in pre- and post-intervention responses were assessed by means of an inde

pendent t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test respectively. 

The resulting t value for interrater differences between pre-intervention responses (t (16), 5.98, 

.0005) proved to be very highly significant. As there were significant interrater differences this 

suggests a poor degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Memory at pre-interven-

tion. 

The resulting U value for interrater differences between post-intervention responses (U (9, 9), 4.5, 

.0005) proved to be very highly significant. As there were significant interrater differences this 

suggests a poor degree of agreement as to the abilities of U1 in terms of Memory at post-interven-

tion. 

One can summarise ESPM results for U1 by means of the following two tables. Significance lev

els on the first table are taken from the post-intervention single sample t-tests that were applied to 

each raters ratings for each of the six domains. They show whether there is a significant differ

ence between the observed mean response to questionnaire items in that domain and the ex

pected mean which represents no change. 
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Fig 10.28, A summary of ESPM post-intervention ratings for U1 

EXplMSNe Language 
Receptiwl Language 
Social Language 0e\tIII0pment 
InitiatNe 
Attention 
Memory 

2.73 
1.00 
1.53 
2.65 
1.91 . 

df 

26 
2 
7 
7 
11 . 

Rater R1:PS 

Sig. 
Level 

0.01 
NS 
NS 

0.025 
0.05 . 

ImprDlllBment 
Ves No 

./ 
./ 

./ 
./ 
./ 

./ 

df 

4.0 27 
3.46 2 
3.74 7 
5.116 8 
8.37 11 
7.07 8 

RaterR2:SU 

Sig. 
Level 

0.0005 
NS 

0.005 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0005 

ImprDlllBment 
Ves No 

./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

* Could not be computed due to a Standard Deviation of 0 

Significance levels on the first half of the second table are taken from the pre-intervention inde

pendent t-tests which were applied to test whether there was a Significant difference between the 

two raters responses in a particular domain, Significance levels of the second half are taken from 

the post-intervention Mann-Whitney U-tests which were applied to test whether there was a differ

ence between the two raters responses in a particular domain, 

Fig 10.29, A summary of ESPM interrater agreement for U1 

ExpressiYe Language 
Receptiw Language 
Social Language 0e\eI0pment 
InitiatiYe 
Attention 
Memory 

1.03 
0.89 
1.80 
0.78 
0.83 
5.98 

Pre InteMllltion 

Sig. Interrater Agre«nent 
df Le¥lll Yes No U 

53 NS ./ 258.50 
4 NS ./ 0.50 
14 NS ./ 14.00 
15 NS ./ 12.00 
22 NS ./ 9.00 
16 0.0005 ./ 4.50 

DISCUSSION FOR USER 1 :PS 

Peat InteMlntion 

Sig. Interrater Agreanent 
df Level Ves No 

27,28 0.025 ./ 

3,3 NS ./ 

8,8 NS ./ 

8,9 0.025 ./ 

12,12 0.0001 ./ 

U 0.0005 ./ 

Both raters agreed that U1 had improved significantly in three domains, namely; Expressive lan-

guage, Initiative, and Attention, Interestingly it is within these three areas where U1's disabilities 

were most marked prior to intervention. Rater R2 also rated improvements in Social language 

development and Memory, whereas R1 did not. Both agreed that U1 had not improved in terms of 

Receptive language, U1 was not rated as having worsened on any item in any domain, 
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Embedded within the Expressive language domain both raters agreed on three sets of items which 

showed noticeable improvements. U1 was rated as having slowed his rapid speech rate slightly at 

post-intervention and as a result become more intelligible. Although rated as being only "slightly 

better", the slowing in U1 speech rate was even commented on by other members of staff who 

were not involved with the study. U1 was also rated as having good and bad days in relation to 

Expressive language prior to intervention, whereas at post-intervention he was rated as being 

"Slightly better". This suggests that U1 expressive language became more stable and less erratic 

in quality. Lastly, both raters rated U1 as showing a greater aptitude for correct naming of things 

at post-intervention. This may suggest as the author had hoped, that Easy Speaker had strength

ened associations between objects and events, and their linguistic label. 

Within the initiative domain raters rated U1 as being "better" in terms of initiating most of his own 

activities. Raters also rated U1 as being more apt to ask if there was something to do, or to ex

plore his surroundings. U1 was also rated as being less likely to have to be made to do things. 

Raters also rated U1 as having more goals for which he now strove. In sum these improvements 

suggest that U1 was becoming both more confident in his own abilities and functioning with a 

higher level of motivation. 

In terms of attention raters rated U1 's attention as being less likely to be broken by his stereotyped 

behaviours, such as, finger flicking etc... Indeed these stereotyped behaviours themselves were 

also reduced; possibly as the result of greater focused attention and increased motivation. Con

sequently raters rated U1 as also being less likely to fail to carry out tasks. In line with his im

provements in initiative U1 was also rated as being less likely to need external encouragement to 

complete tasks. 

Raters could not agree on significant improvements in two domains, namely; Social language de

velopment and Memory. Despite lack of interrater agreement rater R2 did rate significant im

provements within these areas. Within the Social language development domain R2 rated U1 as 

being more linguistically sociable, e.g. talking to others during meals, being more likely to engage 

in meaningful dialogues and to generally talk more sensibly. 
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Despite U1 already possessing an excellent memory, R2 rated improvements on 9 out of 10 items 

within the memory domain. However, in U1 's case this may be misleading and rather than being 

pure memory improvements are more likely to be attributed to enhanced confidence and motiva

tion. Simply, that U1 would be more likely to give the correct answer to a question involving 

memory than remain silent due to lack of confidence in his own memory. 

Both raters agreed that there were no significant improvements in Receptive language. This can 

be attributed to the small number of items within the Receptive language domain, as both raters 

did actually rate improvements. The implication of such a small number of items will be discussed 

later. 
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RESULTS FOR USER 2: AW 

Fig 10.30, Summary of raters relationship to U2 

Rater Relationship to user 
How long known user 

(years) 
Ave weekly contact 

(hours) 

R1 1.5 1 

R2 3 0.5 

EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U2 

Fig 10.31 , R1 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client speak With a lisp? 
Does the client speak wrth a stammer? 

Does the client speak too rapidly? 
Is the clients VOice loo faint/soft ? 

Does the client use overly loud speech ? 
Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ? 

Does the dient have word sluning difficulties (dysarthria) ? 
Does the client have other articulatory difficulties? 
Does the client use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the client ever ramblinglincoherent ? 
Does the client ever express bizarre/incorrect Ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particular theme(s) ? 

Does the client constantly repeat things? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know himlher ? 
Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who do not know himlher ? 
Does the client have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressive language? 

Is speech low, weak, whispered or difficult to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speech is hunied, accelerated, or pushed? 
Does the client speak with blocking, halting, or other irregular interruptions? 

Does the client use complex sentences containing "because", "but" etc ... ? 
Does the client ask questions using words such as, ''Why'', "how", ''what'' etc ... ? 

Does the client speak in simple sentences? 
Does the client speak in primitive phrases only ? 

Does the client talk about acUon when describing pictures? 
Does the client name people or objects when describing pictures? 

Does the client name familiar objects? 
Does the client ask for things by their appnopriate names? 

~----------~:----------~ 
Worsening ! Improvement 

No change 

Never 
Never 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Occasionally 
Somelimes 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Never 
Never 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Always 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Occasionally 
Rarely 
Occasionally 
Occasionally 
Rar Iy 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Always 
Always 
Always 
Always 
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Fig 10.32, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Expressive Language do
main for U2 

Mean so Items responded to by rater 

4.07 0.26 28 

Fig 10.33, R2 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the dlent speak with a lisp? 
Does the client speak With a stammer? 

Does the dient speak too rapidly ? 

Is the chents voice too fainVsoft ? 
Does the client use overly loud speech? 

Does the dient have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) ? 
Does the dient have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) ? 

Does the client have other articulatory difficulties? 
Does the dlent use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the dient ever ramblinglincoherent ? 
Does the dient ever express bizarrelincorrect ideas (delusions) ? 

Does the client have a preoccupation WIth 8 particular theme(s) ? 
Does the client constantly repeat things? 

Is the meaning of what is said under.stood by those who know himlher ? 
Is the meaning of what IS said understood by those who do not know himlher ? 
Does the dlent have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressive language? 

Is speech low. weak, whispered or difficuH to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speech is hurried. accelerated, or pushed? 
Does the client speak With blocl(lng, haHing, or other Irregular interruptions? 

Does the client use complex sentences containing "because", 'but" etc ... ? 
Does the client ask questions uSing words such as. ''Why''. "how", ''What'' etc ... ? 

Does the client speak In simple sentences? 
Does the chent speak In primrtlVe phrases only? 

Does the client talk about action when describing pictures? 
Does the client name people or objects when describing pictures ? 

Does the client name familiar obJects? 
Does the cl ient ask for things by their appropriate names? 

~e e .... 
o'~e ~d' ~ 'O~ ~e"" 

~::io ~e ~"\ (5:''lJ-<::' ~"\ e.... ~ 'Q 

~\:>(J ~d' q.<::fJ ~O q.<::fJ <Q~ ~\:>(J 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

I Rarely 

... :----- ~ ~ 

Worsening : Improvement 

No change 

Sometimes 
AJways 
Never 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Never 
Rarely 
Often 
Often 
Rarely 
Often 
Sometimes 
Occasionally 
Sometimes 
Somebmes 
Often 
Sometimes 

Fig 10.34, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Expressive Language do

main for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 4.75 0.59 28 
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U2 

Fig 10.35, R1 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions containing 
prepositions e .g .• "on" . " In". "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the client understand instructions referring to the 
order in which things must be done, e .g . ''first do - then do ..... ? 

Frequently 

Often 

Does the cl ient understand Instructions requiring a Sometimes 
decision, e.g . "If - do this , but if not do ... .. ? .... ~ 

Worsening i Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.36, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Receptive Language do

main for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.33 0.58 3 
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Fig 10.37, R2 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the d lent understand instructions containing 
prepositions e .g , "on", "in" , "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the client understand instructions referring to the 
order In which things must be done, e .g . "first do - then do .. : · ? 

Does the client understand instructions requiring a 
decision . e .g . "If - do this , but if not do ... " ? 

~ Often 

Rarely 

Rarely 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.38, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Receptive Language do

main for U2 

Mean So Items responded to by rater 

5.00 1 3 
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SOCIAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U2 

Fig 10.39, R1 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" 7 Sometimes 

Is the client sociable and talks during meals? Frequently 

Does the client talk to others about sports, family, group activities etc .. . ? Often 

Can the client be verbally reasoned with ? Often 

Does the client obviously respond when talked to ? Always 

Can the client engage in a meaningful dialogue? Frequently 

Does the client talk sensibly? Frequently 

Can the client repeat a story with little or no difficulty ? Sometimes 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 1 DAD , Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Social Language Develop

ment domain for U2 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.13 0.35 8 
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Fig 10.41 , R2 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" ? 

Is the client sociable and talks during meals? 

Does the client talk to others about sports. family, group activities etc ... ? Occasionally 

Can the clIent be verbally reasoned with? Sometimes 

Does the dient obviously respond when talked to ? Frequently 

Can the cl ient engage in a meaningful dialogue? Occasionally 

Does the client talk sensibly? Sometimes 

Rarely Can the client repeat a story with little or no difficulty ? 
~ ~ ~ 

Worsening : Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.42, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Social Language Develop
ment domain for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

5.38 0.74 8 
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INITIATIVE DOMAIN RESUL TS FOR U2 

Fig 10.43, R1 ESPM rating for Initiative for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client initiate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc .. . ? Often 

Does the client ask If there is something to do, 
or explores surroundings, e.g. home, ward, classroom etc. .. ? 

Often 

Will the dient engage in activities only if assigned or directed? Rarely 

Will the client not engage in assigned activities, e.g. putting away toys? Sometimes 

Does the dlent have to be made to do things ? Sometimes 

Does the client have goals which they slrive for? Rarely 

Does the client seem to have no interest in things? Rarely 

Does the d ient finish tasks last because of wasted time? Often 

Is the client unnecessarily dependent on others for help? Occasionally 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.44, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Initiative domain for U2 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.11 0.33 9 
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Fig 10.45, R2 ESP M rating for Initiative for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client initiate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc ... ? Occasionally 

Does the client ask if there is something to do, 
or explores surroundings, e g. home, ward, classroom etc ... ? 

Rarely 

Will the client engage in activities only if assigned or directed ? Sometimes 

Will the cl ient not engage in assigned activities , e.g. putting away toys ? Sometimes 

Does the client have to be made to do things? Often 

Does the chent have goals which they strive for ? Rarely 

Does the client seem to have no interest in things? Rarely 

Does the client finish tasks last because of wasted time? Often 

Is the client unnecessarily dependent on others for help? 
~-- ~ 

Frequently 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.46, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Initiative domain for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.89 0.33 9 
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A TTENTION DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U2 

Fig 10.47, R1 ESPM rating for Attention for U1 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? 

Will the client pay attenllon to purposeful activities for at least 15 minutes? Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activittes for at least 10 minutes? Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 5 minutes? Frequently 

Will the client not pay attenMn to purposeful actiVrtles for as long as 5 minutes? Occasionally 

Does the client have any stereotyped behaVlors which break attenbon ? Rarely 

Is the client easily distracted by external events ? Often 

Is the client easily distracted by internal events? Often 

Does the client become easily discouraged? Sometlme8 

Does the client fail to carry out tasks? Often 

Does the client jump from one activity to another? Sometimes 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complete tasks? 
~-----------.~------------~ 

Frequently 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.48, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Attention domain for U2 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.08 0.29 12 
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Fig 10.49, R2 ESPM rating for Attention for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 15 minutes? Rarely 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 10 minutes? Occasionally 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 5 minutes? Often 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful activities for as long as 5 minutes? 

Does the client have any stereotyped behaviors which break attention? 

Is the client easily distracted by external events ? 

Is the chent easily distracted by internal events? 

! 
/ 

Frequently 

Frequently 

Always 

Frequently 

Does the client become eaSily discouraged? Often 

Does the client fa ll to carry out tasks? Frequently 

Does the chent Jump from one activrty to another? Frequently 

Does the chent need constant encouragement to complete tasks 7 ... ~ ~ 
Frequently 

Worsening ! Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.50, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Attention domain for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

5.58 0.67 12 
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MEMORY DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U2 

Fig 10.51 , R1 ESPM rating for Memory for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? Often 

Can the client recall the names of places of places? Often 

Can the client recall where th ings are ? Often 

Can the client recall routines? Often 

Can the client recall regular activities? Oft n 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? Often 

Can the client recall distant activities or events? Often 

Does the client talk about recent events? Oflen 

Does the client talk about distant events? 
~ ~ ~ 

Oflen 

Worsening l Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.52, summary of post-intervention responses made by R1 in the Memory domain for U2 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.00 o 9 
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Fig 10.53, R2 ESPM rating for Memory for U2 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? Often 

Can the client recall the names of places of places? Sometimes 

Can the client recall where things are ? Sometimes 

C a n the cl ient recall routines? R arely 

Can the client recall regular activities? R arely 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? Occasionally 

Can the client recall distant activities or events? Rarely 

D oes the client talk about recent events? Occasionally 

D oes the client t alk about distant events? 
~ ~ ~ 

R arely 

Worsening i Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.54, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R2 in the Memory domain for U2 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

5.33 0.50 9 
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Fig 10.55, A summary of ESPM post-intervention ratings for U2 

Ex pnlSsr.e Language 
Receptr.e Language 
Social Language DewIIopment 
lniiatille 
Attention 
Memory 

1.44 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 . 

<It 

27 
2 
7 
6 
11 . 

Rat .. Rl:PS 

Sig. 
I...eIIIII 

NS 
NS 
NS 

NS 
NS . 

I~nt 
Yea No 

./ 6.76 

./ 1.73 

./ 5.23 

./ 6.00 

./ 6.20 
6.00 

df 

27 
2 
7 
6 
11 
6 

Rat .. R2:SU 

Sig. 
Law! 

0.0005 
NS 

0.001 
0.0005 
0.0005 
0.0005 

Impnllllllmllnt 
Yea No 

./ 

./ 
./ 

./ 

./ 

./ 

* Could not be computed due to a Standard Deviation of 0 

Fig 10.56, A summary of ESPM interrater agreement for U2 

Expresslw Language 
ReceptiW LangUBge 
Social Language 0IMI1opmenI 

Inltlatlw 
Attention 
Memory 

1.53 
1.73 
2.31 
0.17 
0.52 
5.37 

Pre Inten.enllan 

SIg. 1r1lerrater Agreement 
<It Lewl Yes No U 

54 NS ./ 152.00 
4 NS ./ 2.50 
14 0.025 ./ 6.00 
16 NS ./ 9.00 
22 NS ." 3.00 
16 0.0005 ./ 0.00 

DISCUSSION FOR USER 2:AW 

Post InleMlntlan 

SIg. IntelTater Agreement 
<If Lewl Yes No 

28,28 O.OOOt ./ 

3,3 NS ./ 

8,8 0.005 ./ 

9,9 0.005 ./ 

12,12 0.0001 ./ 

9,9 0.0001 ./ 

Both raters could not agree on any domains in which U2 had significantly improved. However, 

they did agree that he showed no significant improvement within the Receptive language domain. 

R1 suggested there had been no overall improvement in any of the six domains, whereas R2 rated 

a significant improvement in five. Despite R1 's lack of agreement and overall ratings of no im

provement there were items within each domain in which R1 had rated an improvement. In this 

light I shall concentrate on those domains in which R2 rated a significant improvement and in tan

dem highlight those items on which R1 rated an improvement. 

Within the Expressive language domain R2 rated improvements in both U2's lisp and pronounced 

stammer. Improvement was evident in the quietening of his previously overload speech, U2's 

proneness to dysphasia was also rated as having been reduced. The quality and consistency of 

U2's speech was also rated as showing improvement. In common with U1 an improved aptitude 
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for correct naming was evident. R1 rated improvements in the degree to which U2 posed "who', 

"how", "what" ... questions. R1 also commented on the improved quality of U2's speech. 

In terms of Social language development R2 rated an improvement in language used in social 

settings, e.g. being sociable and talking during meals etc... R2 also rated improvements in the 

extent to which the client would respond to and engage in dialogues, e.g. whether or not U2 could 

be verbally reasoned with. R1 rated improvement on the degree to which U2 could repeat a story 

verbally. 

U2 was also rated as displaying more initiative, e.g. initiating his own activities, asking for things to 

do, or exploring his own surroundings. U2 was also rated as being less dependent on others for 

help and was less apt to be made to have to do things. Both R1 and R2 rated U2 as having more 

goals for which they now stove. 

Improvements on every item of the Attention domain were rated by R2 with, improved attention 

span, less distractibility, less susceptibility to become discouraged, reduced failure rate when car

rying out tasks, better focus on single tasks, and the reduced need for constant encouragement. 

Both R1 and R2 agreed on a reduced failure rate due to lapses in attention when carrying out 

tasks. 

In common with the Attention domain R2 rated improvements on every item within the Memory 

domain, whereas R1 rated no improvement on any item. R2 rated him as being more able to re

call the names of people and places and to recall where things are in general. He was also rated 

as being better able to recall regular routines and activities. Recall for both recent and distant 

events was also rated as having improved, as was his ability to talk about them. 
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RESUL TS FOR USER 3: KC 

Fig 10.57, Summary of raters relationship to U3 

Rater Relationship to user 
How long known user 

(years) 
Ave weekly contact 

(hours) 

R3* Care Assistants 1 4 each 
R4 Head of De t 1 0.5 

* R3 actually consisted of the combined effort of two care assistants who completed 
the ESPM questionnaire together for U3 

ExPRESSIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U3 

Fig 10.58, R3 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the cl ient speak with a lisp? 
Does the client speak with a stammer? 

Does the client speak too rapidly? 
Is the clients voice too faint/soft ? 

Does the client use overty loud speech? 
Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasIa) ? 

Does the cl ient have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) ? 
Does the client have other articulatory difficulties? 
Does the client use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the cl ient ever ramblinglincoherent ? 

Does the client ever express bizarrelincorrect ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particular theme(s) ? 

Does the client constanUy repeat things? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know him/her? 
I th meaning of what is said understood by those who do not know himlher? 
sDO:S the client have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressive language? 

Is speeclh low, weak, whispered or difficult to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speeclh is hurried, accelerated, or pushed? 
Does the client speak with blocking, halting, or other irregular interruptions? 

Does the d ient use complex sentences containing "because", "but" etc ... ? 
o the cl ient ask questions using words suclh as, "why" , "how", "what" etc ... ? 

oes Does the client speak in simple sentences? 
Does the client speak in primitive phrases only? 

Does the client talk about action when describing pictures? 
Does the client name people or objects when describing pictures? 

Does the client name familiar objecls ? 
Does the clienl ask for things by their appropriate names? 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Never 
Occasionally 
Never 
Rarely 
Occasionally 
Often 
Occasionally 
Often 
Never 
Sometimes 
Never 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Often 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Frequently 
Never 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Always 

Frequently 
Rarely 
Rarely 

OccaSionally 
Frequently 
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Fig 10.59, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Expressive Language do

main for U3 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.71 0.60 28 

Fig 10.60, R4 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client speak WIth a lisp? 
Does the client speak with a stammer? 

Does the dlent speak too rapIdly? 
Is the clients voice too fainVsoft ? 

Does the client use ovetly loud speech? 
Does the client have word finding di!!iculty (dysphasia) ? 

Does the client have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) ? 
Does the client have other articulatory difficulties? 
Does the chent use made up words (neologisms) ? 

Is the dient ever ramblinglincoherent ? 
Does the client ever express bizarreJincorrect Ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the clIent have a preoccupation WIth a partIcular theme(s) ? 

Does the cl ient constantly repeat things? 
Is the meaning of what is saId understood by those who know himlher ? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who do not know himlher ? 
Does the client have 'good and bad days' in relation to expressive language? 

Is speech low, weak, whispered or dlfficutt to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speech is hurried, accelerated, or pushed? 

Does the client speak with blocking, halting, or other Irregular interruptions? 
Does the clienl use complex sentences containing "because', "but" etc ... ? 

Does the client ask questions using words such as, "why", "how" , ''What'' ete.. ? 
Does the chent speak In SImple sentences? 

Does the client speak in primrtlve phrases only ? 
Does the chent talk about acUon when describIng pIctures? 

Does the client name people or objects when descnbing pIctures? 
Does the client name familiar objects? 

Does the client ask for things by their appropriate names? 

• 

• 

• 

..____I 

-j Missing 
Frequently 
MIssing 
Missing 
Frequenlly 
Always 
Frequently 
MIssing 
MISSing 
Often 
MISSing 
MIssing 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Sometimes 
Missing 
MIssing 

• Always 
MISSing 

- . Always 
Sometimes 

i--. 
Sometimes 
Often 
MI8sIng 
SometImes 
Frequently 
Frequently 
Often ... [------~-- ~ 

Worsen ing : Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.61 , Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Expressive Language do

main for U3 

Mean So Items responded to by rater 

[ 5.24 0.66 17 
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RECEPTNELANGUAGE 

Fig 10.62, R3 ESP M rating for Receptive Language for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions containing 
prepositions e .g ., "on", "In", "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the client understand instructions referring to the 
order in which things must be done, e .g . ''first do - then d o ... " ? 

Does the client understand Instructions requiring a 
decision, e .g . "If - do this , but if not do ... " ? ~-----------~~-----------~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Always 

Sometimes 

Rarely 

Fig 10.63, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Receptive Language do

main for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.00 0.00 3 
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Fig 10.64, R4 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions conta ining 
prepositions e .g ., "on", "in", "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the c lient understand instructions refening to the 
order in which things must be done, e .g . "first do - then do ..... ? 

Does the client understand instructions requiring a 
decision , e .g . "If - do this , but if not do .. . " ? ~ ~ ~ 

Worsening : Improvement 
I 

No change 

Fig 10.65, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Receptive Language do

main for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

6.00 0.00 1 
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SOCIAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U3 

Fig 10.66, R3 ESP M rating for Social Language Development for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" ? Always 

Is Ihe client sociable and talks during meals? Somelimes 

Does the client talk to others about sports, family, group actiVities etc ... ? Rarely 

Can the client be verbally reasoned with? Frequently 

Does the client obviously respond when talked to ? Frequently 

Can the client engage in a meaningful d ialogue? Occasionally 

Does the client talk sensibly? . Often 

Can the client repeat a story with little or no difficulty ? 
~----------~~ ~ 

Occasionally 

Worsening i Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.67, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Social Language Develop

ment domain for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.38 0.52 8 
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Fig 10.68, R4 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" ? Sometimes 

Is the dient sociable and talks during meals? Somelimes 

Does the client talk to others about sports. family. group activities etc ... ? Rarely 

Can the client be verbally reasoned with? Sometimes 

Does the cl ient obviously respond when talked to ? Frequently 

Can the client engage in a meaningful dialogue? R rely 

Does the client talk sensibly? Sometimes 

Can the client repeat a story with lillle or no difficulty ? 
~ ~ ~ 

Worsening i Improvement 

Occasionally 

No change 

Fig 10.69, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Social Language Develop
ment domain for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.88 0.64 8 
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INITIA TlVE DOMAIN RE5UL T5 FOR U3 

Fig 10.70, R3 ESPM rating for Initiative for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client initiate most of own activities, e.g . tasks, games etc .. . ? 

Does the client ask if there is something to do, or explores 
surroundings, e.g. home, ward, classroom etc ... ? 

Will the client engage in activities only if assigned or directed? 

Will the client not engage in assigned activities, e .g. putting away toys? 

Does the client have to be made to do things? 

Does the client have goals which they strive for? 

Does the client seem to have no interest in things? 

Does the client finish tasks last because of wasted time? 

Is the client unnecessarily dependent on others for help? 
~-----------.~------------~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Never 

Always 

Rar Iy 

Ranely 

Rarely 

Rarely 

Som times 

Rarely 

Fig 10.71 , Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Initiative domain for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.22 0.44 9 
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Fig 10.72, R4 ESP M rating for Initiative for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client Initiate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc ... ? 

Does the client ask If there is something to do, or explores 
surroundings, e.g. home, ward, classroom etc .. ? 

Will the client engage in activities only If assigned or directed? 

Will the client not engage in assigned activities, e.g. putting away toys ? 

Does the client have to be made to do things? 

Does the client have goals which they strive for? 

Does the dient seem to have no interest in things? 

Does the client finish tasks last because of wasted time? 

Is the chent unnecessarily dependent on others for help? 

--1--1 Never 

Never 

Always 

Missing 

Rarely 

Missing 

Frequently 

Frequently 

Frequently 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.73, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Initiative domain for U3 

Mean So Items responded to by rater 

4.71 0.49 7 
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A TTENTlON DOMAIN RESUL TS FOR U3 

Fig 10.74, R3 ESPM rating for Attention for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? Always 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 15 minutes? Always 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activ~ies for at least 10 minutes? Always 

Will the dient pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 5 minutes? ANJays 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful activities for as long as 5 minutes? Never 

Does the d ient have any stereotyped behaviors which break attention? Rarely 

Is the cl ient easily distracted by external events? OccaSionally 

Is the client easily distracted by internal events? Sometimes 

Does the client become easily discouraged? Rarely 

Does the client fail to carry out tasks? Sometimes 

Does the client jump from one activity to another ? Rarely 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complele tasks? 
~----------~.-----------:~ 

Always 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.75, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Attention domain for U3 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.58 0.79 12 
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Fig 10.76. R4 ESPM rating for Attention for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? -1 Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful aCIMtles tor at least 15 minutes? Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities tor at least 10 minutes? Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful actMties for at least 5 minutes? Often 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful aCIMtles tor as long as 5 minules ? 

Does the dlent have any stereotyped behaviors which break attenllon ? 

Is the cl ient easily distracted by extemal events? ! 
Rarely 

Frequently 

Frequently 

/ 
Is the cl ient easily distracted by Intemal events? MISSing 

Does the client become easily discouraged? MISSing 

Does the cl ient tall 10 carry out tasks? Sometimes 

Does the client jump from one actiVIty to another? Rarely 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complete tasks? 
~ ~---- ~ 

Worsening : Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.77. Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Attention domain for U3 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.40 0.70 10 
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MEMORY DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U3 

Fig 10.78, R3 ESPM rating for Memory for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? +-----+-----+-----. -----+-----+-----11 Always 

Can the client recall the names of places of places? Occasionally 

Can the client recall where things are ? Frequently 

Can the client recall routines? Occasionally 

Can the client recall regular activities? Occasionally 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? Frequently 

Can the client recall distant activities or events? Sometimes 

Does the client talk about recent events ? Frequently 

Does the client talk about distant events? 
~------------~~~-------------~ 

Rarely 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.79, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R3 in the Memory domain for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 4.44 0.53 9 
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Fig 10.80, R4 rating for Memory for U3 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? +-----+-----+-----+-----+------~ Often 

C an the client recall the names of p laces o f p laces? M issing 

Can the c lient recall where things are? Often 

Can the client recall routines? Occasion ally 

Can the client recall regular activities? Frequ ently 

Can the client recall recent activities or events? M issing 

C an the client recall distant activities o r events? M issing 

Does the client talk about recent events? Rarely 

Does the client talk about distant events? Rarely 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.81 , Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Memory domain for U3 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

5.33 0.52 6 
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Fig 10.82, A summary of ESPM post-intervention ratings for U3 

Expressr.e Language 
Receptille Language 

Social Language DIM!Iopment 
lnitiatille 

Attention 
Memory 

6.30 . 
2.05 
1.51 
2.55 
2.53 

dI 

27 . 
7 
11 
11 
11 

Rater R3:JP & sv 

Sig. 
Lr.eI 

0.0005 . 
0.05 
NS 

0.025 
0.05 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

7.67 . 
3 .• 

~ 3.117 
1.111 
6.32 

df 

1& . 
7 
& 
11 
5 

RaterR4:KS 

Sig. 
Lr.eI 

0.0005 . 
0.005 
0.005 

NS 
0.001 

Imp!OIIIIment 
Vea No 

~ 

~ 

~ 

y' 

~ 

* Could not be computed due to a Standard DeViatIOn of 0 

Fig 10.83, A summary of ESPM interrater agreement for U3 

Expressive Language 
Receptive Language 
Social Language Development 

InitiatIVe 
Attenlion 
Memol'( 

4.60 
0.23 
1.13 
1.32 
0.31 
0.65 

Pre InteNentlon 

SIg. Inlenater Agreement 
dI Level Ves No U 

43 0.0005 ~ 142.00 
2 NS ~ 0.00 
14 NS ~ 18.50 
14 NS ~ 16.00 
20 NS ~ 52.50 
13 NS ~ 8.00 

DISCUSSION FOR USER 3:KC 

Post InteNentlon 

SIg. Inlenater Agreemenl 
df Level Ves No 

2817 0.01 y' 

31 NS ~ 

88 NS y' 

97 NS ~ 

1210 NS y' 

96 0.05 y' 

Both raters agreed U3 had improved significantly in three domains. Namely, Expressive lan-

guage, Social language development and memory. R3 also rated an improvement in attention, 

whereas R4 did not. R4 rated an improvement in initiative, whereas R3 did not. 

Within the Expressive language domain both raters rated an improvement in U3's vocal level 

(loudness) over it's previous faintness. Raters agreed that her speech was more fluent as a result 

of reduced tendency toward dysphasia and reduced likelihood of the speech flow being disrupted 

by other irregular interruptions. Combined with ratings of reduced dysatharia speech was conSid

ered many times more intelligible. These marked improvements may account for the ratings of 

lessened tendency to be rambling/incoherent as it may simply be that prior to intervention she was 

less likely to be understood. Further support for this assertion comes from ratings which suggest 

U3 was now more likely to be understood by both those who know her as well as by those who are 

unacquainted. The degree to which U3 asked "why" questions was also rated as showing im-
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provement. U3's general ability to correctly name and describe people and objects in pictures 

rated as having improved. 

In terms of Social language development both raters agreed that U3 was more apt to be verbally 

reasoned with that she had been previously. Raters also rated a noticeable improvement in terms 

of her obviously responding when talked to. Previously she had been quite variable in her re

sponse to direct linguistic interaction. R4 also rated improvements in U3's general language so

ciability, e.g. whether she talked to others about sport, family and other group activities. 

Rater R4 rated improvements on all items within the memory domain suggesting a real gain. Both 

raters agreed that she was now more likely to remember the names of people and places than 

before. In general they rated how she was also more likely to remember where things are, e.g. 

where she had left her handbag. Her short term recall was rated as having improved notably also. 

Raters could not agree on Significant improvements in two areas, namely Initiative and Attention. 

Despite lack of interrater agreement R4 did rate significant improvements within these areas. 

Within the Initiative domain R4 rated improvements in all but one of the nine items. R4 rated U3 

as being more likely to initiate most of her own activities. She was also rated as being generally 

more independent e.g. engaging in activities only when told to do so and being more likely to ask 

for things to do when idle. In motivation terms R4 noted how U3 was more likely to set both in

terim and long term goals for which she would strive. As a corollary, motivation levels were noted 

as having increased. In addition to being more highly motivated U3 was also rated as being more 

independent in general. She was rated as being less dependent on others for help and as being 

less likely to finish tasks last due to wasted time or inefficiency. 

Within the Attention domain R3 rated improvement in both short term and long term attention 

spans. Five and fifteen minutes respectively. U3's distractibility was also rated as having re

duced. This reduction was noted as applying to both internal and external distracting events. For 

example, distracting thoughts were less likely to occur as on-task attention increased; and nOises 
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from outside the room were also less distracting. Reduced distractibility can also be thought of as 

contributing to the rating that U3 was less likely to become easily discouraged. 
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RESUL TS FOR USER 4: CP 

From its inception the ESPM questionnaire was designed to have each user rated by two raters 

who had known them for at least a year. However in the case of U4 this was not possible, as the 

second potential rater had left to take up another post immediately prior to intervention. Despite 

this shortcoming it was decided that U4 should take part in the study as potentially intervention 

could be highly beneficial. Obviously interrater agreement could not be evaluated, and therefore 

analysis concentrated on R4's ratings alone; which are considered to be none-the-Iess valid as a 

result. 

Fig 10.84, Summary of raters relationship to U4 

Rater Relationship to user 

R4* I Head of Dept 

How long known user 
(years) 

1 

Ave weekly contact 
(hours) 

2 

* R4 is the same rater who rated U3 
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ExPRESSIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U4 

Fig 10.85, R4 ESPM rating for Expressive Language for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client speak wrth a lisp? 
Does the client speak With a stammer 7 

Does the client speak too rapidly? 
Is the clients voice too famVsoft 7 

Does the client use overty loud speech 7 

Does the client have word finding difficulty (dysphasia) 7 
Does the client have word slurring difficulties (dysarthria) 7 

Does the client have other articulatory drfficu~les 7 
Does the client use made up words (neologisms) 7 

Is the client ever rambllnglinooherent ? 
Does the client ever express bizarrelincorrect ideas (delusions) ? 
Does the client have a preoccupation with a particular theme(s) ? 

Does the client constantly repeat things? 

Is the meaning of what is said understood by those who know hi"""er ? 

Is the meaning of what IS said understood by those who do not know hl"""er ? 
Does the c:ient have 'good and bad days' 111 relation to expressive language? 

Is speech low, weak, whispered or difficult to hear? 
Is speech slow, deliberate, or labored ? 

Is speech is hunled, accelerated, or pushed ? 

Does the chent speak wrth blocking , ha~lng , or other irregular interruptions 7 
Does the c1 .ent use complex sentences containing 'because", 'but" etc -. 7 

Does the client ask questions uSing words such as, ''Nhy'', "how", "what" etc . ? 
Does the client speak in simple sentences? 

Does the client speak In primitive phrases only? 
Does the client talk about action when describing pictures? 

Does the client name people or objecl.s when describing pictures? 
Does the client name familiar obJects? 

Does the client ask for things by their appropriate names 7 

• 

r 
~ ~-- ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Occasionally 
Often 
Somellmes 
Rarely 
Sometimes 
Frequently 
Rarely 
Often 
Never 
Never 
Never 
Somellmes 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Rarely 
Often 
Never 

Often 
Sometimes 
Often 

Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
OccaSionally 
Sometimes 
Sometimes 
Often 
Often 

Fig 10.86, summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Expressive Language do

main 

Mean So Items responded to by rater 

4.96 0.74 28 
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RECEPTIVE LANGUAGE DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U4 

Fig 10.87, R4 ESPM rating for Receptive Language for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client understand instructions containing 
prepositions e .g ., "on". "in", "behind", under etc ... ? 

Does the client u.nderstand instructIons r~ferring to the " 
order in which thIngs must be done, e .g . 'first do - then d o .. . ? 

Does the cl ient understand instructions requiring a 
deCIsion , e g . "If - do thIS, but if not do ... " ? ~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Sometimes 

R arely 

Fig 10.88, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Receptive Language do

main for U4 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

4.66 0.58 3 
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SOCIAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U4 

Fig 10.89, R4 ESPM rating for Social Language Development for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Does the client use phrases such as "please" and "thank you" ? 

Is the client sociable and talks during meals? 

Does the client talk to others about sports, family, group activities etc ... ? 

Can the client be verbally reasoned with? 

Does the clienl obviously respond when talked to ? 

Can the client engage in a meaningful dialogue? 

Does the client talk sensibly? 

Can the cl ient repeat a story with little or no difficulty ? 

1 Sometimes 

~ 8 ~ 
Worsening 1 Improvement 

No change 

Sometimes 

Often 

OccaSionally 

Sometimes 

Occasionally 

Somelimes 

Sometimes 

Fig 10.90, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Social Language Develop

ment domain for U4 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

4.88 0,64 8 
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INITIATIVE DOMAIN RESUL TS FOR U4 

Fig 10.91 , R4 ESPM rating for Initiative for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 
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1 234 567 
Does the client init iate most of own activities, e.g. tasks, games etc .. ? f Sometimes 

Does the cl ient ask if there is something to do, or exptores 
surroundings, e.g. home, ward, classroom etc ... ? Sometimes 

Will the client engage in activities only if assigned or d irected ? Never 

Will the client not engage In assigned activities, e g putting away toys? Occasionally 

Does the chent have to be made to do things? OccaSionally 

Does the client halle goals wh ich they strive fOf? Sometimes 

Does the client seem to have no interest in things? Sometimes 

Does the chent finish tasks last because of wasted time? Occasionally 

Is the client unnecessanly dependent on others for help? Sometimes 
~ ~ 

Worsening Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.92, summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Initiative domain 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 4.66 0.71 9 
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A TTENTION DOMAIN RESUL TS FOR U4 

Fig 10.93, R4 ESPM rating for Attention for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for more then 15 minutes? < Often 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful actlVlties for at least 15 minutes? Oftem 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 10 minutes? Onen 

Will the client pay attention to purposeful activities for at least 5 minutes? Often 

Will the client not pay attention to purposeful acbVll1es for as long as 5 minutes? Often 

Does the client have any stereotyped behaviors which break atten~on ? 

Is the client easily dislraded by external events ? 
/ 

Sometimes 

Always 

Is the client easily distracted by internal events? Always 

Does the client become eaSily discouraged? Frequently 

Does the dlent fall to carry out task. ? Somehmes 

Does the client jump from one activity to another? Sometimes 

Does the client need constant encouragement to complete tasks? .... ------~ ~ 
Occasionally 

Worsening , Improvement 

No change 

Fig 10.94, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Attention domain for U4 

Mean SD Items responded to by rater 

[ 4.58 0.67 12 
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MEMORY DOMAIN RESULTS FOR U4 

Fig 10.95, R4 ESPM rating for Memory for U4 (pre- and post-intervention) 

Can the client recall the names of people? Often 

Can the client recall the names of places of places? O ften 

Can the client recall where thin gs are? O ften 

Can the client recall routines? Sometimes 

Can the client recall regular activities? Often 

Can the c lient recall recent activities or events? Often 

Can the client recall distant activities or events? Sometimes 

Does the client talk about recent events? Often 

Does the client talk about distant events? 
~--------------1~~------------4~ 

Sometimes 

Worsening Improveme nt 

No change 

Fig 10.96, Summary of post-intervention responses made by R4 in the Memory domain for U4 

Mean SO Items responded to by rater 

[ 5.22 0.83 9 
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Fig 10.97, A summary of ESPM post-intervention ratings for U4 
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R4 rated U4 as having improved significantly within four domains, namely, Expressive language, 

Social language development, Initiative and Attention. R4 rated no significant improvement within 

the remaining two domains of Receptive language and Memory. 

Within the Expressive language domain R4 rated U4's pronounced stammer as being less appar

ent than it had been previously. Her rapid speech rate and slight lisp were also rated as having 

improved. Crucially her frequent dysphasia was rated as showing a very significant reduction. 

Her tendency toward preoccupation with a particular theme was also rated as having reduced. It is 

possible that this apparent preoccupation may have been due to her not being understood and 

therefore repeating utterances constantly. This tends to be confirmed by the author, who under-

stood her speech to a good degree and tended to notice less repetition than say other unfamiliar 

staff. Possibly as a result R4 rated U4 as being more likely to be understood by those who did not 

know her after intervention. Lastly the complexity of utterances were also rated as becoming more 

complex and to a degree normalised. 

In terms of Social language development U4 was rated as becoming more SOCiable during meals 

and other social gatherings, and was rated as being generally more conversant. U4 was more 
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likely to respond to when talked to and was more apt to be verbally reasoned with than she was 

previously disposed to be. She was also rated as being more likely to engage in meaningful dia

logues and was also better at repeating a story she had been told. 

Initiative also showed improvement with ratings suggesting that U4 was more likely to initiate most 

of her own activities now. Furthermore, if there was nothing to do she would now be more likely to 

ask for a task to complete or would engage on a task of her own volition. U4 was also rated as 

being more likely to engage is activities she was directed to complete. In sum she was rated as 

having more interest in things in general and can be thought of as having higher levels of motiva-

tion. 

Disappointingly attention span remained largely unchanged from preintervention levels. However 

the stereotyped behaviours she displayed prior to intervention were less marked and were ac

cordingly rated as being less likely to break her short attention span. She was also rated as being 

less distracted by both internal and external events. Rater R4 rated her as being less apt to be

come discouraged and as a result less likely to fail to carry out tasks. Finally she was rated as 

being less likely to jump from one activity to another. Although her actual attention span was not 

thought of as having increased markedly, this was compensated for to a large degree by her in

creased levels of on-task focusing. 
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GENERAL RESUL TS 

All users were rated by at least one rater as having improved within three or more domains. More 

importantly no user worsened on any domain. Obviously statistical comparisons between users 

are meaningless given users' differing abilities and handicaps. However, it is useful to compact 

responses for all six domains for each user by rater and then carry out a single-sample t-test in a 

similar way to analyses carried out earlier. This will test the hypothesis that post-intervention rat-

ings are significantly different from baseline when considered over all domains. Given the direc

tion of the difference one can say whether this difference represents a significant improvement or 

worsening overall over the expected "no change" over baseline. 

Fig 10.97, A summary of post-intervention ratings over all six domains by user and rater 
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* Could not be computed as a second rater was unavailable for U4 

Analysis confirmed that after six months (24 weeks) of Easy Speaker intervention all users had 

significantly improved when all behavioural domain measures of language and cognition were 

combined. Further support is given for real improvements in users as measured behaviourally as 

all four raters ratings suggested a highly significant improvement overall. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Given users various handicaps and abilities it is encouraging that all users were rated by at least 

one rater as having improved significantly within three or more domains, and that no user wors-

ened in any domain, or more precisely, on any of the ESPM questionnaire'S 68 items. One would 

Suggest that this lends a fairly good degree of external validity to the hypothesis that improve

ments shown in the earlier skill acquisition study, discussed in chapter nine, are mirrored in off-
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device improvements in both language and cognition when measured in terms of adaptive be

haviour. Support is given to earlier informal studies of Easy Speaker intervention and off-device 

improvements, e.g. Rostron, Plant and Hermann (1994). Indeed it is this notion of off-device im

provements in language and cognition that is central to the ethos of Easy Speaker intervention for 

the more able of the Learning Disabled population. It is hoped that less able non-vocal users 

would be able to use Easy Speaker as a primary communication channel and in addition benefit 

from secondary improvements in language and cognition shown by their more able peers. The 

most heartening aspect of such improvements is that the majority of users improved in domains 

that they were previously poor performers in, e.g. in the case of U1, his level of attention was en

hanced markedly where previously it had been relatively short. 

Despite each user being unique and to all intents and purposes treated as a single subject, it is 

useful to attempt to identify areas where Easy Speaker intervention appeared to have consistent 

outcomes behaviourally. One domain in which all users were rated as having significantly im

proved in by at least one rater is Expressive language. This is one of the central domains where 

Easy Speaker intervention was targeted for more able users. In addition to the obvious cognitive 

deficits all users displayed prior to intervention, marked vocal and linguistic impairments affected 

the intelligibility of their speech both to known others and strangers. Expressive language then 

encompassed not just aspects of quality, but also consistency, complexity, and semantics. Im-

provements were noted in all areas. 

Whilst involved in Easy Speaker intervention users were encouraged to mimic digitised speech as 

it was output, and then as sessions progressed to pre-empt it where possible. All users at some 

stage recorded their own residual speech and associated it with specific pictorial representations, 

or symbols, with the aid of the author or other members of staff. Although Easy Speaker was not 

intended to act as a speech therapy replacement, it was designed to enhance or argument the us

ers own speech where applicable. It might be considered to be a more global communication 

therapy tool however. Three of the four users had when younger received various forms of formal 

speech therapy. However none had received any such therapy within the last five to ten years or 
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so. This was either due to their static progress, resource demands or for other reasons, e.g. mov

ing away from the area. 

One might propose that such improvements in Expressive language were due to a combination of 

fadors inherent in Easy Speaker usage. That is, high quality speech output, the ability to receive 

a form of self-paced covert speech therapy, and the highly motivating and instant reward basis of 

the system itself. It is well known for example that instant gratification of a high quality nature is 

likely to act as a strong reinforcer, and that if this is initiated by the user themselves the stronger 

this is likely to be. Such a system can almost be thought of as giving 'communication therapy by 

osmosis'. The key issue being one of motivation leading to imitation, and through shaping via in

stant gratification, to a closer approximation of correct phonetiC pattems and other related linguis

tic skills. In less able non-vocal users such reinforcement and gratification is seen as crucial for 

learning to use the system. 

One might go on to suggest that formal speech and communication therapy for a more able user 

group might be better augmented through a system such as Easy Speaker. One can imagine the 

difficulties in administering formal speech and communication therapy to an individual with a 

moderate to severe Leaming Disability, with short attention span, low motivation, and depressed 

self-esteem. 

Another domain in which all users were rated as having Significantly improved in by at least one 

rater is Social language development. Improvements in this domain are closely related to im

provements in Expressive language. The difference being that Expressive language deals with 

aspeds of output and content, whereas Social language development is concemed with to whom 

and in what manner the user interacts linguistically. For example, the question of whether the 

.client is sociable and talks during meals· is addressed, as is whether the ·client can engage in a 

meaningful dialogue" etc... Hopefully as the users Expressive language improves through Easy 

Speaker interaction one would hope to see an increase in Social language interactions, whether 

this be on or off-device. In this more able user group this proved to be the case, as highlighted by 

raters, and more subjectively, by the comments of other members of staff not directly involved in 
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the study. This could be due to a combination of the user being more likely to be understood by 

others, and the user themselves realising their own residual speech had improved slightly and be

ing more likely to attempt to interact linguistically with others in social settings. Obviously in

creased social interaction of a successful nature is a crucial component in further enhancing a us

ers linguistic ability and can be thought of being itself a reinforcing agent. Undoubtedly quality of 

life will also be enhanced as individuals would be less likely to remain socially passive as before. 

Two other domains in which all users were rated as having significantly improved in by at least 

one rater are Initiative and Attention. Although semantically different it is useful to consider these 

two domains as being complementary. That is, the initiative domain encompasses motivation, 

and where increased motivation is induced, positive affects on attention are the likely result. 

Initiative was concemed with such aspects as whether the ·client initiated most of their own activi

ties., whether the ·client has to be made to do things·, and whether the ·client asks if there is 

something to do· etc... One can reduce these behaviours down to self-directed behaviour and to 

goal setting. Logically increased motivation would lead to increased initiative, and hence in

creases in self-directed behaviour and goal setting. As with the domains discussed previously this 

would be likely to have a knock-on effect as an intrinsic reinforcer. That is, a user may increas

ingly interact with their environment due to reinforcers created as a result of their own initiatives. 

One would hope this might become a self-feeding loop, where the user would provide their own 

intrinsic motivational rewards. Such increases in initiative and motivation were seen in users both 

during Easy speaker usage and to a lesser, but noticeable extent, off-device. Within the initiative 

domain on average raters noted an improvement on five of the nine items, with some raters noting 

improvements on up to eight for individual users. 

Attention was concemed with such aspects as how long the user would pay attention for, whether 

the -client was easily distracted·, and whether the ·client jumps from one activity to another" etc ... 

Whilst using Easy Speaker the users previously measured, or for that case estimated, attention 

span seemed unimportant and unrelated to how long the user spent interacting with Easy Speaker. 

The crucial factor instead appeared to be increased levels of motivation and reward. These phe-
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nomenal increases in on-device attention were observed to transfer through to off-device situa

tions, although as with initiative and motivation, to a lesser extent. Lesser in this case meaning, 

marked and easily observable as compared with their functioning prior to intervention, but not to 

the same highly elevated levels as when engaged on-device. One can summarise these im

provements within the attention domain by stating that on average users improved on seven out of 

twelve items, with some raters noting an improvement on all items. This suggests a good degree 

of increased attention transfer to off-device situations. 

The final domain in which users showed off-task improvements is memory. Memory was con

cerned with such aspects as, Mcan the client recall where things are·, Mcan the client recall distant 

activities or events·, and Mcan the client recall regular activities· etc... Again to be able to utilise 

Easy Speaker fully each user had to bring their limited cognitive abilities into play. This was not 

formally empathised, but was a function of general Easy Speaker usage. Indeed without mapping 

the Easy Speaker concept hierarchy on to their own, they would have been unable to use the sys

tem it at all. Although cognitive load was designed to be lower than other symbolic non

hierarchical systems, a certain degree of rote memorisation was involved. This ability, to memo

rise the hierarchy was demonstrated in the skill acquisition study discussed in the previous chap

ter. Indeed such patterns of skill acquisition demonstrate learning has occurred. It is this in

creased fertility for learning and application of memory off-device that was measured behaviour

ally within the memory domain. One can summarise these improvements by stating that on aver

age users improved on five out of nine items, with some raters noting improvements on all items. 

One domain which in which users showed little significant improvement is that of receptive lan

guage. This can be attributed to a statistical artefact due to the small number of questionnaire 

items which made up the domain, namely three. Unfortunately the ASS and FPR only contained 

three exclusive items regarding receptive language despite offering many more for other domains 

with each having over 150 and 300 assorted items respectively. In the interest of consistency it 

was decided no to supplant the original items in order to increase the overall number within the 

domain. It was assumed that with raters already being familiar with the ASS and FPR that any 

additions may affect reliability and validity, especially if the items were untested clinically. Despite 
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users failing to achieve statistically significant progress, all did improve behaviourally. Such im

provement is reflected in many of the other questionnaire items which have a receptive language 

component, e.g. "Talks socially at meal times". 

Although both the Adaptive Behaviour Scales and Functional Performance Record are well ac

cepted clinical inventories for measuring adaptive behaviour of clients in the real wor1d, drawing 

inferences from them can be difficult. For example, they attempt to "measure" memory not by 

strict experimentation, but through the client's behaviour in their environment, e.g. ·Can the client 

recall the names of people ?". In clinical settings, behavioural improvement, although a cruder 

measure, is more relevant both to the client themselves and the practitioner. Although many of 

the improvements rated in Easy Speaker users were clear behaviourally, measuring them pre

cisely would have been impossible. For example, a memory span test pre- and post-intervention 

would have been unlikely show any change, whereas a behavioural measure would. Each be

havioural measure then can represent a culmination of factors that make up an improvement, e.g. 

improvements in attention and motivation can affect memory. 

Such clinical inventories, and indeed the ESPM questionnaire, can on the surface appear to be 

speculative due to the fact that ratings are to a large extent subjective. With average levels of 

inter-rater agreement this view can be compounded. However, in clinical settings such an inven

tory is very useful as it concentrates on what the client can do, rather than on what they can't. 

Domains should be considered indicative and not conclusive. 

Average levels of int~r-rater agreement does raise the question of demand characteristics in those 

completing the questionnaires. However, due to the experienced nature of all the respondents this 

is thought not to be the case, and is probably a reflection of the difficulty in asseSSing behavioural 

indicators per se. If the author alone had completed all questionnaires this would have been likely 

to introduce unintentional experimenter bias compounded by the lack of experience in clinically 

ratings clients behaviour. Fortunately all raters were already familiar with both the ABS and FPR 

prior to involvement in the study as they were required to complete them regular1y as part of their 

jobS. 
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Unlike the pure performance measures taken by ARTS demand characteristics within the users 

themselves must also be considered. For example, did the presence of the author over the 24 

week period affect their behaviour unduly, e.g. did they become more sociable, or "talk during 

meal times ?". Thus ultimately did this affect questionnaire ratings? Given the users in question 

this is unlikely to have been the case for several reasons. Firstly all had been, and were still, re

ceiving input from clinical psychologists and assistants throughout. Therefore one might assume 

that any effects as a result of their intervention would have already been shown, e.g. Hawthome. 

or demand effects leading to increased sociability etc .. . , and were unlikely to be increased by the 

intervention of the author. Secondly by the time the post-intervention questionnaire had been ad

ministered any such Hawthome effects would may have worn off as users became more use to the 

author and Easy Speaker. That is, most improvement in adaptive behaviour would have been 

likely to have been observed during the first half of the study (weeks 1-12) and any improvements 

still present post-intervention (week 24) would likely to be more stable and a direct result of Easy 

Speaker intervention . In general for Hawthorne effects to have a significant impact on data COl

lection there is usually some incentive for the participants to please the experimenter. However, 

in this case it is probable that the reverse was true, as generally in such environments "innovation" 

was looked on unfavourably. That is, there was little incentive for raters to be more favourable 

than the users behaviour warranted. 

In order to test the stability of the behavioural improvements suggested by the ESPM question-

naire a reversal design (Elmes, Kantowitz and Roediger 1992) could have been employed . USing 

such a design one would expect the following patterns of behavioural change to be shown :-

Fig 10.98, Monitoring improvements in adaptive behaviour using a reversal deSign 
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Under this design at the end of intervention, or reversal point, the ESPM questionnaire would have 

been administered, then during the post-intervention period several more questionnaires would be 

administered to monitor the stability of any behavioural changes. In other words, the decay back 

toward baseline, or pre-intervention levels. The less decay, the more permanent the behavioural 

change brought about by Easy Speaker usage. 

This was not done in the current study for three reasons. The first being that more Learning Dis

abled non-vocal users would not be subjected to device withdrawal and so with constant device 

availability would hopefully continue to display a steady rate of improvement. That is, if the device 

acted as their primary means of communication. Secondly, by re-administering the same ques

tionnaires to the same caregivers repeatedly over a short period would undoubtedly lead to in

creased inaccuracies of measurement. Finally, in this particular case half of the sample were 

residents in a long term care facility that was due to close after the 24 week study period was 

complete making follow-up difficult, if not impossible. It was considered more important to use the 

remaining time before closure for on-device assessment exclusively. 

Another alternative to using behavioural measures of outcome was to use purely linguistic meas

ures either on or off-device. For example, Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) was considered. On

device this was discounted as being too simplistic as symbols could represent more that one word 

or indeed utterance. Furthermore, users in this case were not using Easy Speaker as their primary 

means of communications and were therefore likely to be unrepresentative. Off-device the vol

ume of data produced would be massive and highly specific even if sampling was used. What 

was need is a more holistic set of measures, namely the behavioural ones that were employed. 

In a similar way grammatical analysis of utterances both on and off-device was discounted as this 

would be likely to be inaccurate as noted eariier most users in this population would be likely to 

produce ungrammatical utterances anyway due to economy. Improvements in grammatical com

plexity would likely to be measured over years rather than months. It is worth pointing out that on

device all users could construct multi-symbol utterances with ease; with the length and pure 
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grammatical correctness dependant upon the available symbols and the ability of the user them

selves. 

The goal of this study was to support the notion that there was a tangible benefit for more able us

ers other than the acquisition of a skill as discussed in the previous chapter and the ability to use 

Easy Speaker as a primary communication channel if the need arose. The fact that more able 

users displayed secondary benefits of using Easy Speaker is encouraging and has positive impli

cations of long term use of Easy Speaker as a primary communication channel for the more se

verely Leaming Disabled non-vocal. This is especially true in terms of motivation, memory, atten

tion and social interaction. 

As all users involved in the study were borderline vocal, but representative of the abilities and 

handicaps displayed by the majority of both the non-vocal and vocal LD population, one can con

clude that typical improvements discussed would be likely to be generalisable. More importantly 

less able users should be able to construct multi-symbol utterances which are semantically mean

ingful. The implication here is that Easy Speaker might be used as a primary means of communi

cation within a linguistically impoverished LD population. 

It is not suggested that Easy Speaker use by the non-vocal LD individual would lead to their 

spontaneous use of voice and natural language. However, it is suggested that prolonged Easy 

Speaker usage would be likely to improve their communicative ability both on and off-device. 

That is, both verbally and non-verbally. For the more vocal user, use may lead to improvements 

in their residual vocal and language usage as occurred within the user group under study. 

Only longer term studies over a number of years, with both vocal and non-vocal LD users, would 

be likely to confirm these conclusions. However, conclusions drawn from successes over the six 

month interventional study discussed are very encouraging. Furthermore, they lend support for 

the numerous informal studies carried out by Rostron and Plant et al 1992 onwards. Consistent 

improvements were made by all fours users, which can in effect be taken as successful positive 

replications in a clinical setting due to the incorporated single-subject with parallel replication de-
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sign (Barlow and Hersen 1976). Combined with results from chapter nine, in which users were 

found to easily be able to control , to learn to use Easy Speaker efficiently, and to navigate a large 

and relatively complex hierarchy building up meaningful multi-symbol utterances this is particularly 

encouraging. This is especially true for individuals previously considered on such low ability that 

they were precluded from making used of complex, high demand ACO's in order to communicate 

their needs and wants vocally. Not only then should Easy Speaker be able to be used as a primary 

means of communication but it might also produce secondary benefits in language and cognition. 

SUMMARY 

This chapter has focused on whether there are any measurable off-device benefits of Easy 

Speaker usage over a prolonged period by application of standard clinical adaptive behaviour 

questionnaire items. Each user was rated by two raters, both prior to intervention and at six 

months. Overall all users showed a very highly significant improvement over baseline in adaptive 

measures of language and cognition as measured behaviourally by the ESPM questionnaire. In 

more detailed terms there were specific improvements in :-

o Expressive language 
e Receptive language 
e Social language development 

o Initiative 
e Attention 
o Memory 

Each users ratings in the above areas have been plotted and analysed and discussed individually. 

Within the final section of this chapter an overview of the findings as a whole has been presented. 

These results are supportive of the ethos of low demand ACO design which potentially leads to 

easier device operation and can lead to, and promote off-device improvements in language and 

cognition. 

The implications for less able non-vocal LO individuals are favourable given the improvements 

shown by their slightly more able peers. Remeditaion implications for all however are very en-

couraging. 
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CHAPTER 11: Conclusions and future trends 

The role of this thesis has been to follow the development of a new category of Aug
mentative Communication Device designed specifically for the linguistically impover
ished of the Learning Disabled population. Development has been reported from theo
retical, practical and evaluative perspectives. 

The practical result has been to produce a piece of ACD software (Easy Speaker) which 
has been designed to take account of the abilities and handicaps of the intended user 
population. In developing Easy Speaker a hypermedia metaphor has been implemented 
and combined with high quality photorealistic symbol set linked to naturalistic digitised 
speech output. 

A short-term skill acquisition study has found that real users can acquire the necessary 
skills to make productive use of the system as a communication device. A longer-term 
field study has found significant off-device gains in language and cognition in those us
ers. Despite the main thrust of development being geared to end users, the opinions of 
maintainers toward Easy Speaker was found to be significantly better than expected. 

However, as with any piece of research, strengths and weaknesses of the approach were 
revealed during investigation. In this case although overall results were encouraging, 
conclusions as to the implications for the current research, and potential users must be 
drawn. Independent research using Easy Speaker with a variety of user groups has 
given strong external validity to the overall ethos and design of the software itself. In the 
light of these conclusions and with newly emerging technologies future research direc
tions and trends are also considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Unfortunately an almost 'folklore' attitude toward modem technology and the Learning Disabled 

population still exists. With the view that cutting-edge technology and learning disability is a mix 

best avoided. This is reflected in many ACD's which continue to be made use of by only the most 

able due to their inherent complexity. However, as many researchers have pointed out, it is the 

most able who are rated as being adept in terms of communicative effectiveness. In short, they 

tend to get their message across, despite common linguistic and other handicaps, with or without 

the assistance of an ACD. This leaves a significant number of less able LD individuals who are 

precluded from benefiting from the use of many commercial ACD's either as a primary or secon

dary means of communication due to device complexity. Many earlier devices have been de

signed by electronic engineers, computer scientists or enthusiastic third parties to fulfil a speCific 

need. Unfortunately many only meet the needs of the more able, or are never field trialed with 

real users. Newell and AIm (1994) sum the situation up well with the statement that :-
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"[otten] designers have assumed that their users will have the characteristics of a 25 
year-old male who has a PhD in computer science and is obsessed with technological 
gadgets rather than getting on with the job. Systems are a triumph of functionality 
over usability." 

Newell and Aim (1994) 
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Only very recently have systems which are simpler to operate, and therefore open to potential use 

by even the least able appeared commercially. As one might expect these are typically commer-

cially driven products that have been produced as a result of a real need and because "they work". 

However, because "they wOrk", commercial devices tend not to have been thoroughly, and objec

tively field trialed. Nor do they tend to be based around psychological, cognitive, or communica

tion theory. In addition, the maintenance of such device by caregivers, or health care profession-

als, is seldom mentioned, and never researched. 

Easy Speaker however has been designed and developed with the needs and abilities of aI/ poten-

tial users in mind. Even the least able should be able to use the system as either a primary or 

secondary communication channel, or simply as a leaming tool or recreational environment. 

Throughout development emphasis has centred around good, as opposed to compromised design. 

Through good deSign, synergistic interface metaphor, and use of leading-edge technologies the 

cognitive overhead imposed during device operation has been reduced to acceptable levels. 

Comprehensive, well controlled, field studies have taken place to investigate whether real users 

can make productive use of the system. These have shown that over a relatively short period us

ers can effectively leam to operate the system, and make significant gains whilst doing so. Longer 

term field studies have also shown significant secondary gains in residual language and cognition 

off-device when measured in terms of the users adaptive behaviour. This was suggested to be a 

result of the interface metaphor used combined with the use of high quality digitised speech. 

Maintainers, or caregivers, who might help construct hypermedia hierarchies for users rated Easy 

speaker as being significantly better than expected. That is, most found it easy to operate and 

tailor for real users with a range of handicaps. Such acceptance is crucial for devices in the real 

worid to be made full use of. This is especially true of service professions such as Clinical psy-
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chology and speech and communication therapy services within the NHS. Typically such services 

are slow to uptake advances in new technology especially if over complex and time consuming to 

implement (Mansell 1992). 

Given such favourable results these might be viewed as supporting the psychological, cognitive 

and communication theories on which the design of Easy Speaker is based. However, before ac-

cepting such conclusions one must collate, and review, the evidence from which such assertions 

are made. 

CONCLUSIONS: A MODEL FOR SUCCESSFUL ACD IMPLEMENTATION 

When collating , and reviewing , the evidence for the successful development, implementation, and 

monitoring of an AGD such as Easy Speaker it helps to provide a model through which the evi-

dence can be focused , and conclusions drawn. Such a model might take the form of the three 

stage model for successful AGD implementation proposed by the author :-

Fig 11.1 , A three stage model for successful AGO implementation 

ACD 
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~ 
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2. Developmental ---

Framework of existing, 
new and cutting-edge 
technologies 

According to the model successful development should follow a three stage interactive process. 

The first stage should be to establish a theoretical base for the development of a new type of ACO. 

Second a developmental and refinement stage should develop the device and iron out any prob

lems in the design and implementation. Finally, the third should evaluate, or experimentally test, 
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the new ACD with real users. This final stage should produce objective data regarding on-device 

performance and off-device gains in areas such as language and cognition. 

All three stages should be completed under a framewori( of existing, new, and cutting-edge tech

nologies. For example, as available new technologies become available improvements offered 

should incorporated into new ACD designs. Existing ACD's and proven technologies should also 

be taken account of. The cyclical nature of the model is indicative of how the fruits of each stage 

should feed into the next infinitum ... 

The development and implementation of Easy Speaker has followed this three stage model and 

will continue to do so. Having outlined the principles behind the model it makes sense to review 

Easy Speaker progress according to each of the three stages before attempting to draw any con-

clusions. 

The theoretical stage 

The starting point for any research involving real people is to know the population with which one 

is dealing. The development of a successful ACD relies on the correct identification of the poten

tial user population for the device to be matched to their abilities and handicaps as Newall and 

Aim 1994 rightly point out. In the case of Easy Speaker, the system was designed for potential 

users that were non-, or barely vocal, with moderate to severe leaming disabilities, and a variable 

level residual language ability. However, a more detailed profile was needed. As outlined in 

chapter three potential users were also likely to possess a wide range of communication disorders, 

and as a result vary considerably in terms of communicative effectiveness (Blackwell, Hur1burt 

and Bell 1989). They were likely to possess varying levels of cognitive and physical impairments 

that would be likely to affect their ability to use any ACD. The key in targeting such a population is 

the overriding need to realise that huge variations can exist, both between, and within individuals 

themselves. For example, there can be wide variations in attention and memory spans. Unfortu

nately such variation also precludes the use of standard control groups and application of the 

standard experimental model. One must also allow for the common occurrence of uncorrected 

visual and auditory impairments. As a result there are many variables that can affect both the 
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theoretical and practical approach one takes to developing a successful ACD such as Easy 

Speaker. 

The first concern was the need to provide low demand, easy access, to a potentially huge vo

cabulary of speech. Due to its obvious similarity with models of human knowledge representation 

and language processing (e.g. Rumelhart and McClelland 1986), hypermedia was suggested to 

provide an ideal low demand interface. In chapter four this notion was explored in some depth 

and its relationship to the practicalities of Easy Speaker development stressed. It was also tenta

tively suggested that by use of a synergistic hypermedia interface secondary gains in cognition 

may also result. It was suggested that if real users could leam to use Easy Speaker productively 

then hypermedia provided a successful interface metaphor. This, proved to be the case with 

some users achieving usability scores equivalent to unimpaired users as discussed in chapter 

nine. Many users also showed off-device gains in language and cognition. Such assertions, al

though subjective, are encouraging and were discussed in chapter ten. 

The second, was to provide a symbol set to which users could relate. That is, many previous 

systems made use of abstract, or idiosyncratic, symbol sets that needed to be learnt by the user. 

Obviously for individuals with lowered cognitive abilities the ability to learn, manipulate, and make 

use of a highly abstract symbol set is questionable. Taking account of potential users' abilities 

within chapters three and five, the merits of abstract and more concrete symbol sets were ex

plored. Although more concrete symbol sets do exist it was suggested that these can still require a 

great deal of effort on the users part to learn, manipulate and use effectively. Both previous re

search and common-sense semiotics suggested that photo realistic images of actual events, ob

jects and people would provide the least demand, high productivity, symbol set. With some re

searchers arguing that many of the incidental pairings of product logos and the product itself 

should be seized upon and made use of within a symbol set (Reichle, Sigafoos and Remmington 

1991). This idea was taken literary in Easy Speaker which allows photorealistic scanned images 

of around passport photo size to be used as symbols. For example, a passport Sized picture of a 

real can of Coke could be used to indicate the user wanted a drink of Coke. The speech linked to 

the symbol could then be spoken so that a caregiver could fulfil the request, e.g. ·Can I have a 
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drink of Coke please ?". The conclusion reached was why should a user be taught an abstract 

symbol, when they already understand a semiotically correct symbol, namely the product logo. 

Again the fact that users could make use of Easy Speaker was taken as support for this notion. 

The idea of including the user, and items relevant to the user, within symbols further strengthened 

this notion. 

Thirdly, a theoretical model of how users might interact with the system was needed. The model 

applied to design was the SSOA (Syntactic-Semantic Object-Action) interface model in relation to 

direct manipulation (Shneiderman1992). By application of the model this enabled the author to 

differentiate between the knowledge required operate Easy Speaker, and the knowledge user 

needed to know about the computer per se. For example, what happens when symbols are se

lected, and what happens when a key on the keyboard is pressed to initiate movement. As the 

overriding ethos was to develop a low demand, high productivity ACD this enabled the amount of 

information the user needed to know to be formalised and then reduced to a minimum during de

velopment. That is, the less complex the interface, the less knowledge the user needed of it, and 

therefore the less demanding it is to make productive use of. In addition it is also easier to leam, 

and potentially open to use by even the least able. Indeed by making use of an hypermedia in

terface metaphor with photorealistic symbols this helped reduce the knowledge required by the 

user to an acceptable level. Although not a true task analysis users needed knowledge of only 

around ten system related items to make productive use of Easy Speaker, e.g. that red boxes 

around symbols signified a link to another part of the hierarchy which contained more relevant 

symbols. The theoretical notion of low demand access through minimum task and system knowl

edge was supported in chapter nine in which users competence on set tasks was measured. Over 

a period of three sessions users measured efficiency and constructional latency data were plotted 

to reveal that they very quickly leamt to operate the system productively despite their handicaps. 

Their performance curves bottomed out rapidly suggesting optimum levels of leaming and per

formance were reached. Such rapid gains in skill are suggestive of the system complexity being 

pitched correctly for the user group in question, with usability being high. In addition to being able 

to operate Easy Speaker analysis of tracking data suggested that all users could produce multl

symbol utterances in a truly generative fashion. 
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Finally, the contentious issue of whether to make use of synthesised or digitised speech output 

was addressed in chapter seven. Although from a software development paint of view, synthe-

sised, or text-ta-speech, is simpler to implement, newly available technologies allowed for the use 

of digitised speech. Previously the main drawbacks of digitised speech were high machine de-

mands and it's non-generative nature, or specifically concatenated words. Progress has been 

made in both these areas with more powerful readily available hardware, tighter and faster com-

pilers, and the ability to store individual digitised words which could be linked on the fly to produce 

phrases. Fortunately Leaming Disabled users are likely to possess a smaller working lexis which 

in real terms means that the number of symbols needed is smaller than those for an unimpaired 

individual for whom a truly generative system such as text-to-speech is possibly better. Many 

have accepted that synthesised speech involved different resources when listening to it. However 

this was ascribed to a shift in emphasis, as opposed to a shift, or increase in capacity, and that 

training, or 'tuning-in to the speech', could help compensate. By applying well researched models 

of natural language processing, such as the Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson and Tyler 1980), it was 

suggested that synthesised speech is more cognitively demanding. By applying this model it was 

suggested that for those with decreased cognitive abilities a form of output should be used that 

was least cognitively demanding on decoding. This was naturalistic digitised speech. Based on 

such theories it was decided that spoken output should be in the form of digitised speech for five 

key reasons :-

• It imposes a lower cognitive demand on decoding, or listening 
• Models suggest that speakers, or in this case ACD users, reprocess their own spoken 

output 
• Users are likely to interact with others with decreased cognitive ability 
• High quality output may improve the users own residual speech as the ACD may act 

as a constant speech therapist 
• Digitisation allows not only speech to be recorded, but also music, and other sounds. 

For example, a symbol of the users dog can be made to bark by recording the actual 

dogs bark 

Support for the cognitive overhead imposed by synthesised speech was experimentally evaluated 

by asking unimpaired subjects to complete increasingly complex tasks which they were instructed 

to carry out in either synthesised or digitised speech. The result was that task completion times 

were significantly higher when obeying synthesised speech instruction even after practice 'tuning'. 
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similar to the Cohort model resulting in synthesised speech incurring a larger processing over

head. It is proposed that LD individuals might also employ this model, but that any increases cog

nitive load would be likely to hit them hardest due to already limited resources. Field support for 

the implementation of digitised speech comes from the ratings of caregivers after Easy Speaker 

intervention. In which they rated the majority of the users residual language as having improved. 

That is, both in terms of receptive and expressive language usage. In addition users themselves 

'loved it' as it provided for not only digitised speech but also for favourite music, for pet dogs to 

bark and for a multitude of other sounds to be incorporated. 

The developmental stage 

Easy Speaker has attempted to put theory into practice over a number of years. Initial versions 

were completed around 1990, with various revisions the version used in this theSis was completed 

in 1994. However, as suggested by the three stage model, developments and refinements are still 

in progress with a new version currently being finalised. 

Development has, in the main, focused on the abilities and handicaps of potential users and has 

been tailored to take account of the relevant theoretical premises discussed above. However, as 

outlined in chapter five, the user interface has remained more-or-Iess constant for around four 

years. Improvements as far as users have been concemed have been due to advancements In 

PC technology and development software. The most important change came when Easy Speaker 

for Microsoft DOS was re-written for MS Windows. 

As the new system ran under MS Windows it was device independent. For example, it no longer 

had to run with a specific sound device, or graphics card. It could now use any hardware that 

worked under MS WindOWS. This meant that more people could use Easy Speaker on standard 

instead of non-standard hardware. It also meant that graphics could be in any quality up to true 

colour, or 16.7 million individual colours. In short symbols became photorealistic. Sound could 

now be up to CD quality stereo, although for reasons of disk space this was reduced to the mini

mum for acceptabfe quality. With readily available hardware and optimlsed C/C++ compilers from 

eortand lag was almost imperceivable when selecting hypermedia links, or performing other tasks. 
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Photorealistic symbols almost 'threw themselves' onto the screen. Furthermore, the system had 

been rewritten so that speed was unaffected by the size of the vocabulary, or hierarchy. Typical 

storage requirements were around 30-50 MegaBytes per user. In addition any pointing device 

which worked under MS Windows could now be used to control the cursor. This meant that touch 

screens, joysticks, trackballs, pen input and other devices could be used as a straight plug in re

placement for the mouse. 

OVerall from a users point of view the Easy Speaker interface was complete. From a technical 

and theoretical point of view it made use of a true hypermedia metaphor, used a photorealistic 

symbol set, and had high quality digitised speech output. 

Although the main thrust of development concerned usability for users, maintainer acceptance was 

considered crucial. In this respect the system was designed to be Simple to maintain as possible. 

Just as design guidelines existed for users, so too did they for maintainers. The simple scripting 

language that Easy Speaker operates on has remained constant since its inception in 1990, with 

the only changes being in the tools used to create scripts, symbols, and digitised speech. Again 

the shift to a MS Windows environment was crucial. This enabled standard system applications, 

or applets, supplied with the operating system to be called upon by Easy Speaker. As Easy 

speaker now ran under Windows one could guarantee that these applets would be present. In 

addition to saving a large amount of development time, this enabled consistency for maintainers, 

and ensured that they already had high quality manuals, and access to support for each of those 

applets. It was assumed that they were also likely to be familiar with them thus decreaSing the 

amount they needed to leam or re-Ieam in order to create Easy Speaker hierarchies for users. MS 

Notepad was used for editing scripts, Paintbrush for editing symbols, Sound Recorder for digitising 

speech, and File Manager for file maintenance. A more in-depth discussion of the maintainer 

features was diSCUssed in chapter fIVe. 

The move to Windows also saw the construction of an on-line guide using MS Help which was 

constantly available to maintainers. This was a cut-down version of the paper based manual 

which included screen shots and other graphical aids. In short, it provided information on how 
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Easy Speaker worKed, how to edit scripts, use symbols, and record sounds. The guide itself could 

be searched, sections copied to the clipboard or printed out for reference. 

From the second version onwards a tracking system known as the Automated Response Tracking 

System (ARTS) was incorporated into Easy Speaker. This was seen as crucial as it covertly 

monitored every user interaction with the system, noted timings, calculated performance means 

and estimated future performance on-the-f1y. This enabled the author and maintainers alike to 

concentrate on the user, rather than having to worry about recording details of their performance 

manually. ARTS also allowed for the user to make use of Easy Speaker in isolation without being 

overshadowed by a helper. The aim of providing objective data on user performance was fulfilled. 

The collation of objective data allowed areas of weaknesses to be concentrated on and improved, 

and areas of strength to be consolidated. Thus the hierarchy the user was working with could be 

modified to suit and any improvements noted. The complexity and accuracy of ARTS is consider

able and was fully discussed in chapter five. 

The views of actual maintainers, in this case university students involved with work with real users, 

toward the system are crucial for its success. These were measured by using the University of 

Maryland Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction 5.0L (QUIS). Responses were evaluated 

against the expected average. Overall response to the design and operation of Easy Speaker 

from a maintainer perspective was significantly better than expected. Results and conclusions 

drawn from the QUIS were discussed in-depth in chapter six. 

The evaluative stage 

The evaluative stage concentrated on the ability of real users to operate and make productive use 

of Easy Speaker, and to measure any secondary gains in language and cognition. In order to 

carry out evaluations in an objective a way as possible bespoke test materials and questionnaires 

were constructed. 

The first of these bespoke test materials was the Easy Speaker Assessment Tasks (ESA T). ESAT 

consisted of a set of eight utterances which users were required to construct and output using Easy 

speaker. These increased in complexity and required users to select symbols, navigate hyperme

dia linkS, and output completed utterances. Whilst completing each task the tracking system, 
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ARTS, recorded all interaction with Easy Speaker and logged timings for each event. Users com

pleted the ESAT tasks once each week over a three week period. The use of standard tasks and 

highly accurate performance measures allowed for progress to be monitored objectively. Key 

measures were constructional latency and cursor efficiency. An estimated Words Per Minute 

(WPM) score was also calculated. The development and application of ESAT tasks was more 

fully discussed in chapter eight. 

Data from actual users suggested that all could learn to operate Easy Speaker with relative ease, 

over a short period of time. All showed characteristic learning and performance curves with di

minishing improvements in performance as time spent on the system increased. This suggested 

they were reaching their natural optimum performance levels relatively quickly. From this one can 

infer that theoretical notions of developing a low cognitive load system were substantiated. That 

is, specifically by application of the SSOA model, use of a hypermedia metaphor and photorealis

tic symbol set. All users by their third ESAT session had surpassed the sample norm. In addition 

to making significant performance gains over relatively few seSSions, some users even ap

proached, or in one case, surpassed the norms generated by an experienced unimpaired user. 

Data on efficiency measures, i.e. cursor movement, also rapidly improved. Again by the third ses

sion all users had surpassed the sample norm, and some were approaching the efficiency of un

impaired users. This suggests, that users were honing their skills, making use of pre-planned 

strategies, and drawing upon previous experience. Again all users made significant gains in effi

ciency over ESAT sessions, until they reached optimum efficiency around the third session. Per

formance improvements are likely to continue but according to the law of diminishing retums. 

As one might expect, based on improvements in constructional speed and efficiency, the esti

mated number of words per minute also increased. This measure was only included for complete

ness, as it must be remembered that Easy Speaker symbols can represent an unlimited number of 

digitised words in the form of a complete monologue. Obviously, as a result in some instances 

WPM estimates may be elevated, or for that matter reduced. 
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A combination of decreased constructional latency and increased efficiency in all users suggest 

that they could successfully make use of Easy Speaker despite their cognitive, linguistic and other 

impairments. Although the particular user sample were moderately learning disabled there is little 

reason to suppose that one cannot extrapolate these findings to those with a more severe handi-

cap. This conclusion is based both upon the theoretical design of the system and upon the ease 

with which all users got to grips with it. Independent research by Rostron, Plant and Hermann 

(1994) in which a severely Learning Disabled individual made productive use of Easy Speaker 

supports this notion. Crucially no users were given formal instruction as to how to use Easy 

Speaker, which control methods to use and what navigational strategies might be most effective. 

For a full presentation of results and discussion see chapter nine. 

The second of the bespoke test materials was the Easy Speaker Progress Monitoring (ESP M) 

questionnaire. This questionnaire was primarily concerned with measuring adaptive behaviours in 

relation to language and cognition. Items on the questionnaire were taken from the AMMR Adap-

tive Behaviour Scales (ABS) and NFER Functional Performance Record (FPR). These were 

grouped into six domains :-

o Expressive language 
e Receptive language 
et Social language development 

o Initiative 

" Attention 
o Memory 

It was considered better to assess off-device improvements in language and cognition using adap-

tive measures rather than attempt to use formal test measures. Improvements in adaptive be-

haviours and language are more relevant to the individual than a slight increase in any test per-

formance measure. 

The ESPM questionnaire was given to two of each users immediate caregivers prior to the start of 

Easy Speaker intervention in order to establish a baseline. After six months of Easy Speaker use 

the same questionnaire was re-administered. On the second occasion however the first responses 

for that caregiver were reiterated, and they were then asked whether they thought the user had 

become better or worse in relation to their previous response for that item. This allowed for a very 
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sensitive measure of improvement. It also allowed for inter-rater agreement to be evaluated. The 

application of ESPM questionnaire was more fully discussed in chapter eight. 

Data from actual users suggested that no user worsened in any of the six domains. On average 

each user significantly improved over baseline in three areas, as rated by both raters. Improve

ments were most frequently noted in expressive language, initiative, attention and memory. All 

improvements however were significant to the individuals themselves, and given past histOries to 

their caregivers. Inter-rater agreement was around average as one might expect given the sub

jectivity of the questionnaire items themselves. For a full presentation of results and discussion 

see chapter ten. 

In terms of evaluation Easy Speaker proved successful. Users could leam to make productive 

and efficient use of the system rapidly suggesting the correctness of the hOlistic approach. From 

this one can be fair1y confident that more handicapped users would be able to make use of Easy 

Speaker as either their primary or secondary communication channel. Predicted off-device im

provements were also demonstrated, with users improving in many key adaptive areas related to 

language and cognition. This would suggest that Easy Speaker also can have secondary benefits 

as a language and cognitive facilitation tool. 

Framework of existing, new, and cutting-edge technologies 

During all three stages of Easy Speaker development attention was paid to currently available and 

emerging technologies. Initially this took the form of a review of available ACD solutions, which 

continued up to the completion of this theSiS. With device reviews continually being added as new 

technologies emerged. A representative range of devices were reviewed in chapter three, in 

which their relative strengths and weaknesses were stressed. 
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FUTURE TRENDS 

Software advances 

Despite Easy Speaker being a success this was not an unqualified one. Although real users could 

use the system productively and showed many of the predicted secondary gains in language and 

cognition, maintainers found the system to be quite demanding to maintain initially. As they be

came more experienced they found the system progressively easier to maintain. When consid

ered expert they rated the system as being better than average overall, as assessed by the Ques

tionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction (QUIS) in chapter six. However many still expressed con

cerns over the need to leam the scripting language and the high demands on organisation of flies. 

For example, having to check on filenames for symbols and digitised speech clips, which were 

then inserted into scripts verbatim proved tedious. When constructing large hierarchies they found 

that spelling errors in scripts could be hard to pin down and the overall organisation could be lost If 

concentration slipped. That is, they were paying more attention to constructing scripts as opposed 

to concentrating on organisation per se, with correct structuring of material being benefiCial to the 

user. 

This is a potentially worrying issue when one considers that the maintainers involved within the 

QUIS study had the support of the author when required. Obviously in the field any ACe main

tainer will be isolated with a manual, and on-line help system. If they're very lucky they may have 

telephone access with a support provider. Such concems have led to a new version of Easy 

Speaker being produced which keeps the same successful user interface and tracking system 

(ARTS) but has a new front end for maintainers. The underlying scripting language remains but 

maintainers never see it, or even for that matter, know of it's existence I 

The whole scripting language has been given a fully object-oriented graphical front end which lets 

maintainers simply drag symbols from a file manager and drop them into position on the screen 

where they want the user to see them. To associate a digitised speech file with the symbol they 

simply click on it to record one, or choose an existing one. All symbols and digitised speech can 

be previewed before being selected. Symbols can easily be reorganised or deleted by dropping 
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them on a Macintosh style trash can. Thus the development of the hierarchy becomes simple, 

with the scripting language hidden from view, and the handling of a large number of symbols and 

sound files simplified. 

In common with previous versions, Easy Speaker Pro for Windows, continues to make use of 

common system applets. These include MS Paintbrush , Sound recorder, and Help etc... New 

features include the ability to call, and make use of third party software tools. For example, Easy 

Speaker Pro can call graphics packages such as Paintshop Pro when a maintainer wishes to scan 

a picture in, or alter the colour balance. More complex third party software can also be called 

upon when required, e.g. a video grabber for capturing live video feeds. 

In addition to the enhancement of on-line help the screen designer makes use of status bar tips. 

That is, when a maintainer moves the mouse over a given interface object they are informed as to 

its purpose by a textual description on the status bar :-

Fig 11.2, An example of the new status bar tips 

The new object orientated maintainer interface is shown overleaf along with a description some of 

its features. 
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cursor resting, or travelling, over 

A preview of the user screen Is shown here. Symbols are simply dropped Into position from the nle list 
box. AltematlY8ly they can be dragged and dropped from any position In the user preWwi. Thus the 
layout can easily be rearranged. Unks and speech symbols are Indicated as nonnal. VVlth hypenned\l 
links being slgnfned by a red bounding box. However text under speech symbols Is not previewed. 
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As far as the user is concerned Easy Speaker still operates in the same manner, bar that there are 

now 18 full size symbols instead of 8, and 14 smaller toolbar size symbols instead of 11 by default. 

Although users did not complain about symbol density it was a recurrent concern for maintainers 

who felt they would like to include more symbols on anyone screen. Easy Speaker Pro provides 

around a 60% increase in symbol density over the previous version by default. However, this 

doesn't lead to decreased clarity as Easy Speaker Pro runs in a 800x600 pixel window where pos-

sible as opposed the 640x480 of the previous version. The size of each symbol is still roughly 

passport size with no visible reduction is clarity. 

Fig 11.4, The Easy Speaker Pro user interface 
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In addition to increasing the default number of symbols available to the user, this new version also 

alloWS for dynamically scaleable symbols. That is, symbols are scaled 'on-the-fJy' before they are 

displayed on each user screen. Thus screen resolution and symbol density is accommodated. 
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Fig 11.5, Easy Speaker Pro allows for several screen resolutions and symbol densities 
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The increase in the maximum number of symbols available at any resolution should allay the con-

cems of some maintainers who thought that the original symbol density was too low. Other main

tainers have welcomed the change as they can now use variable size and density symbols which 

can help overcome uncorrected visual problems in some users. In addition for those of very low 

ability a smaller number of symbols is also helpful. Some communication therapists have found 
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this a god send when using symbolic communication where one or two symbols are all a user re-

quires when first leaming the abstract nature of language, e.g. yes or no, please and thank you 

etc ... 

Regardless of screen resolution or scaleable symbols size the number of selected symbols that 

can be displayed has increased from four to six, so that the length of utterance on display can 

more representative. Three completely new buttons have been added. 

Fig 11.7, New back, forward and 
undo buttons 

« ' »Ixl The buttons, from left-to-right, provide a way for a user to jump 

back a link, go forward a link, and undo the selection of a 

speech symbol that has been added to the utterance under construction by mistake. Some users 

expressed the desire to be able to undo selections and step back through links already taken . AI-

though increasing demand, these features are perhaps welcome, and decrease the onus on 

maintainers to provide a link back to the previous screen. 

With the goal of enabling Easy Speaker Pro to be used by the least able and those with gross 

physical disabilities touch screen input and single switch control via a variety of scanning methods 

have been added. 
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Fig 11.8, Selection of input and scanning method 
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So advanced is the new scanning system that even the simulated LED lights colour can be se-

lected so that the user can best see the scanning rows and columns of LED's. 

Fig 11.9, Selecting the colour of simulated LEDs used in the new scanning interface for single 
switch control 
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The default scanning method (row and column) is based upon lighting each row of LEDs up in turn 

until the user hits a switch to stop them, the LEDs will then scan across that row one light at a time 

until the user hits the switch again and selects the symbol. That is, each row is illuminated and 

turned off in turn to give the impression of a moving line of lEDs, then each LED of a particular 
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will scan across the screen. In addition to being able to change the colour of the LED the size and 

shape of them can also be changed if needed. 

Fig 11.10, Scanning in operation 
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Since Easy Speaker for windows was written around 2 years ago, improvements in readily avail-

able hardware has been making frenetic progress. With Easy Speaker Pro now being 32 bit run-

ning primarily under Windows 95, 3.1 with Win32S, or 05/2 Warp. With this increasing power it 

has been sensible to utilise the technology to provide more than photorealistic symbols and high 

quality digitised speech. Easy Speaker Pro can now link various other types of media with any 

symbol. These include video clips, animation, MIDI music files, and Apple QuickTime video and 

animation files. Specifically, supported formats include ;-
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Fig 11.11, Media formats supported by Easy Speaker Pro 

Media Type 

Digitised sound 
Video clips 
MIDI music 
Apple QuickTime files 
AutoDesk Animation 

Supported 
Length 

Unlimited 
Unlimited 
Unlimited 
Unlimited 
Unlimited 

Sub-formats 

Any Windows available CODEC • 
Any Windows available CODEC • 
4 to 256 instrumentslWave Table 
Any Windows available CODEC • 

Animatior or 3D Studio 
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File 
Extension 

WAV 
AVI 
MID 
MOV 

FU or FLC 

• Any Windows available CODEC means that any COmpressor/DECompressor 
driver can be used so long as its on the system and available to windows 

With new CODEC's being bundled with Windows 95, video clips can be played up to full screen 

and speech using the DSP group TrueSpeech CODEC can be recorded using up only 1 k per sec

ond with telephone like quality. Put in real terms a floppy disk has the capacity to hold approxi-

mately 24 minutes of digitised speech or sound. Potentially, even an average size hard disk can 

hold many tens of thousands of individual words and phrases. 

Although the benefit of these new formats is untested they do provide another realm of possibili-

ties for users. Not only can they use Easy Speaker as a primary or secondary channel of commu-

nication but they might also use it as a recreational environment. The ability to show and discuss 

a video clip with a friend is intriguing, as is the ability to play real music. In commercial devices 

such support is still years away due to prohibitive development costs. Unlike in the past the major 

cost of an ACD is now represented by software as opposed to the specialist hardware previously 

required. Their has been a paradigm shift toward software based ACD's running on standard 

hardware. Logically it is far better to concentrate of developing high quality software for industry 

standard platforms than on specialist hardware, as hardware can almost be 'left to take care of 

itself. That is, real wor1d computing needs and market forces will drive down machine cost and 

increase machine power whilst decreasing physical size. 

Other key areas of Easy Speaker have remained unchanged. The most important of these is the 

tracking system ARTS which still continues to track the actions of users very accurately. This 

track is then available as a log file which can be read in to any spreadsheet and analysed accord-
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ingly. The only change being that this is created in both a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file and 

a Microsoft ACCESS database (MOB) format file. 

It is not solely advances in operating systems and the Easy Speaker software itself that has im

proved usability for users and maintainers alike, and expanded the range of possibilities. New 

hardware has meant that such features can easily be implemented in real-time for acceptable pro

gramming effort and monetary investment. 

Hardware advances 

With the majority of hardware based ACO's still costing many thousands of pounds they are in

creasingly looking like poor investments. This has largely been due to Increasing power of smaller 

and ever cheaper generally available computer hardware. At the forefront of this drive is the Win

dows/lntel, or WINTEL (WINdows and INTEL), alliance to produce faster and ever more affordable 

IBM PC compatibles. Software based ACO's such as Easy Speaker and its commercial counter

parts are set to dominate. With operating systems such as Windows offering device Independ

ence one can easily see why this should be so. Such independence allows developers to rightly 

assume that their software will run on any device that can run an operating system such as Win

dOWS. In Easy Speakers case all that is needed is a Windows based machine with a sound card. 

This means that it can run on IBM PC compatibles, OEC Alpha's, PowerMAC's, and UNIX boxes. 

In the latter cases by virtue of appropriate versions of Windows 95, NT, or emulators. Thus de

velopment costs are reduced, and the range of equipment that the ACO can be used with Is vastly 

increased. If a given user requires a smaller physical package to be more portable, then a smaller 

but equally powerful machine can be purchased. In a reSidential setting they may use a desktop 

with the same software and available vocabulary. It is far cheaper, and more productive to pur

chase more software than it is to buy specialist hardware that cannot be used for other purposes. 

The PC offers the ability to be able to perform other tasks, rather than being a solid state ACO. 

For example, the user can use it for recreational games, writing, drawing etc ... In addition to which 

the ACO software itself can be upgraded with better version, or dropped altogether it does not suit 

a given user. The possibilities are endless. 
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In terms of readily available hardware which can run Easy Speaker and some of its commercia l 

counterparts Pentium notebooks with touch screens and audio capabilities are now avai lable for 

around £2 ,500 , with 486 variants for around £1 ,000. Touch screens can be added as a retro fit for 

around £300. As computers are now treated as commodities, with chips be ing bought and so ld as 

such, prices drop literally weekly, with impending chip releases speeding this downward spiral in 

pricing. This can only be to the benefit of the ACO user. 

To give an example , currently the best piece of hardware [in the authors view] to run a software 

based ACO such as Easy Speaker on is the Fujitsu Stylistic 500, or something very similar. 

Fig 11 .1 2, The Fujitsu "Stylistic 500" pen and touch screen based mobile computer running MS 

Windows 
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Weighing in at just 2.5 lb., with a 486 DX2 CPU and giving over 6 hours of battery life the Stylistic 

offers the potential to be an ideal base for a software ACD. At around £2,000 it has a touch sensi-

tive screen and in-built sound card capable of both recording and playback of digitised 

sound/speech and generating MIDI music. It also has the power to play video clips and anima-

tion's with ease. If fitted with a 32 Mb PMCIA III solid-state storage card it can offer instant access 

to photorealistic images and digitised sound/speech. If running MS Windows 95 and using the 

DSP groups TrueSpeech CODEC one could store around 9 hours worth of average quality digit

ised sound/speech. To realise the enormity of this achievement this casual statement needs to be 

put in prospective. A 32 Mb of PCMCIA flash memory card could hold around :-

In terms of speech 

• 9 hours, or 546 minutes, worth of digitised sound/speech recording 
• 33,000 individual digitised words at a rate of 1/sec 

In terms of symbols (without JPEG compression) 

• 7,281 - 16 colour speech or hypermedia link symbols 
• 3,810 - 256 colour speech or hypermedia link symbols 
• 723 - 16.7 million colour, or photorealistic, speech or hypermedia link symbols 

With JPEG image compression assuming an 80% compression ratio 

• 3,615 -16.7 million colour, or photorealistic, speech or hypermedia link symbols 

This is even more remarkable considering the size of such cards. 
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Fig 11.13, A 32 Mb PCMCIA flash memory card drawn to scale 

Dimensions: Length: 85 mm, Width: 54 mm, Depth: 5 mm, Weight: 35 g 

32Mb 
PCMCIA 
CARD 

Top view 
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Side view 

In concrete terms one 32 Mb card could store enough digitised words to be equivalent to that of an 

average pocket dictionary. Certainly enough for normal conversation. These words or phrases 

could be represented by up to 7,281 high quality symbols and links. The potential then for such an 

ACD using currently available hardware is clear with card and machine capacities increasing al

most daily. 

ACD's are no longer constrained by under-powered hardware using low quality speech synthesis 

output, and abstract symbol set. Further developments in hardware, operating systems and ACD 

software can only improve the communicative effectiveness for those otherwise considered inca

pable of operating previous generations of ACD's. 

Corroborative studies using Easy Speaker 

Since the original MS DOS based Easy Speaker software was written there has been a growing 

interest in the approach, the philosophy behind it, and the uses to which it can be put (Rostron and 

Plant 1992). In testimony to the software itself and to the ethos behind it some of the more nota

ble and relevant studies are outlined below. 
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Rostron, Plant and Hermann (1994) for example reported on a 22 year old man (known as R.) with 

severe Leaming Disabilities and severe communications problems. R.'s communicative ability, 

despite attempts to teach him Makaton, was very limited. Unfortunately he had made no attempt 

to use Makaton in any way. His capacity to learn was described as "minimal" according to his 

caregivers and given background history. Given his background the prognosis for Easy Speaker 

use was apparently poor. With the help of one of the authors who had known R. for two and a half 

years a customised hierarchy was constructed which contained relevant pictures, speech and 

sound, e.g. pictures of a recent holiday and pieces of music were used. Given R.'s abilities the 

purpose of this material was to :-

• Provide a means of assessing the user's capabilities 
• Devise an environment where communication skills could be developed 
• Offer a novel entertainment and recreation environment 

Specifically data was gathered on each of the following criteria :-

• Can the user recognise and identify pictures and symbols? 
• What aspects of language can be understood and responded to 1 
• Are there any signs of productive language use? 
• To what extent is the users attention held by the particular environment and how long 

does it remain of interest 1 
• Is the situation sufficiently motivating to warrant developing material for other specific 

learning tasks 1 

R. had a recognised, but uncorrected visual problem, so it was informative to discover that he 

could recognise and identify pictures and symbols correctly, albeit at a close distance. For exam-

pie, he easily recognised pictures of where he'd been on holiday when they were used as symbols 

on screen. Given that he could recognise the chosen symbols next the authors used Easy 

Speaker to assess what aspects of spoken language he could understand and respond to. Previ

ously it was uncertain as to what R. could actually understand and what he chose to ignore. This 

consisted of asking R. to point to various symbols on screen which were then output as digitised 

speech or music. Over a number of sessions the complexity of the requests was increased and R. 

was shown how to navigate between screens of symbols using hypermedia style links. This culmi

nated in R. being able to answer simple questions such as, ·What did you have to drink in the cafe 

on holiday 1", "Who was there 1" etc ... using Easy Speaker and the symbol set provided. He pro-
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duced multi-symbol utterances such as "I drank lots of - tea" and "I went to the - cafE~ with T." 

demonstrating a degree of generative usage. In this case each symbol represented multi-word 

digitised speech utterances. R. also demonstrated the ability to navigate between screens follow

ing the structure of the hierarchy. He was particularly fond of Kylie Minogue at the time and so a 

picture of her was turned in to a symbol and buried within the hierarchy. When selected an piece 

of Kylie Minogue music would be played at which point R. would be come excited and highly moti

vated. Despite the symbol being buried three or more levels within the hierarchy R. conSistently 

managed to activate it in order to listen to the music. This suggests that he could learn given an 

appropriate setting and level of motivation. This suggests that R. could have produced multi

symbol utterances from more than one screen despite the originally poor prognosis. In terms of 

motivation and attention R. remained highly motivated and attentive during each session which 

lasted for up to an hour. Indeed he had to be 'physically prised' from the computer on more than 

one occasion suggesting his diagnosed short attention span was almost irrelevant. Such positive 

results prompted the authors to construct more material for R. through which he could both learn 

and communicate. Unfortunately R's requirements dictated that he would need a highly portable 

device such as the Fujitsu Stylistc discussed earlier, and was hindered by the desktop PC used. In 

1992-1993 when the study was conducted no such machines were readily available. However, it 

demonstrates that the user interface of Easy Speaker was suitable and that those with severe 

Learning Disabilities could use it as their primary means of communication. 

Rostron and Kinsella (1995) made use of Easy Speaker not as a Augmentative Communication 

Device but as an aid in improving pronunciation in unimpaired Italian language learners. Rostron 

and Kinsella let half of the learners have access to Easy Speaker with an appropriate set of sym

bOls and digitised Italian words and phrases. The other half carried on using traditional methods. 

The hierarchy used contained symbols such as a digitised photo of a ·cup· with the English text 

"cup· underneath. When selected the Italian word for cup would be output as digitised well pro

nounced Italian speech. The goal was for leamers to try to imitate this high quality output. When 

bOth groupS were assessed blind for pronunciation quality by course lecturers the group who used 

Easy Speaker were found to be Significantly better. Although apparently removed from using Easy 

speaker as a VOCA or ACD this does testify that using high quality digitised speech is the correct 
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approach regardless of language. That is, it has the inherent capacity to improve and shape the 

users own language, or in this case their Italian pronunciation skills. Obviously this is something 

that synthesised speech cannot offer. In language impaired individuals any improvement in resid-

ual language would be welcome. Such a finding supports the notion of improved expressive lan-

guage off-device in Leaming Disabled Easy Speaker users discussed in chapter ten. 

Rostron and Gimson (1995) used Easy Speaker in a similar role in order to teach difficult pho

nemes symbolically to a severely hearing impaired 8 year old girl (known as M.) with marked pro

nunciation and intelligibility problems. Other than her deafness M. was otherwise unimpaired and 

of normal intelligence. Rostron and Gimson aware of the particular problems deaf children have 

in pronouncing particular words and diSCriminating between them constructed a hierarchy which 

contained particularly difficult words. For example :-

Fig 11.14, An example of difficult to pronounce phonemes and their symbols as used in Easy 
Speaker with a severely deaf child 

Phoneme Words 
SM SMell, SMack, Smile 

(from left to right) 

Each segment of digitised speech that was generated placed stress or empathises on the pho-

neme in question. M. was encouraged to copy these and other words as they were output. All 

sessions were audio taped and compared with baseline so that improvements could be assessed. 

M.'s teacher noted a significant improvement in pronunciation after Easy Speaker use. An inde-

pendent deaf teaching expert also rated an improvement based on the audio taped sessions. 

In its intended role as an ACD a dysphasiC stoke patient made use of Easy Speaker as a means of 

communication with a good degree of success in the home environment (Rostron, Plant and Ward 
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1996). RL. a 61 year old man used Easy Speaker for regular activity sessions during a four week 

period in his own home. He was encouraged to use Easy Speaker constantly during this period 

with the hierarchy constructed for him. Prior to Easy Speaker use he had no computer experi-

ence. In this study Rostron et al assessed :-

• Learning measured by 
• Speed of use - using total time taken to construct and reproduce an utterance 

and predicted words per minute score on set tasks 
• Accuracy of use - using total number of button presses and total number of 

mickeys the mouse moved in constructing utterances 
• Delayed recall- recalling the symbols selected during each session 

• Overall familiarity 
• Number of symbols located - locating a number of randomly chosen symbols 

within the hierarchy 
• Utility of the ACD 

• Independent use - independent use of Easy Speaker between formal sessions 
• Changes in functional communication 

• A comparison of scores on the MModified Communicative Effectiveness Index" 
pre and post-intervention 

In terms of time taken to produce set utterances over nine sessions there was a highly significant 

improvement over the project period. OVer the nine sessions there was a gradual increase in the 

predicted words per minute output, although this was not significant. In terms of accuracy there 

was a significant improvement in the number of button presses over the nine sessions, Le. less 

button presses to achieve the same result. In terms of total mouse movement in mickeys there 

was a very highly significant improvement between sessions. In terms of delayed recall when 

questioned RL. recalled significantly more words output during a session as the number of ses

sions increased. That is when questioned after each session. 

When overall familiarity was assessed by asking RL. to navigate to certain symbols during the fi

nal session he attempted 31 of the 40 tasks before he was judged too tired to continue. Of the 31 

items 7 were completely correct, 12 were attempted but were not ultimately successful and 12 

were not known and not attempted. 

In terms of utility RL. used the computer on only four occasions in-between the formal sessions. It 

is possible that this was due to RL's general condition. Output from the occaSions when it was 

used however showed that meaningful utterances had been generated. 
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As regards changes in functional communication a second post-intervention questionnaire was not 

completed due to lack of informal ACe use. Lack of informal ACD use was attributed to RL's 

premorbid state and general lack of motivation to attempt to communicate. In the words of his 

wife, -he was never a great talker". One other family member could almost 'read his mind' and on 

many occasions pre-empted ACe use by 'talking for RL.'. 

Despite the mixed findings with this dysphasic user, the fact that he could control Easy Speaker, 

improved with practice, and learnt parts of the hierarchy is encouraging. One must bear in mind 

this was despite his weak condition and general stereotyped patterns of communication. Given a 

stronger physical state and better motivation he might well have used Easy Speaker in order to 

communicate exclusively. 

Finally in papers by Plant and Rostron (1996) and Rostron and Plant (1996), I outlined the impor

tance of the caregiver interface as well as that presented to the user. Stress in these articles was 

placed on the importance of how easy any ACD should be to maintain for a given user. The new 

features of the latest version of Easy Speaker Pro were discussed, e.g. drag-and-drop setting up of 

user screens. In time pressured environments this was seen as crucial and was considered as 

being of equal importance to good design of the user interface. Ease of caregiver use was 

stressed as many commercially available ACD's pay scant attention to this and are time consum

ing and difficult to set-up and maintain. Overall feedback to the papers was favourable and nu

merous copies of Easy Speaker have been sent out and downloaded from our Intemet site as a 

result. 

Future research 

Although Easy Speaker was able to be utilised by moderately Learning Disabled adults there is 

potential to carry out trials with groups who are more severely handicapped. Obviously to verify 

the correctness of the approach severely handicapped individuals should be able to use Easy 

speaker as their primary communication channel. This was not possible within the current study 

as a longer time frame would need to be studied; and during this study more able users were cho

sen as they could give some feedback as to their opinions toward Easy Speaker. More crucially 
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initial research, such as that discussed within this thesis, cannot be carried out with such vulner

able groups without first verifying the approach and establishing an academic track record. Now 

that the approach has been validated it is hoped that professionals and caregivers in the area will 

take-up the work with more severely handicapped individuals as part of their working practice. 

Hardware cannot simply be lent short-term to such groups and then withdrawn when they become 

dependent on it simply for research purposes. Other parallel studies using Easy Speaker on a one 

to one basis with a variety of users suffering assorted handicaps have proved encouraging how

ever. For example, Rostron, Plant and Hermann (1994) used Easy Speaker successfully with a 

severely Leaming Disabled client who could potentially have used it as his primary means of 

communication had smaller more portable equipment been available at the time. 

With improvements in both the range and quality of media available for linking to symbols further 

research as to its usefulness and impact needs to be carried out. In terms of improvements for 

maintainers the new object orientated maintainer interface needs to be evaluated in the field. 

Hopefully this will be assessed with both new maintainers and with those who used previous ver

sions of Easy Speaker. Again it is hoped that professionals and caregivers in the field will com

ment on such improvements and provide feedback. 

Future plans for research include work with non-vocal children and adolescents, with patients with 

degenerative diseases such as MS (Multiple Sclerosis) and MND (Motor Neurone Disease), and 

with laryngectomy patients. Hopefully this research will be carried out at hospitals in Hull and 

Sheffield in the UK from 1996 onwards using small highly portable devices such as the Fujitsu 

StylistiC 500 shown below running Easy Speaker Pro. 
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Fig 11 .15, The stylistic 500 running Easy Speaker Pro 
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Currently collaborative work with the Voice Attitudes and Emotions in Speech Synthesis project 

(VAESS) based in Sheffield as part of the European TIDE program has begun. Partners include 

• Sheffield University - Dept of Human Communication Science 
• Stockholm - KTH 
• Aalborg University - Centre for Personkommunikation (CPK) 
• Madrid University - Speech Technology Group (GTH) 
• Telia AB - Swedish Telecom 
• Infovox 
• BiDesign Ltd 

This has meant that the Easy Speaker Pro software has been adapted to use both digitised speech 

and advanced synthesis systems such as Infovox OVE. As part of the VAESS project is to de-

velop a suitable PC compatible platform in an AS sized package weighing around a pound thus 

Easy Speaker Pro will run without modification using the touch screen input the device offers. In 

this role Easy Speaker will be required to run various symbol based systems in numerous lan-

guages. Focus in this area however has been on the quality of the speech synthesis in the main 

and the construction of a new rule based system. 

With advances in available technology it is hoped to publicise and distribute Easy Speaker Pro by 

means of the Internet. We are currently constructing a World Wide Web site devoted to this pur

pose. Hopefully, by making Easy Speaker Pro available world wide, this potentially means that 

individuals who might benefit most may make use of it. In addition to which such distribution and 

use can only further some of the research goals outlined. 

SUMMARY 

Easy Speaker has been developed based on a three stage model which focuses on theoretical, 

developmental, and evaluative processes. All three were completed within a framework of exist-

ing, new and cutting-edge technologies. 
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The theoretical concentrated on the abilities and handicaps of potential users, and the need to 

provide a low cognitive demand ACO. The importance of a low demand, high synergy interface 

provided by a hypermedia metaphor was stressed in relation to cognitive modelling. The impor

tance of concrete symbology was also outlined based on previous research. A model of how users 

interacted with Easy Speaker was provided by the SSOA model as applied to direct manipulation. 

Finally, the contentious issue of whether to use digitised or synthesised speech was addressed 

from both theoretical and experimental standpoints. Experimentally digitised speech incurred sig

nificantly less cognitive load. 

The development of Easy Speaker was outlined from its inception through to the current version, 

and beyond. The importance of good design from both users and maintainers perspective's were 

stressed. In addition the contribution made by available hardware and software was considered 

briefly. On-line help and the need for enhanced error messages was highlighted. The ability of 

Easy Speaker to monitor users interactions was considered crucial and was a comerstone of de

velopment. Maintainer's views were assessed by the QUIS. Overall maintainers aUls responses 

were significantly favourable. 

The evaluative stage focused on the levels of competence shown by real users. This focused on 

the completion of set tasks known as ESAT tasks. These measured constructional speed and effi

ciency. Results showed that users, despite their handicaps, could lea m to operate Easy Speaker 

relatively rapidly, and that their performance soon reached optimum levels. Some even ap

proached the level of skill shown by experienced unimpaired individuals. Crucially all used Easy 

Speaker productively and could easily generate multi-symbol utterances that were salient and se

mantically correct. Over the longer term off-device improvements in language and cognition were 

shown to have taken place as rated by two of each users immediate caregivers on the ESPM 

questionnaire. That is, when measured in adaptive behavioural terms as opposed to formal test 

measures. This suggested that not only could Easy Speaker be used as a primary or secondary 

communication channel, but also as a constant therapist. The aim being to improve residual lin

guistic and cognitive abilities within the user. 
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As suggested by the three stage model, development is a never ending cycle, fed by user needs, 

maintainer demands, and increasingly capable technologies. The latest version of Easy Speaker 

was outlined with the aim of addressing many of the shortcomings of the previous version. The 

new features it incorporates were listed along with possible implications for users and maintainers 

alike. The state of hardware was considered in relation to the next generation of software based 

ACD. An ideal hardware platform for the new version of Easy Speaker was also proposed. The 

change to software, over hardware based ACD's is seen as a welcome paradigm shift. 

Other corroborative research which has been undertaken using Easy Speaker as its base was out

lined, and where supportive of the current study parallels drawn. 

Future directions for research were outlined, as was the need to achieve world wide publicity and 

distribution via the Internet and World Wide Web site. A list of useful addresses is provided in 

appendix A, detailing suppliers of commercial ACD's along with our Internet address. 
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Currently a demonstration version of Easy 
Speaker is available to down load free on a 
trial basis via a World Wide Web site located 
at :-

http://www.hull.ac.ukl 

From the main University page select the 
Psychology Dept's home page. From here 
there is access to a specific Communication 
Aids page with relevant software and contact 
addresses. 

You can also contact me via this Internet site 
or I can be eMailed on :-

r.r.plant@psy.hull.ac.uk 

These addresses will remain current for as 
long is as feasible. 

Brilliant Computing/SEMERC. Box 142. 
Bradford. BD9 5NF 

Cane & Able Ltd. Grindle Turret Main Road. 
Grindleford. Sheffield S30. South Yorkshire 

Capital Electronic Developments Ltd. 590 
Uxbridge Road. Hayes 

The Computability Centre. PO Box 94, War
wick. CV34 5WS 

Ezi-Line Ltd, 24 East Street. Wareham. BH 
20 

Hugh Steeper Ltd. Queen Mary's University 
Hospital, Roehampton Disability Centre, 
London, SW15 5PL 

Liberator Ltd, Whitegates, Swinstead, Lin
coln. NG33 4PD 

Newman Tonks GrouP. Oxleason Road, East 
Moons Moat, reddich, B948 ORE 

QED Ltd. Ability House, 242 Gosport Road, 
Fareham, P016 OSS 

QRO Systems. Valley View, Hadleigh Road, 
Ipswitch, Suffolk. IP2 OBT 

Rainbow Rehab. 134 Purewell Road, Crist
church, BH23 1 EU 

Raymar, Unit 1. Fairview Estate, Reading 
Road, Henly on Thames, RG9 1 HE 

ROMPA International, Goyt Side Road. 
Chesterfield, 840 2PH 

Toby Churchill Ltd, 20 Panton St, Cam
bridge, CB2 1 HP 


